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Make it Pay You 
$70 to X200 a Week 

trificated Electrical £XDQrt 
FreeElectrical Working 
Outfit, Radio Course 
Employment Service 

I give each student a splendid Outfit o 
Electrical Tools, Materials and Measur 
ing Instruments absolutely FREE. You d 
PRACTICAL work-AT HOME with thi 
Outfit. You start right in after the first fe 
lessons to WORK AT YOUR PROFES 
SION in a practical way. I also give free 
complete Radio course and a special cour 
for men going into business for themselve 

Get Started Now - MAIL COUPE 
I want to send the "Vital Facts" of th 
Electrical Industry including my Electri 
cal Book, Proof -Lessons and a sample o 
my guarantee bond FREE. These cos 
you nothing and you'll enjoy them. Mak 
the start today for a bright future i 
Electricity. Send in the coupon - NOW 
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L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer 
Chicago Engineering Works 
Dept. 26 - 2150 Lawrence Ave.. Chicago 

Use this Free Outfit Coupon! 
L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer 26 Chicago Engineering Works. Dept. I 2150 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Sir:-Send me at once the "Vital Facts" con- I taining Sample Lessons, your Big Book and full par- ticular, of your Free Outfit and Home Study Course I -all fully prepaid, without obligation on my part. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Occupation.... Age 

It's a shame for you to work for small pay when rained "Electrical 
Experts" are in great demand at such high salaries, and the opportunities for advance- 
ment and a big success in this line are the greatest ever known. "Electrical Experts" 
earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one of these big paying positions. 

Learn at Home to Earn $12 to $30 a Day 
Today even the ordinary Electrician-the "screwdriver" kind-is making 
money-big money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the whys and where- 
fores of Electricity - the "Electrical Expert" - who is picked out to "boss" ordinary 
Electricians-to boss Big Jobs-the jobs that pay. You, too, can learn to fill one of these jobs 
-spare time only is needed. BE AN "ELECTRICAL EXPERT"-earn $70 to $200 a week. 

Other Men Are Doing It- 
You Can Do It Too 

J. R. Morgan of Delaware, Ohio, earns from 
$30.00 to $50.00 a day since completing my 
course. He used to earn $5.00 a day as a 
carpenter's helper. W. E. Pence, a $35.00 a 
week mechanic of Chehalis, Wash., made 
almost $10,000.00 last year doing electrical 
work in a town where he didn't think he 
could earn a dime. Harold Hastings, of 
Somers, Mass., only 21 years old, cleans up 
$480.00 a month. He was still in high school 
when he started on my course. Joe Cullari, 
523 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, N.J., increased 
his income 300% in one year and frequently 
makes the entire cost of his course back 
in one day's time. Fred Fritchman, 3959 
Amundson Ave., New York City, makes. 
$450.00 every month. He was a $15.00 a week 
man when he first came to me for help. 

Age or Lack of Experience 
No Drawback 

You don't have to be a College Man; you 
don't have to be a High School graduate. If 
you can read and write English, my course 

will make you a big success. It is the most 
simple, thorough and successful Electrical 
Course in existence, and offers every man, 
regardless of age, education, or previous 
experience, the chance to become in a very 
short time an "Electrical Expert," able to 
make from $70 to $200 a week. 

I Give You a Real Training 
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineer- 
ing Works, I know exactly the kind of train- 
ing a man needs to get the best positions at 
the highest salaries. Hundred of my stu- 
dents are now earning $3,500 to $10,000 a 
year. Many are successful ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS. 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
So sure am I that you can learn Electricity -so sure am I that after studying with me, 
you too, can get into the "big money" class 
in electrical work, that I will guarantee 
under bond to return every single penny 
paid me in tuition if, when you have finished 
my course, you are not satisfied it was the 
best investment you ever made. 

?he Cookë'Trained Man is the ̀ Big Pay 'Man 
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ÄN ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN 

S. V. SMITH 
Chief Engineer 
Home Study Dept. 

"The Highest Paid Electrical Expert" 
Get your Electrical Technician's Certificate through me, and you will be 
guaranteed the aid of my organization to secure you a position paying 
you the highest salary you ever received to start. 

Command $250 to $600 Monthly 
My course is designed to fit you for a position as Electrical 
Technician, Supervisor, Foreman or Manager of Equipment. 
These positions cover the Electro -technical field and pay a 
rate of compensation running into thousands of dollars a year. 
Take my Home Study Course and prepare yourself in spare 
time by this most simple, direct and inexpensive method, to 
become an expert in Motor Maintenance, Armature Winding, 
Battery, Sub -Station and Power House Work, Automotive, 
Aircraft, Tractor and Illuminating Engineering, Generator, 
Switchboard and House -Wiring, Trans_,jssion, Installation 

and Line Construction, and I will not ß-1y guarantee your 
success in this study, but I will 'uncertake to train you 
until you are actually earning $3000.00 a year. More 
than that, when you graduate, and are qualified to re- 
ceive your Electrical Technician's Certificate from me, 
if you are not more than pleased with your training, if 
you are not fully convinced your earning power has been 
GREATLY INCREASED, or if you are not completely 
satisfied you can hold down a high-class job at the high- 
est rate of compensation paid men of your experience - 

either you may come in with me and finish your training here 
in my plant-at no cost to you-or- 

I WILL GIVE YOU MY COURSE FREE 

The Only Course 
in America 

Publicly 
Endorsed by 
Its Students 

READ THIS 
We, the under- 

signed, a committee 
representing students 
of the S. & H. 
Electrical Works, 
now actually taking 
this course, do here- 
by certify that it is 

equal and also su- 
perior to all claims, 
and that Mr. S. V. 
Smith can and will 
do all he agrees. 

Signed: 
J. H. KILLIAN, 

GEORGE DOBRUSIN, 

STANLEY BERGER, 

KENNETH E. JONES, 

JOE LONDO. 

There are not "ifs" nor "buts" about this offer. If you have a common school education, and will agree to study 
a little evenings for a few months, I guarantee to train you to be a first-class man, or the course need not cost you 
one penny. Therefore, write at once, or mail the coupon, for full details of my truly remarkable proposition. Do 

this NOW, to avoid possible disappointment. 

Splendid Outfit Free with My Course 
I will ship to you from stock a commercial -sized ELECTRICAL MOTOR and a working outfit of electrical 
instruments, new material, wire, appliances and apparatus, freight prepaid and absolutely FREE. Simply 
send me the coupon, or write me, AT ONCE, and become a student of this simplified. Home Study Course, 
and this outfit becomes yours without one extra penny cost to you. It will enable you to do experimental and 
practical electrical work right in your own home, and, in conjunction with my unlimited, personal super- 
vision, should aid you to be actually making money within a very short time. 

RADIOIn addition to the wonderful electrical outfit mentioned above, if you reply to 
this ad promptly, I shall also give you, without cost to you, a complete EX - 

F R E E PERT'S training in Radio. With this up-to-the-minute, FREE course in Radio 
(covering Construction, Operation and Installation), and my help-it is possible 

for you to make 50.00 a week right in your own home town, while learning. This is a won- 
derful opportunity for you, for I shall supply what you need to do this at no expense to 
you, and you can start RIGHT IN-AT ONCE. Get details NOW - Send Coupon, or 
write me-TODAY. ACT-for results. 

S. V. SMITH, Chief Engineer 
Home Study Department, S. & H. Electrical Works 

Desk KK -3 

308 So. Green Street - - - - Chicago, Ill. 

Desk KK -3, 
S. V. SMITH, 

Chief Engineer 
Home Study Dept. 

S. & H. Electrical 
Works 

308 So. Green Street, 
Chicago. 

Dear Sir: I am interested 
in your guaranteed Home 

Study Course of training in the 
best -paid divisions of electricity; 

also how you aid me free to make 
money while learning. Send particu- 

lars at once free of charge. 

N ame 
1 ldress 
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Automotive 
Electricity 

Come to this great school where practical applied electricity is taught in all 
its phases, quickly and thoroughly. Here under the guidance of our Staff 
of Electrical Engineers and Practical Experts, in the most elaborately 
equipped school laboratories in America, you can become an expert Elec- 
trician in ;í year or learn an Electrical Trade in three months. 

For over 1.3 years the School of Engineering of Milwaukee has been 
training men for brilliant success in all branches of electricity. This great 
school is devoted exclusively to electrical education and offers you advantages 
not to be found anywhere else. A large four-story concrete building houses 
its electrical automotive and chemical laboratories, lecture halls and drafting 
rooms. Thousands of dollars of equipment, including motors, dynamos, . 

switchboards, ignition, starting and lighting systems, headlight testing 
laboratories, Radio Broadcasting Station W.I.A.O., etc., etc., are features of 
the - School of Engineering of Milwaukee's magnificent laboratory system. 
Itere the student is thoroughly trained in both the theory and practice of 

What You Learn 
The man who succeeds today must specialize( He 

must center his thoughts and efforts on one calling 
and then stick to it. That's why School of Engi- 
neering of Milwaukee lirst grounds the student in the 
general theory and practice of electricity, then trains 
him- for whatever branch of the work which he de- 
sires to specialize. This makes him both a good 
electrician and a specialist who can solve the great 
electrical problems and work for which the high 
salaries are paid. The highly specialized courses 
offered by School of Engineering of Milwaukee give 
von complete, expert knowledge in each particular 
branch. 

Practical Electricity 
Curse req-iires six months for completion and 

gives the student both principles and practice in the 
application of electricity. The course includes house, 
factory and theatre wiring, testing and meter work, 
D. C. and A. C. Armature Winding, motors, gener- 
ators, transformers, efficiency tests, installation and 
care of comic ercial electrical equipment and ma- 
chinery. 

A three months' course_ 

Armature brief but intensely practical 
and leading to well paying 

Winding experts who have made thor- 
positions. Instruction under 

ough studies of most prac- 
tical and expedient methods in this field. A very 
popular course among men who desire a short period 
of intensive training. 

A very complete, prac- 
tical course covering three 
months' time. Teaches every 
phase of electric starting, 
lighting, ignition and stor- 
age battery work for auto- 

mobiles, trucks, tractors, motorcycles, aircraft, etc. 
Opens up the way to big pay positions in the auto- 
motive industry-. 

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
OF MILWAUKEE 

SI -923, 415-417 Marshall St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Please send me without cost or obligation, your 

big free illustrated hook and details of the course 
which .I have indicated below. 

Course 

Name - 

Address 

City State 

Age Education 

S 

5CHOEL of ENGIN EERI N of Milwaukee 
Americas Greatest Institution of Electrical Education 

Become an Electrical 
Expert in 14 Year 

Or Learn an EIectrical 
Trade in Three Months 

Experts Train You in Our Big Laboratories 
all types of electrical work. He leaves the School fitted for a high salaried 
position as an electrical expert. 

The great field of electricity offers unbounded success to the ambitious, 
properly trained man. The electrical industry has developed so rapidly that 
there exists today a great shortage of properly electrically trained men. 
Decide to train now for a high -paid position in this great, fascinating, 
uncrowded field. Join our ambitious students-fine, strapping young fellows 
from every State in the Union-who after a short, intensive training will 
enter big jobs as electrical experts. 

Our school is located in the heart of Milwaukee, a large, up-to-date city 
with the added attraction of bathing and boating on beautiful Lake Michi- 
gan and other lakes in the surrounding country. Our students engage in 
football, baseball, basketball and other sports; Fraternities, School Band, etc. 
You will enjoy your training at the School of Engineering of Milwaukee 
and your time here will pay you golden dividends all the rest of your life 
in increased earning power and bigger opportunities. 

Electrical 
Engineering 
with B.S. degree in three years. 
A faculty of specialists is lead- 
ing hundreds of young men to 
sure success. Why not you? 
Full provision is made for mak- 
ing up deficient high school 
credits. Don't delay ACTION. 

Term Openings 
Sept. 4th 

and 
Oct. 1st 

Mail 
Coupon 

Now. 
Mail the coupon today for our FREE 

72 -pige Illustrated catalog. Tell us 
what course interests you most and we 
will send you special information. Find 
out about the great opportunity in 
Electricity today. Learn how we can 
help you to a permanent and lasting 
success. Don't put it off! Mail the 
coupon now! 

Electrotechnics 
Become an Electrotechnician-a special type of ex- 

pert qualified to fit electricity to the demands of mod- 
ern industry. Practical electrical training of 1 to 2 
years which leads to positions such as superintendent 
of maintenance, director of construction. radio engi- 
neer, superintendent of testing and instating. All of 
these positions pay extremely well and the work itself 
is intensely fascinating. 

Commercial Electrical 
Engineering in 

ONE YEAR 
Unparalleled opportunities for brilliant, successful 

careers in the new field of Commercial Electrical 
Engineering. To meet the extraordinary 
present-day demand for trained electrical 
business Wren, Consulting and Efficiency 
Engineers, we offer this thorough, condensed 
and very practical training, especially ad:.pt- 
el to high school graduates and Electrotech- 
nicians. 

HtTL of ENGIN EERI N 
of Milwaukee 

S. I.-923, 415-17 Marshall St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
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WIRELESS COURSE IN 20 LESSONS 
By S. GERNSBACK, A. LESCARBOURA and H. W. SECOR 

Very Greatly Enlarged 

WIRELESS COE1KSE 

20 LESSONS 
'Y 

S.GERNSBACK 
A.LESCNIBOIIRA 

H.W.SECOR 

12x Edition 
ampdwrylfe..,n.a 
anJ Elc,Qrr! 

"4. 

-git,.: 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO 

Size of Book 
6x9 inches 

264 pages. 500 illustrations, diagrams and photographs. 
Binding de luxe; black leatherette cover, genuine gold 
stamped; multi -colored jacket; 1 -ed edges; round corners; 
semi -flexible covers. 

This new edition contains over 100 pages more than the 
previous editions, of which over 100,000 were sold. It is 
printed in a larger type, on better paper and has better and 
more illustrations. 
Lesson No. 1: Principles of Electricity: 

History and Explanation of Electricity, etc. 
Lesson No. 2: Principles of Magnetism: 

The History and Explanation of Magnetism, etc. 
Lesson No. 3: Dynamos, Motors, Generators, and Wiring: 

Explanation of Construction and Operation of each of the above, etc. 
Lesson No. 4: Principles of Wireless Telegraphy: 

History and Explanation of the Wave Transmission and those con- 
cerned in the development of early radio, etc. 

Lesson No, 5: Amateur Transmitting Sets and Apparatus: 
Apparatus and Circuits used by Amateurs in the early days of radio 
telegraphy, etc. 

Lesson No. 6: Transmitting Sets (Continued) : 

Apparatus and Circuits of Transmitting Apparatus, etc. 
Lesson No. 7: Commercial Transmitting Systems: 

Apparatus and their operation, etc. 
Lesson No. 8: Aerials and Underwriters Installing Regulations: 

Explanation of the Antenna System and Constructional details of the 
various types used. Official regulations, etc. 

Price 

$2.00 
Postpaid 

ON5 

Lesson No. 9: Radio Receiving Apparatus: 
Description of the Various Types of Receiving Apparatus with an 
explanation of their operation, etc. 

Lesson No. 10: The Detector: 
An explanation of the various types of detectors used for reception 
purposes, including circuits, etc. 

Lesson No. 11: The Vacuum Tube as a Detector: 
Principles of operation of the vacuum tubes, etc. 

Lesson No. 12: Regenerative Receiving Set: 
Description and explanation of various vacuum tube circuits, etc. 

Lesson No. 13: The Vacuum Tube as an Amplifier: 
Operation of the types of amplifiers as in conjunction with tuners. 
Loud Speakers, etc. 

Lesson No. 14: Practical Vacuum Tube Circuits: 
An explanation of various up-to-date Circuits used in Radio, etc. 

Lesson No. 15: Super -Regenerative Receiver: 
Operation of the Super -Regenerative Receiver, etc. 

Lesson No. 16: Vacuum Tube Transmitter: 
Vacuum Tube Transmission and Broadcasting Systems, etc. 

Lesson No. 17: Radio Compass-The Wavemeter-Radio Control: 
The Radio Compass. Principles and operation of the Wavemeter and 
Radio Control, etc. 

Lesson No. 18: Learning to Operate-The Codes-The Wireless Law: 
Methods of learning the International Code. Appendix: Detailed 
regulations of the wireless law, etc. 

Lesson No. 19: History of the Development of Radio: 
A progressive history of radio and those concerned in its,progress, etc. 

Lesson No. 20: Mathematics of Wireless Telegraphy and Appendix: 
Formulas for the Calculation of Wave -length, Inductance, Capacity, 
and other measurements, etc. 

Sent postpaid upon receipt of $2.00 

If your Dealer cannot supply you, order direct from us, giving Dealer's name and address 

Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, New York, N.Y. 
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You all remember the rapid advancement and the unlimited opportunities the automobile industry offered to those who got 

in early a few years ago. To -day aviation is in the same position. The art of flying is still in its swaddling clothes. 
Aerial freight transportation is the only solution of our traffic ills. Airplane passenger transportation is the only means 
by which we can cut traveling time. The growth of the aviation industry is assured because the need for its development 
is so urgent. 

Learn Aviation At Home 
Keep right on with the work you are doing now. A little of your spare time 
is all you need. Our Special Course is simplified for home instructions and 
is endorsed by airplane manufacturers, aeronautical experts, aviators and the 
leading aero clubs. Any man who can read English can understand it. The 
Lessons are self-explanatory and are made plain as day with Blueprints, Dia- 
grams, etc. Our Advisory Council and Instructors are behind you all the 
time giving you everything you must know. The entire field of Practical 
Aeronautics and Science of Aviation is laid right before your eyes. You are 
bound to succeed with this training. This means for you a man's size job 
with a man's size pay. 

Airplane Mechanics Must Be Trained 
To Fill The Increased Demand 

The airplane industry is going forward by 
leaps and bounds. Transportation-pass- 
enger carrying and mail carrying lines are 
being opened up everywhere. This means 
men-men-men! Trained men only are 
wanted-men who know what's what. Get 
ready now to make big money. The industry 
is calling for real red-blooded fellows-heed 
the call-now is the time to get started- 
while the industry is still in its infancy. 

Just a Few Jobs That Will Pay 

$50.00 to $250.00 Per Week 
Aeronautical Aeronautical 

Instructor Contractor 
Aeronautical Engineer Airplane Repairman 
Airplane Mechanician Airplane Inspector 
Airplane Salesman Airplane Assembler 

Airplane Builder 

Personal Instruction By Experienced Men 
Men who have had actual experience give you personal attention. They select the 
lessons, lectures, blueprints and bulletins. They tell you things that are essential in 
everyday practice. Each lesson is easy to read and understand. You are bound to 
succeed because these men give you the full benefits of their vast experience. 
Full particulars of our unique method of training are contained in our free book. 
Send for it to -day! 

American School of Aviation 
Dept. 7746 3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

BIG BOOK OF OPPORTUNITIES 

FREE! 
Send for our big free book showing just what Is going on In the 
Airplane Industry. It also shows what other men have done In 
this fascinating field and what you can do, too. It gives a list 
of some large manufacturers and dealers in airplanes and some 
of the jobs that are open to trained men. With the book we will 
send you a special offer that you will be glad to know about. 
This special offer may he withdrawn at any time without notice. 

Send the coupon now and take advantage of thin offer. 

Mail 
This 
Coupon 
For 

AMERICAN 
SCHOOL 

OF AVIATION 
Dept. 7746 

3601 Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 

FREE ' Without obligation my 
part you mayaysend mee your 

book entitled "Opportunities in 
the Airplane Industry" and your 

BOOK SPECIAL Limited offer. ' Name 

IW6FtI/ 
Address 

OCity Stare._,._,r.._- 
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New York Electrical School 

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y. 

Please send FREE and without obligation to 
me your 64 -page book. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 

Master Electricity By 
Actual Practice 

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the very work under competent instructors, which you will be called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing. That is the method of the New York Electrical School. 
Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates 

of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY 
demand of the Electrical Profession. 

The Only Institution of the Kind 
in America 

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and ex- perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill 
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing, 
transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and Young. Individual instruction. 

Over 8,000 Graduates are Successful Men 
in the Electrical World 

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will 
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under actual conditions. 

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as an 
advanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners. 
The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting 
and other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes, 
etc. 

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you 
can't call, send now for 64 -page book-it's FREE to you. 

New York 
Electrical School 

29 West 17th Street, New York 
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HE average man, and there are millions like him, 
is ape to regard Astronomy as something unworthy 
of his attention. To the majority of people, even 
in this supposed enlightened age, the word Astron- 
omy immediately suggests a shudder, and to most 

of the others it is a closed book with seven seals. 

All these people may be compared to busy ants in an 

ant -hill who are so engrossed with their universe-the ant 
hill-that they never find time to see what goes on across 
the creek. To the ant, a distance of five miles is infinite. 

He is not even aware that such a thing as man, who prides 
himself as being the most glorious thing in creation, is in 

existence. Billions of ants never even see a man, and know 
nothing of his puny handwork. 

The average man on the other hand, is either too lazy 

or too self -engrossed to lift his head to the stars and 
speculate as to what lies behind his mental creek. As for 
Astronomy, he is not at all interested in it, because it 
means nothing in dollars and cents to him. He knows 
there are such things as the sun, moon, and stars, and he 
is glad to leave well enough alone. If Astronomy could be 

expressed in dollars and cents, there would not be enough 
printing presses to print astronomical news. Unfortun- 
ately, so far, the money value of Astronomy has been 
practically nil to the public, but the time is coming when 
the average man will no longer see the stars as they are, 
but will see them as gold coins and valuable gems. 

Let us therefore enumerate some of the actual everyday 
uses of Astronomy. 

We might first mention that Astronomy has done away 
with a good deal of superstition that existed as late as 100 

years ago. A solar eclipse four or five generations ago 
was a terrifying event and was looked upon as a vengeance 
of God, punishment of the devil, and what not. Since 
then, people know that the solar eclipse is caused by the 
moon getting between the earth and the sun. By our 
mathematics an eclipse can be predicted accurately to the 
day, hour, minute, and second, 100 or 1,000 years ahead, 
so that is a very natural affair to the astronomer. Astron- 
omy, therefore, has been the cause which has delivered us 
from some of our superstitions. 

We used to kill a lot of people sending them up in 
balloons that were filled with hydrogen. You will re- 
member the many disasters of exploding air ships. All 
of this will be soon a thing of the past due to Astronomy, 
and particularly to spectrum analysis. The gas which is 
going to save us from death in dirigibles is called Helium. 
The gas is present in the sun in rather small quantities. 

® 

and was unknown to earth until the spectroscope showed 

us its presence in the sun and now it has been found in 

quantities in the earth. In other words, Astronomy led us 

to the sun first and hack to the earth in our practical 
quest of knowledge. 

We have discovered several other gases in the sun which 

have not been found on earth as yet, but we know from 

experience that if a gas exists in the sun, it is reasonably 
sure that sooner or later it will be found on earth. 

Our solar eclipse expeditions of what good are they? 
Why is so much money expended on them, just to look 

at the total eclipse for two or three minutes at an expense 
totaling tens of thousands of dollars? For one thing, there 
is the mysterious Corona which may be studied on the 
front cover of this magazine. We also know that in a 
total eclipse, spectrum analysis shows that there is present 
in this Corona, a gas termed "Coronium." So far it has not 
been put to any practical use because we have not been 
able to demonstrate its presence on earth, but we are 
getting there by degrees and once we have it, we shall no 
doubt put it to work making dollars and cents for some- 
one. Also during a total eclipse, we expect to learn some- 
thing about the mystery, about what keeps the sun hot. 
Good "Old Sol" has been giving out a tremendous volume 
of heat for at least a million years and possibly longer. 
So far, our puny efforts have not succeeded in unravelling 
the mystery as to just why the sun keeps hot. Its heat is 

estimated to run above 10,000 degrees C. No new fuel 
is added, still the titantic heat keeps up century after 
century, undiminished. Here is a secret that is worth, not 
thousands, but billions of dollars to the scientist who solves 
it. Suppose manufacturers could sell a little furnace or 
stove that would give out a tremendous heat for thousands 
of years, at no cost whatsoever and without adding any 
fuel. This is exactly what the sun does today, and some 
day we hope to wrest this secret from it, and if we do, it 
will be thanks to Astronomy. 

In every factory where optical goods are made, such as 
your eye -glasses, knowledge of velocity of light is of prime 
importance. Its velocity was determined by means of 
Astronomy. So you see that even your eye -glasses have 
their foundation upon Astronomical knowledge. 

Outside of this, however, and the dollars and cents 
value of Astronomy, it may be said that there is nothing 
more enobling and more mind -elevating than the study of 
Astronomy. It purifies the mind and gives you an entirely 
different outlook upon the world. Cease being an ant 
looking across a rivulet of water ! EDITOR. 
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At the Top cf This 
Page the Illustration 
Shows How ' Radio - Hypnotism' Was 
Made Possible. Cen- 
ter, Photo at Mr. 
Joseph Dunninge-. the 
Hypnotist. At toe Left 
of His Photo, Hypno- 
tising the Subject 
Preparatory T. t h e 
Needle Test. 4t the 
Right of Large Pkotc, 
Needle Test In Detail. 

Ir- the Two Photos 
Imnseciaael. Above 
This Space, th: Re- 
ceiving Set Used 
For Radio :-Iyprotism 
Is Showti, end Ii One 
of Them tse Bridge Test la Rxec.tion 
May Be Seen. :n the 
Other, the. :-Iat Pin Is 
Passed "h-cugh the 
Hand of tle Hypno- 
tist's Subfeet At the 
Left Is a Photo cf 

WHNEta:icn. 
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Hypnotism 
.l 

ONG distance hypnotism via radio has 
been successfully demonstrated by 
SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE. 
and Radio Station WHN, located at 
Ridgewood, L. I. Never before 'in 

the history of radio has any such attempt 
been made, and that it was a success all 
those who were present will concede, ex- 
cept one newspaper reporter on the staff of 
a miniature publication, who would not be 
convinced that the subject was hypnotized, 
even if she herself had fallen into a trance 
alongside of him. Nevertheless more than 
a dozen newspaper reporters, two medical 
doctors, who would not permit their names 
to he published, and who arrived incognito 
at the SCIENCE AND INVENTION offices, at 
least as far as the newspaper reporters were 
concerned, and one eminent hypnotist, be- 
sides other spectators were present at the 
demonstration. All of these were enthusi- 
astic at the success of the experiment. 

GETTING READY FOR THE TEST 

On Saturday, July 14th, at 10.00 o'clock 
in the morning, station WHN, which par- 
ticipated in th s test, to the extent of open- 
ing up the transmitting station at full 
power, played several test numbers, so that 
we could tune in for them at the labora- 
tories of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE, 
ten miles from the station. At the Ridge- 
wood station, M r. Joseph Dunninger, who 
needs no furtter introduction, as he is al- 
ready well-known to the readers of this 
publication by his series of articles on 
"magic" now appearing, and by the fact 
that he is chairman of our investigative 
hoard on spiritualistic matters, was at the 
station. 

Leslie B. Duncan, the subject, was sta- 
tioned at the SCIENCE AND INVENTION offices 
in the presence of the newspaper reporters, 
physicians, and other spectators. After a 
short lecture, Mr. Dunninger, speaking into 
the transmitter at WHN, conveyed his voice 
to thousands of listening ears, but to one 
pair which they particularly impressed, in- 
asmuch. as his: voice was directed to Dun- 
can only. 

THE HYPNOTIST SPEAKS 
"Duncan," the command came, "I am 

speaking to you only. Look directly. into 
the horn- of the loud -speaker. You see my 
eyes looking into yours. You see me here 
before you. I forbid you to move. Your 
eyes are watering; they are tired. Your 
eyelids are drooping. Your body is be- 
coming rigid-very rigid. You will remain 
standing, you arms at your side." 

Then his voice 'addressing one of the at- 
tendants said: "Now, place the subject di- 
rectly in front of you, his eves open, and 
see whether or not his eyelids wi11 twitch 
when the flame of a match is passed rapidly 
hefore them." 

This effect was attempted, but it was not 
entirely successful, asthere was a movement 
of thé eyes. One of the reporters stepped 
forward and examining Duncan, stated that 
his muscles were not absolutely rigid. So 
word .was sent to Mr. Dunninger at station 
WTTN via a private telephone wire, con- 
necting our office with that of station WHN 
that .Duncan should he brought out of the 
trance and the effect tried again. The voice 
then came through the loud -speaker via 
radio again. 

FIRST ATTEMPT NON -SUCCESSFUL . 

"To . my listeners : I have just been in- 
formed that my first experiment was not an 
entire succes=. I Will try it again in a few 
moments. Duncan, I am now speaking to 
you. I want you to relax." 

d Now 
EDWARD üü0 LONDON 
Duncan did. He fell limply and almost 

to the floor, were it not for the fact that 
several sprang forward to hold him. In 
spite of several sharp slaps across the face. 
Ile could not he aroused. 

DUNCAN FAILS TO RALLY 

Needless to say excitement reigned su- 
preme for the moment. Rushing to the 
phone, Mr. Dunninger was informed by the 
attendant that Duncan had not come out of 
the trance, although he had relaxed as com- 
manded. A discussion followed, during 
which it was discovered that the command 

Scientific Humor 
is coming back to SCIENCE AND IN- 
VENTION with the October issue. The 
reason-our readers want it. 

A recent circular letter addressed to a 
great many of our old subscribers brought 
out the fact that they wanted "SCIEN- 
TIFIC HUMOR" which wrs running for 
two years in SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION and wanted it badly. So "SCIEN- 
TIFIC HUMOR" is coming back with fly- 
ing colors. 

Those who remember the page on scien- 
tific fun know exactly what is wanted. We 
want snappy scientific jokes and clever 
sayings, but remember, none can be ac- 
cepted unless they are connected in one 
way or other with Science. Look up back 
numbers of SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION for full information. 

$50.00 in Prizes 
Yes! We will pay for these jokes-$l 

apiece for all published, and $10 for each 
prize winner every month. 

Address all jokes to "SCIENTIFIC 
JOKE EDITOR," care this publication. 

to awake had not been given, but only the 
command of relaxation had passed through 
the air. 

Again from WHN's station, came the 
words. "Duncan, I am your commander ; 

I command you to awake when you receive 
a sharp slap on your check." Duncan did 
awake, but was not in a fit condition to 
undergo the second test for at least five min- 
utes. 

Bear in mind that Mr. Dunninger had 
not seen Duncan that morning, and there 
was absolutely no prearrangement of this 
experiment. It was an error that the first 
signal transmitted from station WHN was 
a command to relax rather than awake, 
and it was not until the complete resume 
of commands was made, that we discovered 
the proper one had not been transmitted. 
At first we all thought that Duncan would 
stay in the trance and remain there until 
the hypnotist arrived at our offices and 
personally brought his subject hack to con- 
sciousness. 

A HUMAN BRIDGE 

Five minutes later the commanding voice 
from WHN station again directed Duncan 
to stand before the loud -speaker. He was 
again placed in a state of catalepsy, his 
muscles rigid, and his shoulders on one 
chair and his feet on another, forming a 

veritable bridge upe n which an individual 
could sit with ease. This effect is clearly 
shown in our photographs. Duncan promptly 
rallied to Mr. Dunninger's command, and 
after a short intermission was ready for the 
third test. This test without a doubt dem- 
onstrated the possibility of long distance 
hypnotism. 

BLOODLESS AND PAINLESS NEEDLE 
TEST. 

The subject was placed on a chair, 'his 
arm dangling over the side, and went into 
a state of catalepsy again at Mr. Dutminger's 
command, the muscles of his arm becoming 
perfectly rigid while those of the rest of 
his body were relaxed. A spot on his arm 
was sterilized, as was a lady's veil pin, and 
this was then plunged through the skin of 
the arm, which skin was lifted for the 
test. The pin punctured the skin very 
close to one of the superficial veins. In fact 
it even seemed to puncture the superficial 
vein and came out of the skin more than 
three-quarters of an inch away from its en- 
trance. The subject did not flinch,`and when 
the pin was withdrawn, there was no trace of 
blood seen coming out.; of the punctured 
marks. SCIENCE AND 'INVENTION did not 
like to conduct this last test, but the news- 
paper reporters were hardened. They wanted 
it proved that Duncan was absolutely in a 
hypnotic trance, and if this test, successful 
as it was, did not convince all of them, it 
convinced all hut one. Undoubtedly readers 
of this article have already read the re- 
ports which were published in nearly every 
newspaper throughout the United States. 

THE OBJECT OF THE TESTS 

The tests proved conclusively that hypno- 
tism may be successfully produced by radio, 
and that it now becomes possible for a good 
hypnotist, a medical doctor, to go .!to the 
nearest transmitting station and treat thous- 
ands of patients at one and the same time 
by means of this art. Each of the doctor's 
patients can have a small receiving set at 
home, and by listening to the voice of the 
radio, can he treated for insomnia with ben- 
eficial results, and by post -hypnotic sugges- 
tion for many other ailments. The treat- 
ment of chronic alcoholism and drtig ad- 
dicts has heretofore been successfully dem- 
onstrated by hypnotism. And why shouldn't 
hypnotism by radio be as successful as hyp- 

notism by telephone? Radio has advanced 
to such a stage that the voice is as clear as 
over the telephone. With a multi -stage am- 
plifier it is many times louder than the tele- 
phonic voice. Suppose that a very good hyp- 
notist, internationally known, were to travel 
through the country giving hypnotic treat- 
ments and leaving his old patients behind in 
cities through which he has passed. He 
could then continue to administer further 
treatments from nearby broadcasting stations 
to his old patients and at the same time ad- 
minister two or three personal treatments 
to each new subject. That this treatment 
may he developed more fully, and may 
he conducted throughout the United States 
at one and the same time by an efficient 
hypnotist. is the next step, the gap to which 
has already been bridged by SCIENCE AND 
INVENTION MAGAZINE, which has shown how, 
this can he done. Further steps will soon 
he taken to develop more pronounced and 
lasting results following radio administered 
hypnotism. 

This magazine wishes publicly to thank 
the operators and managers of Radiophone 
Station WHN for their kind -and courteous 
cooperation in assisting in the first success- 
ful attempt at long-distance radio -hypnotism. 
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SURFACE 
CRUISING 

e 
©1923, BY 

SCIENCE AND INVENTION 

STEERING tlY 

PERISCOPE 
RUNNING 

PARTIALLY 
SUBMERGED 

FULLY 
SUBMERGED 

STEERING BY GYRO 
COMPASS AND DEPTH 

GAUGES 

How Submarines Submerge, Travel At a Given Depth and Rise To the Surface: Fig. 1 Shows Submarine Diving At Slight Angle Usually About 
''/z° Or Slightly More, By Depressing Horizontal Tail Rudders and Forward Hydroplanes. Fig. 2 Shows "Sub" Rising To the Surface. The Action of the Water On the Hydroplanes Is Explained In the Diagrams, With Resultant Upward and Downward Pressures. Fig. 3 Shows Successive Positions of Submarine Diving. Fig. 4 Shows Cross Section View of "Sub" and How Additional Water Is Taken Into Ballast Tanks To Reduce Buoyancy For Different Depths of Submerging. Submarines Are Made To Dive By Trimming To the "Awash" Condition, and Turning the Hydroplanes 

MOAT RAISED ANO 
LOWERED BY PAYING 
OUT OR NAMING IN 
ON ANCHOR GABLES BY SMALL QUANTITIES Or 

WATER ALTERNATELY 
LET INTO AND OUT OF 

BALLAST TANKS 

MAINTAINING DEPTH 
DESIRED ST VERTICAL 
PROPELLERS IN WELLS 

ON SIDES Of "SUB" 

and Horizontal Tail Rudders Or Aft Hydroplanes To Proper Angles With 
Boat Underway. "Sub" May Navigate At Any Desired Depth By Suitable 
Adjustment of Water In Ballast Tanks and Hydroplanes. Fig. 5 Shows Three 
Ways of Maintaining "Sub" At Any Fixed Depth In Stationary Position-A, 
By Sinking Anchors and Taking Out Or Hauling In On Anchor Cables; B, 
By Alternately Blowing Out and Taking In Small Quantities of Water In 
Ballast Or Trim Tanks; and C. By Utilizing Vertical Propellers In Wells 
Extending From Sides of Hull, Sufficient Upward Or Downward Thrust 
Being Obtained As Required, By Varying the Speed and Direction of the 
Propellers. 

ines Dhv 
y IRWHN FAHRLAE DER, 

LATE OF THE U. S. NAVY SUBMARINE DIVISION 

ASUBMARINE, in the most general 
acceptance of the term, is a vessel 
designed to operate at pleasure on 
the surface or submerged. All 
submarines involve the following 

principles: 
Surface buoyancy, or displacement is de- 

stroyed by the admission of water ballast 
into specially constructed tanks called ballast 
tanks. The tanks are so located and of 
such size that the boat will naturally sub- 
merge on an even keel, and when these 
tanks are full the boat will have a very 
small percentage of positive buoyancy left, 
as about 75 per cent of her buoyancy is 
destroyed when fully flooding the main 
ballast tanks. 

HOW A SUBMARINE DIVES 
I will try to describe how a submarine 

makes a stationary dive. 

We are running on the surface on the 
main engines when the following orders 
are given by the commissioned officer : 

"Rig for diving." 
Everything about the decks is secured, 

lines stowed, deck locker and gun secured, 
the colors taken down, the diving flag put 
up, and all navigating instruments are sent 
below. 

All hands except the commanding officer 
and quartermaster, go below to their sta- 
tions and see that everything is in readiness 
by actual test. 

All hatches are closed, except the conning 
tower hatchway. 

The next orders are : 

"Stations for trimming down," 
"Silence in the boat." 
Everybody stands by for f urther orders. 
The commissioned officer stops engines. 

and goes below, also the quartermasters. 

g2s 

Reports come in from all diving stations. 
"Ready forward"; "ready aft," etc., are 

further orders. 
"Flood 111. B. T." (M. B. T. means 

main ballast tanks.) 
This last named operation occupies less 

than a minute, when the said tanks are re- 
ported full; the air in the tanks has been 
expelled and replaced by water. 

But still we are not ready to run. We 
still have about 25 per cent of buoyancy 
which must be cut down to enable us to 
handle the boat with ease as we flood our 
auxiliary and regulator tanks, .which can 
be so regulated that the boat will be perfectly 
balanced at what is called neutral buoyancy. 
In other words, the boat now at neutral 
buoyancy is, as it were, suspended in a sort 
of indifferent buoyancy. In fact, if it were 
possible for a man to get outside of and 

(Continued on page 491) 
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HE October issue of SCIENCE AND IN- 
VENTION will witness an important and far- 
reaching innovation in the magazine field. 

N order to give our readers greater value for their 
money, the October issue, and subsequent issues of 

AND INVENTION, will contain almost 
times as much matter as has been published in any 

issue. 

eHE editorial policy of SCIENCE ANI) IN- 
VENTION remains unchanged. The same nia- 
only three times as much of it in an entirely new 
will be presented to our readers. 

'NCIDENTALLY, SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION will appear in a new make-up which will 
its reading far more fascinating and interesting 

it has ever been in the past. 

THE EDITORS" 
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THE past year was the healthiest one 
in the history of the United States 
and Canada of any save one, the ex- 
ception being 1921, and the margin 
between the two years is insignifi- 

cantly small. The Metropolitan Life In- 
surance Company, who issue a statistical 
bulletin, in which they carefully record the 

APOPLEXY AND HEMORRHAGE 80.9 
WHOOPING COUGH 12.5 
INFLUENZA 71.0 
PNEUMONIA 137.3 j 
TYPHOID FEVER 7.8 
NEHRITIS AND 
BRIGHT'S DISEASE 892 
CIRRHOSIS OF 
THE LIVER 3.8 
MEASLES 8.8 

SCARLET FEVER 4. 

ALCOHOLISM 2.I 

FIGURES INDICATE 
NUMBER OF DEATHS 

PER 100.000 IN U.S. 

'. uQi'.Ìi1 

cline in deaths from tuberculosis was not 
so marked among white individuals as 
among colored persons. Typhoid fever was 
lower among insured wage-earners in 1922, 
and the communicable diseases of children, 
such as diphtheria, scarlet fever and whoop- 
ing cough, show a lower death -rate during 
the year, although the measles death -rate 

mortality figures of their policy holders, 
have found that the death rate of these 
millions of insured persons was 8.8 per 
thousand lives in 1922, and 8.7 per thousand 
lives in 1921. These figures differ from 
those issued by the Government, but the 
general proportion is maintained. The rea- 
son that this year fell back slightly was 
because of the influenza outbreak in the 
early months of 1922, which made the rec- 
ord higher than that in 1921, although the 
latter half of the year showed the best 
health record ever made during the past 
fifteen or twenty years. 

There was a sharp decline in deaths frond 
tuberculosis, which eleven years ago was 
way in the lead as a cause of mortality. 
From this ranking position it has been dis- 
placed, so that now it is second in impor- 
tance to organic heart diseases. The de - 

DIPHTHERIA AND CROUP 153 
HEART DISEASE 149.7 

TUBERCULOSIS 114.2 

CANCER AND 
TUMORS 83.4 

DIARRHEA AND ENTERITIS 44.0 

"What Do We Die 
Of" is a Question 
Often Heard, a n d 
Which Is Not Such 
a Simple One to An- 
swer, Except by a 
Study of Actual Sta- 
tistics Such as Those 
Tabulated by the 
Large Life Insurance 
Companies and Hos- 
pitals. The Picture 
Herewith Shows All 
of the More Import- 
ant Human Ailments 
Which Are the Cause 
of Deaths, the Fig- 
ures Indicating the 
Number of Deaths 
per One Hundred 
Thousand People in 
the United States. 
We Remember Read- 
ing One Medical Re- 
port Sometime Ago, 
in Which It was 
Stated That Prob- 
ably More People Die 
from a Weak Heart 
or a Weak Stomach 
Than from All Other 
Causes Combined. 

rose slightly. The diphtheria death -rate 
was the lowest recorded in the past eleven 
years among insured wage-earners, and the 
same is true of the whooping cough. The 
scarlet fever rate was lower than in the 
year 1919, 1920 or 1921. Diarrheal condi- 
tions likewise took a marked slump, and 
there were fewer deaths this year than in 
former years from accidents not specified in 
the following sentence, drowning, burns, sui- 
cides and homicides. Deaths from drown- 
ing and burning have shown a downward 
trend ever since 1911. Influenza, pneumonia, 
organic diseases of the heart, diabetes, auto- 
mobile accidents, and machinery accidents 
increased, the mortality statistics showing 
that 1922 was not as favorable as 1921 for 
these diseases and accidents. The upward 
movement of heart disease mortality oc- 
curred beyond the forty-fifth year, while in 

children and in adolescents the rating was 
normal. Cerebral hemorrhages were slightly 
higher this year than last year. The dia- 
betes rate increased ten per cent during 
1922, the highest recorded in twelve years, 
and alcoholism due to ordinary liquors, not 
to wood alcohol poisoning, rose as indi- 
cated by the statistical bulletin above re- 
ferred to, from .9 per one hundred thousand 
to 2.1, or an increase of one hundred and 
thirty-three per cent. This is the highest 
death rate recorded for alcoholism since 
1917, but it is still much lower than the 
rates in the years prior to 1918. These 
figures would indicate, therefore, that pro- 
hibition was of value in causing a marked 
decrease in the number of deaths due to 
alcoholism, because from 1917 to 1920 there 
was a downward trend in such mortality. 
Seventy-one individuals died of wood alco- 
hol poisoning in 1921, but the record of 
victims of this drug have not been tabulated 
for 1922 up to the present time. Cirrhosis 
of the liver also declined. Machinery acci- 
dents recorded a sixty per cent increase. 

And now we have a challenge to the 
instinct of self-preservation of the Ameri- 
can and Canadian populations. During 1922 
the number of deaths caused by automo- 
bile accidents increased 10.7 per cent over 
the 1921 figure. The 1922 record caused 
the loss of lives at nearly six times the 
rate of 1911, and (you may write this on 
your cuff) forty-eight per cent of the 
deaths were of children under fifteen years 
of age. 

In the general population for the registra- 
tion area, exclusive of Hawaii, we find 
(the figures of which are given on our 
drawing) that the death -rate for 1920 was 
lower than for any year since the publica- 
tion of annual reports in three of the items 
listed. Remember that now we are talking 
about the general population, not insured 
wage-earners alone which occupied our at- 
tention in the previous part of this article. 
These three are typhoid fever, diarrhea 
enteritis, and tuberculosis. On the other 
hand, the rate from diphtheria, croup and 
cancer is higher. 

Very interesting information is given by 
the John Wiley publication, "Vital Statis- 
tics," by George Chandler Whipple, a stand- 
ard text work on the science of demography. 
It would he well for anyone interested in 
living long to read this most excellent work. 
We find that the ideal family, according to 
the author in question, would consist of a 
father, a mother, three children and an 
occasional grandfather, grandmother, aunt 
or uncle. As the average number of per- 
sons per family in the United States is only 
4.3, it is evident that our nation's families 
are much smaller than the ideal. It is sur- 
prising to note the number of persons about 
.14 per cent who really do not know their 
own age, and also that the population of 
the United States is increasing in spite of 
the rather difficult times. For instance, in 
1918 there were seventy-three deaths for 
each one hundred births, but this was a 
high rate of mortality, effected by the in- 
fluenza epidemic, which reigned at that time. 
In 1919 there were only fifty-eight deaths 
per one hundred births in the United States. 
In England the figures were ninety-two and 
seventy-three for the two years, respectively, 
whereas in Vienna and France the death - 
rate was appallingly high. In the non - 
invaded portions of France there were one 
hundred and ninety-eight deaths per one 
hundred births for the year 1918, which 
means that the population of France is de- 
creasing rapidly, and in Vienna two hundred 
and twenty-nine and one hundred and sixty- 
two were the figures, respectively, for the 
two years mentioned per one hundred births. 
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TEMPERATURE RISING TO 1/0° YET 110' DUE TO SUNSTROKE SEL- TETANUS CASE PRODUCED 113.8' 

GENERALLY FATAL ISSUE. DOM RESULTS FATALLY. 

The Body Has a Normal Temperature of 98.6° Which May Vary Between 
97.3° and 99.5° F. With An Increase of Temperature of 1°, the Pulse Shows 
Ten Beats More Each Minute, As Indicated In the Second Illustration In 
the Top Row. A Person Can Walk Around In Seeming Health With a 
Temperature of 114, But When the Temperature Reaches 106, He Invariably 
Finds It Necessary To Go To Bed. In the Lower Row We Find That a 

t em 

NO doubt you have all read of the 
sudden rise to fame of Miss Evelyn 
Lyons, the "Michigan Marvel," 
from Escanaba, Michigan. Miss 
Lyons was called "the girl with a 

temperature of 114°." On May 7th physicians 
were baffled with the abnormally high tem- 
perature ,which a thermometer registered, 
when held under the arm by the girl. The 
ordinary clinical thermometer will read to 
110°, and is not graduated beyond that point, 
although it will require a temperature of 
approximately 114° to cause the mercury to 
reach the end of the capillary tube. When 
Miss Lyons placed the thermometer under 
her arm it lasted a few seconds, and was 
then cracked by the expanding mercury. 
The Weather Bureau had to come to the 
physician's assistance, furnishing longer 
range thermometers for the tests. 

Medical men from all over the country 
were making guesses as to why her fever 
was so high. She had an unusually good 
appetite, was !oath to remain in bed, and 
reports would have it that she even ran out 
and lay down in a snow bank in order to 
cool off. The proper cooling procedure 
would have been for Papa Lyons to have 
turned young Miss Evelyn over on his knee 
and administered a little additional heat, 

Temperature of 110° Will Generally Result Fatally, Yet the Same Temper- 
ature Due To Sunstroke Seldom Causes Death. Very High Temperatures 
Have Been Recorded. A Tetanus Case Developed 113.8° Before the Patient 
Succumbed, Whereas a Patient Having Various Temperatures In Different 
Sections of the Body, Registering More Than 114° and Less Than 94°, At 
the Same Time, Is Still Alive. 

y JosmtççuyyxsjgLe5s77 
}{CY3 

n( 
i%Ì>lili R. Llll1ZUe?1 

STAFF MEDICAL EXPERT 

because Evelyn was found fooling the best 
physicians in the country by means of an 
ordinary hot water bottle. The miniature 
hot water bottle was concealed by the pa- 
tient, being held under her arm, so physicians, 
who had figured that pressure on the thermal 
center, or that peritonitis, or that a thousand 
and one other causes were responsible for 
the fever, returned home baffled. 

A- INCREASE IN f)DDV TEMPERATURE IN 100"F.. STILL AIR. 
D 100T.,MOVING AIR. 
C- " 95'F., STILL AIR. 
0- " 95'F.,MOVING AIR 

DV 
PERATURE TIME (M NUTES) 

Each of the Curves On the Above Chart Indicates 
the Increase In Body Temperature When the 
Patient Is Placed In a Room Containing Still Air 
of a High Temperature, Or Moving Air of the 
Same Temperature. The Normal Temperature Is 

Taken As Zero On the Graph. 

e t' 9 

SIGNIFICANCE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE 

One often desires to determine what the 
effects of high temperatures in the body 
or on the body would actually be. The 
normal temperature of the human body is 
98.6° F., which varies a few tenths in either 
direction in different climates. Should 
there be a persistent elevation or depression 
in the temperatures above 99.5 or below 
97.3, both in degrees F., one may be quite 
certain that a diseased condition is pres- 
ent. The average temperature of the 
human body is 1° higher in the tropics than 
in temperate regions. This increase of 1° 
generally increases the pulse beat, so that 
the pulse averages ten more beats per minute. 

In cases of ague, the temperature of the 
body begins to rise and after the disease has 
been practically cured, this temperature is 
still found to be quite high. As long as it 
remains above normal, the patient is not 
entirely cured. 

Supposing that a person of good habits 
and who only a few hours ago was per- 
fectly healthy, develops a temperature of 
104°F. It is an almost positive sign that 
he has developed an attack of ephemeral 
fever, or that ague is coming on. This 
temperature may further increase to 106° 

(Continued on page 495) 
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The Total -clipse Df .eateni,er 10th as Viewed 
Frcrn an la agiaary Point Oit in Space- Black 

Curve Shove Fath cf the Total EcIpse. 

Solar Prom:raeasea of In_ardescent Hydroger. 80,000 Miles H gh Rising From tae Chro- 
1 -acsphere. I- Is Maw Possible to Photograph These Great Eruptive Prominenìes Wi-tout 

:he Aid of a Tctsl Eclipse. The Dark Disk .r. This Photograph Is NOT the MDon. and this Was NOT Taken at Time of Total Eclipse, Though Such May Appear to be the Case. 

As the Su- Wiz Look or. Stçtember 10th in 
Certain Part: d This Cauntry. This Is a Partial Ec. pee. In Other WJDrds, the Disk 
cf the Moan Dees Not Caver tie Entire Sun. 

%rsotber View of 'he Partial Eclipse Whic.i Total Eclipse of the OLa ray 28th, 1Fo0, Photoraphzl by Yerkes. The White Is Ever Less Than Last Illustration. Streamers Are the Corona. Note Short Polar St -earners a-rl E:cttom. 
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PON the tenth of September the 
United States will be visited by a 
total eclipse of the sun, the first to 
be visible in this country since the 
path of totality of the eclipse of 

June 8, 1918, crossed diagonally from Wash- 
ington to Florida. To be sure, the path of 
totality of the coming eclipse will not much 
more than graze our shores ill Southern 
California, but it will be at the most favor- 
able part of its course when the sun is high 
in the heavens early in the afternoon and 
when the duration of the total phase is near 
its maximum value. 

The Santa Barbara Islands, off the coast 
of Southern California, lie directly in the 
path of total eclipse, the island of San 
Clemente being on the central line. Point 
Concepcion and San Diego on the mainland 
are also well within the path of totality. 
The Mt. Wilson Observatory lies only thirty 
miles or so outside of the shadow path and 
ninety-eight and one-half per cent of the 
sun's diameter will be covered by the lunar 
disk at that point at the time of greatest 
observation. Plans are being made to ob- 
serve the eclipse on Mt. Wilson as well as 
within the path of total eclipse, and it is 

expected that some interesting results may 
be obtained w th the aid of the powerful 
astronomical equipment of this observatory 
which is second to none ill the world. It 
is hoped that the fifty -foot interferometer 
may be completed in time for use at this 
eclipse. 

TIME DURATION OF ECLIPSE 

At San Clemente Island the total phase of 
the eclipse begins at about 12:56 p. m.. 
Pacific Standard Time, and the duration of 
the total phase will be 3m 36s, which is 
within one second of the longest duration at 
any point on the central line. This com- 
pares very favorably with the scant two min- 
utes, at the most, afforded observers of the 
1918 eclipse. The Lick Observatory expedi- 
tion to Wallal. Australia, which so success- 
fully observed the eclipse of last September 
and obtained such striking confirmation of 
the Einstein prediction, was favored with a 
duration of a little over five minutes. The 
duration for the coming eclipse is about that 
of the average total eclipse. The greatest 
possible duration of a total eclipse is 7m. 
58s. and this sccurs only under very excep- 

IISABEL LEW11, M.A. 
OF THE U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

The Total GoIles- 
E-eIlñpse of 5ep4o Il®tth 
VñeibIle in the United 

gtetes end Mc© 
tional circumstances which are rarely ful- 
filled. 

MEXICO IDEAL SPOT TO VIEW ECLIPSE 

There are many excellent points of van- 
tage for the observation of this eclipse not 
only among the Santa Barbara Islands and 
in the vicinity of San Diego, but also in 
Mexico. Here the shadow path passes over 
Lower California and across the mainland 
from the Gulf of California to Yucatan. 
The Mexican National Government. the 
Council of Mexico City, the Governor of 
San Luis Potosi, the Director of the Na- 
tional Observatory at Tacubaya, Prof. Gallo 
and the Mexican National Railways have 
offered many courtesies and offers of assist- 
ance to astronomers of other countries who 
are planning to observe the eclipse in Mex- 
ico. All necessities of expeditions going to 
Berrendo, a point on the central line midway 
between Cuencame and Tampico, will be 
provided by the Governor of San Luis 
Obispo and all facilities will be granted to 
the visitors. The National Railways arc 
also offering a discount of fifty per cent to 
Mexico City and other points where the 
eclipse will be observed. 

The Lick Observatory Expedition will lo- 
cate ill the neighborhood of Ensenada. 
Lower California, with all extensive equip- 
ment, though no further attempts will be 
made to obtain plates to test the Einstein 
effect, owing to the nearly perfect agreement 
between observation and theory that was ob - 
tamed by this expedition last September at 
Wallal, Australia. 

Certain other expeditions will attempt to 
obtain photographs of the star -field sur- 
rounding the sun, however, for the purpose 
of detecting this Einstein effect, due to the 
bending of the rays of light from the stars 
upon passing near the sun which causes the 
star images to appear displaced on the photo- 
graphic plates from the positions they would 
normally occupy, not only away from the 
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sun, but by an amount varying with distance 
from it. 

An expedition from Germany will observe 
the eclipse in Mexico at the invitation of the 
\lexican government and the test of the 
Vmstein effect will be part of the program 
of observation. 

At Cuencame, Mexico, there will be an 
expedition from the Sproul Observatory of 
Swathmore College, which is planning to 
obtain plates to test the Einstein effect, as 
well as to photograph the solar corona with 
lenses of 65 feet, 104 inches and 38 inches. 
respectively, to photograph the flash spec- 
trum, which appears just preceding and fol- 
lowing totality, and to test the corona for 
rotation with the interferometer. 

The Mexican Government will send out 
two expeditions, one to occupy a station 
near Cuencame and the other a station at 
Berrendo. Photographs and drawings of the 
corona will be made and moving pictures of 
the eclipse will also be taken. 

An expedition from the Steward Observa- 
tory of the University of Arizona under the 
leadership of Director A. E. Douglass will 
locate on the central line south of Hermo- 
sillo in Mexico. Amateur observers are also 
showing great interest in this eclipse and a 
group of Arizona amateurs are planning a 
pilgrimage into the wilds of the Sonora 
desert to the central line by automobile, a 
distance of 160 miles. Other amateurs inter- 
ested in observing the eclipse are invited to 
join the expedition which will start from 
Douglas on the border. The equipment will 
consist of whatever astronomical instru- 
ments may be obtainable. The artists of the 
expedition may try their skill in making 
drawings of the coronal streamers and many 
of the details of form and structure which 
may be caught even better by the human 
eye than by the photographic plate. All 
members of the expedition, if the weather 
permits, will be afforded a view of one of 
the grandest spectacles that nature has to 
offer. 

On Catalina Island there will be several 
expeditions. The Yerkes Observatory expe- 
dition will be stationed here with an exten- 
sive equipment. and also an expedition from 
the Washburn Observatory of the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin which will measure the 
brightness of the corona by means 'of the 
photo -electric cell. The Goodsell Observa- 

(Continned on page 484) 
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The Planet Mars As It Appears Through the Telescope When Viewed By the 
Observer. These Are Not Photographs of the Planet Mars Showing the 
Canals, For the Reason That It Is Almost Impossible To Secure Good Photo- 
graphs of the Very Fine Line Net -Work of the Planet's Surface. The Reason 
Is Due To the Earth's Atmosphere, Which Tends To Blur the Fine Spider - 

Weh Structure That Covers the Face of Mars. We Show Drawings Made 
By Different Observers. Comparisons Were Made of a Number and In Many 
Cases the Drawings Coincided Perfectly, Although - Made- By Observers 
Thousands of Miles Apart. It Is Professor Pickering's Belief That These 
Canals Are Not Artificial, But Can Be Explained By Natural Means. 

Iy Prof. WIIILLRAM IPICCHEnICHG 
HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY, MANDEVILLE, JAMAICA, B. W. I. 

TI I h; year of Mars is about twice as 
long as that of our Earth, conse- 
quently in our path around the Sun 
we are continually overtaking it in a 
period of a little more than two 

ears. .At such times, since the path of the 
planet is quite eccentric, we occasionally pass 
comparatively near to it, that is to say within 
35,000,1)110 miles. which seems near in astron- 
omy-. This will happen on August 22d of 
next year. when we shall he nearer to Mars 
than has-been the case for over 120 years. 
Nor shall we be as near again during the 
present century. The planet will then appear 
very large and red in the sky, so that anyone 
can easily recognize it. But it is not merely 
that it will he nearer to us than usual next 
year, but also that it will be near us for a 
very long time, which is much more impor- 
tant. We therefore hope to secure many 
interesting observations of it. The season 
on Mars will he the middle of November 
for its northern hemisphere, or late spring 
for its southern. The south pole of the 
planet will therefore be turned towards the 
Earth, and we shall be able to study the 
whole of the southern hemisphere to great 
advantage. 

The drawings illustrating this article were 
made in 1920, when the northern hemisphere 
was turned towards us, and they show that 
hemisphere very clearly. Like all planetary 
drawings north is placed at the bottom of 
the picture, and the northern snow cap is 
distinctly shown in each of them, thus locat- 
iltg the pole of the planet. The Martian 
month was late July and early August. 
though most of the drawings were made in 
our April and May. At that time the Earth 
was once and a half as far from Mars as 
we shell be next year. 

HOW MAPS OF MARS WERE MADE 

These drawings were all made by expert 
observers belonging to the international soci- 

ctv devoted to the study of Mars. This 
society includes in its membership all of the 
hest known planetary astronomers through- 
out the world. Under each original drawing 
is the name of the observer, and the longitude 
of the planet's central meridian at the time 
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WILLIAM HENRY DICK- 
ERING is one of the best 
known astronomers in the 

world today. He is an expert on 
the subject of Mars, and we are 
sure that our readers will enjoy 
this specially written article by 
Professor Pickering. He is a Fel- 
low of the American Academy, a 
member of numerous astronomical 
societies, and he holds the order of 
the Chevalier Saint James of Por- 
tugal. We are fortunate indeed in 
having procured this timely and 
exceptional article for SCIENCE 
AND INVENTION, by so promi- 
nent and brilliant an investigator of 
stellar mysteries.-EDITOR. 
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that the drawing was made. Referring to 
the drawings individually, it may be sairl 
that Dr. Maggini believes that he should 
draw everything that he sees, or thinks that 
he sees. Some of this detail is so faint that 
in order to show it at all he has to greatly 
exaggerate its density. so that, as he himself 
admits, his drawings for this reason really 
do not look like the planet, but are more 
nearly analogous to a map. The other ob- 
servers insist on drawing only those things 
of which they are absolutely sure, feeling 
that it is better to omit some real detail than 
to draw something else that is not there. 

Since the drawings were not all made on 
the same night, or even during the same 
week, and since the surface of Mars is con- 
tinually changing, we should not expect them 
to he all exactly alike. At the same time 
they should bear a very close resemblance 
to one another 

These facts will explain why there are two 
distinct schools of observers of Mars-the 
more radical, and the more conservative. 
Which is right only the future will decide. 
Dr. Maggini's drawings show innumerable 
lakes, and several of the famous double 
canals of :Mars. That some of these canals 
exist as canals there is no manner of doubt. 
The only question is as to whether their 
sides are darker than their middles. Most 
of the observers apparently think not. Tt 
is hoped that this matter may he definitely 
decided next year. 

SURFACE CONDITIONS ON MARS 

We will now discuss some of the better 
ascertained facts relating to the surface 
conditions on the planet. The most impor- 
tant one, on which most of the others 
depend, is that the force of gravity there is 
only two -fifths as great as it is on the 
Earth. A man weighing 150 pounds here 
would weigh but 60 pounds if transported 
to Mars. Consequently the density of its 
atmosphere is much less than ours, probably 
about one -quarter as great. Also there is 
very much less water on the planet, hardly 
as much as would be contained in one of 
our great lakes. There are no permanent 
water areas as with us, and water is only 
seen in the liquid form temporarily, at the 
edges of the melting polar caps. Those large 
dark areas on the planet which temporarily 
turn a bright blue, indicate, it would seem. 
like the green maria, merely a process of 
vegetation. 

(Continued on page 482) 
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MERCURY 
7'.6,000,000 MILES 

425,000,000 BROOKLYN BRIDGES 

- 483,000,000 MILES 

-). EARTH 
92,900.000 MILES 

475,300 GREAT 
PYRAMIDS 

DIAMETER OF 29 MERCIIRIES 

JUPITER 

.i - 

.4E-JUPITER'S DIAMETER ---->.7873 MT. EVERESTS 

JR*{t1 :i;, 
BATTERY E- 18,000 TIMES 

The Chart Above Shows In a Striking Manner the Comparative Sizes of the 
Eight Planets Constituting the Solar System. Mercury Is the Smallest of 
the Planets, While Jupiter Is the Largest, Having a Diameter Equivalent 

- CENTRAL PARK 

to Twenty-nine Mercuries. Jupiter's Diameter Is 18,000 Times the Distance 
From the Battery to Central Park, N. Y. C., and It Will Need Over 400 
Million Brooklyn Bridges to Bridge the Gap Between Jupiter and the Sun. 

The Largest and the Smallest Planets 
By CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES 

FIGHT planets constitute the planetary 
membership of our Solar System. 
Of course, these planets are Mer- 
cury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. There 

may exist other planets, besides these eight, 
but astronomers have not as yet discovered 
a ninth planet. In order of respective size, 
these eight planets are Jupiter, Saturn, 
Neptune, Uranus, Earth, Venus, Mars and 
Mercury. 

Accordingly, the largest planet of our 
Solar System is Jupiter, the smallest is 
Mercury. Both Jupiter and Mercury vary 
in their distances from the Sun and from 
our Earth. Jupiter revolves at a mean dis- 
tance of 483,000,000 miles from the Sun; 
it may approach as near as 370,000,000 miles 
to our World or recede as far as 600,000,000 
miles from us. Its mean distance from 
the Sun is, therefore, not quite 1/6th that 
of . Neptune, the farthest planet from our 
Sun. Mercury is not only the smallest of 
the eight planets but it is also the nearest 
to the Sun. It revolves at a mean dis- 
tance of 36,000,C00 miles from the Sun, and 
its distance to our Earth varies from 50,- 
000,000 to 136,000,000 miles. At its nearest 
distance to us, Mercury approximates 1/7th 
of Jupiter's nearest distance to us. 

The "year" of the planet Jupiter is al- 
most twelve times as long as our Earth's. 
The "year" of Mercury only about 1/4th 
that of the World's. As we well know, 
our Earth's year is approximately 365V4 
days of length. The reason for Jupiter's 
longer year and Mercury's shorter year is 
owing to Jupiter's longer orbit and Mer- 
cury's shorter orbit around the Sun and 
to their relative speeds. Around our Sun, 

the latter planet speeds with a velocity of 
23 to 35 miles per second, the former planet 
with a velocity of only 8 miles per second. 

The density or solidity of Jupiter is esti- 
mated to be even a little less than that of 
our Sun. There have been a number of 
estimates respecting the density of Mercury. 
Whereas Jupiter's solidity approximates 
only about one -quarter that of our Earth, 
Mercury's density has been estimated from 
85/100ths of the terrestrial density to a 
density comparable with our Earth's. Now, 
our Moon is almost 2/3rds as solid as our 
Earth. In other words, our Earth's density 
is about- 51A times that of water, Jupiter's 
density a little greater than that of water, 
whilst Mercury's has been estimated, up- 
wards, from 4 7/10ths times the density of 
water. 

All the eight planets vary respecting the 
so-called weight of bodies at their surfaces. 
The weight of a body on the planet Jupiter is 
about 2 65/100ths times the weight of such a 
body, were it weighed upon our Earth's 
surface. That is, one of us who weighs 
150 pounds here, would, were he trans- 
ported to Jupiter's surface, weigh almost 
400 pounds. Of course, Mercury is smaller 
than either Jupiter or our World, so that we 
should expect a 150 -pound body to weigh 
less there than what it would on either 
of the. other planets. A good estimate would 
perhaps be about 60 pounds. Compared 
with these respective weights, a 150 -pound 
body would weigh about 25 pounds on the 
Moon and more than 2 tons on our Sun. 
These calculations leave centrifugal force 
out of consideration. 

There are many other interesting facts 
about the largest planet and the smallest 

planet of our Solar System. We know that 
it takes our own Planet about 24 hours to 
rotate once around its axis. Now, Mercury 
takes about 88 days to complete one of its 
axial rotations, and Jupiter only about 10 
hours. That is to. say, the planet Jupiter 
rotates more swiftly around its axis than 
any of the 7 other planets. Respecting 
moons or satellites, Mercury possesses no 
known moon, whereas Jupiter has 9 known 
moons revolving around it. One of Jupi- 
ter's moons, Ganymede, is larger than the 
planet Mercury, and another one, Callisto, 
is almost as big as Mercury. 

And, now, how large is the largest planet 
in our Solar System and how small is the 
smallest planet? 

The diameter of Jupiter is more than 
86,500 miles, our Earth's diameter being 
about 7,918 miles. Accordingly, Jupiter's 
circumference is more than 10 times that 
of the earth, and this giant planet's volume 
is over 1,309 times greater than our own 
planet's volume. With respect to some of 
the other planets, Jupiter is about 1 7/10ths 
times as large as Saturn and nearly 9,000 
times as large as Mars, and approximates 
the volume of 24,000 Mercuries, combined 
in one planet. It is 64,000 times as large 
as our moon. 

As for the planet Mercury, its diameter 
is about 3,000 miles, or nearly 39/100ths 
the diameter of our World. Accordingly, 
this pigmy planet's volume is only about 
1/18th of our Earth's volume. The planet 
Saturn is some 14,000 times as large as 
Mercury, and the planet Mars almost 3 
times as big. Mercury is larger than our 
Moon, but only 2 3/4ths times as large. 
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Around t 

I'IS 'YNOPSIS OF TWO PRECEDING 
INSTALLMENTS OF 

"AROUND THE UNIVERSE" 
WRILE watching a game of cards 

"Tubby" suddenly finds himself out 
in the open under the stars. He 

also finds that he has been endowed with 
a power of wishing and having his wishes 
come true. He wishes that he could know 
all about the stars and astronomy and there 
appears before him a man who introduce, 
himself as Professor Isaac Swift DeFoe 
Wells -Verne. The Professor tells "Tubby" 
that he will teach him all about astronomy. 
Tubby then wishes that he could travel 
everywhere in the universe and before them 
appears a apace flyer which Sir Isaac says 
is his invention. They start for Venus. 

Landing on Venus, they meet a young 
lady whose name is Ameena. She tells 
them that the earth is in danger. Her peo- 
ple have found out that the Martians are 
about to descend upon the Earth and con- 
quer it. Emissaries from both Man and 
the Twilight People of Mercury, as the latter are going to assist the Martians, 
have been to Venus and tried unsuccessfully 
to enlist the aid of the Venusiana. She 
says that the armies of Mare and Mercury have already conquered the Moon and placed outposts there. 

The Professor decides that theymust go 
for help to the Light Country ocated on 
Mercury, ai its inhabitants are not going 
to enter into the war. At 7:29 p. m., Pro- 
fessor, "Tubby" and Ameena land upon 
the surface of Mercury. 
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CHAPTER V 
IN WHICH THE MERCU.RIANS PROVE 
THEMSELVES UTTERLY SELFISH, AND 
THE DISAPPOINTED VOYAGERS. PUR- 

SUED BY THE ENEMY, HASTEN TO 
JUPITER 

HOW selfish is human nature the 
Universe over! Alter a voyage 
of some thirty million miles, the 
travelers might quite as well have 
remained on Venus! The Mer- 

curians of the Light Country were sorry- 
indeed, they greatly deplored the action of 
their neighbors of the Twilight Country in 
joining with the war lords of Mars against 
the unoffending Earth but they would do 
nothing about it! How simple all human 
problems become, when viewed in that de- 
tached spirit! How human nature does re- 
peat itself, wherever in the Universe it may 
be found! 

The audience with the ruler of the Light 
Country took place at 9:40 p. m., Earth's 

e Univers 
By RAY CUMMINGS 

THIRD INSTALLMENT 

Eastern Time-shortly 
after the First Meal, as 
time chanced to be on Mer- 
cury. 

Tubby, Sir Isaac and 
Ameena gravely faced the 
white-haired King and his 
aged dignitaries who were 
seated around a huge table 
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The Sky Travelers Were 
Greatly Impressed Upon Their 
First View of the Landscape 
and Buildings on Jupiter. The 
Buildings Were Erected in 

Great Terraces. 
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in the Audience Room. 
The place was crowded; 
its gallery above, open to 
the public, was thronged 
with those curious to see 
these strange visitors from 
another world. 

Sir Isaac, who, fortu- 
nately, was fairly fluent in 
the Mercurian tongue, ex- 

plained their mission. He was earnest and 
eloquent. And when he had finished, hav- 
ing done his very best, the King, after a 
whispered conference with his councillors, 
made his speech of condolence! 

Sir Isaac was aghast. He translated the 
King's words briefly to Tubby and Ameena. 

"How dare they? the girl cried. "It is 
inhuman. . Tell him I say- 

Sir Isaac interrupted her, in a whisper, 
for the Audience Room was intensely quiet. 

"Your position is not so impregnable, 
Ameena. Your own people refused to mix 
up in this inter -planetary war. How can 
you expect- 

"My people have no weapons of war," 
she defended passionately. They know noth- 
ing of fighting. Never has a voice been 
raised in anger in my world! What could 
they do to help, if they would?" 

"You let her, alone," Tubby whispered 
vehemently to Sir Isaac. "She's got the 
right idea. You tell this King he can help. 
Ain't he got that Light -ray? Make him lend 
it to us." 

Sir Isaac then requested the use of the 
Light-ray-a sufficient amount of its appa- 
ratus which they could set up on Earth for 
defense. 

AIN 

At this a stir ran over the assemblage. 
The King's guards, squat little men in 
leather jackets and wide, knee-length leather 
trousers, shouted for order. Several young 
girls flapped their long red -feathered wings 
-only the women had wings, it seemed- 
and one fluttered across the room near the 
ceiling, until commanded by the guards to 
cease. 

The King looked exceedingly grave at Sir 
Isaac's request; his whispered conference 
with his advisors lasted several minutes. At 
last he shook his head. 

Sir Isaac translated his answer. "He says 
he is sorry. They could not trust their 
Light -ray to another world. He claims the 
Earthmen would then learn its secret and 
some day might use it against Mercury." 

"He's a fool!" shouted Tubby angrily. 
"Ain't they got it on Mars already? An' 
maybe on Jupiter?" 

TUBBY SASSES THE MECURIAN KTNG 

He turned toward the King. "Say listen 
here you-" 

Thirty feet separated Tubby from the 
King at that moment, but he encompassed 
it in one bound, for on so small a planet as 
Mercury even Tubby weighed hardly sixty 
pounds! He landed beside the King's chair. 

"Say, listen here you-" 
As Tubby's fat little body went hurling 

through the air pandemonium broke out in 
the room. Girls were fluttering about; the 
guards were pushing and shoving the crowd. 
One or two of the older women fainted. 
A little boy broke into terrified screaming. 

The King, finding he was not hurt, ig- 
nored Tubby's fist in his face, and with rare 
presence of mind rose to his feet, shouting 
reassuringly to the assemblage. Three of 
the nearest guards, their faces dark with 
anger, were making for Tubby belligerently; 
one of the aged counsellors put a restraining 
hand on his shoulder, but he shook it off. 

Sir Isaac bawled: 
"Come back here, you fool! They'll kill 

us all !" 
It was Ameena's pleading voice, rising 

above the tumult, that brought Tubby to his 
senses. He stopped abruptly his abuse of 
the King, and with another prodigious 
bound leaped over the heads of the interven. 
ing people, and landed back beside his 
friends. 

"Come on, let's get out of here," he 
gasped. "This here Mercury ain't goin' to 
get us nothin'." 

The Three Interstellar Travelers Lay Their Plans Before 
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Sir Isaac, with true diplomatic suavity, 
waited until order was restored. He then 
paid his respects to the King, apologizing for 
Tubby's conduct, and stating with curt dig- 
nity that the Earth would solve its own 
problems and look after its own safety in 
its own way. After which, escorted by the 
King's guards to protect them from the 
incensed populace, the three visitors coldly 
departed. 

As they left the room, a young girl-with 
huge wings and a sneering, unpleasant face, 
so different from the beauty of the other 
girls in the room as to mark her of another 
nation-climbed from the balcony into one 
of its outer windows. Poised there a mo- 
ment, she launched herself into the air, 
spread her wings and flew away. 

Sir Isaac, Tubby and Ameena were on the 
palace steps when this girl flew past, just 
over their heads. She shouted something 
venomously at Sir Isaac, and rising higher, 
flew rapidly toward the Narrow Sea and 
the Twilight Country. 

Sir Isaac did not mention this incident 
then to Tubby or Ameena, who had not no- 
ticed the girl. Indeed, he forgot it in a 
moment, though afterward it was brought 
most vividly and unpleasantly to his memory. 
FLYING THROUGH SPACE ONCE MORE 

It was 11:45 p. m., Earth time, when the 
vehicle was again launched into space. When 
they had passed over the Dark Country and 
had left the atmosphere of Mercury-headed 
this time away from the Sun, back toward 
Venus and the, Earth-the three inter- 
planetary adventurers sat down quietly in 
the instrument room to determine what 
should now be done, in the face of this 
unexpected disappointment. 

"An' here we went an' wasted all day," 
Tubby moaned. "We could have been 
almost anywhere while we was foolin' around 
here with them selfish, pin -headed-" He 
trailed off into abuse of the Mercurians. 

Sir Isaac, more practical, summed up the 
situation as it now stood. 

"We have, of course, no means of know- 
ing whether the inhabitants of Jupiter are 
against us or not," he said. "But at all 
events, at the next opposition of Mars with 
the Earth we may expect their attack." 

"Less'n two months from now," Tubby 
put in gloomily. 

"In fifty-six days and eighteen hours," 
Sir Isaac corrected. "I assume their method 
will be to mass their army first upon the 
Moon. From that point of vantage, always 
close to the Earth, they can launch their 
successive attacks at will." 

"That is what they will do," Ameena 
cried. "From the Moon, of course." 

Tubby frowned. "What will they do to 
the Earth ? You say they're goin' to kill us, 
but you . ain't never said how." 

Then Sir Isaac, his voice 
trembling in spite of himself, 
explained the horribly de- 
structive power of the Mer- 
curian Light-ray-that beam 
of red -green light -fire, which 
from giant projectors ignited 
everything within its path 
over a distance of fifteen 
miles 1 And the tremendous 
war -machines of the Mar - 
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Together the Two Men Rushed 
Up Into the Little Observatory 
of the Space Flyer. Another 
Vehicle Twice as Large u Their 
Own and Somewhat Different in 
Shape, Hovered Almost Directly 
Above Them, Showing as a 
Dark Spot in the Firmament 
and Edged With Silver From 

the Sun's Rays Behind Et. 
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tians - giant mechanical 
bodies housing the Martian 
directing brain in their tops 
-mechanisms with metal 
legs like steel girders fifty 
feet long running rampant 
over the Earth! 

"That's enough 1" inter- 
posed Tubby hastily, mop- 
ping his face. "Don't tell us 
nothin` more like that. My 
idea is, we better not let 
'em land on the Earth." , 

"Quite right," agreed Sir 
Isaac. "But how to prevent them? That's 
just the question." 

It was the question indeed, and for an- 
other hour they wrestled with it. 

"Let's eat," Tubby suddenly announced. 
"We can do that if we can't do nothin' 
else." 

Tubby now found himself, after this epi- 
sode on Mercury, somewhat more in the 
nature of leader of their enterprise than he 
had been before. 

"We're done with Mercury," he said, when 
over the midnight supper the argument was 
resumed. 

Sir Isaac nodded. "We are, most cer- 
tainly." 

"An' Venus ain't no use to us." 
"No," Ameena put in. "My world is 

powerless." 
Tubby went on with merciless logic: 
"If we go home t' wait, we're licked 

sure." 
"Yes," agreed Sir Isaac, "that will mean 

absolute annihilation, even though the 
world's armies and navies were massed to 
our defense." 

"An' we can't land on the Moon," Tubby 

The Great Mogul of Jupiter Was a Towering Giant Some Fifteen Feet Tall. The Audience With His 
Highness Was Held in Front of the Space Flyer as the Travelers Found It Difficult to Walk on 

Jupiter, Owing to the Great Gravitational Pull Which Increased Their Weight Considerably. 
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persiste.d. "They'd murder us in thirty sec- 
onds-on our own Moon too." The pathos 
of this struck Tubby with sudden force. 
"Ain't that actually criminal? Can't land on 
our own Moon!" 

"What are we going to do?" Ameena 
asked hopelessly. "Oh, dear, we cannot 
seem to land anywhere." 

"How about Jupiter?" Tubby demanded. 
"That's a big place, ain't it?" 

"The largest planet of the solar system," 
said Sir Isaac. "But whether they are 
friends or enemies-" 

"Well let's go see an' find out !" 
The logic as well as the daring of this 

simple suggestion was immediately apparent. 
-"If them Jupiter people ain't enemies they 

can help us easy,' Tubby added. "Let's 
take a chance anyway." 

There seemed nothing else to do. The 
Earth was powerless to defend herself. Help 
must be obtained-from whatever source- 
at all costs. 

And so it was decided. 
THE COURSE SET FOR JUPITER 

Back in the instrument room Sir Isaac 
computed their course to Jupiter. A little 
later, for it was then nearly three o'clock 
in the morning, Ameena retired to the upper 
floor. 

The vehicle had now reached a point in 
space almost midway between Mercury and 
Venus. Tubby, suddenly remembering the 
asteroid with which they had so nearly col- 
lided that afternoon, peered anxiously down 
through the lower window, to the tiny blue - 
white disc among the stars that was Venus. 

Sir Isaac, hearing Tubby's muttered ex- 
clamation concerning the asteroid, laughed 
reassuringly. 

"It has passed on in its orbit," he said. 
"Rushing around the Sun in a most eccentric 
ellipse, it is 'now many million miles from 
here." 

Having been the one to suggest their 
future course of action, Tubby was feeling 
his growing responsibility. He felt simul- 
taneously his need for more specific astro- 
nomical information than he now possessed. 
TUBBY LEARNS MORE ABOUT STARS 

AND ORBITS 
"If I'm goin' to boss this expedition," he 

(Continued on page 505) 
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View of the Gigantic Machine Designed by Dr. Hackensaw for Projecting 
His Moon Car on Its Journey Away From the Earth. The Passengers Are 
Placed in the Car Itself, and As the Huge Wheel Is Rotated by a Giant 

O 7983, by SCIENCE & INVENTION 

Electric Motor, the Chain Is Fed Into the Hub of the Wheel and Causes the Radius of thé Swing to Be Increased. When the Velocity of the Car Has Reached a Certain Point, It Is Suddenly Released and Leaves the Earth. 

Doctor Hacliensaw's Secrets 
By CLEMENT FEZANDIg 

(Author's Note. Will man ever be able 
to travel to the moon or to the nearest 
planetsP The problem is one of perennial 
interest, and many fiction writers have at- 
tempted to solve it. Numerous fantastic 
schemes have been proposed, but I have en- 
deavored to show in the following story that 
the sending of a passenger to the moon is 
by no means an impossibility). 

« OCTOR," saidSilas Rockett, 
"Did I understand you to say 
that you intended to send a car 
to the moon?" 

"You certainly did, Silas," re- 
plied Doctor Hackensaw. "The moon was in 
a condition to support life hundreds of 
thousands of years before the Earth. Hence 
there may be intelligent creatures on the 
moon with inventions far in advance of our 
wildest speculations. Think what it would 
mean to open communication with them and 
learning what it would otherwise take us 
a hundred thousand years or more to learn 1 

It would be a triumph such as no man has 
ever achieved before me!" 

"I understand that," said Silas, "but what 
I don't see, is how you are going to send 

No 2® 
A Car for the 

Moon! 
your car of specimens to the moon. Many 
fiction writers have tackled the problem of 
communication with other worlds, but I con- 
fess that none of the methods I have read 
about seems to me to have any scientific 
basis. But tell me first, straight out, 
whether you really believe it is possible, 
at the present day, to send a car of any 
sort to the moon ?" 

"Not only do I believe it possible, Silas," 
replied Doctor Hackensaw, "but my con- 
viction is so strong that for the past few 
years I have been secretly at work on the 
preparation necessary for sending a car full 
of specimens to the moon." 

"What!" cried Silas in amazement. "You 
have already started making preparations for 
the trip? Is it possible that you have dis- 
covered some new force, some new means 
of locomotion?" 

"No, Silas. The forces I shall use are 
all well known." 

"But how in the world will you accomplish 
it? None of the schemes I have read about 
seems to offer the slightest possibility of 
being put into practice." 

"What schemes have you read of ?" 
SILAS AND THE DOCTOR DISCUSS VARI- 

OUS SCHEMES 

"First of all there was, the idea of being 
carried to the moon by birds. If I re- 
member correctly, it was Cyirano de Bergerac 
who made the journey in that way. Such 
a method is of course impossible." 

"True. No bird could fly to the moon. 
I'll admit that." 

"Next, Edgar Allan Poe sent Hans Pfaal 
to the moon in a balloon. That, too, was 
impossible." 

'I am ready to admit that also. Under- 
stand me ; I am not a believer in the ether 
theory of light. Consequently I do not be- 
lieve the heavens are filled with the so- 
called 'ether.' Nor do I believe there 
is an actual vacuum in space. My idea 
would be rather that there is a highly 
rarefied atmosphere between us and the 
planets. But, regardless of the question as 

(Continued on page 502) 
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Fig. 1 Above Shows Light Fluctuations and Periods for Three Types of Variable 
Star. The Horizontal Distance Indicates the Period; and the Vertical the Light 
Range. Fig. A Is the Light Curve of a Long Period Variable (Class II). Notice 
How the Two Maxima Differ in Brilliancy. Fig. B Is the Complicated Light Curve 

of a Star of Class IV; and Fig. C, the Curve of a Nova. 

Fig. 2. Sir Norman Lockyer's Explanation for Long Period 
Variables. The Smaller Group of Meteors Travel Around the 
Larger, Which Is Situated Toward One Side of the Orbit. 
Periodically Collisions Take Place. Intense Heat Is Developed 

Leading to a Brilliant Conflagration. 

A C 

B 
Dark Star 
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Fig. 3. The Light Curve of Algol, Which Is Typical of the Periodic Fluctu- 
ations of All Stars of Class V. From A to B Requires 4% Hrs. From 

B to C, 33/, Hours. Minimum Lasts 20 Minutes. 

Algol and Its Black Companion. The Fluctuations in the Light 
of the Former Are Caused by the Latter Periodically Passing 

Between It and the Earth, and Lessening Its Brilliancy. 

By RUFUS O. GUTER, 

THE average person is little affected 
when he considers that if Aristotle 
should come to life today a casual 
observation of the heavens would re- 
veal no change in the brilliancy of 

the stars. We have grown to look upon the 
sky as the paragon of constancy ; but, as is 

often the case, we do not realize that this 
constancy is one of the greatest marvels 
which Nature presents. Every star is an in- 
candescent mass so huge that if the earth 
were dropped into its seething depths, the 
catastrophe could only be compared to the 
dropping of a marble into a roaring steel -mill 
furnace. Nevertheless, each of these suns 
has poured into space for countless aeons, 
energy on the average amounting to 100,000 

horse-power per square meter. Throughout 

the ages this unbelievable output has con- 
tinued, undiminished and without fluctuation 

Fortunately, everybody does not regard 
matter-of-fact phenomena indifferently. Few 
discoveries would be made if this were the 
case, because curiosity often leads to the 
most successful investigations. Astronomers 
have been so impressed by the proverbial 
constancy of the stars that they have 
searched the sky for ages to find some ex- 
ception. The ancients discovered the well 
known Algol, which undergoes fluctuations ; 

and Mira, which every ten months drops 
from a luster rivaling that of the North 
Star to invisibility. Eighty years ago Arge- 
lander, the great German astronomer, cata- 
logued eighteen stars which he believed were 
inconstant. Today scrutinizing observation 

has revealed that out of the 125 million stars 
visible through the most powerful telescopes, 
only 5,000 change in brilliancy. 

Thus, peculiar as it may seem, irregularity 
of energy -production in the Sidereal Uni- 
verse is the exception rather than the rule. 
These variable stars are a class by them- 
selves, governed by laws with which we are 
largely unfamiliar. Professional and ama- 
teur astronomers the world over have united 
forces in obtaining systematic observations, 
with the hope that in time data enough may 
be secured to solve the mystery which sur- 
rounds them. 

Observation already has revealed the fact 
that variables fall into five distinct classes: 

1. The novae, or new stars, which sud - 
(Continued on page 490) 
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Meager 13, the Great Cluster in Hercules. The Small Black Line Indicates the Distance from the Center to the Ne.asst Star. The Hyades Would Be a= Distant as the Star Marked H. The Circle Is I60 Light Years Acroe_. The Stars in Small Circles Ase 100 Tines as Brig_- as Our Sun. 

A Sp ral :4ebula, Seen Edgewise; In this Fositior the Nebuk -a Often Called a Spindle. Tie Nucle.is Is s3 
Much B-ighter Than the Material in the Spiral *rota That 'aey Appear to Cross the Nucleus as a Dark Steak, 

Messier 22, a Glotular Cluster in the Constellatioi Sagittarius. It 
Contain:: More Tlan' 50,000 S -ars. It Is So Fa_ Away That Its Light MLst Tracel Across &pace for 27,110 Years Before It 

Reacses the Earth. 

The Pleiades, a We]-Encwn Cluster in tie Constellation of the Bull, Showi-ig Nebulosity Abound Some of the 
Brighter Stars. 

.A5 1S L N EWC O M 11) 

OF THE HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY 

SINGLE stars, quite free from close 
alliances. are apparently not in the 
majority in our universe. Very fre- 
quently stars occur in groups of two 
and three. Sometimes a score or two 

associate together, and occasionally we find 
them in aggregations of a hundred thousand 
or more. 

The ancients gave mythical names to the 
familiar groups of brkht stars, and these 
constellation names are used to this day. 
But the constellations in general are chance 
and often imaginary arrangements; their 
stars are seen near to one another by projec- 
tion only. The real grouping or clustering 
tendency mentioned above is something dif- 

ferent, It signifies actsal associatiop in mo- 
tion, origin, color and distance, indicating 
that the stars of any one group or cluster 
are physically related to one another. 

A few constellations of the ancients, how- 
ever, have been proved by modern research 
to be clusters in the true sense of the word. 

(Continued on page 498) 
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h Power Te llecope for Your 
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A New Six -Inch Diameter High -Powered Reflecting Telescope Suitable For 
the Garden Or Other Locations Has Been Brought Out By An American 
Manufacturer. There Has Been a Long Felt Want For a Telescope of This 
Type Which Should Cost Neither Much Nor Little, But Be Capable of 
Fairly High Magnification. The Man At the Left Is Telling the Time By 
Focusing the Telescope On the Sun and Reading the Dial Settings, As 

THIS garden telescope is as useful by 
day as by night. It may be placed on 
the lawn on a pedestal, or may he set 
up on the porch for viewing distant 
objects. If the city dweller has a 

place available on his roof, it may be equally 
well placed tiere-on the verandas of sum- 
mer hotels, in the mountains or on the shore 
-always ready for instant use. It requires 
no care-no more than would he bestowed 
On a garden sun dial. The mirror is a pol- 
ished glass concave disk, silvered on its 
front surface. lacquered to protect its silver 
coat. The mirror is protected when not ill 
use by a cast -bronze cover with machined 
edges that fit tightly to the mirror cell. The 
mirrorralways faces the object viewed and 
since the eyepiece can be moved around the 
end of the blade to any position, the observer 
may always he comfortable whether the 
object he is viewing is overhead or on the 
horizon. There are none of the hack- and 
neck -breaking attitudes required in some po- 
sitions of the common telescope. - 

e 

' FIRST 

Given In the Instruction Book Furnished With the Instrument. The Center 
Picture Shows Details of the Telescope, Including the Six -Inch Diameter 
Mirror, Reflecting Prism and Eye -Piece. The Right -Hand Photograph Shows 
How the Telescope Appears In the Garden and How Convenient It Is For 
a Person To Look Into the Eye -Piece, Which Is Placed At the Side of 
the Telescope. 

SIGHTING AND FINDING 

On the back of the blade are two pointers, 
and these are used very much like gun -sights 
in picking up distant objects. When they 
are in line with the object, it will be seen in 
the eyepiece. They constitute a finder. For 
terrestrial use, then, the declination and hase 
clamping screws are released and the tele- 
scope can he swung around and brought to 
hear on any desired object. No other adjust- 
ments are necessary. The mirror and eye- 
piece may be taken indoors, if desired, when 
not ill use, for safe keeping. 

The earth turning over on its axis gives 
the stars an appearance of moving across 
the heavens.. To follow the stars, therefore, 
the telescope has one hearing parallel to the 
earth's axis, thus constituting what astron- 
omers call an equatorial mounting. The 
other bearing of the telescope, the declina- 
tion axis, which carries howl, blade and 
telescope and it permits pointing or setting 
on any object ill the heavens. A part of 
the bell is cut away to prevent interference 

m,,,;n192t11.1.3.111713 

HAVE you ever noticed in the past 
sears that SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION almost invariably prints all 

scientific developments, new inventions. 
new achievements and discoveries ahead of 
any other publication? 

Nine times out of ten SCIENCE AND 
INVENTION has the news FIRST For 
that 'mason SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION is quoted in perhaps more publica- 
tions -han any other scientific journal in 
the coantry. 

SCIENCE AND INVENTION has the 
goods! This magazine is not made up 
several months in advance, as others are, 
but very often the forms are held on the 
presses and new matter is substituted for 
articles that are of no particular importance 
at the time. 

SCIENCE AND INVENTION aims to 
be timely at all times. If you wish the 
news first, SCIENCE AND INVENTION 
is the magazine to read. 

Some Feature Articles 
in October 

Science and Invention 
NEW NAVAL RADIO, -CONTROLLED 

TORPEDO. 
By Graser Schornstheimer, Naval Expert. 

AERIAL BLOOD -HOUNDS TO CHASE 
ENEMY AIRCRAFT IN FUTURE 
WARS, By Raymond Francis Yates. 

SOME REMARKABLE FINGER 
PRINTS. 

REFUELING AIRPLANES IN FLIGHT. 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT IN THE DAYS 

OF POMPEII, By C. B. Bunnell. 

with the blade in certain positions. This 
is shown clearly in the photograph above. 

AS A TIME KEEPER 

Like the sun dial, the garden telescope 
gives us sun -time. but with greater accur- 
acy. One of the photographs indicates how 
this is done. The telescope is pointed at the 
sun, not by looking into the eyepiece. but by 
projecting an image of the sun on a card 
placed near the eyepiece. The sun -time is 

then read off on the hour circle on the rim 
of the bell. Watch or standard time may be 
found by consulting a table for this purpose 
in the booklet furnished with the telescope. 
If the house clock, or your watch, has run 
down. the time is thus readily recovered on 
ally clear day. This garden telescope is a 
complete reflector. It comprises a six-inch 
parabolic silvered mirror of approximately 
two feet focal length, totally reflecting glass 
prism, with one-half inch E.F. positive 
prismatic erecting eyepiece giving fifty 
magnifications; solid bronze combination 
mounting. 

mnrrnrsmrsm,. 

THE MARK VIII TANK --AND WHAT 
IT CAN DO. 

GOLD FOIL-HOW IT IS MADE, 
By Ismar Ginsberg. 

EIGHTY STORY SKYSCRAPERS 
NEXT. 

A NEW SOLAR POWER PLANT. 
By Dr. H. Becher. 

AROUND THE IJNIVERSE - SCIEN- 
TIFIC FICTION. By Ray Cummings. 

DR. HACKENSAW'S SECRETS, 
By Clement Fezandié 

LOADING RECEIVING SETS FOR 
LONG WAVE LENGTHS, 

By Marius Logan. 

RUBBER HOSE-BALLS AND OTHER 
GOODS-HOW MADE. 

SPECIAL PRIZE CONTESTS. 

u...,...m.nm,,,L,u,,,,uw IIlll ,uuwww,,lutitiwnuuuuulwu, ,1111.:InnutliItunill,äA 
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Left: The Great Equatorial Telescope of the Paris 
Observatory Showing the Mounting Clearly. The Seat of 
the Operator Is Changed So As To Correspond With the 
Varying Positions of the Telescope. Above: A Planeta- 
riu:.i Constructed In 1830, Now Property of the Paris 
Obscrvatory. Right: A Reflecting Telescope Built In 
1875 By Eichens. It Has An Aperture of Almost Four 

Feet. 

hc 
THE establishment of the Paris Ob- 

servatory goes back to the days of 
Louis XIV. Richelieu originated it 
as far back as 1664, Colbert took it 
in hand, and it is curious to read that 

the object was to rival or to equal the 
observatories of England, of Denmark and 
of China. Claude Perrault, celebrated archi- 
tect of the Louvre, put up the first building 
and work was begun upon it in 1667. Ef- 
forts were made to get the great astron- 
omers of the world, such as Huyghens, New- 
ton and Leibnitz, to come to the observa- 
tory. None of these would come and even- 
tually Jean Dominique Cassini from the 
famous University of Bologne was put in 
charge, and three generations of Cassini's 
succeeded each other in conducting the ob- 
servatory. 

It is interesting to read about the old- 
time instruments of the eighteenth century. 
The telescopes were of small diameter with 
long focus lenses. For observations in the 
regions of the zenith, _ a building without a 
roof was used, and there was a long gap or 
slot made in the northern wall of the build- 
ing for raising and lowering objectives to 
different heights. We are told that there 
was a wooden tower, which carried on its 
top an objective of two hundred and fifty 
foot focus. There was no tube and the 
astronomer at the base of the tower held 
the eye piece in his hand, remarkable dex- 
terity being required to make observations 
tinder these conditions. 

Of course, many discoveries were made 
in the observatory. It was there that the 
Danish astronomer Roemer determined that 
light required from seven to eight minutes 
to traverse the distance from the sun to 
the earth, really 8 minutes 20 seconds, bas - 

©TV 
ing his calculations on the eclipses of the 
satellites of Jupiter. In 1657 the catalogue 
of fixed stars was begun. In the latter half 
of the eighteenth century great activity ob- 
tained which was rudely interrupted by the 
French Revolution. Cassini the Fourth, as 
he was called, objecting to the treatment by 
the Convention, resigned on the day of an 
eclipse of the sun, September 6, 1793, and 
then had to put in six months in prison. 

Mr. Jerome de Lalande was the Director 
of the observatory for some ten years fol- 
lowing the Revolution, and he is said to have 
enjoyed great popularity and did good work. 
His great treatise on astronomy was used 
for several generations by students and is 
still consulted. A curious thing is told 
about his gastronomic propensities. He was 
very fond of eating caterpillars and spiders. 
Every Saturday he used to take supper with 
a friend, whose wife collected for his bene- 
fit a number of these disagreeable creatures 
and gave him a saucer full of them. He 
said that the spiders tasted like nuts, while 
the caterpillars reminded him of peaches or 
plums. 

The great Arago figures among the work- 
ers on the staff of the observatory, concern- 
ing himself with geodetic operations, laying 
out the meridians during war time, which 
involved his being seized as a spy, and cap- 
tured at sea by a privateer. He eventually 
reached Marseilles in 1809, after his mother 
had given him up as dead. 

We finally come to Le Verrier. He was 
said to have been very unpopular, but won 
world-wide fame when he discovered the 
planet Neptune. He has been termed "the 
Giant of Modern Astronomy." Neptune, it 
must be remembered, was found by pure 
mathematical calculation, the data leading to 

MO, tory 
its identification being based on the motions 
of other planets. 

Many of the old-time instruments are still 
preserved in the*Museum. 

The regular work -of the ever busy obser- 
vatory constantly' goes' on, and the photog- 
raphy of the heavens has been completed at 
last. 

Many special investigations, such as those 
of the satellites of Saturn and' those of 
Jupiter with photometric investigations,+had 
been carried on. By using polarized light 
and the spectroscope great differences in the 
luminosity of stars have been observed and 
have given the base for determining tem- 
peratures. Thus the temperature of the sun 
has been placed at 5,320° C., 9608° F.-far 
more than that of the' electric arc-and these 
have coincided with other former observa- 
tions in which polarization was not used. 
The temperature of one of the stars in 
Taurus is given at not less than 40,000° C., 
72,000° F., in round numbers. 

Time signals are sent from the station on 
the Eiffel Tower covering a great part of 
the world so that chronometers can be regu- 
lated thereby. These signals give time as 
determined in the observatory. 

There are three clocks of the observatory 
kept in a crypt. The temperature prac- 
tically never varies and the clocks are accu- 
rate to three ten -thousands of a second in 
a day. Sometimes no error can be detected. 
An astronomer can, by observing a star, de- 
termine time to one -tenth of a second, but 
the clocks of the observatory surpass him 
many times in accuracy. By methods at the 
disposal of the observat¢,ry the geographic 
positions of the prinçip'1 points on the 
earth's surface are no 'being fixed. Our 
illustrations show some of the modern appa- 
ratus of the famous observatory and a 
f amous old planetarium. 

To 5tudy eun's EcApeie 
The afternoon of Sept. 10 next a party of 

eight men. headed by Dr. John A. Miller 
of Swarthmore College and Dr. Heber D. 
Curtis, Director of the Allegheny Observa- 
tory, Pittsburgh, will gather at the tiny vil- 
lage of Yerbeniz, Mexico, to spend 189 sec- 
onds-the length of time the sun will be 
completely eclipsed by the moon-in impor- 
tant astronomical photography. 

After journeying to Yerbeniz, which is 

near Cuencame, halfway between El Paso 
and Mexico City, the party will spend more 
than six weeks in setting up intricate and 
fragile apparatus, weighing more than two 
tons, which will be used in the making of 
the pictures. 

The camp of the Sproul Expedition, as 
the party will be known, will be located at an 
altitude of 6,200 feet. It is the purpose of 
the expedition to obtain large-scale photo- 

graphs of the sun's corona. In the equipment 
is a telescope sixty-five feet long. The Ein- 
stein theory will be attacked with a powerful 
pair of cameras, with lenses .'eight and a 
half inches in diameter, each with a focal 
length of fifteen feet. 

Dr. Curtis built at the Allegheny Obser- 
vatory machine shop an instrument for 
studying the spectrum of the sun in' the 
"red" region, a thing never before attempted. 
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MOUNT 

AND SEAT 

RIGID 

CELESTIAL TELESCOPE 
MOUNT. 

Vem from blow 

ADJUSTABLE SEAT 
FOR USE WITH TELESCOPE 

TELESCOPE MOUNT 
DETAILS OF ADJUSnr+(; 

CLAMPS. 

Ì6 brass 

Holder or 
saddle clamp. 

2 diem 

broa ____.2 
Akin 

fidestal Training 
clamp. 

Nader 

In the Upper Left Hand Corner Will Be Seen a View of the Finished 
Telescope Complete With the Mounting and Operator's Seat. The Upper 
Right Hand Illustration Shows the Constructional Details of the Rigid 

AS g O p0 
col ei 

THE mounting of a telescope for 
celestial observation is of utmost im- 
portance to obtain a decisive rigidity 
and avoid the disturbing flexibility, 
detracting from the exactness of 

observations. 
The observer presses his head with a vary- 

ing force against the eye aperture and any 
unsteadiness of the stand or the connections 
is transmitted as tremors or a flicking of the 
object across the. ̀ telescope lens. The mag- 
nification of the telescope amplifies the move- 
ment and the unsteadiness of the mounting 
is a pronounced handicap to the observer. 
A perfect telescope inadequately mounted 
will give less satisfaction than a telescope 
with poor ar fatilty lens, that is supported 
with a proper steady pedestal with facilities 
for shifting the position of the telescope 
without decisive exertion of the observer 
while holding his eye -steadily on the object. 
Obviously a jerky movement will carry the 
observer off tllie point, because of the limita- 
tions of the small field of high power tele- 
scopes. To lose the object is disconcerting 
and probably necessitates a long search that 

Oa\ 

Mounting Used With This Telescope and the Lower Left Hand Drawing 
Shows the Details of the Seat. The Adjusting Clamps for the Telescope 

Proper Are Illustrated in the Lower Right Hand Corner. 

0 n]. T - 5cope 
Jf GEORGE A. LUER2, 
is annoying to the user of the instrument. 

In this article a description with fully 
illustrated drawings for a telescope mount is 
given. 

The construction purposely avoids expense 
of construction, through the use of available 
materials, mainly wood, however without 
sacrifice of the essential features for obtain- 
ing the desired stability and adjustment. 

Assuming it is desired to mount a telescope 
of four or five feet in length with a mag- 
nification of one hundred to two hundred 
times, which instrument will meet the gen- 
eràl requirements for a modest equipment, 
the adopted height for the tube of the tele- 
scope of five feet will afford the use of a 
seat for the observer, which detail from the 
point of time required in observations is 
essential to some degree of comfort. 

The three legs of the tripod are secured 
with cross braces of lighter wood, while the 
upper ends terminate and are secured to a 
circular brass or steel plate. A triangular 
plate in the midposition serves jointly to 
brace the legs and as a section of the 
bearing. 

ung 

The rotating part of the mount or carrier 
is also made of wood. A heavy block se- 
cures the pivot bearing, while side cheeks 
are fastened to this, using sheet metal brace 
plates, which side cheeks have at the upper 
ends trunnion bearings or bearings for the 
horizontal axis of the instrument. 

A holder for the telescope is made in the 
form of a saddle, this part being provided 
with detachable clamps, for convenience in 
removing the telescope after use. The re- 
movable feature is important, as a telescope 
requires protection from the elements as far 
as possible. Moisture or sweating of the 
telescope is avoided by careful storage in a 
dry box or housing. Dirt and cinders on the 
lens will dull them through need of frequent 
wiping. Rain will frequently rust the ad- 
j ustments inside the tube or make the bronze 
adjusters stiff. 

The detachable saddle is made of wood, 
with sheet metal braces to hold this solid. 
Two trunnions or bearings are fitted to the 
sides for rotating in the horizontal bearing 
guides of the carrier. The clamps are of 
sheet metal bent to conform to the telescope. 
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Eintein strict 
ti ity Expk in 

It» d 1* 
VbADIIIABR HARAPETOFF 

PROFESSOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, CORNELL UNIVERSITY. 

THERE are two questions in connec- 
nection with the theory of relativity 
of interest to a layman, namely, (a) 

. What f .. the theory of .relativity in ' the specific Sense 'or the word used by 
physicists? and (b) How do we know that 
this theory is true? The model shown in 
Fig. 1 aims to answer the first question. 
As to proofs of the correctness of Einstein's 
theory press dispatches have told us of 
astronomical expeditions which confirmed 
his theoretical predictions. Moreover, there 
are certain physical experiments and phe- 
nomena for which Einstein's theory fur- 
nishes the most satisfactory explanation. As 
time goes on, this theory will either be 
further established by additional evidence, 
or else new phenomena may be discovered 
not in accord with it. Our present problem 
is to learn to think in terms of this theory. 
TIME ON THE MODEL IS REPLACED BY 

LENGTHS 
The theory of relativity furnishes no new 

evidences at usual velocities which are small 
as compared to the velocity of light (300,000 
kilometers per second). Even the velocity of 
our Army rifle bullet is less than 1 kilometer 
per second. Therefore, a model must be so 
designed as to show phenomena at very high 
relative velocities, say 10 per cent, 20 per 
cent, etc., of that of light. The solution lies 
in replacing time by distances. Everyone is 
familiar -with this mode of representation of 
time. For example, fluctuations in the price 
of a commodity in various years are repre- 
sented by a curve, we replace time (years) 
by a length (say 1 cm. = 1 year). With 
this substitution of distances for time, the 
model needs no. parts revolving at practically 
impossible velocities. Since the velocity of 
light in vacuo is a physical constant of great 
importance in the theory of relativity, it has 
been selected in the model for units of both 
length and time. This means that a unit 
distance and a unit time are represented by 
equal lengths, and a material point which 
moves at our assumed velocity of light 
covers 1 unit distance in 1 unit time. 

"The experimental part of the investigation 
upon which this article is based was supported 
by a grant from the Heckscher Foundation for 
the Advancement of Research established by 
August Heckscher at Cornell University. 

Fig. I Above Shows Model Constructed by Profes- sor Karapetoff in Demonstrating the Various Phases of the Einstein Theory. School Teachers and Others Interested in Studying or Lecturing on the Einstein s Speciall Written Article by Professortl lKarapetoffl 
Find 

tof Unusual Interest and Value. 

o 

'I 

l1 - ̀our- 

ti 

A 
v'Y (q) 

iq X' 

FIG.Z 

Fig. 2 Introduced Above, Shows Two Observers 
S and S' Who With Their Platforms and Instru- ments are in Relative Motion With Respect to Each Other, Along the Axis X X'. 

RESEARCH EDITOR OF THE ELECTRICAL WORLD. 

THE MODEL MAY REPRESENT TIME - SPACE RELATIONSHIPS IN A DIFFERENT 
WORLD 

In order to dodge completely the question 
as to whether Einstein is right or wrong, we shall simply say that the model shown in Fig. 1 represents the space-time relationships 
in an entirely different world, which may or may not he similar to ours. We shall make this world logical in itself and should we find that our conclusions, derived from the model, agree quantitatively with certain ob- served physical phenomena, we may be made 
to believe that the queer world, represented 
by the model,, may be our own world after 
all. 

To make the conditions as simple as pos- 
sible, we shall assume that in this fairyland 
all motion takes place along the same line XX' (Fig. 2) and that ide have two ob- servers, S and S', who with their platforms 
and instruments are in relative motion with respect to each other, along the XX' axis, at a uniform velocity q. This means that to the S observer (who thinks himself sta- tionary) the S' system is moving at the velocity q to the right. 

On the other hand, the S' observer con- siders himself stationary and to him the S observer with his platform and instruments appears moving to the left at the same velocity q. 
According to a fundamental postulate of relativity, there is no absolute stationary 

point of reference in the universe and all motion is relative. Hence, there is no log- ical contradiction in the foregoing views of the two observers. Furthermore, we shall assume that at some time the two observers 
were stationary with respect to each other and adjusted their standards of length and their clocks so as to agree to a very high degree of precision. Each observer has his point of reference (O and 01) from which he measures his distances (x and x') along 00', and the clocks at O and O' are so set, that at the instant when O and O' coincide, both clocks show zero (say twelve o'clock). 

Let A be an event, say an instantaneous 
flash of light, i -dependent of both observers. 
and let each o'server he asked to be prepared 
to watch for it and to find (a) the distance 

(Continued on page 480) 

The Three Diagrams above, Figs. 3, 4 and 5, Illus rate Various Positions of the Graduated Rules or Sticks of the Model, Shown in Fig. I Above. 
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Cirrus Clouds Give Warning of Wet 
Weather Within Twelve to Twe`nty- 

four Hours. 

Cumulo -stratus Clouds Have a 
Threatening Appearance, But Are 

Really Heralds of Fair Weather. 

3 

Cirro -stratus Clouds Usually Pre- Cirro -cumulus Clouds Foretell Dry 
cede Rain or Snow. Hot Weather; If Edges Become 

Raged and Broken-Brisk Winds. 

Stratus-the Lowest of All Clouds- 
Which When Resting Over the Land 

Are Called Fog. 

Nimbus Clouds, From Which Rain 
or Snow Falls. 

ow to For cast t e t.1 

By E. 86FAR15 LERDD D U N Ik7 

CIRRUS clouds furnish one of the best 
means of foretelling weather changes. 
If the weather he fair, no change is 

likely to take place until these clouds appear. 
They give a warning of from twelve to 
twenty-four hours before wet weather sets 
in. They art the forerunners of all storms 
and move from a westerly or southwesterly 
direction, and from three hundred to five 
hundred miles in advance of the storm. If 
they move rapidly, the storm is approaching 
rapidly. If they drift along and the ends 
of their feathery whisps turn down, it is an 
indication that the weather is likely to con- 
tinue fair, but if they turn up, rain or snow 
is to follow within twenty-four hours. 

If they form in bands and lose their 
feathery appearance. it means high winds. 
If they form and dissolve, fair weather will 
continue for at least twenty-four hours. 
Cirrus clouds of "mackerel" formation fore- 
tell wind and rain and snow ; with long 
streamers reaching upward, wind alone. 

Cirro -stratus clouds usually precede rain 
or 'snow from twelve to twenty-four hours. 
They move from a westerly or southwesterly 
direction; the same direction from which 
the rain or snow or general storm centre is 
coming and are usually accompanied by high 
winds. 

A, mottled sky, with light drifting clouds, 
foretells fair weather. 

Cirro -cumulus clouds are termed "fair 
weather clouds." In Summer they foretell 
dry, hot weather. When their small tufts 
merge into one another, several days of fair 
weather are due. 

Cumulus clouds are considered fair 
weather indicators, but when they appear the 
day is generally warm and sultry and the 

clouds form during or shortly after the 

FORMERLY OF THE U. S. WEATHER BUREAU 

hottest part of the day. They are, also, 
the clouds that usually precede thunder- 
storms and are called "thunder heads." 

They start close to the horizon with a low, 
flat base and grow and expand steadily, into 
the upper air without the least sign of local 
storm development. They gradually rise 
higher and higher and become well rounded 
masses with beautiful domes. Then, if 
thunderstorms are to develop, there will ap- 
pear fine, feathery Cirrus clouds distinctly 
separate from the Cumulus clouds. Soon 
the Cumulus will turn a dark gray and 
grow darker as they come nearer. From 
beneath the Cumulus cloud will shoot out a 

small, dark, threatening cloud which will 
rush forward with a great burst of wind 
and sometimes rain. 

If wind comes before the rain the squall 
will be of short duration. If rain comes 
before the wind it may last an hour or two. 
The heavier the rain the quicker the squall 
passes. 

Cumulo -stratus clouds form in the lower 
air strata. They assume something of a 
Cumulus formation, with a flat, extended 
base and a partially rounded, but ragged. 
broken top. They are Winter clouds and ap- 
pear in cold, dry weather. They have a 

dark, threatening appearance, but are really 
heralds of fair weather. They dissolve in 

late afternoon or warmer part of the day. 

Stratus clouds are the lowest of all clouds 
and, when resting over the land or water, 
are called fog. 

When fog sets in before midnight the 
following day is likely to be rainy, but if 
fog appears in the morning after sunrise, 
the day will"be fair. 

Nimbus clouds are those from which rain 
invariably falls. They are without complete 

Cumulus Clouds-Fair Weather In- 
dicators. They Also Precede Thun- 
der Storms and Are Called "Thun- 

der Heads." 

Haze or Fog; the Ordinary Fog 
With Which Every one is Familiar. 

eather 

definition; a broken, confused mass being 
driven by the lower easterly winds. 

A general increase of cloudiness at sunset 
means rain or snow. 

Tufts of cloud forming a dappled or 
mottled sky indicate fair weather. 

A fog, arising in the morning is the surest 
sign of a fair day. 

Small, inky clouds indicate rain. 
In cold weather, a bank of dark cloud 

forming in the north or west with a southerly 
or easterly wind indicates rain or snow. 

An excessive clearness of the atmosphere 
is an indication of rain or snow to follow 
within twenty-four hours. 

A low, overcast sky, with light northerly 
wind in Winter, foretells snow. 

Ragged clouds moving rapidly indicate 
wind and rain. 

Dew indicates a fair day. Wind or cloudy 
nights prevent frost or dew. 

A yellow sunset foretells rain; a bright 
straw yellow, wind and rain, and yellow 
blending into orange, fair weather. 

A red sunset, a fair day. 
A red sunrise, a wet day. 
A gray sunset, a wet day. 
A gray sunrise, a fair day. 
Dark Indian gray sunrise or sunset, rain. 
Pale green at sunset, rain. 
Combined green and red sunset or sunrise, 

probably rain. 
A red disc at sunset means fair and 

warmer. 
Cool wind over a warm surface or water, 

or a warm wind over a cool surface or 
water creates fog. 

Sudden fall in temperature causes showers. 
Sudden rise in temperature, fair weather. 

High temperature and high humidity, 
thunder -storms, 
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Parts of Portable Spectroscope. 1, Cell With Achromatic Lens; 2, Eye Cap; 3, Prism Tube;. 4, Top; 5, Prism Series; 6, Adjustable Slit In Col- 
limator Head. 

e trosco 
ONE of my apt pupils in reflector - 

building wrote me that when he 
first looked into the eyepiece of 
his instrument and saw the belts 
and moons of Jupiter, the rings of 

Saturn, the nebula of Orion and the crater 
of Copernicus, his wife thought he had 
"gone plumb crazy with joy!" First 
glimpses through a telescope upon which 
you have expended much time and labor 
give a thrill of delight not soon forgotten. 
But it remains for the spectroscope to abso- 
lutely dazzle one with a new world of mys- 
tery and beauty; 

MAKING THE PRISM 
A borosilicate 600 prism suitable for a 

table -spectroscope will cost some twelve or 
fifteen dollars; but the novice has two alter- 
natives: the purchasing- a two-inch blank 
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Portable Hand Spectroscope Adapted To the Ocular System of a 4" Refractor, For Solar and Stellar Observation. C, Crown Glass Prisms; F, Flint Glass Prisms. 
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tube; and it is well to have the slit -device 
on a separate adjustable tube so that a clean 
line of light cuts the prism, is refracted and 
dispersed, and the emergent beam taken up 
and magnified by the telescope system placed 
at such an angle as will insure a sharp view 
of the famous Fraunhoefer lines. When 
pointed at the sun, these cut through the 
brilliant bands of color parallel thereto in 
myriad profusion. But, as the prophet saith 
"the hairs of your head are numbered," so 
science has numbered and annotated every 
line and combination of lines in that vast orderly array-"the alphabet of the physical 
universe." Every one of the ninety-two 
known elements gives a distinct and separate 
spectrum, from hydrogen, the lightest, to 
uranium, the heaviest, in atomic weight 
when made incandescent in laboratory re- 
search and yet all are there in one combined 
solar blaze ! It is well worth while to build 
a spectroscope just to behold this one amaz- 
ing phenomenon. 

The length of your tubes for collimator 
and telescope will depend upon the focal 
length of the double convex ens in the 
former and of the achromatic lens used in 
the latter system. It is well to lave slid ng 

On the Left is Shown the Method of Fore- 
casting the Weather By the Aid of the 
Bright Telluric Banda Near the "D" Line 
of the Solar Spectrum. At the Right the 
Spectrum and Its Various Lines Are Illu-- 

trated In Detail. 

p. ism for about three dollars and grinding 
and polishing it himself, or the constructing. 
of one of three evenly matched pieces of 
thin clear negative glass by binding and 
cementing together with acetic glué so as to 
be absolutely water -tight, and filling with 
distilled water, or, better still (at least so 
far as the increased refractive and dispersive 
powers go), with carbon disulphide. In the 
latter case the prism should he well capped 
and corked, as this chemical is not only 
volatile and malodorous, but inflammable. 
if, however, this fluid prism is thoroughly 
cleaned with a solution of caustic potash 
distilled water affords a very interesting 
spectrum. Various liquids may also he ex- 
amined in a fluid prism. 
REQUISITES OF A TABLE -SPECTROSCOPE 

The three requisites in a table -spectro- 
scope system are : the prism, the collimator 
with lens and slit for producing the spec- 
trum, and the telescope for viewing the 
same. The length of the collimator -tube 
should be approximately the focal length of 
the double -convex lens used to magnify the 
image of the slit at the other end of the 

ADJUSTABLE FOR 
SHARP FOCUS OF 
SLIT i 

BAND SLIT 
END -- 

ROTATING 
BLOCK 

STANDARD 

1, Dense 60° Flint Prism Mounted; 2, Borosilicate 
Crown Right Angle Prism; 3, Fluid Prism Made 
of Three Thin Lantern Slides and Filled With 

Carbon Disulphide. 

uii Them 
ends to both so that accurate adjustment is 
possible-that the slit may cut a sharp image 
on the prism surface and the telescope take 
it up sharply beyond. Usually when the 
telescope is first focused upon some distant 
object, this is sufficient adjustment, but suc- 
cess depends largely upon a cleanly magni- 
fied image of the slit which is seldom more 
than a hair -line in width. The brighter the 
source of light the narrower the slit, so that 
it is necessary to have the jaws adjustable 
with set -screws in the collimator head. Any 
printer will supply you with a few inches of 
new hair -line brass rule which has almost a 
razor -edge and is even throughout. With 
this rule the jaws may be made, crossing 
the center of the hole in the collimator 
head, which should be small, not over three - 
eighths of all inch for a one -inch lens at 
the prism end, nor over three-quarters of an 
inch for a two-inch lens. This is the size 
l use with great satisfaction. 

The blocks upon which the telescope and 
collimator are fixed should be bolted to the 
circular table with a single center bolt so as 
to turn at will. The prism should be 
nounted upon a separate circular table that 
lot only turfs from right to left, as occa- 
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sion demands, but is also arranged so that 
it may he raised or lowered; 'for you are 
likely to try out prisms large and small- 
crown, flint, dense flint and fluid-and the 
matter of accurate adjustment is of great 
importance. An arm extending over the 
top of the prism will anchor it to the table 
in case you wish to tilt the system to as to 
catch the direct rays of the stn, for instance. 
In that event the jaws of the slit should be 
drawn together so that they almost touch. 
A moistened toothpick swept the length of 
the slit will keep it free from dust, else 
your spectrum will he imperfect. 

USING THE SPECTROSCOPE 
With such a table -spectroscope not only 

may the solar spectrum be examined with 
success, but the study of spectrum analysis 
may he undertaken with confidence. A Bun- 
sen burner, spirit lamp or even a gas -jet 
turned very low (so as not to produce its 
own spectrum) may be employed to vaporize 
various chemical salts and so produce their 
individual spectra-for instance, salts of 
lithium, calcium, sodium, strontium, barium, 

(Continued on page 483) 
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1 
T is surely one of the strangest illustra - 
tions of the absorption of men in their 
own small affairs that most people are 
content to pass their lives without learn- 
ing to identify the different stars, and 

are without cariosity as to the nature of 
the planets anal the fixed stars. My own 
interest in the subject was awakened by the 
chance gift, as a prize at school, of Sir 
Robert Ball's popular work on "The Story 
of the Heavens." I 
was aware that the 
distance of the sun 
from the earth ap- 
proached a hundred 
million miles. But it 
was a revelation to 
discover tha: Sirius, 
the most bril iant star 
in the Heavens, is 
roughly a million times 
as distant as the sun. 
I was equally im- 
pressed by the discov- 
ery that our own solar 
system, apart from the 
rotary motion of the earth on its axis 
and its course round the sun, is moving 
through space at a gigantic speed-that 
"every three days the solar system accom- 
plishes a stage of about two million miles 
on its journey towards the constellation 
Lyra." Fortunately the distance of Lyra 
is comfortabl3 great-so great that even at 

this express speed the journey would take 
at least a million years! 

Is there any study more rich than astron- 
omy in romantic discoveries and predic- 
tions? Is there anything in science more 
impressive that the prediction by Halley of 
the transit of Venus, which he knew he 

could not live to see, but which he fore- 
told to the minute and commended to the 
attention of posterity? Again, can one imagine 
a coincidence (for it can have been nothing 
else) more strange than the account of the 
moons of Mars in Gulliver's Travels, (pub- 
lished in 172e). It was narrated that the 
astronomers in the Island of Laputa had 
keen vision and very powerful telescopes 
and had detected two moons of Mars. Now 
this was just 150 years before the existence 
of two moons of Mars, was ascertained. with 
great difficult, by Professor Hall. These 
two moons have most curious properties. 
Having escaped detection for so long they 
are naturally small objects, only about 18 

miles and 22 miles respectively in diameter. 
Interest attaches chiefly to the inner of the 
two satellites, which is only 4,000 miles dis- 
tant from Mars, whose bulk must render 
it invisible during 2/3 of its period in the 
most favorable circumstances; it is never 
visible at the poles. The most singular thing 
about this inner moon is that, whereas Mars, 
like the earth, rotates on its axis in about 
24 hours, the period of revolution of this 
moon is only 7 h., 40 min.-a circumstance 
believed to be unparalleled in the solar sys- 
tem and quite unforeseen by astronomers. 
The rapid motion of this moon would he 
evident to an inhabitant of Mars ; it would 
in fact appear to travel visibly like the 
clockwork driven moons occasionally seen 
on the stage. Strange to say in Gulliver's 
Travels this singular short period of one 
of the moons was also predicted, the period 
being given as about 10 hours-a remarkably 
close guess! 

It is also interesting to observe how often 
scientific discoveries, apnarently only of aca- 
demic interest, eventually prove to have a 

direct and practical hearing on human af- 
fairs. Our 'knowledge of the constitution 
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y J. S. DOW 
of distant suns is derived chiefly from the 
spectroscope which enables us to identify 
arrangements of spectral lines characteristic 
of known elements. Thus we have learned 
that most of the familiar terrestrial metals 
are present in the sun. Not only this, but 
the spectroscope enabled the existence of a 
new element, helium, to be detected in the 
sun before it was known to exist on our 
earth. It is related that when a popular 
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MR. J. S. DOW of London, England, who is the author of this article, has 
delved deeply into the infinite. He has treated the infinitely small and 
infinitely large in a manner, that will be intelligible to everyone. The 

topic and its treatment follow the lines of some of our Editorials that have 
appeared in past issues. 

Is there an ULTRA -WORLD and an INFRA -WORLD? 
The present article will suggest answers to this two -fold question. 

-EDITOR. 

I 
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lecturer was enthusiastically decribing this 
incident, a voice at the hack interrupted the 
proceedings by the bored inquiry "Who cares 
whether there's helium in the sun or no?" 
Ultimately, as is now well known, helium 
was discovered by Sir William Ramsay as 
a minute constituent in the earth's atmos- 
phere, isolated with great difficulty and in 
very small quantities. Afterwards it was 
discovered that helium could he produced 
on a commercial scale from certain natural 
gas in Canada and the United States. Shortly 
before the Armistice sufficient was accumu- 
lated to fill the envelopes of airships with 
this "rare" gas, which had the great ad- 
vantage over hydrogen of being non -in- 
flammable. 

One picturesque possibility that has ar- 
rested the attention of writers of fiction is 
the sudden arrival in our solar system of a 
strange planet. Mr. H. G. Wells has written 
a story in which the consequences of such 
an invasion are graphically told. Some con- 
cern was expressed in the daily press a 
few years ago at the birth of a new star 
in the Heavens whose growing brightness 
led to the conjecture that it was moving 
'rapidly towards the earth. If such an ap- 
proach of a planet ever came to pass, the 
Astronomer Royal would become the most 
important expert in this nation. True he 
could do nothing to ward off the catastrophe. 
but he might be able to predict the probable 
course of events, and at least inform us of 
the period which was to elapse before serious 
trouble would be experienced. The im- 
mense distance from which such a foreign 
earth would probably have to travel is a 
comforting circumstance. Speaking gener- 
ally it would appear that any incipient or 
threatened invasion of our solar system h-' 
a body, large enough to have any material 
effect, would he, in its initial stages, a very 
gradual process. 

The study of the. stars confirms the age - 
long philosophical conception that time and 
space are only modes of thought-that to 
someone in a larger scheme of existence 
our terrestrial distances are as naught, and 
a few thousand years of the earth's history 
hot a flash of time. Throughout the universe 
dimensions of time and distance correspond. 
As we have to deal with larger bodies and 
greater distances traversed, so the period 
of time increases and demands larger units. 
This was most vividly ill .;trated a few 
years ago in a work by Mr. E. Fournier 
d'Albé, who contrasted the motion of the 

t s 
planets round the sun, with the similar mo- 
tions, on a far more minute scale, of the 
electrons that circle round the central nuc- 
leus of the atom. The conception of an 
atom as the smallest particle of matter has 
of course been greatly modified since the 
acceptance of the electron theory. We now 
know that an atom is itself a complex 
system. To us the period of revolution of 
the electron round the atomic centre ap- 

pear infinitesimal, the 
distance of the elec- 
tron from the nucleus 
round which it re- 
volves exceedingly 
minute. This- small 
scale of magnitudes he 
named the "infra - 
wo rld." 

But may there not 
exist also an "ultra - 
world," to the inhabi- 
tants of which our 
times and distances 
would seem as infin- 
itesimal as those in the 

infra -world appear to us? This leads to 
a new conception of space for which 
there seems to be some scientific justi- 
fication. One is prone to imagine that 
space is occupied by constellations scat- 
tered at immense distances and more or 
less regular intervals, and this condi- 
tion continues indefinitely as space is ex- 
tended. But the greater refinements of 
modern astronomical observations suggest 
that this is not the case. Apparently there 
exists an outer void where no more con- 
stellations are found but merely untenanted 
space. It may therefore be conjectured that 
our universe is merely an isolated system, 
separated from other similar universes by dis- 
tances immensely greater even than those dealt 
with in ordinary astronomy. We are thus 
led to the conception of an ultra -world com- 
prising a multitude of universes-each form- 
ing an object as minute in this ultra -world 
as are the atoms of our own earth. We 
may also picture an "ultra -ultra world", in 
which the ultra world itself becomes a min- 
ute, almost infinitesimal object, and indeed 
an infinite succession of such worlds, each 
but a small object in the next greater. 

Another ingenious speculation of Mr. 
Fournier d'Albé may be recorded. We, on 
this earth, can control and rearrange the 
atoms. When we perform a chemical exper- 
iment atoms enter into new combinations 
and their life as elemental mocules comes 
to an end-that is sudden, according to our 
notions of time for the change appears to 
take place practically instantaneously. But 
to an inhabitant of the infra -world the 
change would not seem sudden at all. It 
would be a gradual process spread, per- 
haps over many "centuries" of the infra - 
scale of time. Similarily in the ultra -world 
we may conceive a Power bringing about 
changes in our universe executed in a flash 
of ultra -time but in our eyes proceeding 
so slowly as almost to escape detection. 
The "end of the world" then would come 
to us, not as has been commonly supposed 
like a flash of lightning, but as a slow and 
almost inappreciable change, which is yet 
merely a momentary incident to the ultra- 
intelligence responsible. Here again, curi- 
ously enough. there seems to he some scien- 
tific justification for this conception of the 
end of the world. Possibly, therefore, in 
these minute changes we have the first faint 
indication of the final destiny of our uni- 
verse. 
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FOREWORD 

THE Great War focused the atten- 
tion of the world upon the trans- 
scendent importance of the rarer 
metals and was reflected in the fever- 
ish activity to find and produce them 

so as to confer their marvelous virtues upon 
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Appearance of the Salts of Tantalum and Colum- 
bium. By Means of Which the Former Is Purified. 

alloys for military purposes, ranging from 
lathe tools to armor plate. Today, tungsten, 
molybdenum and vanadium are almost house- 
hold words. But tantalum is a stranger to 
most of us. Your pragmatic chemist friend 
may recall with some effort that it is in- 
deed a rare metal-of some academic in- 
terest-but will shake his head if pressed 
for details by the curious. No, he doesn't 
know what it looks like, and it isn't good 
for much anyway! 

Because of the difficulties inherent in its 
production on a commercial scale in a pure 
state, metallic tantalum has remained a 
laboratory curiosity, and little has been 
available except occasional foreign material 
of fluctuating composition and variable prop- 
erties. As a consequence, metallurgists and 
chemists have had but limited opportunities 
to explore the possibilities offered by an 
adequate supply of this remarkable metal. 

After several years of intensive experi- 
menting under the capable direction of Dr. 
Balke, practical results have been attained 
and ductile metallic tantalum of great purity 
is now an industrial reality. Noteworthy 
results have already been attained, but the 
technical world is convinced that far more 
interesting results lie "just around the 
corner." 
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Il 'Pao 
By 0. WAN ILEE0 B.Sc. 
HOW TANTALUM WAS MADE KNOWN TO 
THE WORLD AND HOW IT CONFOUNDED 

THE EARLY CHEMIST 
It was in the year 1802 that the Swedish 

chemist Ekeberg announced that while en- 
deavoring to unravel the nature of a queer 
black mineral from Kimito, Finland, he en- 
countered most discouraging obstacles in 
his efforts to get it into solution. The metal 
assumed to be present, although resembling 
tin, tungsten and titanium, was yet none of 
these, but a new element, "because even in 

ira.t.i.. 
THE accompanying article by 

Mr. Lee, well-known analytical 
chemist, describes the occur- 

rence, mining and the latest meth- 
ods of refining tantalum, one of the 
rarer elements which bids fair to 
enter the field of industry to an ex- 
tent not dreamed of heretofore. 
Pure tantalum is one of the heaviest 
metals introduced into commerce, 
being 16.6 times as heavy as an 
equal volume of water, or half again 
as heavy as lead. It posseses a very 
high resistance to corrosion, and 
may be used in the place of platinum 
for many purposes including jew- 
elry, laboratory utensils and stand- 
ard weights. 

The melting point of tantalum is 
more than a 1000° C above that of 
platinum. This astonishing new 
metal is unaffected by the king of 
solvents, aqua regia, which dissolves 
gold and platinum. Tantalum is 
readily made very ductile and can 
be rolled or drawn into rods, sheets 
or wire. It may be lead through and 
sealed in glass like platinum, having 
the same coefficient of expansion as 
glass. A tantalum electrode with a 
lead or other electrode placed in an 
electrolyte solution, results in an 
ideal rectifier for converting alter- 
nating to direct current, the tanta- 
lum electrode lasting indefinitely. 

By a new process commercial tan- 
talum of a very pure quality is now 
available, and it can be used for mak- 
ing non -rusting pens, fine tools, sur- 
gical and dental instruments and 
jewelry. In the electrical field tan- 
talum promises to find considerable 
use as filaments for special lamps 
and radio vacuum tubes, for use in 
electric heaters and resistance fur- 
naces, for leads in glass lamp bulbs, 
for grid and plate electrodes, in 
radio and X-ray tubes, lightning ar- 
restors, electrolytic condensers, as 
well as for anodes and cathodes, for 
deposition of metals, such as silver, 
copper and gold. When alloyed 
with other metals it yields some very 
interesting and valuable results. 

the midst of acid it was unable to take tilt 
liquid to itself." In playful allusion to these 
tantalizing difficulties, he named the novel 
substance "tantalum" from that legendary 
unfortunate, Tantalus, whose thirst, you re- 
call, was only exceeded by his inability to 
quench it. 

TANTALUM MINERALS AND ORES; 
WHERE THEY ARE FOUND. 

Today some thirty different mineral 
species are known to contain tantalum to a 
noticeable degree, but the great majority of 

4 a 

these are merely of scientific interest and 
found only in public and private mineral 
collections. 

They occur principally in granite rocks, 
the economically important ores being lim- 
ited to a scant three or four, and of these, 
only tantalite is continuously utilized as a 
source of raw material, particularly the 
variety manganotantalite. 

Although of infrequent occurrence, tan - 
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talum ores are comparatively abundant in 
certain favored localities. 

Sixteen pound crystals of columbite, often 
associated with tantalum, have been found 
in Little Namaqualand, South Africa; pieces 
of samarskite up to twenty pounds have been 
found in the Wiseman Mine, North Caro- 
lina ; in the Indian mica mines, the same 
mineral occurs, some pieces weighing sev- 
eral hundred pounds; seven miles west of 
Cañon City, Colorado, columbite is stated 
to have been found in large masses up to 
six hundred pounds; in the Bad Lands of 
South Dakota, similar deposits weighing a 
ton, and rich tantalite is relatively common 
in the tin -fields and gold fields of Western 
Australia. The tantalite from the Anti- 
podes as a rule runs higher in tantalic oxide 
than the American, averaging 60% as against 
25% for our native ore. 

It would seem likely, too, that the mixed 
radioactive minerals now mined in Mada- 
gascar should yield tantalum as a by-product. 
NATURE'S EXTRAORDINARY PARALLEL 

Most amazing of all the tantalum minerals, 
is native metallic tantalum whose discovery 
was announced in 1909 in gold washings in 
the Ural Mountains of Russia. It is a 

Microphotograph of Native Tantalum. (Enlarged 
500 Diameters.) Courtesy of P. Walther. 
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bright greyish -yellow minutely crystalline 
powder analyzing 98.5% of tantalum and 
1.5% of columbium, and is probably the 
rarest of all naturally occurring metals. A 
year later, it was also reported from the 
Altai Mountains in Mongolia, lacking 
columbium bu: with a trace of gold. One 
cannot avoid speculating how such material 
came into existence-whether it represents 
a minute survival of primeval tantalum 
which gradually became degraded to the 
multitudinous tantalum minerals, or whether 
nature, in a confidential mood, threw out 
this little hint just to encourage man in his 
efforts to dup:icate her feat. The suppres- 
sion of columbium only deepens the mystery. 
THE PIONEER PRODUCTION OF METAL- 

LIC TANTALUM 
Even before the compound nature of the 

acid resistant material obtained from 
tantalite was recognized, attempts were made 
to isolate the metallic "tantalum" from it, 
in fact, almcst one hundred years ago, 
Berzelius described the first product of this 
character made from potassium "tantalum" 
fluoride by reduction with metallic potas- 
sium, which process was then a compara- 
tively new weapon in the chemists' hands. 
Needless to say, the "tantalum" thus pro- 
duced was a very crude material and anÿ- 
thing but metallic in appearance, being 
merely a black heavy powder which judging 
from its low specific gravity (10) contained 
only about 60% of metal. Nevertheless it 
was a beginning to have produced anything 
with tantalum in it, and although the prop- 
erties of this substance were a miracle of 
divergence from what we know of tantalum 
today, yet it gave the world some conception 
of what might ultimately be expected. 
MODERN METHODS OF MANUFACTUR- 

ING TANTALUM 
The method just described is still of more 

than theoretical interest, inasmuch as with 
certain modifications it may be utilized for 
making a prcduct of genuine value. The 
cheap metallic sodium is substituted for the 
expensive metallic potassium, the tantalum 
salt being alternated with layers of small 
pieces of the sodium, in an iron crucible, the 
whole being topped with ordinary table salt, 
which, melting from the heat of the reaction, 
serves as a protective covering. The re- 
action is started by heating strongly at one 
point, but once on its way, requires no 
further aid, and the sodium burns vigorously. 

On cooling and digging out the contents 
of the crucible, a porous grey material is 
found, interspersed with beautiful violet 
colored crystals of salt, sparkling like little 
amethysts. Unfortunately, they soon fade 
on exposure and disappear on contact with 

TANTALUM 
ELECTRODE 

BUBBLES OF 
OXYGEN & HYDROGEN 

110 V. 
A 

STEP DOWN 
TRANSE LEAD 

ELECTRODE 

-LEAD 
ELECTRODE 

TANTALUM 
ELECTRODE 

The Method of Using a Tantalum Electrode In An 
Electrolytic Rectifier In Charging a Storage 

Battery. 

Some of the Many Uses 
of the Metal Tantalum 
Are Shown In the Illus- 
trations At the Right. 
Tantalum Will Take the 
Place of the More Expen- 
sive Platinum and Gold 
In Many Cases and One 
of Its Createst Features 
Is That It Has the Same 
Co -efficient of Expansion 
As Glass. Therefore, It 
Can Be Sealed Into Glass 
Vessels In a Similar 
Manner To Platinum. It 
Also Has An Extremely 
High Melting Point, 
Being Much Higher 
Even Than Platinum. 
When Alloyed With 
Other Metals, It Presents 
Some Interesting Results. 
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water. As fragments of unconsumed sodium 
are apt to be present, the precaution is taken 
of first destroying this by covering the con- 
tents of the crucible with denatured alcohol 
until disintegrated. When the bubbling has 
ceased, the residue is very thoroughly 
washed first with water, then with a mineral 
acid and water again. In this way, salt and 
other soluble impurities are eliminated and 
the tantalum is left as a dense heavy black 
powder. In spite of the protection afforded 
by the molten salt, much of the tantalum 
finds an opportunity to combine with the 
air since tantalum easily unites with both 
oxygen and nitrogen; and it is the presence 
of these omnipotent gases which renders the 
tantalum made as just described impure and 
valueless. The great importance of ex- 
cluding air was under -estimated by many of 
the pioneer workers with tantalum, or 
rather, the extraordinary power possessed 
by hot tantalum of absorbing or combining 
with inert and even reducing gases, was not 
realized. On this account it is more satis- 
factory and practicable to exclude any and 
all gases by carrying out the whole opera- 
tion in a vacuum. The powder thus pro- 
duced looks like that made by the old pro- 
cedure, but in reality is far purer. It is now 
strongly compressed and heated, and finally 
melted in a vacuum at the high temperature 
of the electric furnace. This last treatment 
not only consolidates the metal, but expels 
any slight remaining impurities, resulting in 
tantalum at least 99.5% pure. Such mate- 
rial is capable of being drawn into fine wire, 
rolled into thin sheets and taking a mirror 
like polish. 

This great advance in the art of pro- 
ducing useful tantalum was announced in 
1905 by Dr. Von Bolton, head of the chemi- 
cal laboratory of the great German electri- 
cal firm of Siemens and Halske. Simul- 
taneously, the incentive was revealed with a 
description of its successful use for electric 
lamp filaments, in line with the general 
theory that that filament would give the 
best economical results which could be 
maintained for the longest time at the high- 
est temperature. Although eventually super - 
ceded by the more efficient tungsten, these 
lamps have the low energy consumption of 
between 1.5 and 2.5 watts per candle power. 
In passing, it is well to remember that a 
pound of tantalum would make many 
thousand lamps, so that primarily von 
Bolton's feat may be taken as marking an 
epoch in quality rather than quantity pro- 
duction. 

The more intricate problem of quantity 
production was ultimately mastered in 1922 
by the Fansteel Products Company of North 
Chicago, the purity being greatly enhanced 
at the same time. 

We may now well consider in some detal 
the very unusual physical and chemical 
properties of this recalcitrant metal whose 
devious history we have traced to the goal 
of making it an article of commerce. It is 
not often in these days that a metal of such 
novel characteristics is offered to the world, 
and still less frequently that it is of an 
elementary and distinctive nature, and not 
simply a clever hybrid of metals already 
well known and which consequently par- 
takes a little of the qualities of each. It 
is fundamental to understand, then, that 
pure tantalum is as individual as gold, cop- 
per, lead and nickel and not a shifting alloy 
like brass and bronze, and exhibits peculiari- 
ties never before realized in any metal. 

THE REMARKABLE PHYSICAL AND CHEM- 
ICAL PROPERTIES OF DUCTILE 

METALLIC TANTALUM 

In appearance, tantalum resembles tool 
steel and platinum, the resemblance to the 
latter being so close that there is little doubt 
that it could be substituted in jewelry with- 
out the wearers ever being aware of the 
difference. For economic as well as senti- 
mental reasons, however, it is doubtful if 
tantalum will ever become popular in this 
rôle. A thin sheet, when rolled and polished, 
has all the rigidity of hammered platinum 
foil. It is a comparatively hard metal, too, 
and in the purest state unites the hardness 
of the best medium steel, with a greater 
toughness and ductility than is known to 
be possessed by any other metal. Moreover, 
it can be drawn, rolled, beaten and in gen- 
eral worked by the same processes used 
with other metals. 

Wrought tantalum is one of the heaviest 
metals ever introduced to commerce, being 
16.6 times as heavy as an equal volume of 
water, or half again as heavy as lead. This 
coupled to its resistance to corrosion, has 
suggested it as being well adapted for 
standard weights. 

Although the melting point is over 1,000 
degrees Centigrade higher than that of 
platinum, it does not remain unaffected to 
the same extent on heating. At 400 C. the 
metal becomes blue, at 600 C., greyish black, 
and at still higher temperatures slowly 
oxidizes and burns. Towards chemical ac- 
tion, on the other hand, it is almost equally 
resistant although in divergent ways. It is 
attacked by hydrofluoric acid and mixtures 
containing this acid, but against this draw- 
back we may balance the astonishing fact 
that it is quite unaffected by "The King of 
Solvents," aqua regia, which readily dissolves 
platinum. This renders it very suitable for 
the determination of gold and platinum by 
electrolytic deposition since they may thus 

(Continued on page 499) 
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By 0A&3 ®LL LANE FENToK 

Dept. Paleontology, University of Michigan 

FIFTY million years or so ago, dur- 
ing the Cretaceous or Chalk period 
of the earth's history, much of 
North America was covered by 
broad, shallow seas that were dotted 

with low and almost barren islands. And 
upon these islands nested some of the 

The Head of Archeopteryx, the "Father of Birds," 
Showing His Sharp Teeth. 

strangest of all the thousands of odd crea- 
tures that have lived in past ages-birds 
that could not walk, and that had long 
beaks armed with sharp teeth. 

These birds, like the other beings of 
ancient times, are known from their skele- 
tons, which have been preserved and turned 
into stone in the chalk beds of western 
Kansas. These chalks once were muddy 
oozes lying at the bottom of the old sea. 
Whenever one of the birds died, and its 
bones sank to the bottom, they were covered 
by the ooze, and so preserved from destruc- 
tion. They lay there for millions of years, 
while the sea disappeared, and the mud be- 
came solid rock. Today they are dug up 
by the collectors in the service of museums 
and universities, shipped hundreds or thou- 
sands of miles, and carefully taken from the 
rock which surrounds them. Then they are 
studied by paleontologists, and finally the 
bones are set up in as nearly as possible 
the attitude which they had during life. 

Hesperornis, the western bird, as this an- 
cient dweller of Kansas has been called, 
measured nearly five feet from the tip of 
his beak to the tip of his toes. In shape 
he was a good deal like the black and white 
Loon, or hell diver of modern rivers and 

lakes, but unlike that bird, he swam by 
means of his legs and feet alone, never 
trying to use wings. Indeed, he 
could hardly have done so, for 
after ages of disuse, his wings 
had disappeared entirely, and 
there remained but a few bones 
to show where they once had 
been. 

But Hesperornis did not suffer 
any on this account. at least 
while he was in the water. 
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At the Right Will Be Seen the Hes- 
perornis, the "Western Bird" on the 
Shore of an Ancient Kansas Island. 
This Bird Shows Distinct Teeth as 

May Be Seen. 

His stout legs and paddle -like 
feet were all he needed to get 
about, either on the surface or 
below. Probably he swam lazily 
along until he saw a fish, and 
then, with a turn of his power- 
ful feet, dived after it like an 
arrow. His body was shaped 
like a submarine, while his neck 
had the driving force of a 
heron's. Once a fish was caught 
in the bird's long beak, with 
its backwardly directed teeth, it 
had no chance to escape. It was 
swallowed promptly and Hes- 
perornis went back to search for other victims. 

However, the speed and grace of this 
toothed fisherman deserted him when he went 
ashore. His body was so long, his legs were 
placed so near his tail, and his feet were 
so perfectly fitted for swimming that he was 
out of place except in the water. Probably 
he could sit erect, even though with some 
difficulty, but for him to move about was 
almost out of the question. The very best 
he could do was to lie flat on the ground 
and wriggle awkwardly along with his legs 
sticking out behind. And one who has 

nbireakabLe 
MODERN researches for a hard 

hut. unbreakable glass really 
began in the year of 1774, when 

de la Bastie began to cool red-hot 
glass slowly and produced glass by 
his method which could he thrown 
violently to the ground without break- 
ing. Another sort of glass has the 
quality of resistance to abrupt changes 
of temperature. 

There are two sorts of quartz - 
glasses, the one the product of rock - 
crystal, the real transparent quartz - 
glass ; the other untransparent, the 
product of rock -flint. Melting pots, 
tubes, clubs, flasks. refrigerators, 
evaporating basins, different fittings 
for electrical purposes and many other 
products for electric lighting are made 
of it. 

The most remarkable quality of the 
quartz -glass is its very small coeffi- 
cient of heat expansion. it only amounts 
to 0.00000059, in different words: 
whether one heats quartz -glass ex- 
tremely-or whether one cools it ex - 
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watched the clumsy twistings of a seal out 
of water can form a fair idea of the way 

in which Hesperornis must have moved. It 
was very fortunate for him that the little 
Cretaceous islands held almost no flesh - 
eating animals; had they done so the life of 
Hesperornis would have been very short, 
had he been able to exist at all. 

Although Hesperornis was the first bird 
known to possess teeth, he was by no means 
that first one that did. A few years after 
the remains of the zvestern bird were col- 
lected in this country, a second skeleton of 
the most ancient bird of all, the Arche- 
opteryx, was found, and it too had teeth. 

M55 ehe FUleoire 
tremely-it barely expands or con- 
tracts. Practically its size remains 
the same. Such glass can be heated 
red-hot and dipped while red-hot into 
cold water without cracking. It is 
this quality which has helped it to 
such ready admission into the technical 
and chemical laboratories. Besides 
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In the Photographs at the Left, 1, Shows a 
Triangle for Chemical Purposes, 2, a Tube 
in Serpentine Form and 3, Various Sizes 
of Glass Tubes. All of These Objects Are 

Made of a Difficultly Breakable Glass. 
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this it shows still quite a number of 
valuable qualities : the firmness of 
quartz -glass against breaking amounts 
to 12 kilogramme per square milli- 
meter compared to 4.9 kilogramme for 
porcelain and 1.0 to 4.0 kilogramme 
for ordinary glass. 

DR. ALBERT NEUBERGER. 
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The Diagram In the Upper 
Center Shows the Camera 
Obscura Operator Direct- 
ing the View Paint, While 
:he Three Photographs 
Below Show Various Por- 
ions of the Apparatus 
Necessary. The Lower 
Left Hand Photograph 
Shows An Exte-nal View 
of the House Coitaining 
the Camera Obs:ura. 

THE elaborate camera obscura at 
Santa Monica, Calif., is maintained 
for visitors and has an ideal loca- 
tion. The instrument requires sun- 
shine 2nd scenery and it is sur- 

rounded by both. The construction of the 
camera obscur -s is founded on the fact that 
the rays of light, when focused on a plane 
either by being passed through a small 
hole or by a converging lens, form an image 
of the objects from which they originally 
proceeded. 

This may be readily tried by piercing the 
shade of a dark room with a small hole, 
and holding a piece of white paper within 
a short distance of it. It will be noticed 

Liquid and S% kid Hy- 
dro en Hl Quantity 

Production 
By S. R. WINTERS 

HYDROGEN-the lightest sub- 
stance known-is now being 
transformed into both liquid and 
solid states in quantity produc- 

tion. This is not a new sci- 
entific achievement of itself, but Dr. C. W. 
Kanolt of the Low Temperatures Labor- 
atory of Uncle Sam's Bureau of Stand- 
ards at Washington, D. C., is probably 
the first person in the world to devise 
a method whereby gaseous hydrogen may 
be converted into a fluid and a solid de- 
pendably and in any desired quantity. 
Two liters cf liquid hydrogen may be 
manufactured each hour without experi- 
encing much difficulty from clogging of 
the machinery, and the fluid can be read- 
ily changed to a solid by rapid evapo- 
ration of the liquid in a partial vacuum. 

The apparatus for transforming this 
colorless, tasteless, and odorless gas into 
a fluid and, subsequently, to flakes re- 
sembling snow or ice, is essentially a 

(Continued on page 493) 

scur for 
LEWIIS YEAGER 

the smaller the hole the more distinct is the 
image. 

The discovery of the camera obscura is 
credited to Porta and strange as it may 
seem this places it as far back as the seven- 
teenth century. Porta found that if the 
opening were filled with a convex lens the 
arrangement would make the image more 
distinct and far more brilliant. 

HOW THE CAMERA OBSCURA WORKS 

For those who do not know the applica- 
tion of the principle other than seen in the 
camera we include the following description: 

Camera obscura means a dark chamber. 
As the name implies, it is a closed space 

u Ric Us 
from which the light is excluded. There is, 
however, a small aperture which admits 
rays of light. The rays proceeding from 
external objects, and entering by this aper- 
ture, form on the opposite side an image of 
the objects in natural colors. 

Since it is often convenient to have the 
image produced upon a table the lenses are 
sometimes placed above the structure. To 
elucidate: 

A brass case is at the peak of the roof 
which is conical or pyramidal as a rule, and 
this case holds the lenses. A triangular 
prism, which may be cut so as to act as 
a condensing lens separates a mirror set 
at 45°-one of the faces may be plane and the 
other may have such curvature that the 
combined refractions on entering or emerg- 
ing from the prism produce the effect of a 
lens, while the flat side reflects the rays 
vertically downward on a table. 

Those desiring to erect a camera obscura 
are advised to experiment with lenses and 
mirrors before finally constructing the parts 
for the structure. 

A visitor at the Camera Obscura at Santa 
Monica, said to be one of the most complete 
in the world, and maintained at public ex- 
pense, enters by a door which is closed 
after him. This leaves one in a six cornered 
dark room a dozen feet in diameter. 

The roof of the room is peaked and at 
its center is the lens which can be rotated 
so as to point in any direction desired. One 
does not look in every direction at the 
same time as the lens only gathers the image 
from one direction. 

One of the visitors turns a wheel arrange- 
ment connected by rods and a bevel gear 
to the lenses in the peak of the roof. This 
turret turns in any direction. The room is 
absolutely dark. 

The sun then reflects a beautiful image 
in natural colors on the circular screen which 
occupies a position in the center of the 
room. The table may be tilted as desired. 
Not a detail of a breaker on the shore or of 
a motor car coming down the street is lost 
if the sun is bright. The colors are natural 
and no painter could duplicate the ocean 
scene, the waving palms, the palisades, the 
mountains in the distance or a thriving city 
street scene. 
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The Apparatus At the R`ght IsI Forlllthel'Production of 
Liquified and Solidified Hydrogen. Below Is Shown Dr. 
C. W. Kanolt of the United States Bureau of Standards 

With a Tube of Liquid Hydrogen. 
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By' DR. AL 

THE story of the attempt of the 
English expedition to climb to the 
summit of the highest mountain of 
the world, Mount Everest, tells how 
these alpinists used oxygen, which 

they inhaled in the higher regions. In 
climbing to the 5,000 meter altitude, oxygen 
has not yet been used, though its inhaling 
would often have given great advantage. 
At a height of 3,000 meters the air is so 
rarefied and contains, therefore, so little 
oxygen that many people have suffered from 
lack of it. The vital forces diminish, the 
heart has to work harder, and people very 
often suffer with the so-called "mountain - 
sickness," whose symptoms are nearly the 
same ones as those of sea -sickness. After 
the experiences of the Mount Everest ex- 
pedition proving the advantage of the use 
of oxygen, for without inhaling it the 
climbers never would have reached the 
height of 8,268 meters, this gas probably will 

WeIl;hin r 

a atus for Mount 
llim rs 

E T NEU URGER ï.) 

At Left: The New Oxygen Mountain Climbing 
Apparatus In Use. This New Oxygen Breathing 
Apparatus Will Make Successes of Mountain 
Climbing Expeditions Where Heretofore Failures 
Have Been the Rule. Below: The Apparatus For 

Inhaling Oxygen From a Single Cylinder. 

form a part of the equipment of the alpinists 
of the future. 

According to the researches of Dr. V. 
Schrotter, the relative lack of oxygen will 
be felt at a height of 4,000 meters and up- 
wards, where the tension of the oxygen in the 
air is diminished to 12.5%. At a height of 
7.000 meters to 10,000 meters, the t,rnsion 
of the oxygen falls to 6%. In regions ex- 
ceeding 10,000 meters, the barometric pres- 
sure is 217 millimeters, and a sufficient oxy- 
gen tension in the lungs is no more attainable. 
Dr. Schrotter comes to the conclusion that 
life must cease at 9,000 meters, with a 
barometric pressure of 240 millimeters. 

By the experiences of the Himalaya ex- 
pedition, the researches of Dr. Schrotter 
have been fully verified. A member of the 
expedition, Dr. Rellas, got mountain -sick 
at a height of little more than 7,000 meters 
and died. By longer camping at heights 
of 7,600 meters, the constitution of four 

o 

other members became accustomed or ac- 
climated to the lack of oxygen, so that they 
could climb to 8,147 meters without using 
this gas. But only with the aid of oxygen 
apparatus did a part of the expedition suc- 
ceed in climbing to 8,268 meters., 

Other researches, recently made, have de- 
termined the amount of oxygen which must 
be inhaled at different heights in order to 
he able to climb without suffering. The 
quantities of oxygen, which must be added 
to the inhaled air, are for a height of 4,000 
meters, 2 liters in each minute; for 5,000 
meters, 3 liters; for 6,000 meters, 4 liters; 
for 7.000 meters, 5 liters and for 8,000 meters, 
6 liters. 

NEW LIQUID OXYGEN APPARATUS 
A new apparatus for alpine purposes has 

now been constructed in Germany. This 
apparatus is charged with liquid oxygen, 
which constantly and slowly evaporates 
evolving quantities of gaseous oxygen. The 
appar'atus consists of a steel cylinder, which 
can take up 1.3 liters of liquid oxygen. This 
oxygen gives 195 liters of gaseous oxygen 
at atmospheric tension, sufficient for 65 
minutes at an altitude of 5,000 meters and 
for nearly 50 minutes in an altitude of 
6,000 meters. The weight of the apparatus 
is so little that one climber can bear three 
cylinders, one of them for instance in his 
knapsack and the other two in a pocket 
fixed on a waist band. 

The cylinder is connected with a reducing 
valve and a manometer, by which the pres- 
sure in the cylinder can be known. A spe- 
cial hand -wheel serves for regulating the 
outflow. The oxygen passes through the 
valve regularly, while the inhalation oxygen 
is taken in. During the exhalation the gas 
still escapes from the valve, but it would 
be wasted if not inhaled. In order to use 
this oxygen also, there is fixed on the cylinder 
a hag in which the gas is gathered in order 
to be inhaled at the next inhaling period. 
A small check -valve prevents the exhaled 
air from entering the bag. 

off PreerIlous 5tonee 5..uppoirg5 MEIGgegn 
By Go wllierzias 

HE results obtained from weighing 
topaz and diamond crystals on a bal- 
ance sensitive enough to detect a varia- 

tion in weight of one part in a billion at the 
Bureau of Standards, tend to support the 
Einstein theory of relativity. 

The Einstein theory of relativity, some- 
what contrary to Newton's law of gravita- 
tion, disclaims that these crystals would vary 
in weight under any conditions. The con- 
clusio,ns of the' scientific observations of Dr. 
Paul R. Heyl, a physicist of the Bureau of 
Standards, support the claims implied by the 
Einstein theory. The topaz and diamond 
crystals did not evidence any variation in 
weight irrespective of their different place- 
ments in relation to the axis of the earth. 

The balances on which these experiments 
were conducted are extremely sensitive-in 
fact, a variation of one part in a billion 
units would be faithfully reflected by them. 
This weighing apparatus is so delicate that 
it is enclosed in a small room, and weigh- 
ing is done by remote control, thus obviat- 
ing the influence that would he exerted on 
the balances from the heat radiating from 
the body of the operator. It was on these 
same balances that the signature of a Presi- 
dent of the United States was weighed. 

The Apparatus For the Weighing of Precious Stones As Used By Dr. Paul R. Hey] of the Bureau of Standards Is Shown At the Left and In Actual Operation At the Right. This Apparatus Tends 
To Support the Einstein Theory of Relativity. 
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No. 4. GUN -RANGING WITH SOUND AND RADIO 

y islsAAOL13 F. DACHA 

ANGLE 58'25' 

16000FT. C 
REPORTINi3 
STA- ON 

THE fact that sound travels at an ex - 
cessively slow speed as compared with 
light and radio was turned to very 
good account during the recent war, 
and excellent work was done in locat- 

ing German guns by timing the arrival of 
the sound of the explosion at three different 
reporting stations. In certain situations the 
low velocity of sound is a source of incon- 
venience, notably in auditoriums, where re- 
flection from the walls frequently gives rise 
to an overlapping of the sounds uttered by 
an orator, who is speaking at the rate of 
two or three syllables per second; but in the 
war ;.one it was this very slowness of sound 
which facilitated the localization of danger- 
ous guns at a distance of six miles or more. 
for if sound traveled as fast as light there 
would have been no practical means of de- 
tecting a difference in the times required for 
the sound of the explosion to reach the 
different reporting stations, no matter how 
far apart in the field they were situated. 

The variation of the velocity of sound 
with the temperature of the air, however, 
frequently led to serious inaccuracies in the 
calculations, and consequently the Subaque- 
ous Sound Ranging Section of the Coast 
Artillery Corps has recently undertaken an 
intensive study if the influence of tempera- 
ture upon the speed with which sound is 
propagated. The first tests have been de- 
signed to furnish the required data for sound 
waves traveling in water, in order to effect 
improvements in localizing submarines and 
in the devices which automatically record the 
depth of the water through which a vessel 
is moving; but the method which Mr. E. B. 
Stephenson has devised for deep-sea meas- 
urements, in which he has so ingeniously 
put radio to a new use, is equally well 
adapted for determining the velocity of 
sound in air under different atmospheric 
conditions, and ào we may shortly expect to 
be able to locate the sources of distant 

sounds with much greater accuracy than has 
hitherto been possible. 

SOUND AND LIGHT VELOCITIES DIF- 
FERENT 

It is by no means a new discovery that 
sound travels with only moderate rapidity. 
Many persons of an inquiring turn of mind 

111) 5, Ph. 13. 

are accustomed to estimate 
the distance of a flash of 
lightning by counting the 
seconds elapsing between 

Left-The Importance of Tak- 
ing Account of the Air.. Tem- 
peratures in "Sound Ranging" 
Guns is Shown in the Illustra- 
tion Here Given. A, B .and C 
Record the Time of Arrival of 
the Sound From the Hostile 
Gun G. C Receives the Sound 
3.63 Seconds Before B, and 
10.74 Seconds Before A. An 
Airplane Near the Line AG Re- 
ports the Temperature as ,455' 
F. and the Calculator at B, 
Assuming the Temperature to 
Be the Same Throughout the 
Region, Locates the Enemy 
Gun at G; 'as Shown by the 
Full Lines. In Reality (see 
dotted lines) Due to the Differ- 
ent Temperatures Along Each 
of the Lines, This Aim Will 
Be 145 Feet Short and 203 
Feet To the Right of the 

Enemy's Gun. 

the flash and the thunder, 
and allowing five seconds 
to the mile, and it is a mat- 
ter of everyday experience 

that a perceptible lag intervenes between the 
instants of seeing a pile-driver strike the pile 
and of hearing the sound of the impact, or 
between the instants at which a distant ob- 
server notices the emission of steam and 
sound in succession, from the whistle of a 
locomotive. A ballplayer in the outfield sees 
the bat collide with the ball before he hears 
the crack, and the soldiers in the trenches 
heard the shell whistling above their heads 
before they heard the sound of the explosion 
of the charge of the gun, which had sent 
the missile hurtling towards them. 
SOUND VELOCITY VARIES WITH TEM- 

PERATURE 
The fact that the temperature of the 

medium affects the velocity of sound has 
long been known, and indeed the ratio of 
the two specific heats of a gas has fre- 
quently been determined by calculation based 
upon the law that the speed of sound in a 
gas is directly proportional to the square 
root of t'ie absolute temperature. The rise 

f a great practical need, however, such as 
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that of locating hostile guns with accuracy, 
has led to new and more refined methods of 
determining the influence of temperature and 
other conditions upon the speed of sound in 
various media.. The most reliable results 
indicate that the speed of sound in air, at 
65°, 70° and 75° Fahrenheit, is 1,125, 1,131 

and 1,136 feet per second, respectively, and 
while the variation with temperature may at 
first thought seem too small to require atten- 
tion, the reader has only to examine Figs. 1 

and 2 in order to learn how important it is 
to take account of this variation when locat- 
ing a distant source of sound. Station B 
notes the time at which the sound of the 
gun, G, arrives, and also receives electric 
signals indicating the instants at which the 
same explosion was heard at A and C. The 
distances of A and C from B are known, 
and the time -difference of the arrival of the 
sound at the three stations are recorded 
photographically, so that by using these 
known quantities in4connection with a chart 
previously prepared with the aid of analytic 
geometry, the triangle can be constructed, 
showing the location of the gun, G. In Fig. 
1, the calculator has assumed that a temper- 
ature of 65° F. exists throughout the region, 
whereas, in the case cited, the temperature 
is greater at the right of the field than at the 
left, as indicated in Fig. 2, so that the gun 
is actually 145 ft. farther from B, and 203 
ft. farther to the left, than had been cal- 
culated neglecting the variation of the speed 
of sound with temperature. This error is 
sufficient to cause the gunner at B to miss 
the enemy's cannon at every shot; for at a 
distance of 5 or 6 miles, which is of the 
order we are considering, an expert gunner 
can place virtually every shot within a cir- 
cle 100 ft. in diameter. 
USING RADIO TO MEASURE SPEED OF 

SOUND IN SEA -WATER 
The method by which radio is used to 

measure the speed of sound in sea -water is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. This device, which Mr. 
E. B. Stephenson has recently described in 
the Physical Review and in a pamphlet 
issued by the Engineer School, of Humph- 
reys, Va., has already been tested by the 
Subaqueous Sound Ranging Section of the 
Coast Artillery Corps at Fort H. G. Wright, 

(Continued on page 480) 
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Apparatus Devised by Mr. E. B. Stephenson Which Will Be Used By the Subaqueous Sound Ranging 
Section of the U. S. Coast Artillery. At the Same Time That a Bomb is Detonated, a Radio Signal is 

Transmitted To the Apparatus On Shore. Which Time Is Recorded On a Moving Film. When the Sound 
Reachess the Hydrophone, Another Record Is Made. 
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AFRENCH inventor has recently de- 
vised a kind of animated advertise- 
ment which is quite novel, and which 
in interest and originality seems to 
surpass all the processes and sys- 

tems.. hitherto employed for attracting the 
curiosity of passers-by. 

It is based on an optical illusion, which 
has not yet been fully investigated, and which 
gives in an attractive fashion the impression 
of water in continuous movement. It com- 
prises a moving transparent object brilli- 
antly illuminated and the animated adver- 
tisement apparently in high relief. The 
transparency' which can be placed directly 
upon the glass of the show window, or even 
in the interior of the store, consists of a 
subject painted on glass, or of an advertise- 
ment glued thereon, illuminated from the 
rear by means of a special installation, and 
in front by 'the general illumination of the 
store. Some parts of the presentation 
judiciously selected, are specially lit and 
given an apparent movement, 
thanks to an exceedingly simple 
arrangement which will be de- 
scribed below. Finally the whole 
can be accompanied by illumin- 
ated captions, which also can be 
animated. 

The animated advertisement 
produced in relief is composed 
of natural objects, whose appar- 
ent movements agree exactly with 
their presumable nature. 

It is extremely difficult to de- 
scribe the impression of motion 
which such objects give, and it 
is quite necessary to have seen 
at least once a picture of this 
kind in action to really take in 
the effect produced. 

We propose, following the lines of the in- 
ventor of this arrangement, M. L. Masson, 
described in Sience et la Vie, to try to ex- 
plain this phenomenon by describing its 
causes. The movement, or rather appear- 
ance of movement, is obtained without any 
mechanism. It consists in circulating within 
glass tubes at a constant speed, what may 
be called a string of beads formed of drops 
of water which may be colored or not, with 
bubbles of air between them of about the 
same dimensions. 

In the illustrations are shown examples 

of such animated advertisements in relief. 
The moving_ parts are contained within glass 
tubes, 'but when the system is in action the 
tube becomes indistinguishable because it is 
transparent, while the moving heads, as we 
have termed them, are what the eye sees. 
The eye follows the movement of the liquid 

pearls, and is attracted by this interesting 
and graceful spectacle, while the observer is 
puzzled in his attempts to account for the 
effect produced. The illusion is so complete 
that it would seem as if the tube is in con- 
stant motion. One has to touch it with his 
hand to realize that it is stationary. In 
the other system of transparency a different 
phenomenon appears, but one just as curious. 

The apparatus is composed of a glass 
screen on which is glued or painted the 
image, leaving transparent the design which 
is to be animated. It is placed before a 

grating built up by a series of horizontal 
tubes spaced at regular intervals and paral- 
lel to each other, through which the water 
circulates, the beads in each tube moving in 
the opposite direction to that followed by 
those in the adjoining ones. At the back 
of the screen or at the sides, the illuminat- 
ing system is installed. 

The screen being in position, the beads 
do not show except at the transparent 
spaces, so that the succession of moving. 
droplets attracts the eye and forces it to 
follow the movement, until as the beads dis- 
appear behind the opaque portion of the 
panel, others catch the eye ; some being in 
the tube above or below, go in the opposite 
direction. An optical effect is produced 
which it is quite impossible either to imagine 
or to describe. The eye, attracted first by 
one and then by another of the stream of 
luminous heads going some to right and 
some to left, sees a design which seems to 
oscillate perpetually before it. For accord - 

At the Left is Shown a Luminous 
Water Sign Used as an Advertise- 
ment of Medicated Iron. Cooled 
Water Pours From the Iron Press in 
Streams and Falls Into the Bottles. 
But the Latter Never Become FulL 

ing to the thickness and layout of the 
transparent portions, the design which they 
form seems to undulate, twist, turn, dance, 
sparkle, and even flame up in a way alto- 
gether curious and picturesque for which 
no comparison can be found. 

The effect obtained is pretty and varied, 
and is in the highest degree amusing. 

The process employed for producing the 
beads consists in having water or any col- 
ored liquid, fall drop by drop, governed by 
a cock, into a tube of glass, of which one 

(Continued on page 496) 
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Fig. 1 Shows How the Water 
and Air Beads Are Formed. 

The Action is Obvious. 

Fig. 2A Shows How a Luminous Water Sign Operates, 
But the Water is Wasted. Fig. 2B Shows a Similar Sign 
Where bottles or Other Reservoirs Are Used to Conserve 

the Water. 

Fig. 3 Shows a Complete Illuminated Transparency Which 
Utilizes Parallel Glass Tubes Through which the bubbles 
of Air and Water Circulate. These Are Visible Through 
Letters Cut in the Front of the Cabinet Containing the 

Tubes. 
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THE DEATH CF A FLOWER-The Tulips Were Mortally Injured at the Roots and the Time Which 
By S. Leonard Bastin. 

Parac i. ute for Moun- 
tain CHm ers 

Quite frequently do we read of mountain 
climbers losing their lives by falling from 
a high precipice or being caught in a storm. 
Then again it has been stated that it is more 
difficult to descend a mountain than to climb 
it. All of this danger and difficulty can be 
eliminated if the alpinist will carry a seven - 
pound pack on his back containing one of 
the regulation !J. S. Army parachutes. This 
parachute opens by merely pulling a cord, 
conveniently placed with a large ring on 
one end. 

The new parachute is fully opened after 
a drop of sixty feet, and a man has actually 
jumped from the low altitude of seventy- 
five feet from a flying boat travelling at 
one hundred miles per hour. The breaking 
of a life line or a fall from a precipice need 
have no terrors now if one has a parachute. 
In case of a sudden storm or a perilous 
descent it will he safer and quicker to get 
down by means of the parachute. 

Contributed by F. E. LOUDY. 

Fire Under Water 
At first appearance this suggests a very 

fantastic idea, hut it is the result of thirty 
years of technical experience of a Berlin 
firm. This firm has put this apparatus 
called "The Diving Condor" upon the mar - 

Cold water 
bot water 

Novel Heater for Bath Tub Water. 

ket. When a heater for a bathtub fails or 
cannot be used for any reason, this ap- 
paratus helps out in an emergency, as it 
represents a subaqueous bath -oven for heat- 
ing the water. Burning under the surface 

of the water, it 
prepares our bath 
and helps along 
with the house 
washing, replaces 
the fixed kitchen 
boiler installation, 
the big wash boil- 
er, or the portable 
bath ovens, which 
a r e perpetually 
breaking down and 

PARACHUTE FULLY 
OPENED AT 60 FT. 

:a 

f 

ONLY 
75 FT. 

New Army Para- 
chute Opens in 
75 -Foot Drop. 
Ideal Safety De- 
vice for Moun- 
tain Climbers. 

needing repairs, etc. 
It is practical for 
use for any emer- 
gency requiring big 
tubs. The appa- 
ratus requires no 
expensive installa- 
tion, is not ex- 
pensive in the 
power it consumes 
and its installation 
is ten times cheaper 
than that of an or- 
dinary gas stove. 

They Took to Die is Recorded by the Watch. Photos 

Fish Line Indicates 
9PIhnevs 'tht 

Mr. C. Francis Jenkins, the well-known 
motion picture machine inventor of Wash- 
ington, whose system of movies by radio 
was described some months ago in SCIENCE 
AND INVENTION, follows seaplaning as a 
hobby. He often goes seaplaning at night 
and he has invented a simple scheme of de- 
termining when he is but a short distance 
above the water, preparatory to making a 
landing in the dark. This scheme works in 
foggy or on clear nights equally well. He 
throws a twenty foot fish line over the 
side, at the lower end of which is a small 
sinker or weight, and then heads the sea- 
plane slowly downward. As soon as he 
feels a tug on the line, he knows that it is 

touching the water and he then straightens 
out, preparatory to making a long slow 
descent toward the surface of the water. 

Another novel and simple scheme for de- 
termining the height above land or water 
for aircraft, is that involving the use of two 
searchlights or small spotlights, the angles 
of one or both of them, being variable by 
means of a calibrated dial control mechan- 
ism. Changes in altitude cause the light 
targets on the water to recede or. approach. 

FOG 
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When Fish Line Touches Water, Tug on Line 
Indicates Height of Plane Above Water. 
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tor ar Lo 
By HAROLD F. RIC ARD, 

OF THE GRADUATE COLLEGE, PRINCETON, NEW 
IMPROVEMENTS in aircraft and far- 

ranging projectiles have done a good 
deal to disabuse us of the idea that any 
body which apparently defies the laws 
of gravity is doing something paradox- 

ical and unnatural, and yet one has only to 

interesting phenomena, will appear at once 
after we have considered three very simple 
facts. 

The first principle to be noted is that 
the tendency of a rigid body to rotate or 
turn depends not only on the forces acting, 

T 

A 

4, . 

FRICTIO 

1 REACTION 

ENT R 
OF GRAVI 

FRICTION 

REACTION 

INNER 
WHEELS 

converse with a number of his fellow 
motor -enthusiasts to find that there is the 
greatest diversity of opinion regarding the 
actual nature of the forces which are 
brought into play when an automobile rounds 
a corner or circles a banked track, or when 
the driver turns the front wheels in cor- 
recting for a rear -wheel skid. 

At this day and age it seems unnecessary 
to say that every one of the peculiar actions 
to which a speeding car is prone, is due to 
perfectly natural forces which are exactly 
as universal and inescapable as the force of 
gravity; and to the writer, at least, it has 
always proved more interesting to examine 
the natural causes of accidents and centri- 
fugal effects than to try to become one of 
the walking "name-ometers" who can in- 
stantly give the make and serial number of 
a machine after one fleeting glance at the 
rear wheels disappearing around the corner. 

Probably no delusion is so wide -spread as 
the one holding that the outer wheels are 
the ones which tend to rise when an auto 
rounds a curve. Even the promoters of 
racing bowls, who should have known better 
by observation, have sanctioned the posting 
of flaming lithographs showing a car racing 
around a curve with the outer wheels en- 
tirely off the ground. As a matter of fact. 
there is, barring collision, only one very 
rare case in which the outer wheels tend to 
rise from the road. The explanation of 
this effect, together with a number of other 

CENTRIFUGAL 
FORCE 

3 REACTION 

Fig..3. A Bicyclist When Rounding a Turn Banks 
His Own Track By Leaning Inwards. If Weight 
Times Distance B Is Equal to Centrifugal Force 
Times Distance A, There Is No Tendency to Over - 

Turn. 

Fig. 1 Illustrates the 
Forces Which Tend To 
Lift the Inner Wheels 
When An Automobile 
Rounds a Curve at High 
Speed. This Diagram 
Shows the Forces Acting 
On the Machine If the 
Same Is Traveling On a 

Level Surface. 

and on their direction, but on where they 
act as well. Everybody is familiar with 
the fact that a gate turns most easily if it 
be pushed at the point farthest from the 
hinge. Experiment has shown that the 
rotational effect of an applied force . is 

Fig. 2. If a Circular 
Speedway Is Banked At 
Such An Angle That the 
Resultant Centrifugal and 
Gravitational Forces Are 
Perpendicular to the 
Track, the Pressures On 
the Inner and Outer 
Wheels of the Car Are 
Equal, and the Car Does 

Not Skid. 

proportional to the force multiplied by the 
distance between the point of application of 
the force and the axis about which rotation 
is produced. This product of force times 
lever arm is called the torque of the force. 
and the torque bears the same relation to the 
rotation of a body as the force would to 
a straight-line motion of that body as a 
whole. The importance of this principle in 
automobile problems will shortly be made 
evident. 

The nature of the second principle to be 
applied will immediately become clear to 
anybody who will tie a bolt or nut to a 
string and whirl it around in the air. The 
string remains taut, showing that there is a 
force acting outwards along the string- 
that is, along the radius of the circle des- 
cribed by the rotating mass-and if the 
string in its whirling be allowed to pass 
through an intense flame, so as to be severed. 
the weight will be observed to fly off at 
a tangent to its circular path. The second 
fact shows that the body tended to con- 
tinue in a straight-line motion, and the 
tautness of the string during the original 
whirling proved that this tendency of the 
body exhibited itself in the form of a force 
apparently pulling outwards from the center. 

511ti s 
Ph. D. 
JERSEY 

Centrifugal is merely the Latin for fleeing 
from the center, and centrifugal force is 
the outward reaction of a body moving along 
a curved path. Forces are always twins; 
they never occur singly; this centrifugal 
force may be considered to be merely the 
reaction to the force which holds the body 
in a curved path. Which of the forces 
comes first is as fruitless a question as the 
old one involving the hen and the egg. 

One fact further, and we are ready to con- 
sider our flying automobile. Tie a rope to any 
point of the rear axle and lift the car bodily 
into the air. Draw an imaginary line down 
through the suspended car, in such a direc- 
tion that it will seem to be an extension of 
the rope, that is, in the same straight line, 
Lower the car, and now fasten the rope 
to some other point of the car, preferably 
at the side, and lift the car again. Draw 
an imaginary line, as before, extending 
the direction of the rope through the car. 
Where these two lines cross, within the car. 
lies the center of gravity of the car. This 
is an important point, for in all problems 
the weight of the car may be considered as 
acting as a single force placed at this 
center of gravity. This holds true even if 
the point should lie in empty space, say an 
inch or a foot above or below the floor of 
the car. If you do not believe it, run the 

car so that the front wheels are on one 
platform -scale, and the rear wheels on an- 
other ; record the readings of the two scales. 
then replace the car by a light, stiff beam 
resting on two platforms, place a single 
heavy weight, equal to the weight of the 
car, at that point of the beam where the 
center of gravity of the car was previously 
located, and see whether after allowing for 
the weight of the beam, the indications of 
the two scales are not the same as before. 

Now drive the car rapidly around a curve, 
on a level road. The forces acting are 
shown in Figure 1. The centrifugal force 
acts outwards, as drawn, and the torque 
due to this force-remember my previous 
paragraph-equals the centrifugal force mul- 
tiplied by the distance A. This torque ob- 
viously tends to overturn the car outwards. 
and is resisted by an opposing torque which 
can be calculated by multiplying the weight 
of the car by the distance B. The outer 
wheels serve as fulcrum, or axis of rota- 
tion, being held in line by the friction at 
the road. If this friction is less than the 
centrifugal force, the car will skid out- 
wards. Assuming a rough road, however. 
we can readily see that the inner wheels 
will or will not rise, according as the centri - 
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fugal torque is greater or less than the 
weight-torqúe. If the car does start to 
overturn outwards, B becomes smaller and 
A larger, hence. other factors being con- 
stant, the in tial rise of the inner wheels 
increases the tendency to overturn. The lever 
arm of the force increases in length as 
the car turns over. This fact accounts for 
the suddenness of many accidents, such as 
turning turtle in a racing bowl. 

The banking of race -tracks is designed 
to counteract the centrifugal torque. The 
centrifugal force and the weight may be 
combined into a single force (see Fig. 2), 
and the angle of the track should he so 
chosen that this resultant force w;ll be 
perpendicular to the track. In this case. 
the forces oa the inner and outer wheels 
are the same, and there is no tendency either 
to skid er to overturn. Since the centrifugal 
force depends on the speed, the angle can 
be exactly correct .for a single speed only. 
Thus for a circular track, eight laps to the 
mile, the angle should be 66% degrees for 
a speed of a mile a minute, and 84 degrees 
for 120 miles an hour (84 degrees is just 
6 degrees short of the perpendicular). These 
values, of course, will vary slightly with 
the latitude and with the altitude above 
sea -level. In order to allow for varying 
speeds. the track is usually constructed with 
an upward curve rather than a straight 
inclination, so that the driver can mount 
higher on tl-c track as his speed increases, 
and thus pi':k out the correct angle. No 

Fig. 5. In Leaping 
a Twenty Foot Gap, 
An Auto Traveling 
Ninety Miles An 
Hour, Drops 41/2". 
The Upward Curve 
of a Starting Run- 
way Counteracts the 
Gravitational Drop 
and Also Causes 
Auto To Land On 

Four Wheels. 

4yz IN 

20 FT. GAP 

WHERE THE 
AUTO_ 

AND 
WOULD 

AUTO, 90 MI ÄR. 

The centrifugal force is also the important 
factor in looping the loop, as shown in Fig. 
4. In position 1, the momentum of the car 
supports it against gravity, and the centri- 
fugal force holds it to the track. In position 
2, the momentum is at right angles to the 
force of gravity, but the centrifugal force 
supports the weight of the car ; and in posi- 
tion 3 gravity is augmenting- the momentum 
and, as before, the centrifugal force pulls 
the car against the track. The driver is at 
all times subjected to the same centrifugal 
force, and to the sañie momentum, as the 
car, and so he feels no tendency to fall from 
the car when it is inverted at the top. His 
pressure upon the seat, however, will vary. 

matter how great the speed, however, the 
car can never hold to a perpendicular wall. 
when running around it ; for in this case 
both the momentum and the centrifugal 
force act at right angles to the weight, 
the one forward and the other outwards. 
and no force can ever be counterbalanced 
by one acting at right angles to itself. 

The bicyclist secures the effect of bank- 
ing by leaning inwards when rounding a 
corner, as shown in Fig. 3. The same reas- 
oning regarding torques applies here, as 
above. The difference, of course, is that 
the ground reaction is not in line with the 
wheel, if the friction is too small, and con- 
sequently there is danger of skidding and 
falling. The common error of considering 
that an automobile inclines inward when 
rounding a curve is doubtless due to the 
drawing of an incorrect analogy from the 
inward lean of a cyclist. There is just one 
case in which a car can tend to overturn 
inwards, and this is where the car, already 
high up on the side of a banked track. 
starts to slide sidewise down the slope, owing 
to incorrect angle and insufficient friction. 
Then, the car, having acquired lateral mo- 
mentum in sliding down the slope, a rough 
spot on the track may catch the inner 
wheels and cause the car to overturn in- 
wards, due to this momentum. 

Fig. 4. Looping the 
Loop. C Represents 
Centrifugal Force, 
and G Gravitational 
Force. C Must Al- 
ways Be Greater 
Than G at the Top 
of the Loop. The 
Driver Being Sub- 
jected to the Same 
Force As the Car. 
Feels No Tendency 
To Leave His Seat. 

and i f at the top the centrifugal force is 
just equal to the weight. he will exert no 
pressure whatever upon the seat. The fact 
that in this position the greater weight, that 
of the car, is above him, does not enter into 
the result ; since in case of accident both 
driver and car would fall with exactly the 
same speed. 

In leaping the gap, a favorite trick of 
Barnum and Bailey some ten years ago, the 

Fig. 6. By Turning 
Wheel Sharply In 
the Direction of the 
Skid, the Driver 
Calls Into Ylay the 
Frictional Forces F, 
Due to Forward Mo- 
mentum of the Car. 
A and B Are Two 
Components of F. 
B Together With 
Frictional Forces at 
Rear of Car, Tends 
to Twist the Car in 
Direction Opposing 

the Skid. 

LI111111,131111111111111111111111111111111111111. 

momenttun, rather than the centrifugal force. 
is the important quantity. In considering 
the mechanics of this feat the reader must 
remember that a body projected horizontally 
in free space drops in one second exactly 
the same distance as a body falling from 
rest. Thus, for the speed and the gap shown 
in Fig. 5, the automobile could not pos- 
sibly leap from one level plane onto the 
other. The momentum of the car would 
carry it across the gap, but during transit 
the car would fall 4;; inches, and even if the 
front wheels were able to climb upon the 
landing plane, owing to their curvature, they 
would in so doing throw the rear wheels 
still farther down. and the result would he 
tragic headlines in the newspapers. To allow 
for the gravitational drop, the projecting 
plane is curved upwards, and the same 
upward curve gives another advantage; 
namely, the rear wheels, which apply the 
power to the track, are ;he last to leave, and 
consequently the car is given a forward 
tilt which causes it to land flat-footed on 
the opposite platform. 

To pass from rare feats to an every -day 
experience of motorists, why is it a good 
plan to turn the front wheels in the same 
direction in which the rear wheels are skidd- 
ing The fact remains that rear skids are 
often checked by turning the front wheels 
toward the skid. Figure 6 shows the forces 
involved. The skid is to the right, and con- 
sequently the car tends to twist in the direc- 
tion shown by the first curved arrow; oti 
turning the front wheels sharply to the right. 
however, the frictional force F is called 
into play. owing to the fact that the forward 
momentum of the car momentarily causes 
it to tend to continue moving forward, and 
this force F has one component. namely B. 
which is perpendicular to the wheel. This 
force B combines with the frictional forces 
opposing the rear skid to produce a torque 
in the opposite direction to the original tun) 
of the car. If the front wheels also skid, 
the story is much sadder, as the motorist 
knows. 

The results of a blow-out, to which so 
many fatal accidents are attributed, are, 

(Con linned oit page 483) 
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A 
STAGE magician once excited 
great astonishment by his feats of 
superhuman strength. In one of the 
most spectacular of his perform- 
ances he would support a huge rock 

on his head and invite the strongest man in 

Would You Smile Under This Kind of Treatment? 
The Young Man Who Is Seated Seems to Be 

Enjoying It Immensely. 

the audience to come up and crack it with 
a sledge hammer. If the efforts of the mati 
were at first fruitless he would urge him to 
strike harder until at last the stone broke 
under the blows. Although the man went 
through this performance as many as seven- 
teen times a day, there was nothing inter- 
posed between the stone and the man's head 
but a small blanket. Do you see how this 
feat can be possible without resort to trick- 
ery of some kind? 

THE ENCHANTED RING 
A trick which to the unsophisticated bor- 

i/; 

If You Were Unable to Place a Ring Over a 
Man's Hat and the Ring Got Hot in Your Hands, 

What Would You Think Was the Matter? 

46 
AP) le s n 

Y ERN E2 T CHIA ?IN 
No. 10 OF A SERIES 

ders on the miraculous may he presented as 
follows: The magician invites someone up 
in front where he exhibits a figure dressed 
up to represent a small man wearing a silk 
hat. After some preliminary lingo about 
the shady history of the individual the rep- 
resentative from the audience is asked to 
place a ring or loop made from a few turns 
of heavy copper wire over the man's hat 
and observe a demonstration of the man's 
satanic powers. Much to his consternation 
lie finds that the ring resists quite strongly 
his efforts in this direction as if acted on 
by an invisible or occult force. Further- 
more, it gets quite hot in his hands as if the 
lires of Inferno had been invoked. Can you 
explain how these surprising results can be 
obtained by invoking only the known laws 
of science? 

CALIBRATING A HYDROMETER 
A boy is making his own battery hydro- 

meter. He has blown a bulb on the end of 
a piece of glass tubing, loaded it with shot 
so that it will float vertically in water, and 
sealed off the top so that the shot cannot 
spill out. He now floats it in water and 
marks the level on the stem, lettering it "1" 
to indicate that at this point the hydrometer 
registers a density of 1 gram per cubic centi- 
meter. But now comes a serious difficulty, 
for he doesn't know how to calibrate the 

Knowing How Far a Hydrometer Sinks in Water, 
How Would You Calibrate It for Other Liquids? 

rest of the stem without making up a lot 
of solutions of known density and floating 
the hydrometer in each one in succession. 
It would simplify matters immensely if 
someone would show him a way to figure 
out how far below the first mark he must 
place any other mark that is to indicate 
some particular density. The weight of the 
hydrometer is 20 grams and the cross sec- 
tional area of the stem is 0.25 sq. cm. 

ANOTHER PULLEY SYSTEM 

In the accompanying diagram of a pulley 
system how hard must the man pull to main- 
tain himself in equilibrium if his weight is 
160 lbs. and that of the plank on which he 
stands is 80 lbs.? 

Ozone 
Ozone, the intangible substance that makes 

the air fresh and pleasant after a thunder- 
storm, and that gives the sea -breeze its in- 
vigorating quality, is now being electrically 
produced to aid in solving problems of ven- 
tilation and air supply in schools and work 

ade T® O 
places where people are crowded together. 
Two schools, each housing one thousand 
pupils, were used throughout the past 
Winter, and it was found that the school 
in which the air was impregnated with 
ozone had less illness among its pupils, that 

zzi i 

WAXING OR WANING? 
Ask the average mortal how he can tell 

at a glance whether the moon is waxing or 
waning and he will look at you as if you 

The Man in Our Illustration Seems to be Having 
a Hard Time Trying to Keep Himself from Fall- 
ing. How Much Force Must He Exert in Order 

to Do So? 

had asked him something about the Einstein 
theory or the fourth dimension. But ask 
old Granny Hilton, who believes that all 
human ups and downs follow the changes 
of the moon with unfailing regularity, and 
she will tell you as soon as she can get a 
peep at it. Can you figure out how she 
does it? 

(Continued an page 503) 

Can You Tell 
Young Couple 

Whether the Moon at Which Our 
is Gazing is Waxing or Waning? 

it had only one-third as many absences for 
illness. and that the absences were shorter. 

Ozone, produced electrically by a gen- 
erator installed in the air -duct of the build- 
ing, is added to the air at the rate of one 
part of ozone to two million parts of air. 
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TRAY OF 
CANDIES 

O 
PR®FIE5500. J05 

`TGP EDGE OF FLAP COVERED SAME 
AS TABLE -TOP. 

LOOSE -WORKING FLAP IN COVER 
"'OF CANDY BOX WHICH DROPS THRU 

BODY OF BOX FORMING TABLE -TOP 

t CATCH HOLDING TRAY. 

SIDE OF CANDY BOX. 

TABLE 
TOP 

SHOWING HOW SIDE - 
FLAPS DROP FORMIN 
BOTTOM TO BOX. 

CRYSTAL GAZING 

yEA, in the days of ancient Egypt, 
when enchantment and so-called 
witchcraft was in vogue, the ancient 
crystal was used by the wizards of 
old as a mystic mirror in which 

could be seed the reflection of the things 
to be. Mucz of Biblical importance and 
religious valle has been attached in the 
centuries gone by, to the predictions which 
have been made by soothsayers after con- 
sulting the so-called mystic spheres of 
mysterious information. With the twentieth 
century and its many explanations of the 
many things at one time seemingly impos- 
sible, with achievements such as the radio, 
the submarine, the telephone, etc., has come 
a disbelief in the probabilities of forecasting 
through the focus of the mystic sphere, and 
yet there are many that claim that they 
can actually see things in the crystal. 

Public wonder workers are to some extent 
using the crystal as an object of a most 
delightful form of entertainment, many of 
the society people whom I have enter- 
tained, have positive belief in the crystal 
as an information bureau. As per the title 
of my articles "Magic for Everybody," it is 

merely my intention to offer in this series 
tricks of a nature, such, as to prove of 
practical demonstrative value to my readers. 
and I will therefore not attempt to criticize 
the believers in the weird art of crystal 
gazing, nor will I attempt to deprive or 

destroy the religious value that some have 
attached thereto. 

I offer herewith an original method of 

crystal gazing which will be found to be 

of unique value to those caring to put 

themselves to the trouble of constructing 
the paraphernalia necessary. It has its advan- 
tages over the average so-called form of 

crystal gazirg, inasmuch as the operator or 

wizard wonder, as you care to term him, has 
absolute con:rol over the sphere, and there- 
fore can cause his friends to actually see 

things in the enchanted globe. 

HOW THE CRYSTAL GLOBE IS BUILT 

Referring to my diagram one will find 

that the stand upon which the crystal rests 

is the responsible item for bringing about the 
necessary. results. Passi.ig over a series of 

small wheels will be found a roll ,,f spirit 

..' ify:h0d, 
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NO. 6 OF A SERIES 

Left-The Magician Opens 
a Box On the Table Which 
Is Brimful of Candy. Tak- 
ing Out Several Pieces He 
Proceeds to Devour Them. 
Some Guests Remark On 
His Seeming Bad Manners 
In Not Offering the Candy 
to Others. They Are Told 
to Help Themselves, But 
When They Open the Box 
They Find It Completely 

Empty. 

Right-Usually In the Art 
of Crystal Gazing Only the 
"Medium" Sees Visions, 
But With This New Type 
of Crystal All the Specta- 
tors May Distinctly See the 
Apparition. Pictures On 
An Endless Film Rotated 
By a Small Wheel Actuated 
By the Foot, Are Magni- 

fied By the Crystal Ball. 
SMALL POLL OF EXPOSED 
WHEELS PICTURES WHEEL 

TRAVELING 
AROUND 

pictures. These pictures, which 
are rather small, should be 
painted upon a roll of black 
canvas cloth with phosphorous 
paint, the purpose of which will 

he readily explained. A small wheel with 
pointed edge is exposed, in the hase of 
the stand, and also is a member of the series 
upon which the roll of pictures travel. It will 
not be necessary to explain that by turning 
the wheel, the pictures which are travel- 
ing upon an endless loop will be brought 
to view beneath the upper opening of the 
stand one at a time. The crystal ball being 
of solid glass (it may be an inverted fish 
aquarium) has magnifying qualities, and the 
subject looking into the crystal will there- 
fore see the picture beneath, magnified many 
times, and as the basis of the cloth upon 
which the pictures are painted is a dull or 
dead black, the picture will to all appear- 
ances present itself apparently within the 
center of the sphere. 

MAGIC CANDY 

Smilingly the magician walks over to a 
table upon which is resting a candy box, and 
apparently carelessly opens the cover there- 
of and eats one, again closing the cover 
without offering any to his friends. 

It Is Not Generally Known That Cigarette Papers 
Are Cut On the Bias, and That If One Of Them 
Is Initialed and Placed Into the Pack, the Per- 
former Can Find it With Ease, Even Though 
Blindfolded and Holding the Package of Papers in 

Back of Him. 

One of the spectators is sure to comment 
thereupon, and the magician with surprising 
apology for his seeming neglect at once 
makes his way to the table and offers the 
box and its entire contents to his friends 
to partake of the candy. Much to their sur- 
prise, however, when the cover is lifted, the 
box which a moment ago was brimful with 
the choicest of sugared goodies, is now 
entirely empty. The candies really consist 
of but one layer, which are contained in 

a tray, held to the upper edge of the box 
by a set of catches, which will not release 
until the cover of the box is shut down 
tightly. In this cover will be found a loose 
working flap the top side of which has been 
covered with material similar to the table 
top covering. When the cover of the box 
is closed down tight the catches holding 
this tray are released and the tray of 
candies travels down through the box, which 
is bottomless, and rests itself in a trap made 
to receive it in the table top. The flap 
also travels through the box and covers the 
candy and tray, so that when the box is 

removed from the table no traces of the 
sweets can be found. A set of flaps work- 
ing on small spring hinges are held in place 
to the sides of the box, as shown in the 
drawings, and then when released at the 
proper time, fall into place, forming a false 
bottom. 

THE CIGARETTE PAPER TRICK 
The Effect: A package of cigarette paper 

of the average kind and quality is passed 
about for thorough inspection. 

One of the cigarette papers is taken from 
a package and is secretly marked while the 
performer has left the room. It is then 
mixed in with the rest so that it's direct 
location is unknown. The performer places 
the papers beneath a table, or behind his 
back, so that his audience is convinced that 
he cannot possibly see them and immediately 
draws out the marked one. How is it done? 

Inspection will prove that most cigarette 
papers are cut on the bias, that is to say, 
instead of the corners being square, they 
are cut at an angle. While one paper is 

being marked the performer leaves :the 
room. When the marking has been done, 
he is recalled and brings with him the bal- 
ance of the sheets. The performer secretly 
sees that when the marked paper, which is 

turned mark side down, so that he cannot 
see it, is returned to the stack, the package is 

so turned that when the paper is replaced 
two of its corners will protrude slightly. 
The magician has but to feel for the pro- 
iecting corners and draw out the marked slip. 
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Experimeneal 
y R.AY 

PREPARATION OF SODIUM OR POTASSIUM 

GLASS, we have been told and found 
by experiment, is a non-conductor 
of electricity. Perhaps the last 
item of the title of this paper, as 
given above, would seem mislead- 

ing. However, the statement relative to the 

Fig. 1. Glass, Commonly Called a Non -Conductor 
of Electricity, Can Be Electrolyzed With This Ex- 
tremely Simple Cell. The Little Pyrometer Shown 
in Detail is Used to Judge the Temperature of the 

Metallic Electrolyte in the Crucible. 

electrical conductivity of glass should be 
modified with a phrase . . . at normal 
temperatures. That is, at room temperature 
glass will not conduct an electric current. 
But if a bit of glass be heated to redness it 
will conduct electricity. This can be proved 
by impinging a Bunsen or other blue flame 
upon a piece of broken glass until the glass 
is intense red and soft. Now, by applying 
to the plastic glass two wires which are 
connected to a strong battery or other source 
of current with a suitable indicating instru- 
ment in series, the index of the instrument 
will be deflected, the current flowing through 
the molten or plastic glass. 

Using a fairly high current strength and 
110 volts potential, glass can be electrolyzed 
at a temperature of about 300° Centigrade 
(572° F.). This temperature is not suffi- 
cient to make glass plastic or even red hot. 

Just how this can be done is disclosed in 
Fig. 1. Here a test tube containing mer- 
cury is inserted into a porcelain crucible con- 
taining sodium amalgam. Sodium amalgam 
as we have already seen, Is an alloy of 
sodium and mercury, alloys of mercury 
being termed amalgams. This amalgam can 
be made by dissolving clean and dry sodium 
metal in mercury. A 3 per cent sodium 
amalgam (3 by weight of sodium to 97 by 
weight of mercury) is adapted for this ex- 
periment. An iron wire should be inserted 
into the crucible and another iron wire into 
the test tube, one making contact with the 
mercury and the other with the amalgam 
These are the electrodes, the crucible being 
made the anode and the test tube the cathode. 
The crucible should now be heated to a 
temperature approximating 300° C. and a 
heavy current, preferably from a 110 -volt 
'circuit D. C., of course, at about 5-10 am- 
peres for several hours. At the end of this 
time, the mercury in the test tube should he 
treated with several drops of water and a strip of red litmus paper touched tó the 
liquid. The paper will turn blue, showing 
that sodium has been actually "plated" out 
on the mercury in the test tube. 

The addition of water forms sodium hy- droxide with the small amount of sodium in the sodium amalgam which forms by the electrolysis, and this sodium hydroxide (NaOH) affects the red litmus paper. So, if the red paper turns blue, we can say 

cfromC 
OleD : ° WAIILES 

mistry 
METAL AND AZOBENZENE; ELECTRO -CHEMICAL WATER PURIFIERS AND HOME "AGERS"; ELECTROLYSIS OF GLASS 

that electrolysis of the glass has taken 
place. 

A simple pyrometer which can be em- 
ployed to secure the proper temperature 
for electrolysis can be made from a glass 
tube, sealed at one end and containing pieces 
of lead (not solder). When this little pyro- 
meter is immersed slowly to prevent crack- 
ing by means of a wire into the sodium amal- 
gam in the crucible, the lead will melt if the 
temperature is above 320 degrees, which is 
sufficient for the electrolysis. 
MAKING METALLIC SODIUM OR POTAS- 

SIUM 
An iron crucible containing molten sodium 

hydroxide or potassium hydroxide sticks 
heated by a Bunsen burner can be used as 
the electrolyte. The cathode is an iron wire 
terminating in a spiral and inserted into the 
bottom of a porous ignition crucible, made 
of alundum or other refractory material. 
This crucible is inverted and dips into the 
fused electrolyte and protects the metallic 

Fig. 2. By Electrolyzing Fused Sodium Hydrox 
ide, Metallic Sodium Will Collect in the Inverted 
Crucible Shown Here. This Prevents the Sodium 

from Spontaneously Reacting With the Air. 

Fig. 3. Azobenzene, Important in the Dye Indus- try, Can Be Made in the Form of Red Crystals, 
Using This Electrolytic Cell Containing a Semi- 

permeable Diaphragm. 

BREW 

sodium or potassium from combining as fast 
as it is formed with the oxygen in the air. 
About 15 amperes should be used for the 
electrolysis and as fast as the inverted cru - 

Fig. 4. This Instrument Purifies or Clarifies 
Liquids. It Operates on the Principle that a Gelatinous Insoluble Precipitate of Aluminum 
Hydroxide Forms on the Aluminum Electrodes, 
When Connected to the 110 Volt Circuit and Im- mersed in a Liquid; This Precipitate Carries Im- purities to the Bottom of the Container. 

cible yields the metal, the rod and crucible 
hanging to it should be removed from the 
molten caustic bath and given a sudden jerk 
under kerosene. The sodium or potassium 
metal will then fall off and be preserved by 
the kerosene. 

The heating should be carried out, keeping 
the caustic alkali in fusion for about an 
hour before the electrolysis is begun. It 
must be remembered that the sodium or 
potassium which is produced reacts with 
water, forming hydrogen gas and the cor- 
responding hydroxide, this being the reason 
why an aqueous solution of a potassium or 
sodium salt such as the hydroxide could not 
be used. The bowl of a clay tobacco pipe 
can be substituted for the crucible if desired. 
It should be inverted and the mouth dipped 
into the molten or fused electrolyte so that 
air cannot enter and spoil the reaction prod- 
uct. if sodium hydroxide is used, sodium 
will form, and if potassium hydroxide is 
employed as the electrolyte, potassium will 
be the product. Fig. 2 shows the apparatus 
as set up. 

AZOBENZENE FROM NITROBENZENE 
Important to the dye industry is azoben- 

zene. This substance crystallizing in beau- 
tiful red rhombic crystals can be made by 
the electrolysis of nitrobenzene. This latter 
substance is made by the action of nitric 
and strong sulphuric acid on benzene which 
can be obtained from coal tar distillates. 

Nitrobenzene has the formula C,H5NO2. 
While Azobenzene has the formula C,HSN 

NC,H,,. It can readily he seen that the 
latter substance is devoid of oxygen atoms. 
It is by an electrolytic reduction that the two 
oxygen atoms of nitrobenzene are to be re- 
moved, producing the azobenzene. During 
the electrolysis hydrogen gas is produced, 
and this being in the nascent or newly born 
state combines with this undesired oxygen 
and forms water. 

For the electrolysis a beaker or battery 
jar containing the following solution should 
be used: 20 grams nitrobenzene (oil of 
mirbane), 5 grams of sodium acetate and 
200 cc. to 75 per cent alcohol. Pure grain or 
ethyl alcohol should be used, although some 

(Continued on page 482) 
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT SULPHU'_. 

WE all have in the past few months, 
come into contact with more sul- 
phur than at any other time of the 
year. This goes for those who have 
taken. their annual dosage of sul- 

phur and molasses and those who have had 
their year's sport in the Fourth of July 
celebrations with fireworks, which contain 
sulphur in several forms. 

But besides being the basis of spring 
tonics, fireworks, matches, and other every- 
day commodities, sulphur has found use in 
many products. The wealth of a nation, it 
has been said, could be computed by reckon- 
ing the amount of sulphuric acid it produces 
and annually utilizes. A step farther than 
this can be taken. The wealth of a nation 
could be comported on the amount of sulphur 
it uses, for it is with sulphur or a form of 
sulphur with which sulphuric acid is made, 
the world's most important chemical. 

STEAM 

GASOLINE) 

COI L 
RUBBER 
TUBING 

By Using the Above Arrange- 
ment, You Way Determine 
Whether or Mot the Gasoline 
You Use Cone -ins Sulphur; a 
Silver Coin Tums Black If Sul- 

phur Is Present. 

Sulphur is an interesting 
substance the moment it is 
mined. This can at once 
be confirmec when it be- 
comes known that sulphur 
is first meltei in the earth 
and then puroped from it. 
This novel rUtethod of rob- 
bing mother earth of its 
treasure was developed by 
Herman Frasch in 1871. 
Figure 1 shoe's the method 
now in use. 

DIME 

FIG 2 

FIG.1 

D 
-1/r 

SULPHUR BED 

HOT AIR 

¡ LIQUID SULPHUR FOAM 
1 1" OUT HERE 

-STEAM 

A 4 

-CASING 

-ß 

Diagramatical View of the Apparatus for Obtaining 
Sulphur From the Earth. The Action IG Fully 

Described in the Text. 

Here, four concentric pipes, 1, 3, 6 and 
8 inches respectively in diameter are in- 
troduced into the drilled well in the sulphur - 
bearing region. Hot air is forced down the 
smallest and inside pipe, and super -heated 
water is forced down the six inch 
pipe. This superheated water soon causes 
the sulphur to melt, and by the aid of the 
hot air forced in through the inner or 1 inch 
pipe, the sulphur is forced from the bed 
through the three inch pipe, along its length. 

e rciliame ts 

and out at the top. Virtually, a foam of 
sulphur, steam and air is produced, the whole 
mixture passing out at the top of the pipe 
marked F The larger or 8 inch pipe serves 
as a protective casing for the three iner- 
most pipes, the air space between C and D 
(6 and 8 inch) tending to maintain the heat 
within the pipe C and not allow it to escape 
into the surrounding earth and thus cool 
the superheated water which is continually 
being pumped into the sulphur well. 

The retort, Fig. 3, contains crystal- 
lized sulphur (flowers of sulphur will serve). 
By heating the bottom of the retort slowly 
with the Bunsen burner the sulphur will at 
first melt and then pass over into the neck. 
Several passages of the burner at the neck 
will serve to keep it melted at this point and 
so that it will not clog the tube. Drops of 
sulphur will now .fall into the cold water 
in the beaker, and later a stringy rubber- 
like mass will exude. 

Fig. 3. Making Plastic Sulphur 
Which Can Be Moulded and 
Worked Into Various Shapes in 
Much the Same Manner as Clay. 

11111111111111111111111111,11111111 J,11111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

At Left: High Pressure Pumps 
Which Force Super -Heated 
Water Into the Well to Melt 
the Sulphur, So That It May Be 

Extracted. 
,,,,,,1,,,,,,,111, , , ,1,1,,,, ,1,,,,111 1. 1111,11 1111Ig111v11111111111,1, 

Lower Left: One Hundred 
Thousand Tons of Sulphur Cool- 
ing in a Bin After Extraction 

From the Earth. 
,1,11,1,,,,111,1,1,,,,,1,,,,111,,,11111111, 1,1111111,11,1,11,1,1,,,,. 

Below: Blasting the Sulphur 
From the Huge Block After 
Cooling and Loading It on Cars. 
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THE CONSTRUCTOR 

c E cnnuraStar Phtcme 
THIS little device, the latest aid which 

science has brought to the astron- 
omer to assist him in delving into the 
depths of the universe, is in itself 
essentially simple. Briefly, it consists 

of a sensitive selenium cell connected in the 
same circuit with a very delicate galvano- 
meter, a variable high resistance and a 
source of electric energy such as an ordi- 
nary battery. 

The light-sensitive cell is affixed to the 
eyepiece of the telescope and takes the place 
of the observer's eye. It is in fact an elec- 
trical eye, which is many times more sensi- 
tive to variations in light than is the human 
eye. Selenium, a non-metallic element occu- 
pying the intermediate space between sulphur 
and tellurium, was discovered in 1817 by 
Berzelius while he was experimenting with 
the Fahlun pyrites in an endeavor to manu- 
facture sulphuric acid from iiem. It enters 
into the manufacture of some kinds of ruby 
glass, and is obtained in several different 
forms, namely, amorphous, vitreous, col- 
loidal and "metallic" selenium. The "metal- 
lic" form is produced from the vitreous 
variety generally and is the only modifica- 
tion of the element which is light-sensitive. 
This substance is found to possess the ability 
to conduct electricity with greater or less 
facility accordingly as greater or less 
amounts of light are allowed to shine on its 
surface. 

Since this is so, it follows that if we 
allow rays from a variable source of light to 
fall on an instrument containing such a 
sensitive cell and connect it to suitable indi - 

2 Enameled wires 
fig. I Fig. 2 

Mica 

By I, WR5 J. 55 
eating and controlling apparatus we will be 
able to obtain a record of the variability 
of the light with which we have to do. This 
is exactly what has been done in producing 
the selenium photometer for variable star 
work. Prof. Joel Stebbins, of the Univer- 
sity of Illinois, has used selenium cells in 
astronomical work and we also find that 
Minchin has used these cells in several ways. 

Selenium crystals have an extraordinarily 
high sensitivity as compared with the ordi- 
nary variety of selenium cell. With this 
fact in view the cells constructed for use 
in the selenium photometer are so made as 
to have a crystalline structure. From labo- 
ratory research as well as from published 
data, it appears that a singíz crystal of 
selenium 1 mm.- in area is one hundred times 
as sensitive as the best non -crystalline cell. 
In connection with a reflecting telescope, 
carrying a 36 -inch mirror, such a crystal 
receiver could detect the light from a candle 
at a distance of 350 miles. 

The cell is formed by winding two small 
enameled copper wires closely together 
around a flat strip of mica. (Fig. 1) Ter- 
minals are brought out from one end of each 
winding. This gives, in effect, two discon- 
nected coils of wire wound side by side upon 
the same core. The enamel is now scraped 
off the top of the coils so that there is left 
'a number of turns of two conductors spaced 
closely together but not touching. This 
arrangement is then warmed and a thin coat- 
ing of the vitreous variety of selenium is 
spread uniformly over the wires. The strip 
is then placed in an oven and the tempera- 
- 

fiy. 3 

IVA\ 1 
Fig. 10 

A/umi»umn 

fig. 6 

fig. 4 

Motor, /amp, etc. 

GYooc/ B/oc,f , 

fig. 7 
Fig. 1 Shows a Partially Wound Selenium Cell Core and Fig. 2 Shows It Completed. Figs. 3 and 4 Show Another Form of Cell Wound On a Square Core. Twenty Pieces of Thin Copper Sheet Cut As Shown In Fig. 5 Are Necessary For Making the Metal Plate Cell Wilile Eighteen Pieces of Mica 

ture gradually increased to 100° Centigrade, 
when the vitreous selenium will rapidly begin 
to pass into the metallic (so-called) state, 
the temperature rising to about 217° Centi- 
grade. The modification of selenium thus 
obtained will change its electrical resistance 
inversely as the amount of light allowed to 
fall upon it. The peculiar granular crys- 
talline structure, so essential to the most 
delicate and sensitive cells, is produced by 
subjecting the cell to a temperature of 210° 
Centigrade .for a considerable period of 
time, finally permitting the cell to cool very 
slowly. 

Selenium appears to have no specific color 
sensitivity. Recent experiments carried on 
have shown that the character of the wave- 
length sensitivity curve of selenium can be 
controlled by heat treatment. Annealing the 
cell at 200° C. produces a maximum sensi- 
tivity in the red end of the spectrum, while 
annealing at 150° C. shifts the maximum 
sensitivity to 0,55µ. The distance between 
these crystals is shown by X-ray analysis to 
be in the neighborhood of 3.7 x 10-'° centi- 
meters and the thickness of this delicate 
crystalline layer which is affected by the 
light action is calculated to he less than 
0.000015 inch. From these facts it can he 
readily seen that in a thin layer of selenium 
a much higher sensitivity can be obtained 
than in a thick one. For this reason the 
photometer cells have an extremely thin 
coating in order that the change in conduc- 
tivity may be great in proportion to the 
variation in light intensity. This change 
occurs almost instantly, or at most the in- 

2" 

Iu 

fig.5 (--4 

io -i2 V. Dry cell , 1_ 

Local Bait \\ 
1111111111- 1111111111 
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fig. 8 Fig. 9 

Fig. 5 

As In Fig. 5A Must Also Be Made. The Metal and Mica Plates Are Stacked As Shown In Fig. 6 and Connected As In Fig. 7 and Should Be Clamped Between Two Wood Blocks As Shown In Fig. 8. The Circuit For Testing the Cells Is Shown in Fig. 9. A Mica Sheet Cell Is Shown In Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 3 
Fig. 3 Above Shows Another Test Circuit For 
Determining the Resistance of a Selenium Cell. 
At Right: The Upper Left Hand Photograph 
Shows a Partialy Completed Cell and Directly 
Below Is Shown the Completed Cell. At the 
Extreme Right Is a Photograph of the Galvano - 

Meter Used In the Tests. 

terval of titre is less than 0.01 of a 
second. 

"fhe selenium cell, having passed through 
the several processes outlined above, is now 
ready to be used at the telescope. It is 
placed in a suitable bakelite mounting and 
is affixed to the telescope in place of the 
eyepiece, by means of a short brass tube, in 
reality taking the place of the observer's 
eye. The three different parts of the cell 
mounting are shown in the photograph. 

Think of it ". This small selenium plate 
detects and indicates changes in light 
which left its source perhaps hundreds of 
years ago, traveling at the rate of 186,000 
miles per second for billions and billions of 
miles, and finally ending its journey by 
speeding down the telescope tube and im- 
parting whatever knowledge it carries to the 
observer through the medium of the light 
sensitive selenium cell. 

The circuit io which the cell is connected 
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. Here 
the different variable resistances shown are 
for the purpose of balancing out certain 
undesirable features, such as zero shift, 
thermo-electric effects, etc., and also add to 
the sensitivity of the apparatus as a whole. 
In all cases the cells are slightly conducting 
when not exposed to light, so that the "dark 
current" causes an appreciable galvanometer 
deflection, which is annulled by passing an 
electric current in the opposite direction 
through the galvanometer. This counter- 
current is usually obtained by shunting 
across a resistance of 100 ohms, which is in 
series with a cell of 2 volts and a variable 
resistance of 'rom zero to about 70,000 
ohms. The source of light used in calibrat- 
ing the cells is usually an 8 c. p. tungsten 

incandescent lamp, placed at a distance of 
10 cm. from the cell under investigation. 

Dr. Cohlentz, of the Bureau of Standards, 
has published a curve showing the distribu- 
tion of energy in the visible spectrum of 
the Nernst glower lamp as registered by 
means of a selenium cell and by a thermo- 
pile. Fig. 4, curve A, gives the spectral 
energy distribution obtained with a bismuth - 
silver thermopile (a non -selective radio- 
meter), while curve B gives the response of 
a selenium cell when similarly exposed (for 
ten seconds) in different parts of the spec- 
trum. Curve C gives the response that is 
obtained by exposing the selenium cell to 
equal amounts of energy in different parts 
of the spectrum using a high intensity, while 
curve D represents the response obtained at 
one -sixteenth the intensity used to obtain 
curve C. According to the measurements 
of Professor Pfund, for wave -lengths 
shorter than 0.65µ the deflections of the 
galvanometer are approximately proportional 
to the square root of the incident energy, 
while for wave -lengths greater than 0.7µ 
the deflections are approximately directly 
proportional to the intensity of the incident 
light. 

It is relevant to add that, concerning the 
peculiar electrical properties of selenium, 
some hold the view that the increased con- 
ductivity of selenium is caused by (a reso- 
nance) freeing of electrons on exposure to 
light. Others consider it a modification of 
the crystal structure, assuming that selenium 
occurs in several allotropic forms of widely 
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The Curves In Fig. 4 Are Used In Connection With the Photometer Described Herewith and the Text 
Gives Full Data On These Curves. Two Curves Plotted On the Brilliancy of Stars Are Shown Above 

in Fig. 5. 

dihcrunt electrical conductivity. The ah- 
sencr polarization indicates that the con- 
duction is not electrolytic. Experiments at 
liquid air temperatures, where the light 
sensitivity is retained, seems to be evidence 
supporting the electronic hypothesis. The 
selenium cell may be used as an indicator 
in the null and the equal deflection methods 
of obtaining ratio of intensities; for exam- 
ple, the galvanometer deflection might be 
observed when the cell is exposed, say, for 
live seconds, to the lower intensity. Then 
the higher intensity is reduced, by means of 
calibrated crossed Nicol prisms, a wire 
grating, an absorption wedge, a variable 
sector disk, or some other device to give 
the same deflection. In this manner the 
ratios of intensities of monochromatic light 
of the same wave -length may he observed; 
but the selenium cell cannot be used in this 
manner to compare accurately the intensities 
of light of two sources differing in color. 
This restriction applies, of course, to all of 
the photo -electric devices of a like nature, 
as, for instance, the potassium hydride or 
the rubidium cell. In applying the cell to 
variable star observations, therefore, due 
care has to be exercised in compensating 
for the color of the star observed as well 
as for the clearness of the earth's atmos- 
phere. By examining the spectrum of the 
star beforehand, and bearing in minci the 
characteristics thus revealed, the cell may 
be applied to a much better advantage. 

(Continued on page 497) 
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JF you are an etcher and have no coppe 
plates, or if you want to be an etche 
and yet dislike to go to the expense o 
trying out your experimental urge o 
art on copper plates, just do your etch 

ing without the copper. It is being don 
by several artists in San Francisco, wher 
the method was discovered by Dr. Georg 
Lee Eaton, who uses worn out and resharp 
ened surgical instruments as needles for hi 
etching. 

A photographic plate is the substitut 
employed. An undeveloped plate 5 by 
inches in size, or larger, is procured, an 
the picture desired is etched on that plate 
the shading of the lines and spaces hein 
accomplished by varying the depth of th 
cut made by the needle in the emulsion o 
the plate. Undeveloped plates must be use 
because the emulsion hardens after develop 
ment, and the cutting of the lines become 
difficult, sometimes impossible. By the vary 
ing depths of the lines, delicate degrees o 
shading can be made and as full advantag 
is taken of lights and shadows as in copper 
plate etching. 

After the lines have been cut in the ende 
veloped plate, it is developed, just as i 
photography, except that a darkroom is tin 
necessary. After complete development 
usually about 20 minutes, in any commercia 
developing solution, the plate is washed and 
passed into the fixing bath, as in the case 
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of the photographic 
negative, and then 
washed and dried. 
when it is ready for 
printing. The plate, 
having been fully ex- 
posed to the light 
while the etcher is 
working on it, be- 
comes impervious to 
light in the spaces 
where no lines have 
been drawn and light 
passes through only 
in proportion to the 
depth of the lines 
etched on it. 

The Photograph 
Above Shows 
Dr. George Lee 
Eaton, Discoverer 
of the New 
Method of 
Etching. At the 
Right Is One of 
Dr. Eaton's Etch- 
ings Showing a 
Lake In Lake 
County, Califor- 
nia, Which Was 
Printed On Ordi- 
nary Photographic 
Paper From the 
Glass Negative. 

1111111111.1,1111.11,111-1.-1111,,11.1, 

When the plate is thoroughly dry, it is 
placed against printing -out paper, in a print- 
ing frame, and printed by electric or sun- 
light, just as a photographic negative would 
be printed, except that the average exposure 
to the light is less than in the case of an 
ordinary negative. The result is a perfect 
print of the etching made on the emulsion. 
Some of the etchings so printed on brown 
and green printing -out papers have been re- 
markably beautiful, apd, as the new art is 
still in its infancy, probably other improved 
coloring methods will be developed. 

Dr. Eaton devised the method of etching 
on these plates in making anatomical draw- 
ings and surgical diagrams, as well as for 
sketches of unusual operations or of con- 
ditions within the body revealed by opera- 
tions. He found that the result gave him a 
permanent negative of such pictures as he 
wanted, often better than could be obtained 
by actual photography. Thereafter, he tried 
out the new method as a recreation, ill 
sketches made on automobile trips through 
northern California. The results indicate 
that, in the hands of skilled artists, pictures 
comparable with the work of trained copper - 
etchers could be produced. 

One of the advantages of the negative - 
etching is the low cost of photographic 

plates compared with that of copper, and 
the elimination of expensive tools and the 
fact that etchings, drawings, plans, sketches, 
maps or ally other sort of work done by 
this method may be enlarged or reduced to 
any size desired by merely placing the devel- 
oped negatives in an enlarging or reducing 
camera, and printing them out to the dimen- 
sions wanted. The method is not copy- 
righted, and Dr. Eaton has given it to the 
art associations of San Francisco, where 
several etchers have experimented with it 
with good results. 

ses For Cotter PIlnG 
Many are the uses to which split keys 

r cotter pins can be put. As a matter of 
act very few people realize just how impor - 
ant these little accessories are, primarily be - 
wise of the fact that they have only at- 
empted to use them in or around machinery. 
The cotter pins, however, may be employed 
s hooks for small doors or boxes, by merely 
lipping off a portion of the pin and bend- 
ng the other to make it conform with the 
ook shown in Fig. 1. If instead of cutting 
ff half of the pin we shorten one limb 
nd bend the other portion around it, we 
ave a miniature snap hook which may be 
mployed in models, or may, in a pinch, even 
eplace snap hooks on harness. A use for 
otter pins that is very often overlooked, 
s illustrated in Fig. 3. The cotter pin is 
astened to the wall with a screw ; it will 
old a spool of cotton when slipped over the 
egs. For repairing thin chains, the method 
mployed in Fig. 4 will be found of value. 
t is very difficult to obtain eye bolts when 
eeded, particularly the smaller sizes, but 
hey may he made from cotter pins very easily, 
s shown in Fig. 5. By placing a nut and 
asher upon the eye bolt and then spreading 

he legs, a toggle bolt, Fig. 6, is produced. 

Figs. 7, 8 and 9, show methods of making 
connection clips. Fig. 8 is very serviceable 
in small receivers where the spread clip will 
hold itself in the binding post holes without 
necessitating tightening of the nuts. A 
method of repairing a buckle by merely 
slipping a cotter pin over the major portion 
is shown at 10, and 11 indicates a line guide 
for fishing rods or a single sight for .22 
calibre rifles. If a number of these cotter 
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Many Uses For Cotter Pins Are Shown In the 
Above Illustrations and Many Others Will Prob- 
ably Be Suggested To the Reader By His 

Ingenuity. 
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pins, Fig. 12, are strung upon a wire, they 
make very serviceable card holders. The 
cards can he removed at any time without 
much difficulty, and may be replaced again 
without removing the cotter pins from the 
line. A clinched eye for locks on chests, 
thin doors, or for hooks, is shown in Fig. 13. 
By bending the cotter pin at right angles 
and driving it edgewise into a box, it makes 
a very fine hinge, a screw in the cover act- 
ing as the pivot point. This is shown in 
Fig. 14. Repairs for many kinds of springs 
can be made with the cotter pin if the legs 
are bent out, as illustrated in Fig. 15. The 
tension of the spring can be increased by 
merely turning the cotter pin into the spring 
for a greater distance. Another card bolder, 
but one which is detachable, is shown in 
Fig. 16, and last but not least, we find the 
use depicted in Fig. 17 for preventing jug 
corks from being broken by too frequent 
extractions with a corkscrew or from being 
lost. A cord is passed through the cotter 
pin and tied to the neck of the jug. A tug 
at this cord will then remove the stopper, 
which being attached to the neck of the 
bottle by means of the cord, cannot he mis- 
placed. Contributed by C. R. MULLIN. 
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Figs. 1 and 2: Incorrect and Correct Positions for Rotating Glass Tubes in 
Flame. Figs. 3 and 4: How to Make a Good Right -Angle Bend, and the 
Result of Incorrect Manipulation. Figs. 5 and 6: Making a Right -Angle 

1 SS `O) 

Joint. Figs. 7 and 8: The Correct and Incorrect Appearance of a Finished 
Joint. Figs. 9, 10 and 11: Examples of Glass Work Which Can Be Ac- 
complished With a Little Patience and the Correct Manipulation of the Glass. 

wing ffn the L v tory .y. 
y LS5MAR GlSH5BERGp B. 5cr9 Che' Eng. 

HE art of glass blowing is compar- 
atively simple, provided one keeps in 
mind certain fundamental principles 
of the art. 

Glass is a material which is thickly 
fluid under a heh heat. But this heat is so 
great that it can best be obtained by the 
blast lamp and rather soon after the glass 
is removed from the flame of the lamp, it 
hardens and can no longer be worked 
properly. The greatest difficulty that the 
beginner finds n glass blowing is to shape 
the glass into the different forms he wishes 
it to assume. while the glass is in the proper 
pasty condition If you attempt to blow a 
cold glass, uneven results are obtained. 
Furthermore, it is necessary in working with 
glass that the blowing be done easily and 
uniformly. It does not pay to lose one's 
patience and blow rapidly. If that is done, 
forms are obtained which are far from 
what are desired. A few tools are 
used in glass blowing, but generally the 
glass blower makes very little use of them. 
All he needs is a good blast burner and a 
triangular file for nicking the glass so as 
to break it off. 

In blowing glass in the laboratory for the 
ordinary uses that arise from time to time 
therein, the chemist should know how to 
bend glass tubes so that the bore is not 
materially diminished in the bending oper- 
ation, how to blow bulbs, and how to fuse 
glass at the end of the apparatus, at the 
side and internally. The rough edges can 
then be removed by a little grinding or by 
simply fusing the glass in the flame. 

The principal piece of apparatus is the 
blast lamp. After the flame has been 

adjusted so that its height is not too 
great and the inner blue cone is fairly large 
but well distributed through the mass of 
the flame, the glass tube, that it is desired 
to bend at right -angles for example, is held 
in the flame just a little above the tip of 
the inner cone and allowed to heat up. It 
is kept in constant rotation while the heat- 
ing is going on. In this stage of the opera- 
tion the position of the hands is of the 
highest importance. In fact the success of 
glass blowing depends to a large extent on 
their correct position. 

A GOOD QUALITY GLASS SHOULD BE 
EMPLOYED 

The correct position of the hands is such 
that the left hand grasps the tube lightly 
with the palm in front. The tube is held 
between the thumb and the other fingers. 
The tube can thus be rotated continuously 
and regularly by a simple movement of the 
thumb and fingers. The other end of the 
tube is held between the thumb and the 
index finger in the right hand with the 
palm extending away from the glass blower. 

In heating glass prior to blowing or forma- 
tion into various shapes, it often happens 
that due to an irregularity in the glass. 
the flame or due to accidental moving of 
the hands, the heated part becomes slightly 
deformed; it gets out of shape: The be- 
ginner in this case generally tries to cor- 
rect the fault by continuing heating the 
glass. But this just serves to complicate 
things, to accentuate the deformity and 
finally render the fault so had that it can 
no longer be remedied. The only practical 
thing to do is to continue the heating and 
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gradually draw out the glass to a fine 
point and then to insert the open end of the 
tube in the mouth and without twisting the 
tube to blow gently. The deformation is 
automatically corrected in this manner. 

Another error which novices generally 
make is to suppose that the joint between 
two pieces of glass would be more solid. 
if the thickness of the glass were thicker. 
They therefore tend to accumulate a mass 
of glass at the point where the joint is to 
he made by prolonged heating. But in 
reality instead of being stronger, the joint 
is actually more fragile. For in cooling 
off the inequalities that arise due to the 
contraction that takes place in the glass mass 
result in the development of internal forces 
which act and counteract, and inevitably 
cause the glass to break. In making a good 
joint between two pieces of glass, as for 
example in joining a glass tube laterally to 
another tube or to a bulb, just a few simple 
rules must be followed to obtain success. 
The two parts, that are to he joined to- 
gether, must be heated rapidly one after 
the other. The flame of the blast lamp 
must he large. Then the two pieces are 
brought together and the molten parts of 
the glass are allowed to make contact. 
Only one piece is supported, the other hangs 
from the first in an unsupported position. 
Then the pieces are pulled slightly as if it 
were desired to separate them. Air is blown 
through the tube while it is being uniformly 
turned while being heated in the flame. If 
these directions are followed out assidu- 
ously the joint is perfect and indeed in many 
cases it is impossible to tell where union 
took place. 
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This Seeming Monstrosity Is Merely the Head of a 
Digger Wasp Enlarged Directly, By Means of the 

Camera Described Herewith. 

An 'Enlarged View of a Wing Taken From a Peacock Fly. Any Amateur Can Duplicate This Work With the Camera Illustrated in the Upper Right Hand Corner. 

t 

The Camera By Means of Which the Enlarged Photo- 
graphs Illustrated Herewith Are Taken. 

2e) Your 
y DRm ERHE5T ADE 

A Photograph of the Head of a 
Tiger Beetle Enlarged Ten 

Times 

NO. 8. VARIOUS WAYS OF ENLARGING PICTURES 

THE cameras used by the amateur 
usually produce only small pictures. 
It is, of course, possible to enlarge 
these, but then the negative must be 
sharp and contrasty. Under no con- 

ditions will such an enlargement produce all 
the fine and delicate details found on the 
smaller negative. The greater its enlarge- 
ment, the more will it lose in distinctness, 
and if the enlarging is pushed too far, then 
the silver grain of the emulsion will become 
too pronounced. An enlargement should not 
be made if it can be avoided, although cer- 
tain types of artistic photos, which require 
a soft, half concealed effect, can be thus 
obtained. In other cases it is far better to 
take the picture in the desired size at once. 
If the bellows extension is not long enough, 
then an extension can he added, such as was 
mentioned in the first article. With an ex- 
ceptionally good lens of wide aperture such 
hollow extensions, consisting of tubes or 
sections of square boxes which fit light - 
tight, can be made to a length of about 8 to 
12 feet depending upon the focal length of 
the lens, or until an enlargement of approxi- 
mately 12 diameters has been attained. This 
is also sufficient to take pictures of minute 
objects directly, such as insects, etc. 

On the other hand, an exceptionally great 
enlargement can be obtained by photograph- 
ing small objects directly if the lens of the 
camera is removed and an ordinary well 
ground hand or reading glass, a double or 
plano -convex lens being best adapted, is. sub- 
stituted. The most even illumination is 
obtained by having the source of light im- 
mediately behind the microscopic object. 
Electric light is best, and between light and 
object, a ground glass is placed which will 
illuminate the object more uniformly. The 
exposure is usually less than % of a minute. 

A, Lrght. B, Condensing Lens. C, Ground 
Glass. D, Opening in Cardboard Screen. E, 
Enlarging Extension. F, Camera Using Bromide 

Paper, In Place of Films. 

, (__ 

Best results are obtained by using a lens 
larger than the object to be taken. 

ENLARGING WITH A PHOTOGRAPHIC 
OBJECTIVE. 

Enlarging with the photographic objective 
by the aid of one or more bellows extension 
sections will give quite a little depth, especi- 
ally if the iris diaphragm is closed down. 
Such pictures are best taken out of doors 
in the direct light of the sun, the strong 
shadows being softened with the aid of a - 

little mirror. With a long extension and 
with closed diaphragm an exposure of about 
a minute is necessary. 

When light is transmitted through the neg- 
ative so that an enlarged image is thrown 
upon the ground glass of the camera-using 
either the simple lens or the camera objective -the image can be taken directly upon bro- 
mide paper which, of course, will give a pos- 
itive or print of the small negative used. 
Here the bromide paper is placed in the ordi- 
nary plate holder and exposed like a film or 
glass plate. The process of loading and de- 
veloping must be carried out in red light. If 
it is desired to enlarge with reflected light, 
then a print of the negative must be taken 
and this must be enlarged upon film or glass 
plate. 
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First prize, $15.00; second prize, $10.00; third prize, $5.00. 
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters toward accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material, and for 

the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department a monthly series of prizes will be awarded. For the best 
idea submitted, a prize of $15.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $10.00 prize, and for the third best a prize of $5.00. The article need not be 
very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make sketches on separate sheets. 

FIRST PRIZE $15.00 

WATER COOLER FOR THE 
ICE BOX 

During the summer months cold water 
is a vital necessity. No matter where you 
are, cold water is a refreshment which has 
no equal. At home. as many of you who have 
small refrigerators know, it is no simple 

E 

A Handy Water Cooler Which Can Be Placed in 
an Ordinary Ice Box and Which Will Supply Free 

Cold Water. 

matter to have cold water, for the obvious 
reason that to keep water bottles continually 
cold is very inconvenient, while to place a 
box full of water into the refrigerator, is 
utterly impossible, due to the lack of space. 

As I am the owner of a small refrig- 
erator, I worked out .the following scheme. 
After having .a tinsmith make me a zinc 
box 14" in length, 4" wide, and 8" high, 
with a cover, I took a lead pipe %" in 
diameter and about a yard long, and bent 
.c into the shape shown in the drawing. 
After fastening the box to the side of the 
refrigerator by means of screws, as shown 
in the illustration, I attached the faucet 
B to the front end of the pipe. This done, 
I put the other end of the pipe through a 
hole in the box C. Then I secured a piece 
of galvanized tin, the size of the ice com- 
partment, and covered the pipes to pre- 
vent them from being dented when the ice 
was put in. The operation of the above 
device is as follows. Water is poured 
into the reservoir box C, thus causing the 
pipe to he filled with water, which is cooled 
by the ice on top. Due to the fact that 
the pipe is long, a goodly amount of cold 
water is on hand at any time. 

Contributed by JACOB SCHMIDT. 

SECOND PRIZE $10.00 

RESISTANCE FINDER 
Most experimenters cannot afford to buy 

a good Wheatstone Bridge, and are there- 
fore, greatly handicapped in performing 
many experiments. The resistance finder, 
here described, can be made very cheaply 

(for about $3.00 or $4.00), and can be em- 
ployed to measure resistances quite ac- 
curately. It consists mainly of a calibrated 
rheostat or rotary potentiometer, having a 
resistance as high as you want to measure. 
A galvanometer with two coils of wire, 
wound on the same bobbin but in opposite 
directions is also necessary. Both coils must 
be of the same size of wire, and have ex- 
actly the same number of turns. The gal- 
vanometer with the location of the coils is 
shown in the illustration. The needle of the 
galvanometer is poised directly above the 
coils of wire. A small watch spring S, 
holds the pointer at the zero position on 
the scale indicated at Z. The instruments 
are mounted on a board of convenient size, 
with four binding posts, and connected as 
shown. To find the resistance of any in- 
strument or length of wire which is likely 
to be within the range of the instrument, 
which in this case is 0-300 ohms, the un- 
known resistance is connected to binding 
posts C and D, while a dry battery is con- 
nected to A and B. The needle of the gal- 
vanometer will swing to the right or left, 
depending on which coil is carrying the most 
current. Since the current flowing in one 
coil is determined by the resistance across 
C, D, and in the other by the resistance at R, 
and as the resistance at C -D, is invariable, 
the two circuits can he brought to equal- 
ity by varying the resistance at R. As 
soon as the circuits are adjusted correctly, 
the needle of the galvanometer will be at 
the zero position. This indicates that the 
resistance at R is equal to that at C -D ; 

whatever resistance the pointer of the rheo- 
stat indicates, is also the unknown resist- 
ance. 

Contributed by TRUEX BUCK. 
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Figure 3 
An Instrument Designed for the Experimenter by 
Means of Which he Can Calibrate His Own Elec- 

trical Resistance. 

THIRD PRIZE $5.00 

SEALING COMPOUND HEATER 
A very handy sealing -compound heater can 

he easily built by the amateur. A discarded 
coffee percolator is first secured, and in the 
bottom of this a fitting for an iron pipe y8" 
in diameter and about 5/" long is fastened. 
This iron pipe is covered with mica or as- 
bestos, and then wound with No. 26 iron 

An Apparatus for Melting Sealing Compound so 
That it Will Always Be Handy and Ready to Use. 

wire. About ten feet of wire will be re- 
quired. The turns should be spaced one - 
sixteenth of an inch apart. The coil or wind- 
ing is then insulated on the outside with 
asbestos, whereupon the entire device is 
slipped into a %" pipe and caps are screwed 
over either end, holes being drilled in the 
top end to permit passing the wire through 
the same. Leads are connected to the heat- 
ing- element and the percolator is filled with 
broken pieces of sealing compound, which 
may be heated up by simply turning on the 
current. The temperature will be main- 
tained fairly constant. 

Contributed by ANTON LUTONSKY. 

COLD SOFT SOLDER 
Ethyl acetate is first made by distilling a 

mixture of 20 parts of acetic acid, 10 parts 
sulphuric acid and 6 parts ethyl alcohol. 
Sealing wax is added to this distillate until 
no more will dissolve. Then, finely, pow- 
dered aluminum is added, a little at a time 
with constant stirring, until a stiff paste 
is formed. This compound thus made, is 
not exactly a solder, but a metallic cement 
which will withstand heat. It will mend 
holes in steam, water and gas pipes, also 
in aluminum agate and iron cooking utensils. 
It should be rubbed smoothly over the hole 
with a flat stick, while a piece of paper is 
held on the other side. It is very strong 
as a cement, and when it is used on cook- 
ing utensils, the finely powdered aluminum 
fuses together. 

The solder should be kept in an airtight 
container and never brought near a flame. 

Contributed by ALDEN JOHNSON. 
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THIS MONTH'S $5.00 PRIZE WINNER 

SIMPLEST STILL 
This is a very simple method of making 

a still which I have found to be quite effi- 
cient. The 'substance to be distilled is placed 
in an ordinary kettle, and a tumbler is in- 
verted over the spout and held there by 
means of a piece of wire. Beneath this 
tumbler another is placed. The spout of 

A Simple Still May Be Made By the Use of Two 
Cups and a Tea Kettle. 

the kettle should be preferably directed 
over the edge of the stove, so that the liquid 
receiver will not rest upon the stove itself. 
It is not suggested that alcoholic liquors 
be distilled in this type of apparatus, be- 
cause of the inflammable nature of the dis- 
tillate. 

Contributed by SIMON KESSLER. 

SHIELD FOR EXPLOSIVE 
MIXTURES 

When experimenting with gases, there is 
in many cases, the possibility of an explosion. 
This means that the experimenter, unless 
he has some means of protection, will nine 
chances out of ten, receive a charge of 

fig. 3 fg. 4 
Every Experimental Chemist Should Use One of 
These Shields When Performing Experiments With 

Explosive Mixtures. 

EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK , 

splintered glass in his face and eyes. It 
is to prevent such a catastrophe, that the 
shield described below is designed. This 
protector consists simply of several layers 
of clear mica securely fastened to a stiff 
wire frame. As shown in the drawing, the 
shield is placed in front of or around the 
mixing tube or generator. The materials 
of which it is constructed are very easily 
workable, and an almost unlimited variety 
of sizes and shapes can be made. A good 
clear grade of mica, which can be pur- 
chased from any automobile supply house, 
is wired through holes punched near the 
edges to the frame, bent to the desired shape. 
Three or four layers of the mica should 
prove strong enough to deflect the splinters 
of a standard weight test tube or burette. 
The shield should be placed several inches 
from the apparatus. The illustration shows 
a shield for use where a partial obstruction 
of view is not objectionable. It is con- 
structed of heavy fibre, and contains a 
mica window. When buying the mica, 
one should be certain that he is geting the 
genuine mica, and not some inflammable 
celluloid substitute. 

Contributed by B. E. DE MARE, JR. 

HOW TO MAKE A COLLOIDAL 
GOLD SOLUTION 

The study of colloids is an interesting 
side of chemistry and a subject that is 
receiving a great deal of attention to- 
day. 

A colloidal gold solution is easy to pre- 
pare provided you have some gold chlo- 
ride to start with. Those who do not have 
this expensive salt can prepare a very 
satisfactory solution by looking around 
the house for a gold filling that has come 
from a tooth of some unfortunate mem- 
ber of the household. This small piece 
of gold is dissolved in aqua regia (1 part 
Nitric Acid to 3 parts Hydrochloric 
Acid). The volume of this solution 
should be about 10 c.c. (Cubic Centime- 
ters), depending somewhat upon the origi- 
nal size of the gold filling. 

Add about 5 drops of this gold solu- 
tion to 50 cc. of water in a test tube. 
'l'est the solution with blue litmus paper 
and if it turns the paper red add a little 
baking soda to make the solution' neu- 
tral. 

With our now neutral gold solution it is 
an easy matter to reduce the gold to a 
beautiful suspension of colloidal particles. 
This is done with a dilute solution of 
Formaldehyde (1 or 2 drops of the com- 
mercial formaldehyde to 50 cc. of wa- 
ter). 

Heat the solution of gold nearly to 
boiling and add 1 or 2 cc. of the dilute 
formaldehyde solution which acts as a 
reducing agent. The solution assumes a 
red or purplish color depending upon the 
size of the gold particles formed. By 
varying the concentration of the gold 
solution and the amount of reducing agent 
used different shades of colloidal gold 
can be produced. 

These solutions will usually last for a 
long time, especially if the gold used 
was pure to begin with. 

Contributed by J. V. CRANDALL, M.S. 

LOOSENING TIGHT GLASS 
STOPPERS 

The glass stoppers of certain bottles, es- 
pecially those containing alkaline substances, 
often become fastened so tightly that even 
jarring will not loosen them. However, if 
the neck of the bottle is heated, it expands, 
easily loosening the stopper. The ordinary 
methods of heating are very liable to crack 
the glass, but if a strong cord, or better, 
a flat shoe -string is wound once about the 
neck (see figure) and run vigorously back 

Tight Glass Stoppers May Be Loosened By Means 
of a Cord As Shown Above. 

and forth while the bottle is held firmly, 
sufficient frictional heat is developed to 
loosen the most obstinate stoppers with no 
danger of breakage. 

Contributed by CHAS. D. TENNEY. 

THE MERCURY RAIN 
This experiment, one of the many devised 

to show the almost inconceivable pressure 
of the air, has hitherto been beyond the 
scope of the average experimenter. 

Cover the bottom of a heavy, 500 cc. 
flask to the depth of a quarter of an inch 
with water. Support it over a square of 
wire gauze on a ring stand and heat to 
boiling. While the water is heating, pour 
10 or 15 cc. of mercury into a small, round 
box, turned from wood. The grain of the 
wood should run parallel to the axis of the 
box. 

Remove the heat and the instant the water 
stops boiling, place the box on the rim of 
the flask. As the apparatus cools, the steam 
in the flask condenses, creating a partial 
vacuum. The mercury is forced by at- 
mospheric pressure through the pores of 
the wood and rains into the water. 

Contributed by CHAS. D. TENNEY. 

pill Box con- 
taining mercury 

-liercury rpin 

A Mercury Rain Storm May Be Created By Means 
of a Pill Box and a Partial Vacuum. 
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Upper Left Hand Photo Shows the Cannibals Trying to Stamp Out Col. Sinking. Upper Right Hand Photo Shows Heezaliar Sliding Down the Light. 
Heezaliar's Life. Below This the Ship Struck By Lightning Is Rapidly ping, and the Photo Below Illustrates HowHe Ran On the Radio Wave. 

VERY startling effects can be pro- 
duced h'. combini -tg cartoons with 
motion pictures. For instance, in one 
of the Colonel Heezaliar films we :;ee 
the artist sketching the Colonel. The 

artist then draw a lake and the Colonel in- 
timates that it is too hot to work, so he 
dives into the lake and swims around. The 
artist meanwhile has his attention distracted 
by a report in the newspaper that a great 
many vessels have sailed for Treasure 
Island and expert to find hidden gold there. 

The Colonel becomes a nuisance in his 
efforts to determine what the artist is read- 
ing, and is forci-ly thrown against the easel 
from which he has escaped. Desiring re- 
venge he slides from the easel again and 
makes his way to an open window. By 
crawling and jumping he disappears through 
the window and reaches the roof where a 

radio station and its operator are found. 
Here he informs the operator that he would 
like to he placed on a ship near to Treasure 
Island, and desires to he transmitted there 
by radio. The operator picks up Colonel 
Heezaliar, pastes him to a cardboard and 
pushes him into a slot conveniently located 
n some pecnliar part of his grotesque trans- 
mitting station, and then presses the key. 
On the roof of the building one can see a 
picture of the antenna and the undulating 
current being emitted therefrom. Suddenly 
the lead-in commences to swell progressively, 
and Heezaliar wobbles out through the top 
of the L -type antenna and runs along the 
wave. 

We cut in now to a scene where a ship 
is sinking in mid -ocean. Heezaliar, who 
has been shot into the clouds by the 
radio wave, decides to leave them, and when 

the proper holt of lightning flashes from the 
sky striking the ship, and straightens out to 
form a very fine sliding pole similar to the 
ones used by the firemen in their company 
houses, Heezaliar slides down and lands on 
the deck of the sinking vessel, which is, by 
the way, nearest to Treasure Island. On 
the vessel but a short while, Heezaliar real- 
izes that it is impossible to stay there as 
the ship is sinking rapidly. He makes his 
get -a -way in a bottle cast upon the waves, 
and is washed ashore on a cannibal island. 
One of the cannibals scooting the beach 
discovers the bottle, and extracting the cork 
therefrom, withdraws the Colonel. Throw- 
ing him to the ground he attempts to step 
on him, but Heezaliar eludes the cannibal's 
feet. Eventually captured, Heezaliar finds 
himself in a cauldron for the next meal. 
Photos courtesy of Bray Productions. 
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IT has remained for the present chaotic 
condition in the broadcasting situation 
to bring into due prominence some of 
the actual work being done in utilizing 
the transmission lines of a central power 

station for radio communication purposes, an 
idea advanced as early as 1911. \Vired radio. 
as the name suggests, is a scheme of trans- 
mitting currents of high frequency along a 
system of conductors which then serves as 
the connecting link between the transmitter 
and the receiver. In space radio, the trans- 
mission medium which serves the above pur- 
pose is the hypothetical ether.. . 

Wired radio is the invention of Major - 
General George Owen .Squier, Chief Signal 
Officer of the United States Army. An 
active interest has been shown by Maj.-Gen. 
Squier in the present as well as in past ex- 
periments and tests of his system. 

In order to collect the necessary data, be - 

lore placing the system into commercial use, 
exhaustive experiments had to be carried 
out to determine the peculiarities, if any, in 
the characteristics of wired radio transmis- 
sion. For this purpose, a series of extended 
tests were carried out in various cities stich 
as Cleveland, New York and Washington. 
D. C. The co-operation of the Radio Sec- 
tion of the Bureau of Standards was ob- 
tained in the last mentioned city. As a result 
of these experiments interesting observations 
were recorded, which proved of considerable 
value when the commercial project was 
launched. 

Some apprehension was felt from the start 
relative to the character of the light and 
power distribution system. The method of 
distribution of electric light and power gen- 
erally utilized in most cities where alternat- 
ing current is used is as follows : Primary 
generation of current takes place at the cen- 

eft 

tral station at voltages ranging from 5,000 
to 15,000 volts, three phase, and is distrib- 
uted to the several substations at this volt- 
age. At the substations this current is 
transformed to between 2,000 and 3,000 volts. 
also three phase, and redistributed to the 
areas where the consumers are located. The 
various distribution transformers located 
along the line reduce the voltage to approxi- 
mately 110 volts, single phase, in which form 
it is finally used. In order that the broad- 
cast service he supplied to the maximum 
number of customers with the minimum 
losses occurring in the intermediate power 
apparatus connected to the line, it is neces- 
sary for the transmitter to operate into the 
2,000 to 3,000 volt line. 

It had been a relatively easy task to trans- 
mit by wired radio over a long transmission 
line, where an unobstructed flow was offered 
to the high frequency currents from the 
transmitter to the receiver, the line providing 
a direct path for the signal. 

Top: A Loop Receiver For Relaying Radiophone Broadcasting From the Receiving Antenna to the Electric Light Line. Lower Left: The Con- denser Arrangement for Feeding Wired Radio Mes- sages Into a Three Phase Transmission Line. Upper Right: Experimental Transmitting Appar- atus for Wired Radio. Lower Right: Crystal Re- ceiver With Tuning Condenser for Reception of Wired Radio From the Electric Light Lines. 
,unmmnmmnnnimnmmmnmmnnnm,..." .,, , , 

Furthermore, it was found that with the 
proper choice of wave -length for any given 
installation practically all of the energy 
transferred to the line would be propagated 
to its destination by conduction and no ap- 
preciable amount of energy would be lost by 
radiation in the form of electromagnetic 
waves. From a study of the theory, it was 
expected that with decreasing wave -lengths, 
the attenuation suffered by the transmitted 
energy would increase and that abnormally 
large powers would have to be used to cover 
a given distance. However, actual tests 
showed that extremely long wave -lengths 
gave very poor results and that an optimum 
wave -length exists at which no appreciable 
radiation into space occurs, at the same time 
the same wave -length provides good wired 
radio service. During tests on one line. 
short wave -lengths up to 710 meters gave 
considerable radiation as evidenced by recep- 
tion on an antenna, while 13,000 meters gave 
poor reception on an antenna and also by 
wired radio, showing, in this case, that the 
wave -lengths chosen were ill fitted to be used 
successfully on that particular line. Excel- 
lent wired radio reception, with almost nil 
reception on an antenna was obtained when 
using a wave -length of 3,800 meters. 

When using short wave -lengths, the exist- 
ence of "blind spots" was relatively frequent. 
At these spots no reception could be obtained. 
due apparently to the fact that standing 
waves were formed through the reflection of 
the high frequency currents by the power 
apparatus on the line. At the nodes of these 
stationary waves no reception was possible. 
while maximum signal strength was obtain- 
able at the loops. 

At the present time, the Richmond Light 
and Railroad Company of Staten Island, 
New York, has a wired radio broadcasting 
station in operation at the Livingston power 
house. Special receivers, both crystal and 
vacuum tube type, have been developed for 
use on the company's electric light lines. 
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Fig. 1: An Excellent Circuit fbr Radio Frequency Amplification by the 
Tuned Impedence Method. Fig. 2: A Standard Circuit for One Stage of 
Audio Frequent) Amplification Using an Audio Frequency Choke Coil in 
Place of a Transformer. Radio Frequency Amplification May Be Added 
to Any Three Circuit Tuner Without Changing the Interior Wiring, as 
Shown in Fie. 3. If a Variable Condenser Is Used in the Tuner, in Series 
With the Primary, It Should Be Placed in Parallel Instead, in Order to 

THE first reaction of the thrifty soul 
to the irresistible alurement of radio 
is to pu -chase as inexpensive an out- 
fit as will enable him to hear some- 
thing. For a few days he thrills 

at the voices and melodies that respond like 
fairies to his touch upon the controls. Then. 
irritated by the necessity of snatching the 
phones from his head in order to share his 
joy with those who stand eagerly at hand, 
fired by the bold assertions of older fans 
and enterprising dealers that he can magnify 
those sounds 20,000, yes, a million fold, he 
ransacks the catalogues for the most efficient 
amplifier. 

VACUUM TUBE BEST ALL-AROUND 
DETECTOR. 

The detector tube of the single -tube set 
not only detects but also amplifies. The 
term "detector" really belongs to the 
'phones rather than to the tube, which merely 
rectifies the oscillating currents received 
from the antenna, strengthens them with 
currents from batteries that light its filament 
and put pressure on its plate, and passes them 
on in the form of a pulsating direct current 
that the phones can translate into sound. 
The crystal detector is more successful in 
some respects as a rectifier of radio currents 
than the tube, but as it can pass on no more 
than it receives. the tube has the immense ad- 
vantage given by the comparatively heavy 
currents from its "B" battery. 

Grid current in an electron tube, the cur- 
rent gathered by the antenna from the pass - 

Obtain Results. A Separate "B" Battery Is Necessary When Using the 
Circuit Shown in Fig. 3 in Connection With a Single Circuit Tuner and 
the Necessary Hook -Up Is Shown in Fig. 4. No Connection Is Made to the 
Ground Post of the Single Circuit Tuner But the Remarks on the Variable 
Condenser in Connection With Fig. 3 Apply Here as Well. In Both of 
the Last Two Circuits, a Common "A" Battery Feeds All Tubes, and the 
Negative of the "B" Battery, Fig. 3, Connects To the "A" Battery. 

Begünn 
XIX. AMPLIFICATION 

ARM5TRO G PERRY 
ing radio waves, is measured in micro -am- 
peres or millionths of an ampere. The con- 
denser capacities existing between condenser 
plates, and sometimes between parts of radio 
apparatus not intended to serve as conden- 
sers but nevertheless having capacity, are 
sometimes measured in micro-microfarads, 
or millionth part of millionth part of a farad. 
So the man who thinks he has set his dials 
correctly may be a million of something or 
other away from the adjustment that he 
needs for best results. 

The amplifier tube can amplify only what 
reaches its glassed enclosure. It must am- 
plify all the current that it receives, regard- 
less of whether it carries songs or squeals. 
The first step in successful amplification, 
therefore, is to learn to adjust the detector 
bulb. A common practice is to crowd it 
with all the filament current it will take, 
making it deliver loud results regardless 
of distortion. The best practice is to adjust 
it by the finest possible gradations until it 
delivers only the sounds that are desired 
and no noises of its own making. Filament 
voltage and plate voltage both play a part 
in this, but filament voltage is usually the 
more critical. A rough rule is to turn on the 
"A" battery current until a hissing noise is 
heard and then turn it down until the hiss- 
ing stops. 

The curves that radio engineers draw to 
show the characteristics of electron tubes. 
and which beginners will do well to learn 
to read, explain that an increase in the grid 

. 

voltage of a tube causes a much greater in- 
crease in the plate current than could be pro- 
duced by increasing the voltage of the plate 
itself by the same amount. 

Radio frequency amplification, which is 
being used more and more, is essentially dif- 
ferent in that the amplification takes place 
before the current passes through the de- 
tector tube. A phone connected in the plate 
circuit of a radio frequency amplifier tube 
would bring to the ear no voice or music, if 
the amplifier is working correctly, for the 
modulations would be too weak to either 
actuate the diaphragm of the phone or make 
an impression on the diaphragm of the ear. 
The antenna current, in this case, goes to 
the grid of the first tube. The plate of 
this tube is connected with the primary of 
a transformer and the secondary is con- 
nected with the grid of the next tube. 
Sometimes, however, a different method of 
coupling is used, a resistance element being 
inserted between the plate and the positive 
terminal of the "B" battery, a condenser be- 
tween the plate of the first and the grid' of 
the gecond tube,,and another resistance ele- 
ment between this condenser and the nega- 
tive pole of the "A" battery that supplies 
the second tube. What is known as tuned 
impedance radio frequency amplification con- 
sists of an inductance coil and a condenser 
in parallel, connected to the plate of the first 
tube and the "B" battery. The plate is also 
connected to the next tube, through a fixed 
condenser. 
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The Exact Dimensions of the Braces Used for Supporting the Panel in This One Tube Regenerative Receiver Are Given in Fig. I. These Give 
a Finished Professional Appearance to the Set. The Panel Lay-out For This Receiver is Shown Clearly in Fig. 2 With All the Necessary Dimen- 
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sions Included Thereon. Fig. 3 Shows a Circuit Diagram to Be Used 
With This Set, and is of the Standard 3 -Circuit Tuner Type. A Circuit 
Capable of Much Sharper Tuning in Shown in Fig. 3A, Using the Same Apparatus. 
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BERT To B®NA V EdV TURE 

THERE are a great many people 
who would like to have a radio set 
in their home, but are held back by 
an imagined high cost for a good 
receiver. The following article de- 

scribes a dry cell tube set, using one of the 
Armstrong regenerative circuits, that can 
he built for a nominal sum, using the stand- 
ard parts available on the market. 

Despite the complicated appearance of 
the panel, the active controls are few in 
number. The center dial controls the 
coupling between the primary and second- 
ary circuits, while the small dial on the 
upper left is the vernier filament rheostat. 
That on the upper right is the 400 ohm plate - 
battery potentiometer. A filament switch 
is provided to turn off the dry cell when 
the set is not in use. Otherwise the po- 
tentiometer will always be consuming cur- 
rent. which although only about three thous- 
andth of an ampere is a drain on the bat- 
tery if left in the circuit continuously. The 
potentiometer affords a more critical ad- 
justment of the plate -battery potential. 

On the two shelves back of the panel are 
mounted the filament battery, with room for 
a spare one, and the block B battery. The 
tube socket and the grid condenser and leak 
are also mounted on the right end. In case 
it is desired to use external batteries, four 
binding posts have been provided at the 
left of the panel. 

The construction is simple throughout. 
requiring a minimum number of parts to 
be made. A one and a half volt tube (WD - 
11 or other type), is used for the detector. 
Signals as far as 1,000 miles distant have 
been heard with this receiver, which costs 
less than twenty dollars to build, including 
the tube and batteries. 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUNER 
Both the variometers and the vario - 

coupler may be home-made, but it is the 
opinion of the writer that it is not worth 
the time and trouble today to make your 
own, as the market now affords fairly good 
ones at very reasonable prices. This set was 
made when the radio boom had just started 
and prices of radio apparatus were sky 
high. (Some of the parts have been re- 
placed .by more recent apparatus.) For the 
benefit of those who would like to try their 
hand at constructing the tuning units, the 
table below will furnish the necessary data. 

DATA ON TUNING ELEMENTS 

E 

Ä 

v 

Plate Rotor 
Vari- 
ometer 

82 No. 22 D.C.C. 3%" 
Stator 76 No. 22 D.C.C. 31A" 

Grid Rotor 64 No. 20 D.C.C. 31/2" 
Vari- 
om et er 
Vario- Primary 56 No. 18 D.C.C. 43/," 
coupler Secondary 30 No. 18 D.C.C. 3%" 

Stator 60 No. 20 D.C.C. 3i " 

HOW TO WIRE THE SET 

There is very little explanation necessary 
regarding the construction of the set, as the 
photos and figures practically tell the story. 
The shelves are held to the panel by means 
of two brackets on each shelf, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The brackets themselves are held 
to the shelf by two 8/32 flat head machine 
screws through the bottom of the shelf, 

pe) ® eceiv r 
countersinking the holes so that the heads 
of the screws will not protrude. Several 
methods of holding the batteries in place 
may be used, but a narrow leather strap 
around the battery will do very nicely. The 
ends of the strap are held by wood screws 
with washers under the heads. 

A word about the wiring will not be amiss. 
Experience teaches that the low voltage 
leads of the set need not be wired with bus 
bar wire, such as the leads from the A and 
B batteries. Hence these circuits have been 
wired with twisted pairs of lamp cord to 
reduce the labor of wiring. Small brass 
staples may be used to hold the wire in 
positio.i on the sub -base, or two small holes 
may be drilled where it is desired to hold 
the wire down, and the wire may be tied in 
place with thin twine or cord. No iron of 
any sort should be used in the construction. 
Only the high voltage parts of the circuits 
have been wired with bus bar wire, such as 
the grid and plate circuits. The wiring 
circuits are shown in Fig. 3. Two possible 
circuits are shown, with the preference to 
Fig. 3A, as the oscillations of the circuit may 
be more easily controlled. Fig. 3 is a stand- 
ard Armstrong three circuit tuner. 

MATERIAL NECESSARY 
To build the set, the following parts should 

he used : 

1 Bakelite panel, 7%" x 21" x 3.16" 
2 Variometers. 
1 Vario -coupler 
1 Set of switches and contact points for units and multiple taps. 
1 Vacuum tube socket. 
1 t/ -Volt tube (W. D. 11 or other type). 
1 Vernier rheostat. 
1 400 Ohm potentiometer 

1 Filament switch (built on the style of a jack and mounted in the same manner) 
1 Single circuit jack. 
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The Two Photcgraphs Above Show the Front and Rear Views of the Ex- By Using a Little Care 
tremelv Efficient Single Tube Radio Receiving Set Described in the Tex. Very Finished Instrume 

I Grid condenser, 0.00025 Mfd. 
1 2 Megohm grid leak. 
1 Phone condenser 0.001 Mfd. 
2-4" dials. 
1-3" dial. 
1-2" dial to match rheostat dial (goes on poten- 

tiometer shaft) 
6 Binding poets 
1 "B" battery, 22% V. 
1 Dry cell 
2 Pieces of wood for sub -base and shelf 11" 

x 7n x %" 
4 Brass angl=s as per Fig. 1 

Leather strapping. 

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the panel, giv- 
ing the center lines of the holes to be 
drilled for the shafts of the various instru- 
ments. No attempt has been made to give 

ew 
ANEW model Radiotron tube known 

as the UV -199 has recently been 
put on the market and become an 
instantaneous success. A new tung- 
sten filament has been placed in this 

tube which consumes only .06 ampere at 
4/ volts. The total wattage consumed is 
only 1/27th of the amount used in the 
UV -201 tube, but the new audion has char- 
acteristics which render it better for use 
in a radio set than the old type of tube. 
With 80 volts on the plate and a negative 
bias battery, the watts drawn from the "B" 
battery are slightly greater than the watts 
drawn from tile "A" battery. 

Due to extremely low current consumption 
of this new tube it can be very economically 
run on ordir-ary three cell flashlight bat- 
teries. In fact, No. 6 dry cells will last 
for about a year when used with this tube 
under ordinary circumstances and usage. 

the dimensions of the mounting holes, as 
these will vary with the type of apparatus 
used. The heads of the six 8/32 flat head 
machine screws, which hold the brass 
brackets against the panel, were lacquered 
in dull black to render them less conspicuous. 
A brass strip has been fastened at the rear 
of the sub -bases to give added rigidity and 
prevent a possible sideplay in the shelves. 
The photograph of the rear of the set shows 
this strip clearly. 

If the builder does not like an arrange- 
ment that runs as deep into the rear of the 
panel, the self-contained A and B batteries 
may be omitted and the binding posts used. 

F tydze 
AN EXCELLENT RADIO FREQUENCY 

AMPLIFIER 

This new tube can very well be used in 
radio frequency amplifiers where it gives 
exceptional results due to the fact that its 
internal capacity is very low. 

It is practically impossible to burn out 
this tube because when too much current is 
supplied to the filament, the electronic emis- 
sion automatically falls off and the tube 
becomes inoperative. In order to bring it 
back to a normal state it is necessary to 
burn the filament of the tube for some time 
without any plate battery connected in the 
circuit. The length of time required for 
recuperation is dependent upon the length of 
time at which the tube was operated at 
abnormal voltage. 

When interference and static are at a 
minimum the grid leak should have a value 

in Laying Out the Set, it is Possible to Produce a 
nt. 

It is convenient, however, to have everything 
in the cabinet. 

OPERATING THE SET 
As to operating the receiver, the primary 

circuit is first tuned by means of the units 
and multiple switch taps, following up this 
operation with the tuning of the grid and 
plate circuits by means of the two vario - 
meters. Tune with a hand on each vario - 
meter dial, following the grid tuning with 
the plate varionseter. Quite precise tuning 
can he accomplished with the coupling con- 
trol after the plate and grid variometers 
have been set for a given signal ; the method 
.hould be in more general use. 

0 
. Ilne Live 

of from six to ten megoluns. However, with 
severe QRM or static the leak should have 
a resistance of about two megohms. In 
general a five megohm leak will give very 
satisfactory results under all conditions. 

GRID BIAS NECESSARY 

When these new tubes are used as ampli- 
fiers it is quite necessary that a grid bias 
battery be used. This should be inserted 
in the transformer to filament lead and 
should have the .negative side connected to 
the transformer. The following values will 
he found to give good results for various 
voltages on the plate. With 40 volts on the 
plate use from .5 to 1 volt grid bias, for 
60 volts, 1 to 3 volts bias, and for a plate 
voltage of 80 use 3 to 4.5 volts between the 
filament and the transformer. 

GRID LEAK 
2 TO 5 MEGOHMS 

F 

GRID GOND 
.00025 MFD 

RHEOSTAT 

TO TUNER 

'A" BATTERY 

DETECTOR 

TUBE 
SOCKET 

PLATE 
CIRCUIT 

TRANSFORMER 

GRID BIAS BATT. 

TUBE SOCKET 

C-F 

t A" BATT. 

AMPLIFIER 

PLATE 
CIRCUIT 

At the Left Will Be Seen the U. V.-199 in Comparison With Two Standard 
Rulers. Its Small Size Can Be Readily Seen. The Second Illustration 
Shows How the Connections to the Filament Circuit Should Be Made When 

the Tube is Used as a Detector. While the Third Illustration Shows What 
Changes Should Be Made in This Circuit When the Tube is Used as an 
Amplifier. These Connections are Quite Important. 
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Fig. 1 At Left Shows the Portable Vacation Radio 
Set Described by Mr. Price in Use on a Pleasure 
Yacht. This Set Comprises a Detector and Two 

Step Audio Frequency Amplifier. This Receiving Set Has Been Designed and Tried Out by Experts and 
This Article Will, Therefore, Be of Unusual Value and 

Interest to All of Our Radio Readers. 

Fig. 2 Above Shows Front Panel View of the Portable 
"DX" Receiver. The Controls for Tuning Are Simple, 

Considering the Fine Selectivity Possible. 

Fig. 3 at Left Shows the View From the Right Side or Tickler End of the Portable "DX" Receiving Set. It is a Good Idea to Mount the Vacuum Tube Sockets on a Shelf or Frame Supported on Sponge Rubber or Else on Rubber Bands, to Absorb Any Vibration or Jars; Especially if :he Set Is to Be Carried on a Boat or Auto- mobile. Fig. 4 Above Shows the Rear View of the Portable "DX" Set, While Fig. 5 at the Extreme Right Shows a View From the Left or Condenser Side of the. Outfit. 

Fig. 6, at Left, Shows 
the Bank of Small Mica 
Condensers Used in 
Series with the Antenna 
in the Place of the 
Usual Variable Con- 
denser. This Bank of 
Condensers May Be 
Substituted by a Vari- 
able Condenser if De- 
sired, However, as the 
Author Points Out. A 
Switch Enables the Op- 
erator to Connect in as 
Many of These Con- 
densers as Necessary. 

Fig 7 at Right Shows 

' 
Top View of the 

i'DX" Portable Re- 
ceiving Set. 
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Novel 
AVACATION dry battery radio 

tube set that is easy to make, simple 
to operate and highly efficient-one, 
of course, that will work equally 
well at home-has been evolved for 

the benefit of the radio fans after a long 
series of tests to determine just what type 
of set would "deliver the goods" on the 
vacation and at the same time be within easy 
reach of Mr. Radio Fan's pocketbook. 

Here is a set which can be used in camp, 
on auto trips, on motor boats or yachting 
cruises, at the summer home or back home 
on the old front porch or in the parlor 
for the stay-at-homes. It has a summer 
range of 1,000 to 1,500 miles and under ordi- 
nary favorable conditions has received Cali- 
fornia stations at Cleveland, Ohio. Its 
range for loud speaker use in summer is 
around 300 miles and most radio fans on 
their summer outings will be within easy 
range of broadcasting stations. 

NOT A FREAK, JUST A REGULAR SET 

This vacation set is not a freak. The cir- 
cuit used, an ordinary three -circuit hook-up, 
is tried and tested. It makes use of a pri- 
mary -secondary -tickler coupler consisting of 
a secondary stator coil at both ends of which 
are rotors for the primary and tickler coils. 
A detailed description of this coupler is 
given in succeeding paragraphs. The cir- 
cuit has been used most successfully by 
amateurs and others and during the test of 
the model set, Detroit and other stations 
were tuned in through WJAX, the power- 
ful station of the Union Trust Co., of Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 

The detector and two -stage amplifier are 
mounted on a panel 8x11 inches, the base 
being 11x7,A inches and 1/2 inch thick, 
making it mcst compact and handy to stow 
away as luggage. It may be fitted with a 
box -like cover and a handle attached for 
convenience in carrying. 

The batteries, of course, are not contained 
in the set. For vacation use they may be 
carried along in a separate box, providing 
tubes using dry cells are utilized. The test 
set contains three UV -199 tubes, which 
are ccnnected in parallel and controlled by 
one 10 -ohm rheostat. Three dry cells, con- 
nected in series, are used to supply the 4/ 
volts required for these tubes. It is well to 
remember that a 25 or 30 ohm rheostat is 

p 

. c. ver 
By Po A. PIRH CE 

All Stars 
in the September issue of RADIO 

NEWS will be found a brilliant array of 
important stars in the radio firmament. 

Sir Oliver Lodge, D. SC.; L.L.D.; 
F.R.S.; 

Dr. J. A. Fleming, M.A.; D. SC.; F.R.S. 
John Scott Taggart, F. Inst. P.; Member 

I.R.E.; 
Ellis Parker Butler, of "Pigs Is Pigs" 

fame and others, appear in this great Sep- 
tember issue. 

Do not fail to read it! 

LIST OF INTERESTING ARTICLES 
APPEARING IN THE SEPTEMBER 

ISSUE OF RADIO NEWS 

PIONEER WORK IN ETHER WAVES. 
By Sir Oliver Lodge 

ELECTRONS, ELECTRIC WAVES 
AND WIRELESS TELEPHONY. 

By J. A. Fleming 

A S U P E R -SENSITIVE TWO -TUBE 
RECEIVER. By John Scott -Taggart 

THE ALL-PURPOSE RECEIVER. 
By Milton B. Sleeper 

THE MODIFIED REINARTZ RE- 
CEIVER. By M. L. Muhleman 

CONTINUOUS WAVE AND RADIO- 
PHONE TRANSMITTERS. 

By L. R. Felder 
FACTS ABOUT DX CRYSTAL RECEP- 

TION. By Carl Dreher 

MULTI -LAYER COILS. By G. P. Kendall 

1.1.111111111,11111111111,111111111111.11111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11., 

required for UV -199 tubes when these tubes 
are used singly on a dry cell battery, and 
that a 60 -ohm rheostat is required when a 
6 -volt storage battery is used for individual 
tubes. 

Of course if standard 6 volt tubes are 
used, a 6 volt A battery will be required. 
With the WD -11 and WD -12 tubes 1/ 
volt dry cells will be required for the A bat- 
teries. In all cases the B battery voltage 
remains at 45 volts, although 22/ volts 
may be applied to the detector tube if found 
best. 

The recommended aerial for use with this 
set is a single wire 100 feet long. For an 

inside aerial it is recommended to use two, 
three, or four wires, each as long as pos- 
sible up to 75 feet, the wires being con- 
nected at one end and being left free at the 
other, the lead-in being attached to the end - 
connecting wire. 

For use in camps a single wire aerial 100 
feet long can be strung up between trees. 
as high as convenient. On a motor trip, the 
100 foot single wire aerial may be thrown 
over a tree branch and attached to the set 
in the auto, the aerial being properly in- 
sulated where it touches the tree. It is not 
practicable to try to use the set in the car 
while traveling, although by rigging up a 
proper aerial and ground this might he done. 

If it is desired to use the set on a motor 
boat or on a yachting trip, an aerial strung 
from one end of the boat to the other may 
be used, any metal part of the boat which 
touches the water being used for ground. 
ALL UNNECESSARY PARTS ELIMINATED 

In submitting this circuit for the use of 
radio fans all unnecessary parts have been 
eliminated. The three vacuum tubes are 
operated from one rheostat, so that the two 
stages of amplification are always in use 
when the set is being operated. The test 
set was made of the highest grade parts ob- 
tainable and thus constructed, the parts. 
without tubes, phones or batteries, should 
not cost more than $45.00 or $46.00. With 
tubes, phones, and batteries the cost should 
be around $77.00. This, of course, is ex- 
clusive of labor. 

It is not necessary to use the same parts 
as described in the test set. Cheaper parts 
may be used or parts taken from other sets. 
The only part described and which is neces- 
sary to retain is the P -S -T (or primary - 
secondary -tickler) coupler, and this coupler 
may be constructed by the radio fan. 

The coupler consists of a bakelite tube 
44 inches long, having a 3 -inch diameter. 
This forms the stator or secondary coupler 
and upon it are wound 75 turns (60 feet) 
of No. 21 or 22 silk -covered wire. Taps 
are taken out at the 40th, 50th, 60th, and 70th 
turns, on the tickler end of the winding. 
The winding starts about 11/t inches from 
the primary end. The 40 -turn tap is for 
200 meter work. If broadcasting only is 
desired no taps need he provided and the 
entire coil is used. 

(Continued on page 489) 
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The Specially Designed Receiving Set Fully Described and Illustrated Here- 
with Will Prove of Exceptional Interest To All of Our Readers, For the 
Reason That It Has Been Fully Tried Out and Has Been Featured In the 
Radio Department of One of the Leading American Newspapers. It Is 

Unusually Selective, and Distant Stations Can Be Heard Even When Nearby 
Broadcast Stations Are Operating. One of the Novel Features Lies In the 
Special Tuner Or Compound Variocoupler Which Has a Fixed Secondary, 
With Rotary Primary and Tickler Çoils. 
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Bp, EVERETT le. CURTHG 

(DON'T FAIL TO READ THIS VALUABLE ADVICE ON PATENTS) 
ANY engaged in research and ex- 
perimental work, often victims 
of their own lack of knowledge, 
or of inertia, unwilling or unable 
to acquaint themselves with well 

known principles underlying the patent law, 
are prone, when finding themselves in a dis - 

Publishing an 
Idea in a Mag- 
azine Gives 
You Protec- 
tion for a 
Period of Two 
Years. You 
Should Apply 
for a Patent 
Within This 
Time, or Else 
Patent Pro- 
ceedings Are 
Not Possible. 

agreeable situation into which their ignorance 
has led them, to blame the law or some 
person who they think has taken advantage 
of their necessities and has caused them to 
lose valuable patent rights. The purpose 
of this article is to point out some of the 
pitfalls into which the inventor falls, for 
his descent into which he himself through 
ignorance is mainly to blame, and to indi- 
cate ways and means by which such errors 
may he avoided. 

RECORDS ARE IMPORTANT 

Generally speaking the inventor is woe- 
fully unaware of the importance of keeping 
records and drawings of his invention and 
of preserving evidence of the earliest date 
thereof, the dates of disclosures to others, 
and the dates of reduction to practice. He 
is ignorant of the bearing which the prior 
art or prior knowledge and use or the prior 
years statutory bar or abandonment of his 
invention, has upon his rights before he 
applies for a patent. He is ignorant of 
the effect of many years of concealed use 
of his invention such as . for example. a 
secret process. He is ignorant of the effect 
of filing an application without a full dis- 
closure of his invention and without ade- 
quate claims covering its full scope. He is 
ignorant of the requirement that all appli- 
cations for patent in this country must be 
filed by the inventor, and that the filing by 
joint inventors, (so-called) is in many cases 
a snare and a delusion and likely to result 
in the patent being declared void. He is 
ignorant of the necessity of guarding against 
the disclosure of his invention to the world 
by the issuance of the patent in this country, 
until he has protected his right by filing 
in foreign countries. He is ignorant of his 
rights when he makes an invention while 
employed by others, where such invention 
is in the same line of work as that of his 
employment. He is ignorant of the effect 
of licenses and assignments, and the duty 
imposed by law of recording assignments 
at the Patent Office at Washington. He 
is ignorant of the fact that in any event 
all he obtains from a patent is the right to 
exclude others from the patent domain if 
his patent proves valid in the courts, and 
a right of recovery for his damages or the 
inf ringer's profits. 

This enumeration may seem at first glance 
as embracing matters technical in char- 
acter, such as only to be apprehended by 
a patent lawyer of mature judgment and 
experience. The fact is, however, that any 
person of average intelligence may with 
little application, acquaint himself with the 
law sufficiently to safeguard his inventions 
to some extent and to avoid litigation which 
might otherwise ensue. 

Mr. Everett N. Curtis, the author 
of this article is the lecturer on 
patent and trade -mark law at Col- 
umbia University and is patent 
solicitor in active practice in New 
York City. He is the author of 
Curtis's Manual of the Sherman g 

Law and of a number of mono- 
graphs. He was graduated from 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology in 1898, and from the 
Boston University Law School in 
1900. 

PATENT LAW IS OLD 
The patent law in this country is derived 

from the English law as it existed at the 
time of the colonies. Under our constitu- 
tion it is provided that the Congress shall 
have power to promote the progress of 
science and useful arts by securing for 
limited times to inventors the exclusive 
right to their discoveries. The word "dis- 
coveries" is unfortunate, but is interpreted 
by the courts to mean the same thing- as 
inventions. Beginning in 1790, a number 
of patent acts have been passed by Con- 
gress. and the law has become finally crystal- 
lized in the Acts of 1870 and 1875 as amended 
to date. 

The most important provision of the law 
is Section 4886, under which it is provided, 
among other matters, that any person who 
has invented any new and useful art, ma- 
chine, manufacture, or composition of mat- 
ter, or improvement thereon, not known or 
used by others in this cóuntry before his 
invention or discovery thereof, may obtain 
a patent. Thus it is provided that in every 
application for patent there must be present 
invention, or exercise of the creative faculty; 
there must be present novelty or newness; 
and there must be present utility, or use- 
fulness. It is also provided in effect in 
the same section that a publication, either 
here or abroad, two years prior to the filing 
of the application or a two years public use 
or sale in this country prior to the filing of 
the application, will preclude the issuance 
of the patent thereon. Accordingly under- 
lying the validity of any patent, are the 
prerequisites of invention, novelty and util- 
ity and the so-called statutory bars. Even 
though the patent be issued, no defendant 
is precluded from showing that such patent 
is defective in any one or more of these 
particulars and accordingly void. 
THE RIGHTS A PATENT GIVES TO THE 

INVENTOR 
All that the inventor secures by his 

patent is the right, in the first instance, to 
exclude all persons from making, using or 
selling the inventions covered by it. This. 
it is true is a very substantial right and 
includes not only the right to an injunction 
but also the right to damages and profits. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that 
this right is negative in character and is only 
presumptive. and that a patent may be de - 
dared null and void by the courts for a 

Protect All of 
Your Early 
Drawings and 
Notes by 
Having a No- 
tary Sign and 
Seal the 
Papers. Or 
Draw a Sketch 
With a De- 
scription and 
Mail it to 
Yourself. 

variety of reasons, as for example, that the 
inventor was not the true inventor, that the 
so-called invention is not an invention but 
involves only mechanical skill, that it id not 
new, or that it will not operate, etc. 

All inventions must he regarded in the 
11111111111111111111I1111111.1 

The X -Ray as 
Discovered by 
Roentgen Was 
a Truly Basic 
Invention. 
While More of 
a Discovery 
Than an In- 
vention, It 
Involved a 
Basic Fact. 

light of the prior state of the art, and 
measured by the advance which they have 
made. If they are basic in character and 
perform a function never before performed, 
they are termed "primary" or "pioneer" in- 
ventions, such as the Goodyear process for 
vulcanizing rubber, the Morse telegraph, 
or the Bell telephone, and are construed 
broadly. If they are improvements upon 
what has gone before, they are secondary 
inventions and are narrowly construed. Mere 
mechanical skill is not invention, neither is 
mere aggregation, nor doubling of an old 
structure, nor duplication, nor enlargement, 
nor mere change of form. 

Want of novelty may be shown by prior 
publications or patents in any language or 
by any prior knowledge or use accessible 
to the public. Want of utility may be 
proved by showing that the so-called inven- 
tion is inoperative, or that it is injurious 
to the morals, health or good ,order of 
society. 

One of the first steps to be pursued by 
an inventor should be to ascertain whether 
or not his invention is new, that is if it 
has patentable novelty. If he is a skilled 
mechanic, or if he is engaged in a business 
which brings him into close contact with the art and the trade, he will probably know if 
there is any commercial device at the time 
on the market which anticipates his inven- 
tion. But this tells him little. It is pos- 
sible that there may he somewhere in the 
world a prior printed publication accessible 
to the public showing and describing his 
device which he has not seen. If there is 
any such publication, it is probable that 
there is a copy of the same in the U. S. Patent Office, or perhaps in some public library in any of the great cities. A search therefore at the Patent Office and through 
technical libraries accessible to the public 
would probably disclose the publication. 
In order, however, to be fairly certain 
there were no prior publications, a very thorough search would be required, which 
would be expensive and perhaps beyond 
the means of the ordinary inventor, who would have to he satisfied with his own investigation at a public library, where both scientific works and copies of domestic and foreign patents might be accessible, or he might have made for him the usual prelim- inary examination by some resident patent attorney at Washington, who for a small fee would make a cursory examination of the class of U. S. patents where the inven- tion was likely to be found and would send copies of the nearest patents. Such prelim- inary examination is often of great advan- tage, since it will usually disclose any very close references; but the inventor must be cautioned from placing too much depend- ence upon it, as it is at best only a make- shift and cannot in the nature of things be exhaustive. 

(To Be Continued.) 
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The Photograph At the Left Gives a Comprehensive View of the Aerial and Masts 
of Station WEAF, of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., New York City. 
The Antenna Is Located On the Walker Street Building, and the Studio, a 

Prospective View of Which Is Shown Above, Is Located At 195, Broadway. 

Above: The Operator of Broadcast Central, Controlling Stations WIZ 
and WJY. New York City. At Right: The Visual "Check Up" Device 
Which Gives A Sight Record of All Tranenission From These Two 

Stations. 

At Left: Stucic of WJ7 From 
Which. Classical Selectiols Are 
Broadcast. Aboie: .jazz SruIio of 
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In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of nterest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed to this Department cannot be answered free. A charge of 25c is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired. 

LONG AND SHORT WAVE TUNER 
(173) Edward Freyer, Holyoke, Mass., re- 

quests: 
Q. 1. Can you give me a circuit diagram of 

my present three -circuit tuner which employs a 
vario -coupler and two variometers with the neces- 
sary additions to change over by means of switches 
to a three -coil honeycomb tuner? I also wish 
to change my present two-step amplifier to one 

i 
.001 MF 

VARIO' 
COUPLER 

TO GROUND 

If a man 33 years of age is ardently desirous 
of getting into a really good position, and in- 
tends to study from now until he has reached 
the pinnacle of his career, it is advisable to enter 
into the Radio field. Best of all would be ap- 
prenticing yourself to a Radio -technician or act- 
ing as an assistant in a radio research labora- 
tory. 

AERIAL) 
VARIOMETER 

HONEYCOMB COILS 

POTENTIOMETER 

GRID LEAK AND 
GRID COND. 

ti 

R.E.T.. 

\ 
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VARIOMETERS WOUND INCORRECTLY 
(177) Edwin Converse, Pioneer, Ohio, sub- 

mits a standard three -circuit tuner diagram and 
states that his variometers are wound with 74 
turns on the stator and 58 turns on the rotor. 
He says that he is unable to get good results 
with this circuit and asks: 

O. 1. How can I make this circuit work cor- 
rectly? 

B' BATTERY 

HONEYCOMB COIL 

A.F.T. 

"A' BATTERY 

A Standard Three Circuit Tuner Which May Be Used For Receiving Either Short or Long Waves, With One Stage of Radio Frcquency Amplification. 

step of radio frequency amplification and one 
step of audio frequency amplification. Kindly in - 
diente this in the diagram. 

A. 1. You will find the required circuit diagram 
given in these columns. 

110 VOLT AUDIONS 
(174) W. F. J. Fischer, Texarkana, Ark. -Tex., 

asks: 
Q. 1. How can I use two burned -out and 

one new 110 -volt electric light bulbs as audion 
tubes, and how can a four -cell aluminum and lead 
rectifier be used in the head -set circuit? 

A. 1. You cannot use 110 -volt electric light 
bulbs in place of audions in a radio receiving set, 
nor can you use a 4 -cell rectifier in the phone 
circuit. Allow us to suggest that you purchase 
some one of the many text -books on radio on 
the market today, and study them so as to get a 
better insight into the workings of a radio re- 
ceiving set. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
(175) A. Egli, Lima, Ohio, says that he is 

a High School graduate, and desires taking up 
radio engineering. He asks: 

O. 1. Is there a good field open in this work, 
which would furnish sufficient compensation to 
make up for any study which will be necessary? 

A. 1. 'A short course in Radio engineering 
will undoubtedly enable a graduate to secure em- 
ployment. There is not much danger that the 
field will be over -supplied by correspondence 
schools more than it is now. 

Undoubtedly, the field will be as great as the 
telephony field; bitt the position the individual 
secures will depend entirely on his own initia- 
tive and to what extent he specializes in this 
work after entering it. 

The Radio Frequency Transformer Must Be of a Type That Will Cover the 
Band of Wave -Lengths Over Which the Operator Desires the Set To Receive. 

AMPLIFIER TROUBLE 
(176) E. C. Fenske, Nanuet, New York, sends 

us circuit diagram of his set and says that his 
detector works fine, but gets very little amplifi- 
cation on his second and third tubes. He asks: 

Q. 1. Is my circuit diagram correct and if so 
can you give me any assistance in this matter? 

A. 1. There is nothing wrong with your hook- 
up whatsoever, and if you are unable to obtain 
good results with your set, we would say that 
the trouble is with some of the instruments. The 
only change we would make in your circuit is to 
shunt a small fixed condenser across the first 
jack. 

It is entirely possible that one or both of your 
transformers may be either short-circuited, or else 
may have an open circuit in them. It may also 
be that your amplifier tubes are not getting the 
correct filament and plate voltage for their par- 
ticular characteristics. 

We would also suggest that you remove all 
the tubes from their sockets and clean the ends 
on the prongs, as well as the brass springs which 
make contact with the bottom of the tubes, and 
that you connect the filament side of your sec- ondary to the positive side of the filament, rather 
than to the negative. Titis will produce bet- 
ter results 

It is within the realm of possibility that you 
do not have your set connected up exactly as shown in the diagram, or it may be that your connections are not soldered tightly. Whenever 
you solder a connection, you should always test it by pulling lightly on the wire to see whether or not it will separate from the part to which it is soldered. If it will separate with a slight tug, you may be sure that it was not making a perfect electrical connection. 

A. 1. Providing that all of the connections 
shown in your circuit diagram are correct, we 
do not see any reason at all why your set should 
not work with the exception that your variome- 
ters are not wound correctly. We would advise 
you to reduce the number of turns on the stator 
coils to 56, so that the two coils balance better. 

A small fixed condenser shunted across the 
phones will generally give better results and we 
would advise you to employ the same. 

MORE TROUBLE 
(178) Mr. Robert Brandon, Grand Rapids, 

Mich., says that he has hooked up a set using a 
loose coupler and an audion detector, but is un- 
able to get any results whatsoever, he asks: 

O. 1. Can you tell me why my set fails to 
operate and give me some pointers on the same? 

A. 1. The reason you do not hear anything 
with you audion detector set might he any one reason of many. For instance, your "B" battery 
and filament currents may not he adjusted cor- rectly, or your batteries may not be strong enough. 
Also, be sure that the polarity of your "B" battery 
is correct. The positive pole must be connected 
to the plate. 

Regarding this set, we would say that you should go over all your connections carefully 
and solder all those that are not clamped tight 
in binding posts. Also, be sure that your loose coupler is in good shape, and that the fine wire on the bobbins of your receivers is not broken. 
Aso, try adjusting your grid leak. 

When you do' get signals, a variable condenser, 
shunted across the secondary of your loose coupler 
will give much finer tuning. 
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BATTERY CONNECTIONS 
(179) F. O. Grams, Genoa, Ill., mentions a 

diagram appearing in this magazine in which 
the negative of the "B" battery is connected to 
the positive of the "A" battery. He says that 
he has used this connection several times and 
could not receive anything until he connected 
the negative of the "B" to the negative of the 
"A." He asks: 

Q. I. Is not the connection you show a 
mistake? 

A. 1. While it is true that some tubes work 
best with the negative of the "B" battery, con- 
nected to the negative of the "A" battery, still 
other tubes will work best with the negative of 
the "B" connected to the positive of the "A". 
It is always best in hooking up a set to try 
both connections to determine which one it best. 

The writer personally has a tube which will 
work equally well with either connection. There- 
fore, we do not consider that the peint which you 
brought up is an error. 

LONG WAVE RECEIVER 
(180) A. J. Cuertin, Amsterdam, N. 1., asks: 
Q. 1. What irstruments would you recommend 

for a receivnig set which will tune from 200 to 
23,000 meters, using one stage of radio frequency 
amplification and two of audio frequency ampli- 
fication? 

A. 1. In order to tune from 200 to 23,000 me- 
ters, it will be necessary to use honeycomb coils 
for tuning. We give below a diagram showing 
how to connect one step of radio frequency, a de- 
tector and two steps of audio frequency ampli- 
fication to three honeycombs, used as primary, 
secondary and tickler. The first, third and fourth 
tubes are amplifiers, and the second is a detec- 
tor. The first transformer is of radio frequency 
type, and the second and third are of audio 
frequency types An "A" battery potentiome- 
ter is necessary for the correct operation of this 
circuit. A small fixed condenser with a capacity 
of about .001 mi. should be connected across the 
primary of the first audio frequency amplifying 
transformer. Two .001 mf. variable condensers 
are used, one shunted across the secondary, and 
one in series will the primary honeycomb coils. 
The "B" battery must be so arranged that 22% 
volts or slightly more or less, may be applied to 
the detector tube, and from 45 to 100 to the 
amplifying tubes A single 6 -volt storage battery 
may be used for lighting the filaments in this 
circuit, providing it is of sufficient capacity. 

RADIO FREQUENCY TROUBLE 
(181) Eugene Fouch, Brooklyn, N. Y., refers 

to a particular radio receiving outfit employing 
radio frequency amplification and says that he 
is unable to get any results when his radio fre- 
quency amplification is connected. He asks: 

Q. I. Can you give me any help with this set? 
A. 1. It is practically impossible to say just 

what is wrong with your set, unless we are able 
to see the same, and hear how it works. It may 
be that your radio frequency amplifying tubes 
are poor, or that you are supplying too much 
or too little current to them. Also, your po- 
tentiometers may not be adjusted to the best 
positions. 

LIGHTNING DANGER 
(182) Baird Fellows, Salisbury, Missouri, says 

that he is contemplating the erection of a radio 
station and is going to place his aerial on masts 
which will be erected on the tops of two buildings 
about 180 ft. apart. He asks: 

Q. 1. Will there be any danger from light- 
ning with the aerial? 

A. I. There is very little danger from light- 
ning if the aerial is properly grounded when not 
in use. 

Q. 2. The masts are to be guyed with galvanized 
iron wire. Should these guy wires be insulated? 

A. 2. The guys should be insulated by insert- 
ing strain insulators about every 20 ft. 

Q. 3. Will the above mentioned aerial be ra:- 
isfactory for transmission? 

A. 3. The aerial which you mPntio, wo.' ' 

entirely tao long for transmission. You should 
reduce its entire length to about 60 ft. for thi 
work. 

EXTENSION PHONES ON A RADIO SET 
(183) Mr. Edmond Burke, Kansas City, Mo., 

wants to know: 
O. 1. How can I connect a pair of phones 

to my radio set so that the occupants of the house 
some distance away can listen in on the concerts? 
My set consists of a detector and a two stage 
amplifier. 

A. 1. By running two wires from your house 
to your neighbor's, and connecting one end of the 
pair to Your instruments, and a pair of phones 
to the other end, the radio music may be heard 
in the other house. If you also wish to listen in 
at your home at the same time you may connect 
your receivers in series or in parallel with the 
two wires, as is found best by trial. 

RADIO SET IN A PHONOGRAPH CABINET 
(184) Wm. D. Fox, Philadelphia, Penn., refers 

to the radio set illustrated and described in the 
June, 1922, issue of SCIENCE AND INVEN- 
TION, on page 156, and asks: 

O. 1. Could this set be used in connection 
with a loud speaker and what type would be 
best? 

A. 1. The set you mention could very well be 
used with any form of loud talker; this would 
do away with the need of head phones. 

Q. 2. Could this set be incorporated in a 
phonograph cabinet. 

A. 2. Of course, this set could be incorporated 
in a phonograph cabinet, but since it has quite 
complicated controls, it would take some space. 

O. 3. Since I have had no experience in radio, 
I would like to have some informaion as to how 
to begin. 

A. 3 A receiving set of titis type is not ad- 
visable for the beginner in radio. You should 
start with a simple crystal or single tube receiver, 
and gradually enlarge this set as you become more 
familiar with the workings of the same. 

SHIELDING 
(185) Carl H. Fastje, Denison, Iowa, says that 

tie has had considerable trouble with his radio re- 
ceiving set in that whenever he brings his hand 
near the controls he hears a loud whistle and 
when he has a station tuned in and removes his 
hand the signal disappears. He asks: 

O. 1. How can this be eliminated? 
A. 1. It is desirable to shield all the instru- 

ments of a regenerative receiving set, in order 
to reduce body capacity, and prevent the circuits 
from "howling.' This may be done by fasten- 
ing aluminum plates to the back of the panel, 
directly in the front of the tuning instruments, 
and connecting the same to a ground such as a 
water pipe, or to the ground post on the set. 
Be very careful in installing the instruments that 
you do not short circuit them on the aluminum 
plates. Everywhere that a hole is drilled in the 
panel and through the aluminum plates, the hole 
in the plate should be made larger than the hole 
in the panel. In this way any bolts or machine 
screws passing through the panel will not touch 
tie plates and become short circuited. The ro- 
tary plates of variable condensers should be 
grounded, not the stationary ones. 
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LATEST PATENTS 

1 

AUTOMOBILE CURTAIN 
(No. 1,451,255 issued to Frederick 

J. Drekmeier.) 
A new way of securing automobile 

curtains to a touring car and like- 
wise of concealing them when not 
in use is described in this patent 

The autombile curtain itself is 
folded up and when in this folded 
condition falls down in the vacant 
space immediately back of the front 
seat. The fasteners for the curtain 
are few, although several rods run 
vertically through it in various 
places. Of particular interest is 
the L-shaped rods fastend to each 
door when the curtain is up. It 
now becomes possible to open the 
doors of the touring car without 
unhooking or otherwise disturbing 
the curtain protection, inasmuch as 
a portion of this swings open with 
the door. 

MINIATURE AIRPLANE 
ATTACHMENT 

(No. 1,458,278 issued to Henry 
Cave.) 

As will be readily seen in the 
illustration, the inventor proposes 
to attach to the radiator cap of 
an autombile a miniature airplane. 
This is held in position by two arms 
capable of moving freely, but so 
arranged that the plane is always 
maintained in a horizontal position. 
A balance weight is secured to one 
of these arms to nearly neutralize 

the weight of the airplane uLclt. 
When the vehicle speeds along, the 
action of the air on the wings of 
this airplane will cause it to rise. 
and the height to which it ascends 
will be directly proportional to the 
speed of the machine and also the 
speed of the wind. The plane will 
thus be caused to rise and fall to 
the amusement of the occupants of 
the machine and those who may 
he watching it. This position of 
the plane is shown in dotted lines 
in our illustration. There is no 
doubt but that a novelty of this 
nature will find a very ready market 
if placed before the public at a 
reasonable price. 

CHECK PROTECTOR 
(No. 1,452,674 issued to Albert E. 

Barnes.) 
In the drawing, one will see in 

the top of the fountain pen cap. 
differing only from the ordinary 
cap in that the same is provided 
with a cutaway portion, a mutilat- 
ing and inking mechanism. This 
mechanism, a small wheel, is pro- 
vided on its surface with sharp 
projections, which when brought to 
bear upon the face of a check and 
moved in contact with it, but under 
pressure, perforates the check and 

locations. The ink is 

supplied by means of a felt or ink 
absorbing roller rotating in a small 
ink -well. It consequently absorbs 
the ink from the well and trans- 
mits it to the roller. The cap is 
so arranged that too great a pres- 
sure cannot be applied to the muti- 

lating mechanism, assuring the user 
of perfect results and of a non - 
smudged check. 

LIGHT -CLEANING 
APPARATUS 

(No. 1,455,773 issued to James A. H. 
Bell.) 

in factories where a great amount 
of dust is found, the electric light 
bulbs and reflectors are liable to 
he coated with grime after a short 
time, and it becomes necessary to 
employ someone to clean them 
very frequently; otherwise much of 
the lighting value of the lamps 
and reflectors is lost, in this par 
ticular device, the inventor employs 

a motor securely fastened to each of 
the reflectors. The motor is oper- 
ated at intervals, and. when so 
operated it causes a wiper to pass 
around the inside of the reflector 
cleaning it, and likewise removing 
any dusty accumulations on the 
lamp bulb. An automatic trip 
draws both the wiper of the re- 
flector and bulb away from their 
respective surfaces when the motor 
stops. 

SAFETY PAPER 
(No. 1,454,837 issued to Burgess 

W. Smith.) 
This paper is to prevent erasures 

or alterations on checks, drafts or 
other valuable instruments. On 
the paper are the words "void," 
printed thereon with indelible ink. 
Upon these words another series of 
letters or marks are printed in eras- 
able ink, and the paper is then dec- 
orated and camouflaged, so as to 

obliterate the outlines of the per- 
manent matter. When an attempt 
is made to alter the check, the 
hidden words "void" are brought 
out. This safety paper was des- 
cribed more fully in the August. 
1922 issue of this journal, long 
before the patent was issued. 

AERIAL TRANSPORTATION 
(No. 1,459,495 issued to George 

Bennie.) 
Transportation by suspended ve- 

hicles is not new. In this system 
a car is suspended from main sup- 
porting rail by means of bogeys. 
and is provided with spring con- 
trolled guide wheels or pulleys which 
engage laterally with the guide rail 
below the car. As will he seen in 
the illustration. the vehicle is pro- 
vided with lifting planes to reduce 
its weight, the effect of which may 
he reversed or otherwise adjusted. 
to enable the craft to be driven in 
either direction. The cars are like- 
wise fitted with -a propeller at either 
end. When the car has obtained 

suitable headway, the lifting planes 
are either manually or automatically 
adjusted, imparting to the car a 
tendency to rise and thereby re- 
duce the tension on the supporting 
springs, and consequently the fric- 

tion on the supporting members. 
The bogeys at no tinte leave the 
track. \Vhen it is desired to stop 
the craft, either the rear propeller 
may be operated and the lifting 
planes turned downward so as to 
increase the friction of the rollers 
on the track, or brakes may be 
used for the same purpose. 

SECTIONAL VESSEL 
(No. 1,458,134 issued to Paul A. 

J. M. Constan.) 
In an effort to eliminate the dis- 

advantages incident to the towing 
of vessels in bad weather, the fol- 
lowing device has been patented. 
Essentially it consists of a navigable 
unit in two parts, each part con- 
stituting a separate vessel, but the 
said two parts are capable of being 
rigidly connected together, so as to 
form one single vessel of normal 
outline, the after section contain- 
ing engine and propeller drive. 
The front of this thrust tug is 
V-shaped like a horizontal wedge, 
and this portion fits into a corre- 
sponding vertical recess in the stern 
of the forward vessel. At the bottom 
of the V, a slotted groove will be 
seen into which the hooking T- 
shaped tenons pass. When they 
are in position, a lever causes the m 
to turn, so that they will assume a 
position at a right-angle with the 
groove. The bolts are then tight- 

ened and the vessels appear as one. 
Inasmuch as each of the hulls are 
similarily constructed, three or fou' 
hulls may be joined together at one 
and the same time. When it be- 
comes necessary to separate the 
vessel into its component sections. 
water ballast is admitted into the 
front part of the tug, and the rear 
part of the hull, to maintain the 
sections on a level keel. 

PISTOL TARGET FINDER 
(No. 1,432,651 issued to Charles H. 

Norrlin.) 
As our sketch clearly indicates. 

this patent is merely a combination 
of a tubular flashlight and a holder. 
whereby it may be attached to a 
regulation revolver or other fire- 
arm. It will be noted that clamp- 
ing members or brackets are secured 
to the flashlight at either end. Be- 
tween these two members a long 
rod is fixed. On this rod a shorter 
member capable of sliding is found. 
This is, however, kept in a more 
or less fixed position by means of 
a coiled spring at either end of the 
shorter member. The shorter mem- 
ber likewise is rigidly attached to 

the revolver by means of two thumb 
bolts and a saddle. It is evident 
therefore, that the recoil of the re- 
volver will not materially effect the 
flashlight on top, and thus the fila- 
ment of the bulb there found which 

would ordinarily he broken after a 
series of repeated shocks, is quite 
safe from injury. 

MOTOR -DRIVEN MIXER 
(No. 1,454,223 issued to Roy W. 

Poor.) 
If this little household utility is 

placed on the market soon, we 
feel quite sure that it will meet 
with a favorable sale. It consists 
of a small water motor fixed to 
the top of a cap, which in turn 
is made to -fit .a Mason jar. The 
apparatus is so arranged that a 
water turbine Itere formed will ro- 
tate a wire egg -beater when it is 
put into action, due to the water 

current acting upon the blades of 
the turbine. A large opening pet 
inits the water to flow out again 
into the waste. As will be noted in 
our illustration, a spout leads 
through the top of the cover to 
the interior of the jar, and through 
this spout the ingredients for mak- 
ing mayonnaise and other materials 
may be poured, and when thor- 
oughly beaten, may be removed 
without disturbing the motor ele- 
ment. 

SCENIC EFFECT FOR 
SHADOWGRAPHS 

(No. 1,451,046 issued to William 
Maxwell.) 

It is well known that if lights 
of different colors are thrown upon 
a screen to cover the same surface 
the lights will combine to form 
such a color as results from a com- 
bination of the colors projected. 

i. n.nr 

%I 
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For instance, if a red light and a 
blue light are both projected upon 
the same screen, the resultant com- 
bination will give purple, and if 
yellow and blue lights are used, the 
illumination will be green. If on 
the outer hand, an object, for in- 
stance the hands of a shadowgraph 
expert, are introduced into the pro- 
jected rays of one of the elements. 
the effect will be to cut off, as 
mir illustration shows, the red rays. 
and the object itself will show its 
silhouette form in blue, whereas 
the rest of the screen is purple. 
If yellow and white lights are used 
it will be found that the white 
light is so powerful that it com- 
pletely absorbs the yellow, but when 
an object is held in front of the 
projector transmitting the white rays 
a yellow image will appear on the 
screen. By combining colors and 
changing them, very beautiful ef- 
fects may be obtained. 
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific experimenters. Questions will be answered here 
for the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under which 
questions will be answered: 

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered. 
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on ; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no 

penciled matter considered. 
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addressed to the department 

cannot be answered by mail free of charge. 
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work or 

intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered. 

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER QUERIES 
(1530) Felix Grandich, New York City, wants 

to know : 

Q. 1. Why i; granulated carbon used in a 
telephone transmitter? 

A. 1. Granulated carbon is used in a tele- 
phone transmitter, because when the diaphragm 
is vibrated by the sound Waves, the carbon is al- 
ternately comprersed and released, which changes 
the resistance of the circuit, and therefore, allows 
a greater or lesser current to pass through. 

Q. 2. Is there any other method of trans- 
mitting voice by telephone without using granu- 
lated carbon? 

A. 2. There are several other types of trans- 
mitters in use besides those using granulated car- 
bon. One of the best of these is the carbon 
ball transmitter, which employs a number of car- 
bon balls, set in depressions in a plate, and on 
which the diaphragm rests. 

BLUING GUN BARRELS 
(1531) E. B. Mitchell, Wiggins, Colo., asks 

the Oracle : 

Q. 1. Can you tell me how I can blue shot- 
gun and rifle bar rels, and how old barrels can be 
re -blued? 

A. 1. Methods for bluing gun barrels have 
been published time and again in various depart- 
ments of this magazine. However, we will repeat 
a method for this work herewith. 

Dissolve 4% ounces of hyposulphite of sodium 
in one quart of water. Also dissolve 1% ounces 
of acetate of lead in one quart of water. Mix the 
two solutions and bring to a boil in a stone pot. 
After having thoroughly cleaned the barrel, coat 
with the hot solution using a piece of sponge 
tied to a stick of wood. When the color devel- 
ops to the desired extent, wash with water, dry 
with a piece of flannel, and finish with boiled 
linseed oil. 

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER QUERIES 
(1532) E. W. Ludwig, Havana, Cuba, says 

that he is having considerable trouble with his 
electrolytic rectrice, as gas is continuously given 
off from the jar; and they become extremely hot 
in a very short :ime. He states that he is unable 
to obtain very pure chemicals and asks us if we 
can tell him w':'tat can possibly be wrong with 
his apparatus. 

A. 1. The only trouble which we can see 
that can be wrong with your rectifier, is that 
you may not be using pure chemicals. Since, as 
you state, it is difficult to obtain these in your 
city, we would .advise that you try anyone of the 
following solutions, the ingredients of which may 
be easily obtained: 

Saturated solution of sodium phosphate. 
Saturated solution of sodium bicarbonate. 
10 per cent solution of sulphuric acid. 
10 per cent solution of hydrochloric acid. 
Saturated solution of table salt. 
Any of these solutions may be used to ad- 

vantage, as they are all tested and will work. 
Q. 2. How is the rectifying film on the 

aluminum electrode to be formed? 
A. 2. After setting up the rectifier and con 

necting it correctly, connect two 100 -watt lamps 
in parallel, the set to be connected in series with 
the A. C. side of the line. Now short-circuit 
the D. C. side for about five minutes, and the 
rectifying film will be formed. 

WARM WATER IN A VACUUM 
(1533) J. W. Larvin, Pasadena, Texas, says. 

A claims that it a vessel of warm water be placed 
in a vacuum the water will freeze. B says that 
the water will not freeze. He asks: 

Q. 1. Who is right? 
A. 1. B is right. The water will not freeze. 

In fact, if a high enough vacuum could be pro- 
duced, the water will begin to boil, due to its 
own latent heat and will be chilled, even if not 
frozen. However, the instant the water started 
to boil, vapor would be given off and the degree of 
vacuum lowered, whereupon the water will cease 
to boil, until such a time as the vacuum were 
brought to a high enough point again, at which 
time the same process will be gone through once 
more. 

ELECTRIC PUMP CONTROL 
(1534) Roland Holloway, Maryville, Mo., re- 

quests: 
Q. 1. Can you tell me how I can construct 

an apparatus which will turn an electric current 
from one magnetic field to the other on an electric 
pump, by means of electro -magnets? 

A. 1. We gather from your question that you 
wish to use some sort of a relay arrangement to 
close two different circuits. We give herewith 
sketch of a suggestion for a relay of this type. 

A and B are magnets placed end to end with 
a small gap between faces of their poles, and 
an iron armature, pivoted at one end, C, is placed 
between the poles. The other end of this arma- 
ture is free to swing, and to close a circuit with 
the contacts when pulled to one side or the other. 

The wires X and Y are connected to one of the 
magnetic fields of your electrical pump, and the 
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The Electric Dog 
is one of the most remarkable devices, and 
moreover, it can be constructed by anyone 
handy with tools. No wires, no wireless - 
but it follows you around wherever you go 
just the same. 

This remarkable animal, and how to 
build it, is described in the September 
issue of PRACTICAL ELECTRICS. 

5epte (mIi ber 
THERMO-COUPLE PYROMETER 

By Clyde J. Fitch 
CUTTING METALS WITH ELECTRIC 
ARC By A. M. Candy 
ELECTRIC DAMPER REGULATOR 

By George G. McVicker 
TOY MOTORS 
SMALL TRANSFORMERS 
REPAIRMAN'S TEST PANEL 

By B. M. Blount 
SENDING PICTURES BY WIRE. (Con- 
tinued from August issue). By Noel Deisch 
ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIERS 
MAGNE -TRICKS 

wires L and M to the other magnetic field. Now, 
when magnet B is magnetized, it will attract the 
armature, and close the circuit, X\. When the 
circuit for magnet B is broken, and the circuit 
through magnet A is closed, the circuit LM will 
also close because the armature will swing to the 
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Suggested Design For Special Relay To Be Used 
In Controlling Electric Pump. 

other contact. Not knowing how you desire 
to control the currents in your magneto, we can 
only indicate the connections. 

TEAR GAS 
(1535) Roy Gravatt, Cheyenne Wells, Colo., 

asks: 
Q. 1. How can tear gas such as used in the 

late World War be prepared? 
A. 1. A very effective tear gas which is chem- 

ically known as benzyl bromide, C6 H5 CH2 Br, 
may be formed by treating boiling toluol with 
bromine, preferably in sunlight. It may be 
formed more rapidly if a halogen carrier is present. 

GENERATOR QUERY 
(1536) J. H. Smith, Moretown, Vt. says that 

he has a generator which is supposed to deliver 
52 volts at 2,800 R. P. M. Thi: generator has 
no magnetism at all on the poles. He says that 
the only way he can make this machine gener- 
ate any current at all is by the use of batteries 
on the field coils. He asks: 

Q. 1. Can you tell me what is the matter with 
this generator? 

A. 1. In all probability, your D. C. generator 
is of the separate excited field type and it is 
necessary to use an external battery to excite 
the field sufficiently to cause generation. In this 
case, the pole -pieces are of soft iron; it there- 
fore would be impossible to magnetize them per- 
manently. 

A UNIVERSAL MOTOR 
(1537) Lowell S. Ellis, Warren, Mass., says 

that he has an electric fan motor which was de- 
signed to run on D. C. It is series wound and 
he wants to know how to change it so that it 
can run on A. C. 

A. 1. Since your motor is series wound, you 
should be able to connect it directly to the 110 - 
volt alternating current leads and the same will 
rotate on A. C. as well as D. C. Try this and 
see whether or not you can get proper results. 
This motor must be started by hand. 

CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF FLASH- 
LIGHT BULBS AND GRAVITY 

CELL QUERIES 
(1538) H. H. Cowley, Woodstock, Ont., Can- 

ada, wants to know: 
Q. 1. What is the amperage consumed by a 

3.8 -volt and 2.8 -volt flashlight bulb? 
A. 1. The amperage consumed by a 3.8 -volt 

and a 2.8 -volt flashlight bulb is very low, gen- 
erally only about 3-10 ampere or less. 

Q. 2. What kind of a cell is best for closed f 

circuit work and how is it made? 
A. 2. The best kind of a cell for closed cir- 

cuit work is the Edison primary battery. This 
will be very difficult to construct, and attempts 
at the construction by amateurs have been far 
from satisfactory. If you use a gravity cell you 
would get very good results indeed. This con- 
sists primarily of a copper finger sector placed 
in the bottom of the jar. Into the jar a quan- 
tity of concentrated copper sulphate solution is 
then poured, and some copper sulphate crystals 
thrown into the liquid. These do not dissolve, 
of course, but remain at the bottom, being used 
up very slowly, as the age of the battery in- 
creases. The jar having been half filled with the 
aforementioned fluid, a quantity of zinc sulphate, 
solution is added. A "crowfoot" zinc is then 
placed in the top of the cell just below the water. 

SOUND FILTERS 
(1539) A. W. Chambers, Birmingham, Ala., 

asks: 
Q. 1. Is there arty device on the market that 

will filter out one particular sound from a number 
of sounds which are forced into it? 

A. 1. There is no apparatus which would do 
exactly the work you mention, but there are 
several which will, out of a number of sounds, 
reinforce a certain one of them, so that it may 
be heard above the others. A resonator will do 
this work as will also a tuned string. 
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between the point A and his respective 
origin (O or 01), and (b) the instant at 
which the flash took place. Einstein claims 
that the two observers will not only record 
different results, but that this difference can- 
not be explained on our "common sense" 
point of view, that is, by figuring out in the 
usual way their relative positions at the 
instant of the flash, and knowing the relative 
velocity q, Einstein's formulae can be 
graphically interpreted as shown in Fig. 3, 

and the model in Fig. 1 is based on this 
interpretation. 
THE TWO SET OF AXES FOR THE SAME 

EVENT 
In Fig. 3, OB is a general reference axis 

(universal bisector), OX is the axis along 
which the S observer plots his distances and 
OT is the axis along which he plots his 
time intervals. The angle XOT is greater 
than 90° by an angle a which depends upon 
the relative velocity q of the two observers. 
in a manner explained below. On the model 
the circular scale on top is directly calibrated 
in values of q, in per cent of the velocity 
of light. The S' observer plots his distances 
along OX' and his time intervals along OT'. 
The angle X'OT' is less than 90° by the 
same amount a. 

Let A in Fig. 3 represent the instantane- 
ous flash of light mentioned before and let 
the S observer find that the flash took place at 
the distance OC from his origin, and that 
his clock read time CA, where CA is drawn 
parallel to OT. Then the S' observer will 
find the distance from his origin to be equal 
to OC' and the time equal to CIA. The 
fundamental assumption made in the con- 
struction of the model is that an event rep- 
resented correctly for one observer is also 
represented correctly for the other, provided 
that it is measured in the proper direc- 
tions of time and distance axes. The proof 
of the correctness of the model lies in the 
fact that the relationships derived from it 
and represented by algebraic equations check 
with Einstein's equations. We shall now 
show the use of the model on a few ex- 
amples. 

SHORTENING OF LENGTHS 
Let the S' observer mark a length x' in 

his system, parallel to the direction of the 
relative motion and let S be asked to meas- 
ure this length while the two observers are 
in relative motion. To S' the "event" is 
represented by two parallel lines, OT' and 
AD (Fig. 4), the distance OC being equal 
to x'. By the fundamental assumption, the 
same two parallel lines represent this event 
correctly for S, who, however, measures his 
distances along OA, and thus finds a length 

New York, and found to function with 
great precision. Five hydrophones for re- 
ceiving sound waves under water are located 
at known distances f rom a central recording 
station on the shore, and a 1 -pound bomb of 
TNT is detonated electrically at a known 
distance from the shore. The same pulse of 
electricity which serves to detonate the bomb 
also causes a radio transmitter to send out a 
radio signal, and since radio travels fast 
enough to go seven times around the world 
in a second, the times required for the radio 
signal to reach the shore, a distance of per- 
haps 10 miles, may he neglected in compari- 
son with the time required for the sound to 
reach the various hydrophones under water. 
The arrival of the radio signal is recorded 
photographically on a moving film, which is 

By VLADIMIR KARAPETOFF 

(Continued front page 442) 

x smaller than x'. This apparent shortening 
of a moving length is known in physics as 
the Fitzgerald contraction, and its magnitude 
depends upon the relative velocity q of the 
two observers. In Fig. 4 this contraction 
depends on the angle a which in turn depends 
upon q. The value of the ratio of x to x' 

comes out from the model exactly as pre- 
dicted by the theory. 
THE CLOCK OF A MOVING OBSERVI R 

SEEMS TO RUN SLOW 

Let the S' observer have a clock at his 
origin 01 (Fig. 2) and let him be instructed 
to give a signal after his clock ran, say for 
an interval of time t' from the instant at 
which O and 01 were in coincidence. For 
S' the event is represented by the point E 
(Fig. 4), where OE = t1 is the agreed in- 
terval of time. In order to find out what 
time S will read at the instant of the signal. 
we draw EF parallel to OX. Then OF = 
t is the interval of time measured by S, and 
FE is the distance between O and 0', Fig. 
2, at that instant. We see that t is greater 
than t'; hence we conclude that S will claim 
that the Si clock was slow. Again the ratio 
of t° to t comes out from the model exactly 
equal to the value predicted by Einstein. 

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
Let a small body A, say a bullet or an 

electron, move at a uniform velocity along 
XX' (Fig. 2) and let each observer be asked 
to measure this velocity relatively to his own 
system. The event itself is represented in 
Fig. 5 by the straight line OH. For such a 
line both observers will find that the distance 
covered is proportional to the time elapsed, 
so that they will agree that the material 
point A is moving at a uniform speed. By 
definition of velocity, it is equal to the dis- 
tance covered in unit time. Hence, if we 
lay off OF equal to unit time, and draw FD 
parallel to OX, the point of intersection, C, 
will determine the length FC = v, which is 
the velocity as measured by S. In accord- 
ance with our agreement regarding units, y 
is expressed as a fraction of the velocity 
of light. 

To find the value of the velocity v' of the 
point A, as measured by the S" observer, we 
repeat the same construction for his axes, 
that is, we lay off OP = 1 and draw F'D' 
parallel to OX1. F'C' is then equal to v'. 

Let OH be turned by a small angle clock- 
wise. This means a point for which both 
observers will measure higher velocities. 
Finally, when OH coincides with OB, the 
velocity measured by S will he FD = 1 and 
that measured by S' will be F'D' = 1. It 
will thus be seen that the universal bisector. 

Spee (u 
By HAROLD F. RICHARDS, Ph.D. 

(Continued from page 451) 

calibrated to the thousandth part of a second, 
and subsequently, when the various hydro - 
phones receive the sound impulse, they also 
produce, in succession, records on the mov- 
ing film. Thus a single photographic record 
indicates the times required for the sound to 
travel from the bomb to each of the hydro - 
phones. The arrival of the sound pres- 
sure -wave at a hydrophone induces an 
electric surge in the string galvanometer 
wire. Meanwhile, a beam of light from 
an electric arc is producing on the mov- 
ing film a continuous record of the po- 
sition of the string, and so a sudden de- 
flection of the string introduces a corre- 
sponding nick in the photographic record. 
Furthermore, the beam of light is regularly 
being interrupted by the spokes of a wheel, 

O B represents a point moving at the velocity 
of light with respect to both observers. In 
other words, Einstein's postulate of relativ- 
ity, viz., that the velocity of light is the same 
for all observers, follows directly from the 
arrangement of the.axes in the model, and 
need not be a separate assumption. 

THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE AXES 
We can now readily see what value the 

angle a between the axes must have. To 
the S observer, the S' system is moving at 
the velocity q, while to S' himself he is sta- 
tionary. Hence, to S' the axis OT' repre- 
sents his own stationary position, independ- 
ent of time, while to S this axis represents 
a point moving at the velocity q. By laying 
off FG = q from point F, we find the posi- 
tion of the axis V. This determines a the 
angle a for a given q. But to S' the ob- 
server S is moving at the same velocity q 
in the negative direction. By laying off F'G' 
= q on the extension of D'F', we find the 
position of OT if Or is given. From the 
geometry of the figure, these two relations 
can exist simultaneously only if one set of 
axes, say TOX, comprises the angle 90° -- 
a, while the axes TOX' are drawn at a.. 
angle 90° - a. The triangle OGF has a 
right angle at G. so that the value of a can 
he readily obtained for a desired q, or vice 
versa. Those familiar with trigonometry 
will see at once that Sin a = q, where q 
must be expressed as a fraction of the 
velocity of light. The circular scale shown 
in Fig. 1 is marked directly in per cent 
of velocity of light using the above relation- 
ship between q and a. 

DETAILS OF THE MODEL 
The model (Fig. 1) is made of sticks of 

wood, 2.5 cm. by 0.5 cm., and the four axes 
are about 100 cm. long measured from O. 
The bars OT and OX' are permanently fas- 
tened at right angles to each other, and so 
are the bars OT' and OX. The bars OT 
and OX extend to the left and with two 
other short bars form a rhombus The 
bisector OB is made of steel bar 1.5 cm. by 
0.5 cm. and is 100 cm. long, measured from 
O. It also extends to the left of O and 
serves as a guide for the rhombus. The 
rhombus is provided with a slider and a set 
screw at the extreme left, and in this way 
the two sets of axes can be fastened at any 
desired angle a (or speed q) to each other. 
The speed scales (DF and D'F' in Fig. 5) 
are also shown in Fig. 1. They are provided 
which saddle sliders at D and D' and are 
pivoted at F and P. The holder and some 
other sticks shown on the bisector to the 
right serve for various experiments that can 
ae performed with the model 

rotated at constant speed by a tuning fork 
controlled motor; every time a spoke in- 
terrupts the beam of light a photograph of 
the spoke is produced, in the form of a fine 
transverse line, on the moving film. In the 
apparatus described, the interruptions occur 
every 0.01 second, and the distance on the 
film corresponding to this interval is 1.1 
millimeters, which can later be measured to 
the tenth part. Thus the film, when devel- 
oped. is found to he ruled with lines by which 
time can he measured to 0.001 second, and it 
is a simple matter to determine the times 
required for the sound to reach the different 
hydrophones. From this data, together with 
the known distances of the hydrophones 
from the bomb, the speed of sound in water 
(about 4,700 ft. per sec.) is easily calculated. 
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Write us 
a post card - 

and we will send you free this 52 page 
catalogue of radio sets and parts. It also 
contains explanation of radio terms, 
map and list of broadcasting stations 
and much radio information, including 
an explanation of successful hook-ups 
and circuits. 

You will be amazed at the low prices 
Ward's quote. A complete set for $32.50 
equalling sets at $60 elsewhere-a $23.50 
set that under favorable conditions has 
a radius of 500 miles and more. 

This catalogue contains everything for the expert and amateur. Complete 
sets and every improved part for building sets, all the most up-to-date de- 
vices-at the lowest possible prices. 

Headquarters for Radio 
Montgomery Ward & Co. is headquarters for Radio, selling everything direct 
by mail without the usual "Radio - profits." Why pay higher prices? Ward 
quality is the best and the prices will often save you one - third. Everything 
sold under our Fifty Year Old Guarantee, -Your Money Back if You Are 
Not Satisfied. Write today for your copy of this complete 52 -page Radio Book. 

Write to the house nearest you. Address Dept. 40-R 
Chicago Kansas City St. Paul Portland, Ore. Fort Worth 

MONTGOMERY 
WARD 

. __; +_ .-¡, , 

CCO. 
,,,,, 

, 

. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Chicago 
gansas City StPaul 

/11111111 

Portland Ore Ft. Worth 

MontgomeryWard 3Cº 
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Mo st Progressive 
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Here's The Winner of 
The $5000 Cup 

Gentlemen-meet Mr. Otto Loesehe, winner of 
the $5000 Penrose Trophy in the annual Pike's 
Peak Automobile Race in 1920 and first in hie 
class in 1921. 

Mr. Loesche is not only a champion automobile 
racer, but he's chief of the experimental depart- 
ment of the Lexington Motor Company. That's 
a pretty good job for a young man. 

Recently, when asked for a statement concern- 
Ing the one thing that had contributed most to 
his success, he said: 

"I believe the greatest source of assist. 
ance and encouragement came to me when 
I became interested in trying to better my 
position. I wanted an education-that is, 
a foundation on which to build. So I en- 
rolled as a student in the Mechanical En- 
gineering Department of the International 
Correspondence Schools, of Scranton, Pa., 
and began to study. There is no question 
in my mind but that was the most impor- 
tant step of my life." 

Why don't you at least find out what the I. C. S. 
can do for you? It doesn't cost you a penny or 
obligate you in any way to mark and mail the 
coupon printed below, but that seemingly simple 
little act may be "the most important step" in 
your life, too. 

Today-not "Tomorrow"-is the day to make 
the first definite move toward Success. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
¡Box 6205-C, Scranton. Penna. 

Without cost or obligation on my part, please tell me 
how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before 
which I have marked an X: 

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES 
Business Management Salesmanship 
Industrial Management Advertising 

Personnel Organization Better Letters 
Traffic Management D Foreign Trade 
Business Law Stenography and Typing 
Banking and Banking Law Business English 

Accountancy (including C.P.A.) ID Civil Service 
DNicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mail Clerk 
DBookkeeping Common School Subjects Private Secretary High School Subjects 
Business Spanish French D Illustrating 

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES 
['Electrical Engineering D Architect DElectric Lighting Blue Print Reading 
Mechanical Engineer Contractor and Builder 
Mechanical Draftsman Architectural Drat tsman 
DMachine Shop Practice Concrete Builder Railroad Positions Structural Engineer 

DossNEngine Operating Chemistry D Pharmacy 
Civil Engineer Automobile Work 
Surveying and Mapping Airplane Engines 
Metallurgy Mining Agnculture and Poultry 
Steam Engineering Radio Mathematics 

Name 
Street 
Address 

3-27-23 

City State 

Occupation 
Persona residing In Canada should send this coupon to the 
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, 

Montreal, Canada. 

SEND NO MONEY 
R THESE 

AUFOTOMATCS 

Military 

Model 

Automatic 
A Man's Gun, 
32 Cal., 20 -Shot. 
with Extra Mag- 
azine Free 
25 Cal. 6 -shot Blue Steel 56.25 
25 Cal. 8 -shot Mauser $11.95 
32 Cal. Mauser $12.95 
30 Cal. 9 -shot Luger $16.25 
32 Cal. -6-shot Hand Ejector, Swing 

Out Cylinder 516.93 
32.20 or 38 Cal., Hand Ejector $17.95 
32 Cal. Break -Open Revolver 

$8.95 38 Cal. Break -Open Revolver 
Brand New Guns Lse Standard Ammunition. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back. 

Pay Postman Our Price, Plus Postage. 
EDWARDS IMPORT TRADING CORP. 

2513 Broadway. Dept. 549. New York 
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The Planet Mars 
By PROF. WILLIAM H. PICKERING 

((. olltiuued front page 432) 
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MARS' TEMPERATURE. LOWER THAN 
OURS 

Where the snow is melting the temperature 
is necessarily 32° Fahrenheit. In general, 
the mean temperature of the planet is prob- 
ably about 20° lower than that of our Earth, 
but the polar regions are warmer than ours 
during their long summer season. The ex- 
tremes of temperature are much greater 
than with us, and frost occasionally forms, 
even in the daytime, on the equator. Clouds 
are a frequent phenomenon, especially at 
sunrise and sunset. They often conceal large 
areas of the surface near the melting polar 
caps. During the latter part of the Martian 
August, and through September, snow 
storms are of frequent occurrence near the 
north pole, and the deposited snow is readily 
seen through the telescope. 

WHAT ARE THE "CANALS" OF MARS? 
In 1892, the canals in the dark regions 

were discovered, and it was shown that the 
supposed canals crossed the supposed seas, it 
became at once evident either that the canals 
were not real water canals, or else that the 
seas were not real seas. 

It was then decided that a suggestion made 
in 1888, that both were due to vegetation, 
was more probable, and this may be described 
as until recently the practically universal 
opinion among planetary observers. On the 
other hand, the idea that this vegetation is 
supported by invisible central irrigating 
pipes or ditches, and the later suggestion that 
the flow in these ditches is maintained by a 
gigantic artificial pumping installation, while 
still popular with a certain section of the 
general public, have now by the overwhelm- 
ing majority of the practical observers of 
the planet both been consigned to the scrap 
heap. 

Investigators now believed that since these 
regions evidently change color with the 
seasons, that they may perhaps be arid, but 
certainly cannot be described as permanent 
deserts. P. suggestion has recently been 
made that the broader and fairly permanent 
canals mark the curved courses of nocturnal 
rain showers. Unlike the maria, they never 
appear green. It is shown that on Mars 
any such heavy precipitation would almost 
certainly occur at night, when the planet's 
atmosphere would experience a very striking 
fall of temperature, much more marked 
than ever occurs upon our Earth. These 
canals are moreover curved ill the right 
direction as determined by theory, and indi- 
cate by their radius of curvature wind velo- 
cities differing but little from those that are 
often observed in our own tipper atmos- 
phere. It is as yet too early to say how 
well this explanation will withstand the 
assaults of time, but we may say that at 
least it seems promising. 

The shorter narrow canals, which always 
appear rather late in the season. play per- 

haps also be explained that way. We have 
not yet found out just what is their cause. 
Of course, they may be artificial. There is 
no reason why the assumed Martians should 
not plant their crops, or shrubs, wherever 
they choose. They may have a special fancy 
for a linear distribution, but the chances are 
that there is some definite natural reason for 
it, probably associated with dense nocturnal 
fogs, and the arrangement of the hills and 
valleys. We have found canal -like markings 
quite as artificial looking upon the Moon. 

MOON HAS CANAL MARKINGS ALSO 
Mars, in fact in numerous respects, pre- 

sents a much greater analogy to our Moon 
than it does to the Earth. Both Mars and 
the Moon possess canals, which differ from 
one another mainly in size, rather than in 
appearance, the lunar canals being very much 
smaller. Oddly enough, both are found to 
shift across the surfaces of their respective 
planets, and in general towards the Sun. 
Several of the Martian canals shift as much 
as 150 miles, the lunar ones being smaller 
shift much less, only two or three miles. It 
was hoped at first that a study of the lunar 
canals would help us to understand the Mar- 
tian ones, but it only appears to deepen our 
uncertainty. It seems improbable that a 
lunar canal should be due to meteorological 
causes, but a traveling variety of vegetation 
on either planet seems still more unlikely. 
DOUBTFUL THAT MARS IS INHABITED 

If our own Earth were viewed from the 
same distance that we view Mars, never less 
than 35,000,000 miles, it is certain that we 
should not be able to detect the slightest 
evidence of civilization upon its surface. 
nothing but the constant changes induced by 
the action of the gigantic forces of nature- 
the melting of the snow, and the advance of 
vegetation with the progress of the seasons. 
Man's puny efforts could nowhere be seen. 
There is no evidence that the Martians, if 
they exist, are more advanced than ourselves. 
They may be much less so-perhaps they are 
only brutes or insects. Indeed, the only rea- 
sons ever advanced for assuming their supe- 
riority is the now discarded pumping theory. 
with the associated idea that the canals were 
laid out in straight lines, and with the belief 
that their planet is perhaps older than ours. 
The last really might be a good reason, if 
Mars were like the Earth, but we know 
that it is not. It may be that it is better 
adapted to the development of an advanced 
civilization, or it may he that it is less so. 
We should not expect to find any advanced 
civilization upon the Moon even if we waited 
a hundred thousand years for it. It is pleas- 
ant to dream of the Martians as being far 
more advanced in knowledge than ourselves, 
and there is no harm in our doing so, so 
long as we are ready at all times to admit 
that the idea has not the slightest founda- 
tion, either for or against it, in fact as far 
as known. 

JE>xperBme tzl Electro Chegaistry 
(Continued from page 458) 
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success can be had with some grades of 
denatured grain alcohol. A nickel gauze 
electrode should be used, although sheet 
nickel can be used. This forms the cathode. 
A porous pot or cylinder containing a cold 
saturated solution of sodium carbonate with 
an electrode of lead serves as the anode. 
The porous pot is inserted into the jar or 
beaker. This serves as a permeable mem- 
brane to separate the two electrolytes. Keep 
the whole cell well cooled and pass a current 
of about 6 amperes through the cell for 3 
hours and then cut the current strength 
down to about 2 amperes for another hour. 

iiii ,i W,llll J!IIIWIIm vostr otI llll l r iii I!Wiiii,. 

Replace alcohol which is lost by evaporation. 
The large red crystals of azobenzene 

should then be collected and preserved. 
They are rather impure. 

An ingenious device now having a wide 
sale is illustrated in Fig. 4. It consists 
of two electrodes fitted in a handle. 
The electrodes are an alloy of aluminum, 
containing about 97 per cent aluminum, the 
other constituents being silicon or magne- 
sium or both. When the electrodes are con- 
nected to the 110 -volt mains and thrust into 
a liquid, aluminum hydroxide forms about 
the electrodes and is thrown off. 
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Motor Cra Leaps, 
Loops and (lids 

By HAROLD F. RICHARDS, Ph.D 

(Contirued front page 454) 

however, not so simply explained. There is 
great doubt as to whether the blow-out fur- 
nishes a legitimate excuse for accidents, 
many drivers reporting that a blow-out had 
not appreciably increased the difficulty of 
steering ; and I remember one driver who. 
after losing an entire rear wheel, held the 
road easily for thirty yards, with the end of 
the axle dragging on the ground. We may, 
however, note the following effects of a sud- 
den blow-out. 

(1) The axle is inclined towards the side 
blown -out, producing a cone -effect which 
causes the car to turn in the direction of 
the blow-out. This, of course, is due to the 
sudden deflation of the tire. 

(2) There is a slightly greater pressure 
on the blown -cut tire than on its mate, due 
to the inclinatic n of the axle, which tends to 
produce a slightly greater traction on the 
side where the blow-out occurs, resulting in 
a twist of the car. This effect is small. 

(3) Due to the collapse of the tire, the 
wheel affected gives the road a sudden push, 
of its own account, entirely independent of 
the motor. This effect is produced by the 
sudden concen-ration of the mass of the 
tire closer to :he rim, which decreases the 
moment of inertia of the wheel. The ang- 
ular momentum of the wheel tends to re- 
main constant, however, and since the mo- 
ment of inertia of the wheel has become 
less, the wheel tends to speed up, acting like 
a flywheel and thus pushing the car un - 
symmetrically. The principle is exactly the 
same as that involved when a weight fastened 
to a string is swutag around in such a manner 
that the string winds up on the finger. As 
the weight approaches the finger, due to the 
shortening of :he string, it goes faster and 
faster. Just Low important this effect is, 
in relation to the other results of a blow-out, 
can hardly be determined without performing 
exact experiments, and it appears that such 
experiments have not yet been carried out. 

It may be said, in conclusion, that the cone - 
effect, due to the sudden inclination of the 
axle, which, of course, is not corrected for 
by the differential is probably the greatest 
factor in causing loss of control when a 
tire blows out, and that the flywheel action 
of the affected wheel comes second in im- 
portance. The explosive action, in spite of 
the sound of it, is not a factor ; the air simply 
leaves and the wheel drops. The experience 
of many motorists suggests that a blow-out, 
with its accompanying surprise and wrench 
of the steering wheel, is seldom a sufficient 
cause to account for complete loss of con- 
trol. 

s l ecctroscopes-moi ow 
to Build Them 

By C. E. BARNS 

(Continued front page 444) 

potassium, etc.-a small particle of the sub- 
stance experimented upon is held in the 
flame by a short length of platinum wire 
with pincers. The bright lines of these vari- 
ous substances will instantly be visible. 

A PORTABLE HAND -SPECTROSCOPE 
A most beautiful and serviceable hand - 

If He Had Passed It Up 
He would still be a laborer at 52.00 a day. No money, 
nothing ahead but hard work, longer hours-and regrets. 

But He Didn't Pass It Up. He decided to learn 
MECHANICAL DRAWING. He buckled down 
to work with the Columbia School of Drafting. 
When he had a quiet half hour to spend he spent 
it-as a wise man spends money-to get full re- 
turns. 
Made $275 Extra in 3 Days. He recently received 
5275 for one drawing that only took him .hree days 
to draw. 
Now How Abort You? Are you working up hill or 
down? Count the money in your pay envelope 
next pay day. You'll find the answer there. 
Make $35 to $100.00 a Week. We will train you 
to be an expert draftsman in your spare time at 
home by mail. There's lots of room for you if you 
act now. 
Promotion is Quick. WE'LL QUALIFY YOU 
for a highsalaried position in the drafting field and 
keep you in touch with openings for draftsmen in 
the big machine shops, industrial plants and United 
States Government departments. Men who start 

What You 
Practical Problems. You are carefully coached in 
practical drafting work. 
We Help You Get a Job. We help you get a posi- 
tion as a practical draftsman as soon as you are 
qualified. 
Free Training as a Drafting Specialist. After 
completing the course in mechanical drawing we'll 
train you free in your choice of one of our special 
elective courses. 

as draftsmen are often advanced to Chief Drafts. 
man, Chief Engineer, Production Manager and 
so on. 

Get the Right Training. Mr. Claflin, the founder 
and director, stands personally in back of the 
Columbia School of Drafting. You spend no time 
in long-winded theories-useless and expensive to 
you. You start on actual drawing work the day 
you receive your first lesson. 

You Need No Previous Training. The course is 
easy to understand and easy to follow. Many stu- 
dents are qualified even before they complete the - 

course. 

Success Calls Men of Action Only. If you are a 
man of action clip the coupon now and show that 
you are a man of action. Keep right on top of 
this opportunity to make real money. Don't go 
looking for a pair of scissors. Tear the coupon 
off and mail it right now. We have a special offer 
for those who reply promptly. Get started now. 

Get FREE 
Draftsman's Equipment. We give you Free a full 
set of drafting equipment as shown in the picture 
below. 
Consultation Privileges. You are free to write us 
any time for advice and suggestions regarding 
your success. 
Diploma. The diploma we give you on completing 
the course attests to your proficiency as a drafts- 
man. It is an 'entering wedge" to success. 

Free Subscription to Draftsman's Publication "The Compass" 
U. S. Civil Service Commission Calls for Draftsmen 
A fen, of many positions constantly open in Govern- 
ment departments. 
Salaries are starting salaries, subject to increase. 
Practically all of them carry a bonus of $240 a 
year additional. 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER-$4,000. 
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN (Aeronautical) - Naval 
Aircraft Factory, $15.04 per day. 
AERONAUTICAL DRAFTSMAN-Field Service 
of Navy Department, $5.20 per day to $12.00 per 
day. 

Free Book Send in this coupon 
today. Immediately 

on receiving it we'll send you our book, 

"Drafting - Your Success." It tells you 

all about our new method of teaching me- 

chanical drawing and gives full details of 

our offer. 

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING 
ROY C. CLAFLIN, Pres. 

Dept. 2121, 14th & T Sts. 

FREE Drafting Outfit 
We give you free with your course this 
professional drawing outfit. It's yours to 
keep. i 

Washington, D. C. 

FREE BOOK COUPON 

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING 
Dept. 2121, Washington, D. C. 

Enter my name for a subscription to "The Compass' 
and without obligation to me, please send me your 
illustrated book on Drafting, telling how I can secure 
your complete home study course and your help is 
securing a position as Draftsman. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 
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$1,000 
REWARD! 
IN a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's 

edge they found the mutilated 
body of Genevieve Martin. Her 

pretty face was swollen and distorted. 
Marks on the slender throat showed 
that she had been brutally choked to 
death. Who had committed this 
ghastly crime? No one had seen the 
girl and her assailant enter the cottage, 
no one had seen the murderer depart. 
How could he be brought to justice? 
Crimes like this are being solved every 
day by Finger Print Experts. 

Earn $2500 to 
$10000 a Year 

Within the past few years, scores of men-men 
with no police experience, men with just ordi. 
nary grade school educations - have become 
finger print experts. You can become a finger 
print expert, too. Can you imagine a more fas- 
cinating line of work than this? More trained 
men are needed. Here's your real opportunity. 
You can learn the science of Finger Print Iden- tification-right at home in your spare time. 

Free Course in 
Secret Service 

For a limited time, we are making a special 
offer of a Professional Finger Print Outfit 
absolutely -free and FREE course in secret 
service intelligence. Mastery of these kindred 
professions will open a brilliant career for you. 
This coupon will bring you FREE book and 
details of this great offer. Don't wait until 
this offer has expired. Fill in the coupon now. 
Mail it today. 

nnnUniversity of Applied Science. 
Dept.53-36, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chic_jo, Ill. 
Gentlemen:-Without any obligation whatever, Bend 
me your new, fully illustrated FREE book on Finger Prints and your offer of a FREE course in Secret 
Service Intelligence and the Free Professional Finger Print Outfit. 

Name 

Address _ _ 

City & 
State 

BE A REAL MAN 
LOOK LIKE ONE AND 

FEEL LIKE ONE 
Broaden your shoulders, deepen 
sour chest, enlarge your arms, 
and get a development that will 
attract attention. Fill yourscll 
full of energy and be powerful. 

My New Book 
"Muscular Development" 

Will Explain How 
This book is illustrated with 28 
full page photographs of myself 
and of some of the world's fin- 
est developed athletes I have 
trained. It will interest and 
benefit you greatly. 
Send lOc (stamps or coin) 

for a copy NOW, today, 
while it is in your mind. 

EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 209, 305 Broadway 
NEW YORK CITY 

spectroscope, suitable alike for laboratory 
experiment and for the observatory in con- 
nection with a telescope (as well as fore- 
casting the weather with amazing accuracy) 
is what is known as the Amici type, contain- 
ing three, or, better still, five prisms in com- 
bination : three crown and two flint. The 
series may be purchased-prisms of one -inch 
hase, cemented together in proper form-for 
twelve dollars or thereabouts ; but the blank 
prisms of borosilicate crown and dense flint 
may be had for a third of that sum, and the 
grinding of the prisms to form can be un- 
dertaken by the novice possessed of the nec- 
essary lens -grinding tools. 

A grinding tool with a plane surface 
screwed to the end of the vertical shaft 
moved by the worm -screw is the main imple- 
ment for getting the prism to trite form and 
also for polishing. A vernier caliper and a 
goniometer for measuring angles with great 
accuracy are quite essential during the 
grinding process so that all prisms of the 
series will fit together. These are after- 
wards cemented together with Canada bal- 
sam and blackened with vegetable black and 
lacquer. When the fine -emery work is com- 
plete, the surfaces are polished on a disc of 
hard cartridge paper affixed to the revolving 
tool with thin photographer's paste and 
ironed down smooth, dry jeweller's rouge. 
oxide of iron or putty powder being used 
as the polishing agent. A wax -pad, as used 
in lens -polishing, will not do, as it tends to - 
turn the edges. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE AMICI PRISM 
The advantage of the Amici series is that 

the spectral image widens with each prism 
traversed; and being set in alternate units, 
the emergent beam is on a line with the 
incident ray, and there is no turning of tele- 
scope and collimator to reciprocal angles in 
order to pick up the spectrum. In other 
words, the entire system, from eyehole to 
slit, is in a straight line. The whole instru- 
ment, as compact as a field -glass when closed 
up for the pocket or traveling -bag, is very 
powerful. indeed, one of the chief advan- 
tages of this portable spectroscope is that it 
may be slipped on to the inner tubes of the 
eyepiece system of a refractor for stellar 
observation. In this case the objective serves 
as a collimating lens; and as a star is only a 
point of light anyway, the slit -cap is also 
removed from the spectroscope, the elon- 
gated image of the star serving the purpose 
of the slit. True, carrying the star -image 
through a slit increases its definition and 
makes clearer the spectral lines-or, rather. 
dots-distributed along the thin brilliant 
line of many colors, often twice or three 
times the entire breadth of field, but a star - 
spectrum is very difficult to pick up through 
a slit; and without a driving -clock, harder 
still to hold. 

The difference between the spectrum 
of the sky on a bright clear day and 
one in which the heavens are slightly over- 
cast is very marked. The bright telluric 
lines of vapor, even in currents at very great 
heights, are soon discerned by those skilled 
in the use of this little instrument. The 
darkening, paralleling and obscuring as with 
a haze of the otherwise sharp hard dark 
"D" -line of sodium in the solar spectrum is 
itself an almost infallible criterion. 

P® uIlar ASt1r0110 y 
By ISABEL M. LEWIS, M.A. 

(Continued from page 431) 

tory of Carleton College, Northfield, Minn. 
will also locate here to photograph the 
corona and star -field surrounding the sun 
with an 8 -inch lens, and to obtain photo- 
graph of the flash spectrum. 
WHERE PARTIAL ECLIPSE WILL BE 

VISIBLE 
In all sections of the United States out- 

side of the path of total eclipse the sun will 
be partially eclipsed, in fact, the partial phase 
of the eclipse will be visible over all of 
North America and the northern part of 
South America. The maximum obscuration 
at any point will depend upon the distance 
of the place from the central line, the size 
of the eclipse decreasing as the distance 
from the central line increases. The moon's 
shadow will first strike the earth at sunrise 
a little to the southwest of Kamchatka in 
Asia. From this point the path of total 
eclipse, which is a little tinder one hundred 
miles in width, will cross the Pacific Ocean 
in a southeasterly direction, grazing the 
Aleutian Islands, but passing over no land 
in its course until it arrives at the Santa 
Barbara group of islands off the coast of 
California shortly after local noon. The 
shadow of the moon sweeps over this part 
of its course in about an hour and a quarter 
with the tremendous speed of approximately 
half a mile in a second. After touching the 
coast of Southern California the shadow 
passes over Lower California, Mexico and 
the Gulf of Mexico to Yucatan, and thence 
south of the West Indies to a point near 
the Lesser Antilles, where it leaves the earth 
at sunset. About one hour and forty-five 
minutes are required for its journey from 
the western coast of Lower California to 
the point where it leaves the earth. The 
entire extent of its path from Kamchatka 
to a point in the Atlantic near the Lesser 
Antilles, a distance of over five thousand 
miles, is covered in three hours. As it 
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sweeps past the Aleutian Islands it is early 
in the morning, local time; it is about 1 

o'clock, Pacific Time, when it reaches San 
Diego and Ensenada ; 2:15 p. m., Mountain 
Time, when it comes to Hermosillo, and 
2:35 p. m. when it passes Cuencame. At 
3:28 p. m., Central Time, it reaches Tampico 
on the Gulf of Mexico, and as the sun is 
setting it passes off of the earth in the vicin- 
ity of the Lesser Antilles. 

As the Alaskan peninsula, the western 
and southern parts of the United States and 
the West Indies lie comparatively near to 
the path of total eclipse, the partial eclipse 
will be largest in these sections as well as 
in all parts of Mexico and Central America. 
In the New England States the maximum 
obscuration will be about 40 per cent and in 
eastern Canada it will be even less. 

CAUSE OF TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE 
It is probably known to everyone that a 

total eclipse of the sun is due to the passing 
of the moon directly between the sun and 
the earth. It is not so generally known that 
eclipses can only occur when the moon is 
at, or very close to, the nodes of its orbit 
which are the two points 180° apart where 
it crosses the ecliptic or plane of the earth's 
orbit around the sun. The moon passes 
through each node of its orbit once every 
month, but eclipses will not occur unless the 
earth, sun and moon are in line when the 
moon is at or near one of its nodes. This 
is bound to occur twice a year at intervals 
of six months, when the sun is near the 
nodes of the moon's orbit and the times 
when eclipses both of sun or moon are liable 
to occur are spoken of as the eclipse seasons. 
That eclipses do not occur in the same 
months each year is due to the fact that the 
positions of the nodes of the moon's orbit 
are slowly shifting at a rate which causes 
them to complete one revolution around the 

(Continued on page 489) 
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BUILD YOUR SET WITH BARAWIK STANDARD RADIO GOODS 
PLATE CIRCUIT "B" BATTERIES 
You can make real savings 
on these battering. Don't 
pay more. We guarantee 
them to equal any on the 
market regardless of price. 
Absolutely uniform. Extra 
long life. 
LI80 Signal Corps. type, 
email size. 15 cells. '-4 ve_ts. Eaeh....93e 
L184 Variable Large Navy sloe, 4t%x4x3 Inches 

5 taps, giving range from 161 to 221 volts in 
1% colt steps. Each $1.80 

1188 Combination Tapped 45 volts, 30 cell, 
13:4x3 battery. Tapped to give 45, 2254, 21. 
19 z, 18 and 10'4 volts. Handles both de- 
tector and amplifier tubes. -:ach $3.55 

HOMECHARGER 
BATTERY CHARGING RECTIFIER 

Charge your battery at home over 
night for a few cents. Simply con- 
nect to any 110 vet 60 cycle light 
Wicket, turn on current and rectifier 
does the rest autor. atirally. Will 

work for years with- 
out attention. Simple 
connections. Gires a 
tapering e h arge which batteries 
should have. You 
can make 1t pay a 

profit charging your 
frier Is' auto bat- 
teries. Long connect- 
ing cords with pair 
of battery clips. 

Prices are Transportation Paid. 
201 For 0 volt battery 312.95 

12.95 1203 For 12 volt battery 

STORAG 
A at- 
lery made especially 
for radio service. Guar- 
anteed for three years. 
Properly cared for will 
give many more years 
of service fur filament 
lighting. Made of hest 
new materials. Full 
(capacity. The beet bat- 
tery buy on the market. 
Try one of these bat - 
tenet on your set for 10 
days. if at the end of 
that time you are not 
fully ¡utiuiied Witt, the battery return it and 
we will refund the purchase price. 
L194 6 voit. 40 ampere size. Each 510,00 
1196 fi volt, 80 ampere sire. Each 12.50 

VACUUM TUBES 
Standard Brands-Cunsisgham Ra - distrae. Every ene guaruteed 
new and perfect. We will ship 
brand In stuck minas you eiecity 
otherwise. 
1105 Detector. Uk'200 C300 Ea $4.30 
L112 Amplifier, t1V20lA C30tA 5.95 
L118 5 Watt Transmitter 7.70 
L107 WD11 15 v. Fil. Each 
1101 WDI2. Each 
1102 ÚV109. Each 
1103 1'17199 Socket 
1104 1-V199 Adapter 

L109 WIG l Adapter. Each 

Fl ENT CONTROL RHEOSTATS 
Beet grade. Higa heat resisting 
hose. Diann. 21 In. cap 1% 
amp. Resist. 0 ohms. 1 la in. 
knob with pointer. 75e value. 
L132 Each 45e 

Ohm Rheostat for 30IA 201A 
69e 

$5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
49e 
49e 

Lt08 WD11 Socket. Each 49e 
48c 

L 131-25 
tubes' 

a ^ BATTERY 
22.5 AND48 cutn 
TAPPED AND 

NOT TAPPED 

POTENTIOMETER 
Same style as above rheostat. (lives fine "n" 
battery adjustment. Resistance 200 or 400 ohms. 
L133 Each 89e 

VERNIER RHEOSTAT 
Gives exceedingly fine control 
of "A" battery current. A ne- 
cessity for best receiving results. 
1135 Each 89e 

UUM TUBE SOCKETS 
Our Special Socket. A won- 
derful value. Moulded entire- 
ly of brown Bakelite. Four 
b holing post connections. Unlit angled contact springs. 
L140 Each 39e 

High Grade combination type 
for panel or table mounting. 
Metal tube. Nigh insulation 
base. One of the best sockets 
made. 
1146 Each 45e 

TWO AND THREE GANG SOCKETS These sockets 
make it nay to build detector 
ma 

a n d amplifier '4J; 
units and make s 
a neat. compact 
workmanlike job. Perfectly made of high 
grade materials. quickly mounted on panel 
or hase. 
1147 Two -gang socket $1.05 
L I49 Three -gang socket 1.45 

re¿ GALENA DETECTOR 
(- Easy fine adjustment. Crus- 

tal mounted In cup. Mould- 
ed base and knob. Bras@ 
pane polished nickel finish. 
An unequaled value. 
L732 Earls 690 

DETECTOR CRYSTALS CARE- 
FULLY TFSTED 

1736 Galena, Arlington t. --aced, per piece. 19e 
1.738 Silicon, Arlhnetnm teured per piece, í9e 
1795 Tested, Galena. per pier- 9e 
1737 Tested, Silicon, per nier 9e 

WE PAY TRANSPORTATION CHARGES EAST OF THE ROCKIES 
THE PRICES QUOTED DELIVER THE GOODS TO YOUR DOOR 

FAST SERVICE -TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
THIS GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOU -Examine' the goods we ship you. 
They must suit you in every respect.. If you are not satisfied with your 
purchase return the goods at once and we will refund the price you paid. 

"HONEYCOMB" COILS 
Carefully made -One looking 
coils. Highest efficiency. 
Low distributed capacity ef- 
fect, low resietancu-high self 
Inductance. Very firm im- 
pregnation. Range given Is 
in meters when varied with 

.001 variable condenser. Mounted coin have 
standard plug mountings. 

Turns 
25 
35 
50 
75 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
400 
500 
000 
750 

1000 
1250 
1500 

Range 
120- 250 
175- 450 
240- 720 
390- 910 
500- 1450 
600- 2000 
900- 2500 

1200- 3500 
1500- 4500 
2000- 5000 
2800- 6100 
4000-10000 
5000-12000 
7900-15000 
9750-19500 

14500-26500 

Art 
No. 

1301 
L302 
1303 
1304 
1.306 
1.306 
1307 
L308 

13ÌÓ 
1.311 
1312 
L3 t3 
1314 
1315 
1318 

Not Art 
Mntd. No. 
30.49 

2 1.322 
.49 1.323 
.54 L324 
.58 1.525 
,63 1328 
.72 '.327 
.78,.328 
.82 L329 
.97 (.330 

1.12 IL331 
1.27 1332 
1.43 1333 
1.70 L334 
1.92 1335 
2,18 1336 

Price 
Mntd. 
$0.89 

.96 
1.04 
1.08 
1.13 
1.17 
1.28 
1.35 
1.38 
1.57 
1.63 
1.78 
1.93 
2.28 
2.49 
2.65 

COIL MOUNTINGS 
1340 Three -coil mount- 
fne $3.95 
1341 Two -coil mount- 
ing $2.95 
High grade fine looking 
mountings. Polished 
b I a e k composition. 
Center receptacle sta- 
tionary, two outer ones 
adjusted by knobs. Takes any standard 
mounted coil. 

RADIO J4CKS AND PLUGS 
Finest trade jacks. 

Improved des f g n. 
Beet materials. Phns- 
phor bronze springs. 
Silver conract points. 

Nickel finish. Mount on panels rte to 34 in. 
thick. 

1390 Open circuit. Each 43e 

Jacks 1391 Closed circuit. Each . 49e 

Only L392 Two circuit. Each 60e 
L393 Single circuit filameet runt. 69e 
L394 Two circuit filament cont. 85e 

L395 Plug. Large space with set screws for 
attaching cord. Each 35e 

BINDING POSTS 
Brass, polished nickel finish. 
Washer and 6-32 in. screw 
extending 1 in. 
1370 Large situ ---barrel and 
knob tíí in. long, dozen ..65. 
1.372 Smaller s 1 z e -barrel 
and knob 9-16 In. lore, 
dozen. 70e 
L374 Large size with cost- 
nocttion knob, dozen 504 
L376 Large size with hole 

for phone tip nr wire, dozen 804 
1.378 Small alzo with hole for phone tip or 
wire, dozen 35e 

-4 

SWITCH CONTACT POINTS 
Stress polished nickel finish. All have 

4 54 1n long size 6-33 screws and two nuts. 
All Trice* the same. 
Dozen IN Hundred 81.05 

Order by Article Number. 
L360 Head, '4 in.; Diem. in. High 
1362 Head. 3-16 ln.: Diem. la in. High 
1363 Head, 3-16 in. ; Diann. 1-16 in.High 

SWITCH LEVERS 
Moulded composition knob. ' 

' 
Expeeet metal parts polished 
nickel finish. Fitted with panel 
bushing, spring and two set 
nuts. A high grade switch. 
1.382 154 in. Radius 
1381 1rla a. Radius ISe Ea. 
1.380 1 in. Radius 

SWITCH LEVER STOP 
Brase, polished nickel finish. 

1386 -Dazes 18e, Rewired $1.05 

ONE-PIECE DIAL AND KNOB 
Moulded in one piece of 
polished black composition 
with clean plain engraved 
scale and numerals In con- 
trasting white enamel. Ribbed 
knob to fit the band. An 
attractive neat pattern. 

L900 2 In. Diem. for 3-16 in. shaft. Ea...19c 
L901 2 in. Diem. for >/ In. vhaft. Ea 19e 
1.904 3 in. Dfam. for 3-16 1n, shaft. Ea 25e 
1905 3 in. Diem. for 4 in. shaft. Ea 25e 
1906 3% ln. Diem. for 3-10 in. shaft. Ea 35e 
1907 354 In. Diem. for '4 in. shaft. Ea 35c 

OUTDOOR LIGHTNING ARFESTER 
1.980 Price $1.58 
Protest your instrumente 
with this lightning arrester. 
You annot afford not te. 
Weatherproof poreelain ease. 
Air gap tine. Permanent, 
Durable. The meet practfal 
quality arrester obtainable. 
Underwriters approved. 

VARIOMETER 
L410 -Completely asaem- 

bled, price $2.10 
Perfect in design and 
construction. Accurate 
wood forms of genuine 
solid mahogany. Correct 
inductive ratios. Solid 
baked windings. Positive 
contacts. Highest effi- 
eleney. A real bargain. 
1411 -Net assembled nor 
wound but all parts cots 
plate except wire, Includ- 
ing winding form, $1.48 

MOULDED VARIOMETER Pellehed black 
moulded rotor and 
stator forms. Maxi- 
mum inductance with 
greatest efficiency and 
minimum distributed 
capacity. A high grade durable instrument 
that will make up 
Into a set you will 
be proud of and will 
get the hest results. 
Wave length 180 to 
800 meters. 4% in. square, 11 in. thick. 
1.412 Price including mounting brackets $2.95 

IMPROVED 180° VARIO -COUPLER 
1.416 Price 92.48 
Our price shows you a 
big saving. An instru- 
ment of highest quality. 
The most efficient type of 
coupler, insures sharper 
toning and louder sig- 
nals. Primary and sec- 
ondary wound on genuine 
baiel'to tubes. Secon- 
dary connections through 

soldered flexible rabies eliminates tented noises 
Primary has 7 taps. Can he panel or table 
mounted. Range 180 to 650 meters. 

MAGNET WiRE 
Insulated copper wire. Iicst quality even 
drawn wire, one piece In a spool. Prices 
minted are for 8 oz. spools. 
Double Cotton 

Covered 
Enameled Green 
Insulation Milk Covered 

Slumber 1.990 Number 1_992 Number L991 
Gauge Price (Gauge Price Gauge Price 
18 50e 0 450120 $0.78 
20 60e 22 55c122 .90 
"2 75e 24 61e124 1.05 
21 8506 855128 1.18 
36 95e130 70e :10 1.70 
28 91,15112 70e 32 2.05 

0 1.85136 98e 36 2.75 

STRANDED ANTENNA WiRE 
Cabled M floe ropier strands. Very flexible. 
High tensile virenoti,. tied tae neriui s. 
1248-100 ft. coil 72e 1249-500 ft. coil 33.20 

SOLID BARE COPPER WiRE 
Solid bare copper wire for aerials, leads or wiring instruments. 

Sntld Bere Copper Wire, elze 14 
L240-100 ft. coil 49e L242-500 fi. coil $2.35 

Solid Bare Copper Wire, eire 12 
L244-100 ft. coil 67e L245-500 ft. coil 33.05 

ANTENNA INSULATORS 
L260 S t z e 1x354. 

Two for Ile 
L267 Size 254x314. 
Two for 55e 
L264 Size 154x4. 
Two for 69s 
1286 Size 154x1054. 
Two for $1.28 

9 

ttn 
1260 1262 1264-6 

PHONE AND GRID CONDENSERS 
A compact style of con- 
denser that Is very satisfac- 
tory. Conducting aheeta and 

dielectric are wound on fiber strip with eye- 
lets for mounting end connections. Each..8e 
1170 Phone Condenser .001 Mid. 
1172 Phone ltridging Condenser .0005 Mfd. 
1174 Grid Condenser .00025 Mfd. 
1175 Condenser .000. Each 25e 

1.176 Grid Condenser .00025 with pencil 
mark leak. Each (2e 

TUBULAR GRID LEAKS AND CON- 
DENSERS -MOUNTED STYLE 

Very convenient. Permits 
quick change of leaks or 
condenser of varying ca- 
pacities. 
Grid Leaks Pries 
Each 24e 

Resistance Resistance 
1850 5 Meg. L855 2 Meg. 
1851 1 Meg. 1857 3 Meg. 
L853 1 5 Meg. L859 5. Meg. 

GRID AND PLATE CONDENSERS 
Price, each 55e 
L832 .0001 Mfd. For special circuits. 
1834 .00025 Mfd. For U.V.201 and Cun. 301 
1836 .0005 Mfd. For U.V.200 and Cun. 300 

MOUNTINGS 
Bakelite base. Spring clip contaet. 
1.840 Single mounting. Each 32e 
1842 Double mounting. Each 57e 
1844 Triple mounting. Each 76e 

OUR SPECIAL AUDIO FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 

As high u three stages cart 
be used without howling due 
to proper impedence ratio. 
minimum distributed ca- 
pacity, low core losses and 
Droper Insulation. Mount- 
ed style has bakelite panel 
with binding post connec- 
tions. Unmounted has core 

and coils assembled with two holes In sore 
for fastening to apparatus. 
1.234 lU tu 1 Mounted. Each $3.482.95 
L235 10 to 1 Unmounted. Each 
L236 3 to 1 Mounted. Each 3.40 
1.237 3 to 1 Unmounted. Each 2.85 

BARAWIK SPECIAL PANEL 
MOUNTING VARIABLE 

CONDENSERS 
1.812 43 plate .001 Mfd. ..91.73 
1813 21 plate .00111 Mrd. 1.43 
1.814 11 plate .00025 Mid. 1.32 
1816 3 plate Vernier ....All 
These are especially high grade 
nndensere And we guarantee 
them to be mechanically and 
electrically perfect- Fine poi- 
lahed end plates of heavy 
bakelite. Shafts : inch diam- 
eter. Blutvly, heavy aluminium alloy plate* 
perfectly spaced to Insure smooth, even reli- 
able capacity. Our low prices save you money. 
These condensers are of the very beet male 
and are not to be compared with many in- 
ferior cheap condensers offered. We guarantee 
them to please you or your money back. 

COMBINATION VERNIER VARI - 
AK ABLE CONDENSERS 

LL824 23 Plate .0005 Mfd. with 
dal. and linobe. Price. - $2.89 
1826 43 plate .001 Mfd. withdial 

and knobs. Price.., 33.45 
The latest improvement in con- 
densers consists of regular va - 

'i Kahle condenser controlled by 
large knob and dial mounted 

w th a three Plate vernier condenser, which 
Is controlled by separate knob mounted above 

31l1.75,k 

on dial. This arrangement permits of 
very One tuning. Compact convenient mount- 
ing on panel. High grade design and eon- 
strurtlon. Finely finished. 

STANDARD BRAND HEADSETS 
C7 Baldwin Type 
C with unfrnc 
L753 Baldwin Type 
C unit with cord $5.50 
1756 Red -Head. 
íp00 olla 5.78 

1768 Brandes, 

1770-2000 ohm 
2000 ohm 5.40 

Barawik 3.73 
21751 Murdock 56, 
2000 011m 4.20 
1752 Murdock 56, 
3000 ohm 4 95 
1 764 Fret, 2000 
ohm 4.20 
1768 Frost, 3000 ohm $4.85 
L758 Western Electric, 2200 ohm 9.50 

l) 

`(f(11(rQl((fl! 

CABINETS 
Fine looking cabinet& 
solidly built. Elegant 
hand rubbed finish. 
You will be proud of 
your set mounted in 
one of thèse cabinets. 
Hinged tops. Front 
rabbeted to take 

panels. Panel% not included. Prices are trene- 
pnrtatlon paid. 

Panel Inside Dimensions 
Size 

High I Wide I Deep 

Art. Price 
No. Each 

Bz 7" 
6x1054" 
6414" 
Tx14" 
7x1 8" 
7x21" 
9x14" 

12x14" 
12a21rr 

554" 

61" 
65S" 
S 55íí 

81/2" 
1154" ilio" 

8K" 
10 
I354" 
13 1/2" 
17 54" 
20 
13 
1354" 
2054" 

7" 
7^ 
7" 
7" 
T" 

10" 
10" 
10" 

L420 
L422 
1424 
1.423 
L426 
1.425 
1.428 
L430 
1432 

82.48 
3.75 
3.30 
3.60 
5.90 
4.20 
3.70 
4.40 
5.23 

RADIO "BAKELITE" PANELS 
Notice our very low prices on this fine quality 
material. We supply genuine Bakelite, Con- 
denalte Celeron or Formica all of which are 
materials with practically identical mechanical. 
chemical and electrical properties. Meet -dries 
well without chipping. Won't warp. tVater- 
preof. Highest mechanical and dielectric 
strength. Attractive natural polished black 
finish which can be sanded and oiled for extra 
fine work. 

Panel 
Blze 

Inches 

6x1954 
galt 
7x14 
7x18 
7x21 
9x14 

12x14 
13:21 

'á" thick 
Art 
Vo. Price 
L450 $0.50 
L451 .75 
L452 1.05 
L458 1.20 
L453 1.55 
1457 1.78 
1434 
1455 
L456 

1.60 1.464 
2.10 1.46+5 
3.15 1486 

3-18" thick 
Art 
Na Pries 
1460 $0.75 
1461 1.11 
L462 1.56 
1.468 1.80 
1463 2.30 
1.437 2.65 

2.30 
3.10 
4.85 

54 e thlsk 
Art 
No. Polre 
1.470 
1470 
L472 
1478 
L473 
L477 
1474 
1.475 
1476 

90.98 
1.47 
2.05 
2.40 
3.10 
3.60 
3.10 
4.15 
6.20 

VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
L 

_ 

Pencil mark type. Reslatsnre y 7 f 
may be varied exactly u I.',i i' 
needed. 1160 Each I9e 

GRiD CONDENSER 
L182 Mounting holes spaced 

I5 to fit lugs of above leak. Cap. 
c 

.00025 MF. M 
1163 Same as 162 but higher 
grade. Enclosed In metal 
case. 39e 

THE BARAWIK CO. Chla9s's Orisisal 
Radio Supply Heus 
Beware of Ia haters 

102 South 
Camel Street CHICAGO, ILL 
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You Can Build Your Own Radio Apparatus 
As Easily as a Woman Makes a Dress ! 

"CONSOLIDATED" PATTERNS 
are designed by the foremost radio engineers and by our novel method of construction anyone can easily make effi- 
cient apparatus to receive all wave lengths. All Patterns are Full Size, printed on heavy Blue -Print paper and put up 
in attractive packet of heavy manila, 9x12'. Each one is fully illustrated by photographs. 

Every packet contains complete instructions for the construction of these circuits including the tools required, parts 
needed, directions and pattern for drilling, mounting and wiring and most important of all, full instruction on how 
to tune the circuit. Sets constructed from these plans have been thoroughly tested and pronounced perfect. 

A Cockaday Receiver 
The Cockaday four -circuit tuner 
is one of the latest advancements 
in radio. Its main advantage 
lieu In the fact that the vet can 
be adjusted to the highest point 
of regeneration, and tuning ac- 
complished over a wide band of 
wave -lengths without the neces- 
sity for readjusting the regener- 
ation control. The set described 
in our folder was designed and 
built at our own shop. All di- 
mensions, size of wire, number 
of turns. etc., are given, leav- 
ing nothing to the imagination. 

50c. 

A Reinartz Receiver 
The original Reinarta Receiver 
Is the most popular type of set 
in existence today. It gained its 
popularity through its simplicity 
of operation and capability of 
long-distance reception. Full 
directions for building this re- 
ceiver are given in this folder. 
The Construction of the coil-the 
most difficult part-is made easy 
with the concise instructions we 
furnish. The connections of the 
set are shown plainly, so that 
the novice will have no trouble 
in following theta. 

50c. 

All About Aerials and 

Their Construction 
These blue prints were made 
after practical erection of each 
aerial, and point out how simple 
It is to erect not only the proper aerial for your particular need, 
but how to erect thin aerial is 
the most practical manner and 
at the least expense. 
Consists of 12 blue prints 8,4x11 
inches and one four -page in- struction pamphlet 1H4z11 
inches. 

50ca 

A Short Wave Regenerative Receiver 
Easy to build.. 
No machine chop 
needed. One of the 
foremost Radio en- 
gineers constructed 
this set for us; it's 
simple to follow on.' 
patterns and as 
eatable the parts 
eomMlsing this sel 
with which spark. 

C.W. signals and Radiotelephony may be re- 
ceived. Each pattern is full size and 
printed on heavy blue print paper. 50c. Only standard parts are used. 

A Reflex Receiver 
The plans for the reliez receiver 
were gotten out only after Con- 
siderable research work by our 
engineers. Most people have 
trouble with reflex reeetvers. It 
takes an expert to build one that 
will work satisfactorily. The 
trouble lien in the values of con- 
densers, etc., In the circuits. If 
they are incorrect, the set is a 
dismal failure. The Conatrac- 
tlonni details of a reflex re- 
ceiver, contained in this folder. 
are the results of their success- 
ful efforts. 

50c. 
Twenty Radio Phone Dia- 

grams and Hook -Ups 
These diagrams show how to get 
the best possible efficiency Trom 
the instruments you make or pur- 
chase. They cover hook-ups from 
the simplest to the most com- 
plicated, in a way that any ama- 
teur call understand and follow 
without difficulty. Printed on 
heavy paper, Syxll% inches. 
and together with KEY CHART 
OF SYMBOLS and pamphlet "HOW TO READ DIA- 
GRAMS", are contained in a 
heavy two-color envelope. 

50c. 

14 Radio Fcrnulae and 
Diagrams 

With this packet of radio knowl- 
edge you need never worry about 
schematic wiring diagrams, 
measurements and. radio tables. 
All formulae and diagrams are 
printed on heavy paper in black 
and blue; and contained in two- 
color printed envelope, 9x12 
inches. 

50c. 

Detector and Amplifier Units 
Can be built anywhere In your house; no ma- 
chine shoo needed. May be used with any 
type of Regenera - 
t i v e Receiver o r 
short wave set, with 
which spark, C. W. 
Signals and Radio- 
telephony m a y be 
received. We've 
tested these pat- terns by actually 
building the outfit - they're perfect! 
Only standard parts 
used in making the 
outfit. 

50c. 

Order from dealers whose names appear on page 512 

If your dealer cannot supply you, order from us, giving his name and address 

233 Fulton Street, New York City 
Formerly The Publishers of Consolidated Patterns and Sales Agents for E. I. Co. Books 

'Consolidated Radio Call Book Co. 
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NATIONAL 
Apparatus of Standard Quality and Value 

Simplicity and Perfection 
For Reflex and Crystal Sets 

The Monotyne circuit is one of the most 
radical advcnces in Radio engineering. 
Parts heretcfore considered essential are 
omitted. One simple tuning control 
gives selectivity, equal if not superior 
to sets costing hundreds of dol- 
lars. 

Onit One Control 
All Wave Lengths 

2 coils are fur- 
nished with each 
set. 

NAT10NAl 

RFERENC 
FLIMINATOR 

The National Interferelice 
Eliminator can be used with 
any and all radio outfits no 
matter what make, tube or 
crystal sets. Will bring in 
stations you never heard be- 
fore. Nothing else required 
with set as illust-ated. Just 
connect it with two short 
wires to your ou- fit. 

NAT 

$10 
Including 

Two 
Inductance 

Coils 
Without 

Tube 

NATIONAL 

"GOLD -GRAIN" 

IONAL 

DETECTOR 

f1 

Entirely New 
Circuit 

No 
Storage Batteries 

Uses but one dry cell tube, preferably 
WD -12, or any other standard dry cell 
tube. Local broadcasting comes in 

y astonishly loud and clear, without 
distortion. 

A Triumph in Radio. 
ingle Tube Radio Frequency Receiver 

Performs the Function of 2 -Tubes 

An Absolute Necessity to Clear Reception 
Eliminates broadcasting and code -signal interference 

Can be used to increase or shorten wave lengths 
Dealers, Jobbers and Distributors 

Send for Samples and Prices 

20 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK 

1000 Miles 
ON THE 

MONODYNE 
Having purchased your Monodyne set J was more 
than pleased over the results obtained from it. 
I think it is one of the beat one -tube sets on the 
market today. 
I have heard the following long distance stations- 
WDAF Kansas City, WDAP Chicago, WSB At- 
lanta, WOO Philadelphia WGY Schenectady, 
WOC Davenport. and a C=anadian station whose 
call letter I could not obtain. 
Using hook-up No. 4 gives very selective tuning 
and volume. Your set cannot be praised too 
highly. WILLIAM BROWN 

65 East 117th St., N. Y. C. 

SEND NO MONEY - 
National Airphone Corporation 

20 Hudson Street, New York City, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 

Please send me prepaid the 
articles crossed, for which I will 
pay postman on delivery the ad- 
vertised price. 

8.I-9-23 

One Q National Monodyne 
One D Interference Eliminator 
One Q Panel Detector 

NAME 

STREET AND NO. 

CITY STATE 
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NEW 25c BOOKS 
That Every Novice or Amateur Needs 

100 Radio Hook-ups 
THE EXPERIMENTAS LIBRARY, N0.7 

egt25i- .. 

100 
RADIO 

\HooKU.ps MAUßICE MUHLEMAH 

THE E..CA. 
NEW YORK CITY 

e HOW TO TUNE 
e YOUR RADIO SET 

' 'l. 
e br *-.,' ; 
QWmCt imuntMAs r r 

i Z2 ,7;; 

r 
THE E.1. CO NEW YORK Clll' 

LÖUD 
TALKERS 
HOW TO BUILD THEM 

H.WINFIELD SECOR.E E 

TMC 6.I, Ca. u euu. n AcnrA arr 

PRICE 

25C 

This book covers in comprehensive 
form, the fundamental principles of 
tuning. The characteristics of radio 
waves are fully described and illus- 
trated. Illustrations are used so that 
the non -technical reader can easily 
understand the identical actions as 
applied to radio. Several chapters are 
devoted to the use and functions of 
all radio apparata. The book describes 
how to tune such sets as the Reinartz, 
Flewelling, Neutrodyne, radio fre- 
quency amplifier receivers and other. 

52 pages, 
25 Illustrations 
Prepaid 25c 

By M. L. MUHLEMAN 

A book for both the novice and advanced radio 
amateur containing a varied selection of hook-ups 
from the simple crystal to the more elaborate cir- 
cuits, with a circuit for every requirement. Crystal 
hook-ups, combined crystal with radio and audio 
frequency amplifiers, non -regenerative, and regen- 
erative vacuum tube circuits with and without radio 
and audio amplifiers. Amplifier units, with straight 
jacks, filament and switching arrangements, power 
amplifiers, choke coil, resistance coupled and trans- 
former coupled radio frequency amplifiers. 

Includes all of the latest, one and multi -tube 
hook-ups including the. numerous types of Reflex, 
super regenerative, super -Heterodyne, Neutro - 
dyne, Reinartz, F'ewelling, and Bishop. The values 
and constants of all apparatus employed in the 
hook-ups are given. A list of radio symbols is in- 
cluded, which are of material help to the reader in 
determining the meaning of the conventional hook- 
up diagrams. The text includes much helpful in- 
formation. 
52 Pages-Two-Color Cover 

A non -technical book for the be- 
ginner. Gives complete constructional 
data on the building of a complete 
Crystal Detector Set, Tuning Coil, 
Loose Coupler and a Single Audion 
Tube Set with Amplifying Units. It 
furnishes all dimensions and working 
drawings of every part that must he 
constructed by the amateur. Written 
in plain. simple language that anyone 
can understand. The opening chap- 
ter gives a complete description of 
the theory of radio and tells what it's 
all about, teaching the principles of 
wireless so that the constructor knows 
what he is doing. 

48 Pages, 26 Illustrations 
Bound in Beautiful Two - 
Color L 25c Color Cover. Size, 
s7 , in. Prepaid 

25c. 

This book describes and -gives com- 
plete data for building two distinct 
types of loud talkers. One chapter 
deals with improvised loud talkers, 
and gives complete instructions on 
how to build suitable horns for use 
in loud receivers of the Baldwin and 
other types. In preparing these de- 
signs, the point has been constantly 
kept in mind to use the simplest parts 
possible, so that anyone can build a 
successful loud talker, equivalent to 
the commercial types, costing $40.00 
or more. 
48 pages, Profusely 

2 Illustrated 
Prepaid 

This book is for the more advanced 
amateur, showing the construction of 
the Radio Frequency Amplifying 
Transformer and giving complete 
constructional data. It shows the 
application of Radio Frequency to 
amplifying units that the amateur 
may already possess and gives 15 
hook-ups showing practically every 
use Radio Frequency Amplifying 
Transformers can be put to. 

32 Pages, 15 Illustrations 
Bound in Beautiful Two - 
Color 1 Color Cover. Size, 
sly, in. Prepaid 

Y MO 1. 

HOW eTOY MAKE 
RADIO -PHONE 
RECEIVING SETS 

MEDLEA DIAGRAMS AND COISTRU(tlaR DATA 

w. twéwut T _ 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFIERS 

AND HOW TO MAKE THEM 

JOHN M. AVERY 

A complete list of dealers carrying these books will be found on page 512 
1f your dealer cannot supply you-order direct from us-giving dealer's name and address. 

THE E. I. COMPANY (THEeCOg Ageirt"') 233 Fulton St., N.Y. City 
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uumMIMIIn rrummltor.rnnnluunmmerirrmummilliuunn .11111n miuuuumnninuillll 

PopuRar Astronomy 
(Continued front page 484) 

nInilnlInnnn IIIIIIIn Ii IIilnnn 
innii.,nn n,. nnnlnn I nnllll II l LIIIMUMMII n. 

ecliptic once in about nineteen years. As a 

result eclipses occur at a different time each 
year, but always at intervals of six months. 
Two weeks following or preceding the time 

of solar eclipse there may be also an eclipse 
of the moon, when earth, sun and moon are 
again in line with the earth between the sun 

and moon, which occurs at the time of full 
moon. There are usually two lunar eclipses 
a year and there may be three under certain 
circumstances. There are years when no 

lunar eclipses occur, but there must be at 
least two solar eclipses each year and there 
may be as man,' as five. The greatest num- 
ber of eclipses that can occur in a single 
year is seven, five of the sun and two of the 
moon. All solar eclipses are not total. In 
some cases the axis of the shadow -cone cast 
by the moon passes just clear of the earth 
above one of its poles without striking the 
surface of the earth at any point and in this 
only the partial phase of the eclipse is ob- 
servable upon -.he earth's surface. 

The Path of Coming Solar Eclipse. 

The principal work that will occupy the 
attention of the eclipse expeditions will be 
the procuring of negatives to test the Ein- 
stein effect. 

nmnnemenuuw.nnunnennnnnnmmennnnonllllnlllllnnnnnnllllmnllnt 

A 6°I-DLZ" Receüve 
wtshJov Tuner 

Ey P. A. PRICE 
(Continued from page 473) 

The antenna rotor, or primary, is made 
up of a bakelite, hard rubber or wooden 
ball -type rotor fitting snugly but free to 
turn in the stator tube. It is wound with 
35 to 40 turns of No. 22 silk -covered wire. 

The tickler rotor is similar to the primary, 
but is wound with 55 to 60 turns of No:26 
silk -covered wire. 30 feet of No. 22 wire 
is used on the antenna rotor and 45 feet of 
No. 26 is required for the tickler. 

The condetser bank to be used in the 
aerial circuit is constructed of five fixed 
condensers of the following capacities: two 
.0005, two .00025, one .001 M.F. They 
should be strung upon a two-inch brass 
bolt in this order : .001, .0005, .00025, .0005; 
.00025. The second and third condenser, 
that is, the .0005 and .00025 condensers 
nearest the .001 condenser should be con- 
nected together at the top and this con- 
denser and each one of the other con- 
densers connected each to a separate tap 
in the condenser bank switch set. 

It will be noted that when the switch - 
arm is placed on the tap connected to the 
.001 condenser, a capacity equal to that of 
a 43 -plate variable condenser is obtained. 
When the switch -arm is placed on the tap 
which is connected to the .0005 and .00025 

No Matter What Your Vocation 

Whether Professional Man 
Business Man or Daily Worker 

A Thorough Training In 

CHEMISTRY 
Will Help You To Get Ahead 

TO be successful today is to know Chemis- 
try! Every line of business, every branch 
of industry depends upon Chemistry in 

sl,nte form. You may not realize it, but your 
own proficiency in whatever work you are doing 
would be increased by a knowledge of Chem- 
istry. In many lines such knowledge is abso- 
lutely essential. In others it is a guarantee of 
promotion and more money. 

The keen competition that exists in every 
commercial activity today requires that a man 
know all there is to know about his vocation. 
If you have something to sell-no matter what- 
Chemistry enters into its make-up. The sales- 
man who knows the chemical composition of his 
article can talk about it more intelligently than 
the one who lacks this information, and his 
sales are proportionately larger. In the build- 
ing trades Chemistry is of prime importance. 
The mason, electrician or painter who knows 
something about Chemistry can do better work 
and command more money than the one who 
does not. 'Through Chemistry a shop -keeper 
learns how to attract the most trade, and even 
in clerical positions one can capitalize his 
chemical skill. 

Chemistry should be as much a part of your 
mental equipment as the ability to calculate or 
to write correct English. The world is paying 
a thousandfold more for ideas than for actual 
labor. The big rewards go to the man who can 
show how to turn out a little better product at 
a little lower cost. And Chemistry will give 
you the ideas that will save money for your- 
self or your firm in the very fundamentals of 
your business. There is nothing remarkable 
about this; it is going on every day. If you 
have not heard of it before, it is because the 
general public has been slow to recognize the 
tremendous value of chemical training. People 
have been content to leave Chemistry in the 
hands of a few trained chemists who could not 
possibly develop the subject to anywhere near 
its greatest extent. 

Now we are on the eve of a great awakening. Our 
heritage from the World War has been an intense devel- 
opment of the chemical industries in the United States 
and a tremendous interest in all the applications of 
Chemistry. People are taking up the subject merely 
for the good it will do them in their own line of busi- 
ness. 

It is no longer necessary to enter college in order 
to learn this fascinating science. Our Home Study 
('ourse trains you isst'as thoroughly, and with the same 
assurance of success, as those who took the longer way. 
And our methods are so simple that we can teach you 
no matter how little previous education you may have 
had. Many of our graduates now hold responsible posi- 
tions or have materially increased their incomes from 
private enterprises as a result of taking our course. 
Hundreds of letters from students testifying to the 
benefits they have derived from our training are here 
for your inspection. 

Remember that you do not need to study Chemistry 
with the idea of actually practicing as a chemist, al- 
though a great many of our students are taking our 
course with this object in view. If you want to know 
more about what Chemistry will do for you, if you want 
to know what our home study course offers, sign and 
mail the coupon today for FREE BOOK "Opportunities 
for Chemists." 

Chemical Institute 
of New York, Inc. 

66-D West Broadway, New York City 

DR. T. O'CONOR SLOANE Will 
Teach You Chemistry In 

Your Own Home 
The Chemical institute nt New Cork, of which Dr. 

T. O'Conor Sloane is Educational Director, was found- 
ed to fill the need of ambitious, far-sighted men who 

realize and recognize the splendid future Chemistry ot- 
ters them, but who cannot spare either the time or the 
money to attend college. Dr. Sloane. a foremost au- 
thority on Chemistry, will teach you and will give pi 

any individual help you may require. He will person- 
ally go over your papers, correct them, point out your 
faults, teaching you in a practical and interesting way. 
No special education required other than the ability 
to read and write English. One student has char- 
acterized our lessons as "The course that takes the mys- 
tery out of Chemistry." 

Read What One of Our Recent 
Graduates Reports 

"I thought I would let you know of my success. I 
finished your course about two months ago and naiv have 
a fine position as chemist at the DuPont Dye Works. 
I am getting along fine with my work and like it very 
much. It was through your course alone that I have 
been so successful. It is wonderful and I hope you have 
great success with it. 

(Name and Address on request). 

Easy Monthly Payments 
Ton do not base td have even the small price of the 

course to start. You can pay for it in small monthly 
payments-so small that you won't feel them. The cost. 

is very moderate, and includes everything, even the 
Laboratory Equipment-there are no extras to buy with 
our course. Our plan of monthly payments places a 

chemical education within the reach of everyone. 

Laboratory Equipment Given 
To Every Student Without 

Additional Charge 
We give to every student without additional charge 

his chemical equipment, including forty-two pieces of 

laboratory apparatus and supplies, and seventeen differ- 
ent chemicals and reagents. These comprise the anpa- 
ratus and chemicals used for the experimental work of 
the course. 

Special 30 -Day Offer 
For a short period we are making a special offer that 

will be worth your while to take advantage of. Write 
for particulars, using the coupon below or simply a 

Postal card. This will not obligate you in the least. 
Do not waft until to-ntorrmr. Send the coupon now chile 
you think of lt. 

Sign and Mail the Coupon for 
FREE BOOK 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc. 

Home Extension Division 9 

66-D-West Broadway. New York City. 

Please send me at once without any obligation on 
nit part, your Free Book "Opportunities for Chem- 
ists," and full particulars about the Laboratory 
Equipment furnished to every student. Also please 
tell me about your plan of payment and your spe- 
cial 30 day offer. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 
s.xi.. o-ss 
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% TRADE MARK z REC. 9y° Ó % i< %i .. . .J 
SUPREMACY 1N MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Learn to 
Play 

You are always popular 
and sure of a good time 
if you can play some mu- 
sical instrument. By your- 
self, with your friends 
around the piano, in orchestras or bands-there is no end to the 
pleasure music will give you. 
And there is no easier way to 
earn money in your spare time. 
Choose your instrument now and 
let Wurlitzer help you buy it and 
learn to play it. 

TryAnyInstrumenf 
inYour Own Home 

At OurExpense 
You may now have any known 
musical instrument for a week's 
free trial in your own home. 
There is no obligation to buy- 
no expense for the trial. You 
may return the instrument at 
the end of a week if you decide 
not to keep it. 

Easy Payments 
The Wurlitzer plan makes it 
easy for you to own the instru- 
ment you want. Payments are 
conveniently arranged in small 
monthly sums-a few cents a 
day will pay. 
Wurlitzer instruments areknown 
everywhere for their unusual 
tone quality and excellence of 
workmanship. They are used by 
the greatest professional musi- 
cians, bands and orchestras. 
Harry L. Jacobs of Sousa's Band, 
Brooke's Marine Band, and Chi- 
cago Grand Opera, says: "I am 
proud to be the owner of one of 
your new cornets. It is positively 
superior to anything I have had 
inallmyyears of cornet playing." 
Thousands of amateur musicians 
are playing on Wurlitzer instru- 
ments. Many of them could not 
have bought except through the 
Wurlitzer selling plan. Wurlitzer 
is the world's greatest music 

house, with stores and dealers 
in all parts of the country. 
But no matter where you live 
you will receive the same 
service bymailasthough you 
lived next doorto the factory. 

Send for 
Free Catalog 
The greatest musical catalog 
ever published. Over 3000 ar- 
ticles-every instrument de- 
scribed and illustrated-many of 
them shown in full colors. Gives 
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condensers hooked together, a capacity is 
obtained approximating that of a 37 -plate 
condenser. When the switch -arm is turned 
to the tap connected with the .0005 condenser 
a capacity approximating that of a 23 -plate 
condenser is obtained, and when the .00025 
condenser tap is used, a capacity approxi- 
mating that of an 11 -plate condenser is 
available. 

Five condensers are indicated in the fore- 
going description of the condenser bank but 
this number may be reduced to three; .001, 
.0005, and .00025 M.F. The grid condenser 
should be .00025 M.F. preferably mica, and 
the grid leak should be five or six meg- 
ohms. 
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denly blaze forth from invisibility, attain 
great brilliancy, then gradually fade away 
until no longer discernible. (See illustra- 
tion 1, Fig. C.) 

2. Stars which periodically pass from a 
maximum brightness to a minimum faint- 
ness. The time elapsing between two suc- 
cessive maxima or minima, the period is 
more than 100 days. 

3. Stars that are irregular in period and 
range. 

4. Stars whose periods are less than 100 
days, and fairly regular. 

5. Stars that are regular in period and 
range. 

Sir Norman Lockyer's meteoric hy- 
pothesis explains both the peculiar fluctua- 
tions and the apparent motion. Groups of 
meteors entered a nebulous area, where their 
repeáted collisions caused frequent confla- 
grations of varying intensities. The greatest 
conflagration was the nova. The lesser con- 
flagrations, illuminating different parts of 
the nebula, gave the effect of motion. It is 
interesting to consider that if Kayser's theory 
is right, the new star actually burst forth at 
about the time Galileo discovered the moons 
of Jupiter. The light bearing the image of 
the catastrophe has just reached us. 

The novae are no more baffling than the 
long period variables of Class 2, whose 
spectra undergo changes almost coincident to 
the light cycle. At minimum either titanium 
oxide predominates, or carbon, or elements 
which have not been recognized in earth. 
During the rise to maximum, hydrogen lines 
appear which become most distinct at actual 
maximum, and are accompanied by iron, 
magnesium, and calcium vapor. With the 
decline in brilliancy, these latter elements 
frequently outshine the hydrogen. At mini- 
mum the stars display the same spectra as 
originally. Long period variables are usually 
characterized by a comparatively rapid 
ascent to maximum, where they remain a 
few days, then more gradually descend to 
minimum, in which condition they remain 
the greater part of the time. (See illustra- 
tion 1, Fig. A.) 

The most plausible theory is an adoption of 
Sir Norman Lockyer's meteoric hypothesis. 
If a mass of meteors were conceived as 
traveling in an orbit around a larger and 
more diffuse mass, situated toward one side 
of the orbit, frequent collisions between the 
two groups of meteors would cause periodic 
outbursts of brilliancy. The maxima, in 
accordance with observation, would differ 
slightly from time to time. (See illustra- 
tion 2.) 

Entirely distinct from the novae and long 
period variables, are the stars of Classes 3 
and 4. The fluctuations in the former case 
are without regularity; and in the latter 
are so complicated that a long series of ob - 

(Continued on page 498) 
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N®w Submarines 
ï? ive and Rise 

By IRWIN R. FAHRLAENDER 

E 
(Continued from page 426) 
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underneath the boat, he would be able to 
support the residual weight of the boat in 
the palm of his hand. 

Numerous other tanks are contained in 
the vessel, such as the trimming tanks, which, 
as the term implies, affect the position of 
the vessel; they are used to correct the 
fore and aft trim, which may vary by the 
shifting of weights such as men, stores, tor- 
pedoes, fuel, lubricating oil or fresh water. 

The larger submarines are not so sensi- 
tive, but in the smaller types in use a few 
years ago, it was customary for the crew 
to remain at their stations without moving, 
unless the command officer ordered a man 
to move forward or aft so many feet. 
In fact, we used to say we had to keep our 
hair parted in the middle, the boats were 
so sensitive. 

Our ballast tanks are full, fore and aft 
trim is estabbshed, also the buoyancy. We 
are now ready to go about our business, 
which is either a practice run, an attack on 
a real enemy, or last but not least in the 
eyes of the enlisted men, to earn the extra 
compensation every qualified submarine man 
gets for every time he submerges. Officers 
do not get extra compensation. 

To the uninitiated the interior of a sub- 
marine seems fairly crammed with pipes, 
valves, gauges, wheels, shiny steel and brass 
fittings, voice tubes, etc., all apparently 
pushed into place without much system, but 
let me tell you every so-called gadget has 
its use and is an essential part of the 
mechanism necessary for the successful op- 
eration of a submarine. 

"SILENCE" THE ORDER WHILE 
SUBMERGED 

Let us look around the boat. We see the 
crew apparently sitting around doing noth- 
ing, probably conversing in whispers, as 
silence is insisted upon while submerged, but 
every man is at some particular station, 
waiting for orders to perform some neces- 
sary task. 

The commanding officer and the second 
lieutenant are at the periscopes keeping a 

sharp lookoat. Another officer or (chief 
petty officer keeps an eye on the crew. 

In the torpedo room we find the torpedo 
tubes at the forward end, and in the racks 
on either side the spare torpedoes, tools, 
etc., and under the deck the fuel oil tanks. 

In the next compartment we find the 
crew's quarters with lockers and bunks, and 
underneath, if we take up the deck, will be 
found part if the storage battery, which is 

used to supply power to the electric motors, 
which are used when submerged. 

In the next room, called the C. O. C., 
you will find the entire control system of 
the boat. A mass of wheels, dials, levers 
and the automatic blow valve, a device set 
at a predetermined depth which will by 
means of compressed air, automatically ex- 
pel the water from the tanks without human 
assistance. 

Then we have the after battery compart- 
ment, underneath the deck of which we 
find another part of the storage battery. In 
one corner of this compartment we see the 
galley range which is heated by electricity, 
and a very complete outfit capable of pro- 
ducing anything from roasts to pastry. In 
various other places we find an ice box, 
lockers for dishes a folding table to eat 
from and more switchboards. 

Next is the engine room which contains 
the powerful Diesel engines, which are used 
for surface running. 
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Some people have an idea that submarines 
always run submerged when traveling from 
place to place. If you stop to think, it will 
be readily seen that this would be impos- 
sible, as the storage batteries would become 
quickly exhausted especially at high speed. 

It is possible, however, to remain sub- 
merged for long periods of time by running 
at very low speeds or by resting on the 
bottom of the sea. It is merely a question 
of battery endurance. 

I hear you say air. It is perfectly simple. 
The air is purified from time to time and 
then we have the compressed air, too, to fall 
back on. Of course, staying submerged 
for 48 hours or longer is no joke, but it 
can be and has been done. 

Aft of the engine room we find the motor 
room, containing the main electric motors, 
high pressure and low pressure pumps, a 
small lathe and drill press, and the usual 
shiny wheels and air compressors. There is 
no noise here either, except the low hum 
of the motors as they turn over, tended by 
the men on watch. 

Again we go aft. We find ourselves 
in the tiller room, a small, cramped place, 
containing the rudder turning gear. 

Having finished our superficial inspec- 
tion of the interior of the boat, let us go 
back to the C. O. C., and see what has 
taken place. We are running at periscope 
depth (about twenty feet below the sur- 
face) taking it easy, keeping at the set 
depth as if running on a track, the helms- 
man steering -by gyro -compass, but it seems 
to be getting rough on the surface, so to 
escape the wave motion we descend to, say 
100 feet. 

OBJECTS SEEN WHILE RUNNING SUB- 
MERGED 

By looking through the conning tower 
port holes, we can see the bow and the 
stern of the boat in the twilight, that is, if 
the water is clear, the propellers showing 
in vague blurs as they spin. 

Especially if the boat is warm and stuffy 
one feels as if it would be nice to open the 
hatch and go on deck for a stroll in the 
cool green water, because it seems as if 
the boat were suspended and without mo- 
tion until if we look down we will, if in 
shallow water, see the bottom of the ocean 
sliding by. 

The question is often asked: "Do you 
see any fish?" No, not unless the boat is 
lying on the bottom perfectly still as the 
hum scares them away. But if you put 
on a diving suit, arm yourself with a spear 
and walk around you will see many kinds 
of fish, rocks of many fantastic shapes, 
coral and marine growth of various kinds. 

We are ready to come up, so the com- 
manding officer orders the main ballast tanks 
blown, which is done by compressed air, 
forcing the water out of the tanks; or by 
pumping-and once again we are on the 
surface and in the sunlight. 

200 FEET A SAFE DEPTH 

In the Holland type of submarine boats 
we note first the hull, which is almost cir- 
cular in cross-section except aft where it is 
flattened, so as to allow for the attaching 
of the propellers and horizontal and vertical 
rudders. 

Tne hull is designed to withstand a pres- 
sure of 88.8 pounds to the square inch, or in 
other words, must be able to descend a depth 
of 200 feet with safety. This test must be 
made before the Government will accept the 
vessel and must stand it without undue 
distortion of the hull or damage to any part 
of the same. Greater depths have been at- 
tained though not always by design, but 
usually through an accident. In fact boats 
have descended to three hundred feet and 
returned without being seriously damaged. 

Upon the hull is riveted a non -water tight 
super -structure of light construction, which 
provides a working platform and housing 

for various things, such as pipe lines, rud- 
der rods, bow rudders, anchor gear, exhaust 
lines, mooring lines, and material and stores 
not damageable by salt water. 

Secured to the hull of the boat is the con- 
ning tower surrounded by what is known 
as fair water, then we see the periscopes, 
and the above water radio mast, also pro- 
tected by a housing, and forward of the 
periscope we see the metal bridge screen. 
Other outside fixtures are the usual naviga- 
tion lights, the underwater radio antenna 
and the clearing wires, which are strong 
cables stretched fore and aft. The clear- 
ing wires are so designed and placed, that 
in case the submarine should foul a net, the 
boat would slide underneath instead of be- 
ing held fast. In addition to these clear- 
ing wires, the Germans used a heavy con- 
trivance securely fastened to the bow which 
looked like a tremendous saw. The idea 
was that the momentum of the boat would 
cause the wires to be cut when making 
contact with the saw. 

Looking forward again we see something 
projecting like the ears of a jackass. They 
are the how -planes, rigged out from inside 
the boat and now ready for diving. These 
planes are operated from inside the boat in 
conjunction with the after planes, keeping 
the boat while submerged on an even keel 
or with but slight variations from the hori- 
zontal plane. The ship is steered in the 
ordinary manner and is provided with twin 
screws. Propulsion is by means of Diesel 
engines on the surface and electric motors 
while submerged. 

THE ENGINES 
The engines are either 2 or 4 cycle heavy 

oil, reversible or non -reversible, depending 
on the type in use, internal combustion en- 
gines using gas oil for fuel, ignited by the 
heat of compression instead of ignition by a 
spark as in gasoline engines. 

Another feature of this type is the hol- 
low keel which is used as a main drain, 
which is one of the main claims to superiority 
of the Holland type. The boats are also 
provided with anchors of two types, patent 
and mushroom, operated from inside the 
boat, so it is possible to anchor while sub- 
merged, a very handy method of lying in 
wait for the enemy, paying out the anchor 
cable, thus rising to the surface for a look. 
then heaving round and drawing the boat 
down to safe depths again with the least 
expenditure of energy and almost no noise. 

THE 5 -INCH DECK GUN 
On deck we find a 5 -inch quick firing 

gun, called a wet gun because it is always 
left exposed to the water when submerged 
instead of being housed. It is possible to 
get the gun into action as soon as the deck 
is out of water and the crew can get up 
out of the boat and should be blazing away 
in less than a minute after emerging from 
the depths, as ammunition is stored near 
at hand ready for use. 

SPEAKING OF TORPEDOES 

While on the subject of armament I will 
say a few words about the torpedoes and 
tubes. A modern American torpedo is 
driven by steam and air at a high speed 
for extremely long ranges. For the benefit 
of those unacquainted with the wonderful 
weapon, we will picture a shiny cigar - 
shaped cylinder provided with its own com- 
plicated motive power, its own steering and 
diving gear, in fact a miniature submarine, 
which after it once is started by air from 
the tube, is left absolutely to itself, speeding 
on its deadly mission like an arrow, auto- 
matically steering, keeping its depth, oiling 
its own machinery, generating its own power, 
and, as it speeds along, preparing the T.N.T. 
charge which is carried, for its explosion, 
which will happen regardless of whether the 
torpedo hits nose or tail first, or just side- 
swipes the vessel. Then goodbye enemy and 
torpedo, too. 
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Many people think that to disable a sub- 
marine all you have to do is shoot off a 
periscope. If that was all that could be 
done to a submarine, life would be a sweet 
dream thereon. There is usually another 
periscope in reserve and sometimes a third 
which is also an altiscope, used for search-. 
ing the sky for aircraft. 

HOW TO "BAG" A SUBMARINE 

The things 'o do to bag a submarine is 
to shoot it full of holes before it can sub- 
merge, try to ram it and as you pass over 
the spot where she went down drop an as- 
sortment of those innocent looking cans 
(depth bombs) we used to see on the quarter 
deck of destroyers, which are filled with 
T.N.T. and can be set to explode at any 
depth, so to make life interesting for the 
submarine crew. It was customary for the 
destroyers to tear around like mad at high 
speed shedding bombs as fast as possible, 
which were set for both shallow and deep 
explosions, hoping that at least one would 
connect properly and destroy the submarine. 

What is the submarine doing meanwhile? 
Trying, of course, to avoid the bombs by 
changing its course and using different 
speeds and depths, with all hands wonder- 
ing how close the next one will be. Maybe 
the boat is damaged so that it cannot come 
up but goes down and down until finally it 
is crushed like an eggshell or maybe stops 
on the bottom in shallow water, helpless, 
the water pouring in, the crew working to 
repair the damage, finally giving up hope 
and trying to escape from the wrecked craft 
by expulsion by air pressure through the 
conning tower and coming to the surface 
to be picked up or to die as the circum- 
stances may he. 

Any number of wartime incidents could 
be related about damaged submarines both 
in our navy and in foreign navies. 

So you see life in a submarine is not all 
beer and skittles, and it is most assuredly 
no place for weak sisters. But for real he- 
men who can take a few hard knocks and 
come up smil ng, it is a mighty interesting 
life, with plenty of action. 

When exigencies of the service permit, 
those men who desire long foreign cruises, 
are on reque=.t transferred to a submarine 
making such cruises. During the war the 
under -sea boats crossed the Atlantic with 
ease and the large fleet of submarines now 
on the Asiatiz Station can stay at sea for 
four or five months if necessary. 

The submarine service is an ideal place 
for anyone desiring to specialize in engineer- 
ing, electricity or torpedoes and for anyone 
of energetic type it is the place for rapid 
advancement, not only on account of the 
expansion of the service, but due to the 
fact that everyone is always under the eye 
of the commander and it is very easy to 
form a correct estimation of a man's ability 
in a short time under such inspection. 

LIlcid4ltFld and 5®gfld 
Hycºlr®den Quant- 

ity Production. 
By S. R. WINTERS 

(Couliflucd from paye 449) 
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duplicate of the machinery employed in - 

manufacturing liquid air. Moreover, the 
method of cl -anging the atmosphere into a 

fluid is closely analogous to that of manu- 
facturing ticuid, hydrogen. The differ- 
ence in the two processes is this: In 
liquefying hydrogen, instead of starting 
with gas at ordinary or room tempera- 
ture, as in tie case of liquefying air, the 
compressed gas is first cooled to 200 de- 
grees Centigrade below the commonly 
accepted zero point. This temperature is 

attained by the forced evaporation of 
liquid air under reduced pressure. With 
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is. 
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medium of type and picture. Each seeks to 

the others in the attractiveness of his 
Each vies with the others for the privi- 

of your attention. 
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advertisement in this paper is an offer 
directly to you. Each is worthy of your 
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Read the advertisements. Know what is 
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Compare values. Check up on the offer- 
Then you can be sure you are getting the 

for your money. 

Know what your money is worth 
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:THERE'S. MONEY IN IT" 
_-oM-LEARN TELEGRAPHY -2F - AND WIRELESS= 
TEACH YOURSELF in half usual time, at trifling cost, with the wonderful Automatic Transmitter THE OMNIGRAPH. Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at any speed, just as an expert operator would. Adopted by U. S. Government, and leading Universities, Colleges and Telegraph Schools. 3 styles. $14 to $30. Catalog free. 
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OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO. 22 Hudson St., NEW YORK 

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; correcte 
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three 
hours. No failures. Complete outline FREE.. 
Write C. J. Oament. Dept, 44 St. Louis, Mo. 

5 Master Keys 
Work like magic in emergencies or prove whether your door or padlocks are burglar- 
proof. Open and test thousands of different locks. Recommended by users In ten dif- ferent nations. Most wonderful and only keys of their kind. Send $1 today. Novel key .chain FREE with set. 

MASTER KEY CO., s Manhattan Block. Milwaukee, Wis. 

the exception of this one departure, the 
conversion of hydrogen into a fluid is in 
principle identical with the liquefication 
of air. 

HOW GAS IS LIQUEFIED 
The method of producing liquid air 

at the Bureau of Standards is, briefly, 
as follows: The atmosphere is first re- 
duced to a hieh degree of compression, 
by the application of 3,000 pounds to the 
square inch. The resultant heat is re- 
moved and the air is partly purified. It 
is preferable, but not absolutely neces- 
sary, that the atmosphere be pre -cooled 
to a point of a few degrees below room 
temperature, after which it is passed 
through a heat inter -changer and per- 
mitted to expand to atmospheric pressure 
through a valve. The air in its expanded 
form, is then given passage back over 
the heat -changer as a means of cooling 
the incoming compressed air. Thus little 
cold is wasted. The apparatus then gets 
colder and colder until a portion of the 
air is liquefied. 

Fortunately, however, the Fixation Ni- 
trogen Laboratory of the United States 
Department of Agriculture has developed 
a method for determining the presence 
of nitrogen in hydrogen, which element 
is most troublesome in the production 
of liquid hydrogen. This method makes 
it feasible to analyze the gas at all stages 
of its manufacture and use, as well as 
to locate the sources of contamination. 
This means of analysis is being applied 
at the Bureau of Standards, where hy- 
drogen for its own needs is being made 
electrolytically. It is assembled in a gas 
holder, containing oil instead of water, 
and is compressed into cylinders for stor- 
age. The hydrogen, as it comes from the 
generator, contains about one -hundredth 
of one per cent nitrogen. After the gas 
is compressed into cylinders, about two - 
one -hundredths of nitrogen is present. 
The oxygen that gains entrance into the generator is removed by a device which 
heats the gas sufficiently to cause the oxy- 
gen and hydrogen to combine. If any 
water is present, which presence does not 
offer a serious difficulty, it may be ab- 
sorbed by ordinary drying agents. 

Liquid hydrogen is produced at a tem- 
perature of 423 degrees Fahrenheit below 
the zero point of the Fahrenheit scale. 
This fluid, like liquid air, may be pre- 
served in vacuum containers, the vacuum serving as barriers against the entrance 
of heat from the outside. Liquid hy- 
drogen may be thus retained for a period 
of one or two days. 

SOLID HYDROGEN 

Solid hydrogen is being produced in 
the Low Temperatures Laboratory of the Bureau of Standards at the lowest 
temperature ever attained in Washing- 
ton, D. C., and probably the lowest point 
yet reached on the thermometer scale anywhere in the United States-at 434 
degrees Fahrenheit below the zero point, 
and only 25 degrees Fahrenheit above 
absolute zero. 

Once gaseous hydrogen has been re- 
duced to a fluid, however, it is compara- 
tively easy to convert it into a solid. This is accomplished by further reducing 
the temperature-about eleven degrees Fahrenheit lower-of the liquid by rapid 
evaporation in a partial vacuum. Hydro- 
gen in this state is the lightest solid 
known, being one-third lighter than cork. 
Solid hydrogen takes the form of flakes 
bearing a similarity to snow or ice, and 
it is well-nigh impossible to preserve this 
solidified element for even a period of a 
few hours. For instance, an attempt to carry the flaky substance for a distance 
of four or five miles proved futile, it hav- 
ing completely melted. 
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What Tern l., eratenre 
Can the Body Gtanc. ? 

By JOSEPH H. KRAUS. 
(Coutiniterl from page 429) 

when malarial fever might be indicated. 
If the temperature should rise on the first 
day to 106°, we know definitely that the 
patient has not developed typhoid fever, be- 
cause typhoid seldom produces a tempera- 
ture of over 104° in the evening of the 
first day, although temperatures of 105° 
in the evening and 104° in the morning 
which show a rather severe attack of this 
disease. may re3ult disastrously during the 
third week of the attack. On the other 
hand, should the temperature be below 102°, 
it would indicate the commencement of 
convalescence or a relatively mild attack of 
this disease, and should the temperature in- 
crease above 99 but without attaining 102, 

and should the patient exhibit signs of 
pneumonia, we know that there is no soft 
infiltration of the lungs. A temperature of 
104 in pneumoria cases indicates a severe 
attack. The same temperature in acute 
rheumatism is something to cause the in- 
dividual to be anxious. Generally when the 
temperature rises steadily to about 106.3 to 
107, the prognosis is very unfavorable, and 
a temperature of 110 is almost certain to 
prove fatal in diseased conditions. Never- 
theless, there have been some remarkable 
reports which would tend to disprove the 
above statement. In cases of sunstroke, 
110° is quite frequently found. In scarletina 
a case has been reported in which the pa- 
tient developed a temperature of 112°, and 
in tetanus at the time of death a patient 
has exhibited a temperature of about 114. 

A RARE CASE 
It is doubtful whether anyone shall ever 

have another patient as remarkable as the 
one treated by E. E. Holt, M.D., of Port- 
land, Maine, who is the founder of the 
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, and who was 
executive and senior attending surgeon of 
this infirmary for more than thirty years. 

This patient, twenty-one years old, was 
treated for an ear condition from which 
she recovered; after an operation for the 
ablation of the left mastoid, she was dis- 
charged. A year later in 1901, following 
another operaticn, the temperature rose at 
first to 105.6° F. without any chilly sensa- 
tions, giddiness or any other outward signs 
Indicating fever conditions. There was 
another operation, and in twenty days the 
temperature rose to 108°. The skull was 
then trephined, and for fourteen days the 
temperature was normal, after which it rose 
again on one occasion to 108°. The tem- 
perature repeatedly rose from a point below 
normal, 97° to ever 114°, almost daily, with 
the pulse running as high as 116 on rare 
occasions. The strangest fact was that tem- 
peratures in two different portions of the 
body were entirely different. Where one 
would register 114+ and break the clinical 
thermometers, the other extreme point where 
internal temperatures are taken, registered 
below 94, and consequently could not be 
recorded on the thermometer. A large num- 
ber of thermometers were used and the tem- 
peratures taken by many surgeons. Two 
thermometers that registered only 114° were 
broken. Inasmuch as the patient was in the 
hospital, there was absolutely no chance of 
fraud. In this patient, however, although 
at times the pulse varied, it generally re- 
mained around ninety beats per minute, and 
the respirations were never far from normal. 
It was evident that there was a disturbance 
of the heat controlling centers, but why or 
how has never been determined. The patient 
subsequently was discharged as cured, left 
the state and on writing to the doctor more 
than a year later claimed she had no further 
trouble whatsoever. 

This electrical 
worker will 
WIN 
He starts the 
Fall with the 
famous Croft 
Library at his 
elbow. 

What they contain: 
Volume One-Practical Mathe- 

matics, 358 subject headings. Tells 
you how to use mathematics as a 
tool. 

Volume Two-Practical Elec- 
tricity, 1,000 subject headings. The 
basic principles of all electrical prac- 
tice. 

Volume Three-Practical Elec- 
tricity, 1,100 subject headings. A 
continuation of Volume Two. 

Volume Four-Electrical Ma- 
chinery, 1,400 subject headings. 
Contains what every electrical man 
wants to know. 

Volume Five-Central Stations. 
509 subject headings. All phases of 
central -station operation are covered. 

Volume Six-Wiring for Light 
and Power, 1,700 subject headings. 
Tells how to do the big and little 
jobs right. 

Volume Seven-Wiring of Fin- 
ished Buildings, 1,000 subject head- 
ings. The very meat of wiring 
practice. 

Volume Eight-Prac- 
tical Electric Illumina- 
tion, 1,000 subject head- 
ings. Lamps, and the 
art of lighting properly. 

Now Only 

$1 93° 
In Ten Easy 
Payments 

Easy to Hold 

Easy to Read 
These eight volumes are flexibly and 
strongly bound in dark red, with titles 
in gold. Size, 5 x 8 inches. Carry one 
or two volumes in your pocket for 
quick reference. With reasonable care, 
they will last a lifetime. 

T1 
ERRELL CROFT knew what every 

ambitious man in the electrical field 

ought to have to help him move up to 

better -paying work, because he had been all 

along the line himself-from the job of ap- 

prentice to that of electrical engineer for a 

great electrical manufacturing company. 

When Croft finally entered upon his success- 

ful career as consulting electrical engineer, 
one of his most satisfactory undertakings 
was the preparation of these easily -under- 
stood, practical workshop books. 

Croft put into these eight volumes just 
the every -day kind of information that you 

need and put it in such a way, with clear 

language and free illustration, that the great 
Edison says of the text, "It is one of the best 

I have yet seen." 

Examine Free of Charge 
Pay Only if Pleased 

40,000 men have found this handy set of 

books, with their 3,000 pages and 2,200 
illustrations, their greatest helper. If it 

were possible to compute the increased earn- 

ings that have come from their study, it 

would amount to millions of dollars prob- 

ably. 
The evening hours of the months ahead 

give you your chance to make your set of the 

Croft Electrical Library a wonderful value. 
Don't delay. We want you to examine these 

wage -boosting volumes entirely free of obli- 

gation to buy unless they more than please. 

Just fill and mail the attached coupon. 

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
370 Seventh Ave., New York 

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 370 Seventh Ave., New York 

Gentlemen :-Send me the LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL 
ELECTRICITY (shipping charges prepaid), for 10 

days' free examination. If satisfactory, I will send $1.50 
in ten days and $2 per month until $19.50 has been 
paid. If not wanted, I will write you for return shipping 
instructions. (Write plainly and fill in all lines.) 
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The Hour That Counts! 
When you see a man putting in his 

noon hour learning more about his work, 
you see a man who won't stay down. 
He'll never be satisfied until he hits the 
top. And he'll get there 1 

In shops, factories, offices, stores, in every line 
of industry, men are holding splendid positions 
won through spare -time study with the Inter- 
national Correspondence Schools. To -day they 
are earning four or five times-yes, some of them 
ten times as much money as when they started. 

Employers everywhere are looking for men 
who really want to get ahead. If you want to 
make more money, show your employer that 
you're trying to be worth more money. 

For 31 years the International Correspondence 
Schools have been training men and women right 
in their own homes. 

Thousands upon thousands of men have stepped 
up in just this way. More than 180,000 are 
studying now. Can you afford to let another hour 
pass without making your start toward something 
better? Here is all we ask-without cost, with- 
out obligation, just mark and mail this coupon! 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 6206-C. Scranton. Penna. 

Without cost- or obligation on my part. please tell me how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before 
which I have marked an X: 

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES 
Business Management Salesmanship 
Industrial Management Advertising 
Personnel Organization Better Letters 
Traffic Management D Foreign Trade 
Business Law D Stenography and Typing Banking and Banking Law Business English 

' Accountancy(including C.P.A.) Civil Service Nicholson Cost Accounting Railway Mail Clerk 
Bookkeeping Common School Subjects 

Di Private Secretary High School Subjects Business Spanish French Illustrating 
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES 

Electrical Engineering 
Electric Lighting 

Mechanical Engineer 
Mechanical Draftsman 
Machine Shop Practice 

Railroad Positions Gas Engine Operating 
Civil Engineer 
Surveying and Mapping 
Metallurgy O Mining 
Steam Engineering D Radio 

Architect 
Blue Print Reading 
Contractor and Builder 

Architectural Draftsman 
['Concrete Builder 

Structural Engineer 
Chemistry O Pharmacy 

Work 
Airplane Engines 
Agriculture and Poultry 
Mathematics 

Name 
Street 3-27-23 
Address 

City State 

Occupation 
Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited. 

Montreal, Canada, 

SEND FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CATALOG 
Our net price list. 

Full line of 
auto bodies 
und accesso- 
ries for Fords 
at Wholesale 
Prices. Save 
big money on 

bodies by buying 
Direct from Factory. 

FOR FORD-Prices from $27.85 up. Factory to 
consumer direct-Pay only One Profit 

International Body Works, 914 W.Ohio St., Dept.4, Chicago, III. 

MODEL MAKING 
nWhen you have made your Model Boiler, 

you will naturally wish to mount it with the 
r best Steam Fittings obtainable. We can 
I.1-1 supply accurately made miniature Steam 

and Water Gauges. Steam Valves, Pumps, 
etc., also finished Engines and Boilers suit- 
able for Model boats and stationary pur- 
poses. Special work to order. Large illus- 
trated catalog 20c (refunded on first order). 

BATHE MFG. CO., 
Dept. 2, 5214 Woodland Ave.. Phila. Pa. 

From the above cases it is seen, therefore, 
that one cannot diagnose diseases by the 
thermometer alone; many other symptoms 
must be taken into consideration. Neither 
can we definitely state at what point on the 
Fahrenheit scale life will cease to exist. 
Some patients develop no increase of tem- 
perature whatever when they pass the Great 
Divide ; others exhibit an extremely high 
fever. There is no point of definite de- 
markation. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE ROOM TEMPER- 
ATURE IS INCREASED 

In the graph on this page we show the 
effect of high temperatures on the human 
body in actual tests made by the U. S. Bu- 
reau of Standards, under the Division of the 
Bureau of Mines of the Department of the 
Interior. It will be seen that the zero on 
this graph represents the normal body tem- 
perature, and an increase of 3° was recorded 
in test conditions in cases where still air 
or moving air of 100° F. surrounded the 
subjects of the test. Even at a temperature 
of 95°, more than 2° F. rise in temperature 
was exhibited. Under these test conditions, 
and remaining at rest in the room, having 
a temperature of 95°, the body temperature 
was increased ; the pulse rate increased ; 
sweating was very profuse, the clothes be- 
ing saturated with perspiration. Dizziness 
was experienced and an increase in depth 
and rate of respiration was found. Chilly 

sensations were developed in some subjects. 
If the air in the room were agitated, there 
was a slight rise or no rise in temperature, 
with a corresponding action on the part of 
the pulse. Sweating was profuse, but not 
sufficient to wet all clothing: No other 
untoward symptoms were produced. 

IN A ROOM AT 100° F. 

At 100° F. the following effects took 
place. The temperature of the body in- 
creased, reaching even 102.3° F., which is 
2.3° higher than surrounding air. The 
pulse -beats varied and in some cases were 
152 to more than 183 in others. Sweating 
was very profuse, the shoes being partly 
full of water. The test was very trying, 
dizziness and weakness being present, which 
symptoms lasted for about an hour after 
the test. Even at high air velocities there 
were no beneficial effects from the rapidly 
moving air at this temperature. One can 
readily understand why some subjects col- 
lapse when the thermometer registers 98° in 
the shade. All subjects agreed that but 
little work can be done at a temperature 
of 100° F. If the subjects had remained 
at this temperature for one full hour, they 
were positive that absolutely no work could 
have been done at the expiration of the 
time. Electric fans, therefore, although of 
value in temperatures up to 95° (which heat 
we seldom experience), would have very 
little beneficial effect if the air surrounding 
us were maintained at 100° F. 
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Luminous Water Signs 
(Continued from page 452) 
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part has been bent into a sinuous form, as 
shown in the illustration. Above the bent 
tube another tube puts it in communication 
with the atmosphere, so that air enters be- 
ing aspirated by the liquid drops, on exactly 
the principle used in water air pumps. The 
liquid arriving at the base of the bent tube 
gathers itself together, and by capilliarity 
is attracted to the walls of the tube, and 
forms thus a little cylinder with a concave 
meniscus at each end, and imprisoning be- 
tween itself and the adjoining cylinder a 
little bubble of air more or less voluminous 
A siphoning effect is produced, and what 
we may term a string of beads, is already 
formed within the circle of the glass tube, 
and in the vertical tube following it, fall 
by their own weight, drawing with them 
the bubbles of air separated by the cylinders 
of water and keeping the whole progressively 
in motion. The formation of the current 
of water and air, is continuous ; no matter 
how long and curved the tubes may be, the 
alternation of water and air in this beadlike 
formation persists. As the drops reach the 
outlet of the tube, they are permitted to 
escape into the waste pipe if they are ordi- 
nary water. If on the contrary, they are 
composed of any colored liquid, it would be 
waste to let them escape, so they are col- 
lected in a bottle if the apparatus is very 
small, or in a tank if the apparatus is large, 
and various arrangements can be made for 
raising the liquid back to the original level 
for distribution. A small pump actuated by 
hand is sufficient for quite large installations. 
An automatic pump operated electrically, 
is of course, superior. 

These liquid drops circulating in the tubes 
properly bent, and of proper design to carry 
out the motif, if it may be so termed, are 
illuminated obliquely by concealed lights, 
either on one side or on both. The meniscus 
of the water beads on account of their form, 
act as concave mirrors and concentrate the 
light which strikes them from the right and 
the left, the impinging light producing 

j 
luminous points, much more brilliantly il- 
luminated than the liquid of the beads or the 
air of the bubbles separating them, and whose 
luminous effects change constantly on ac- 
count of their continual movement, all of 
which, combined with their alternation of 
direction of motion in the different juxta- 
posed tubes, produces the effect of scintilla- 
tion comparable to the refraction seen in 
the case of precious stones. There is an- 
other effect of the most curious order, the 
letters and design seem to take very varied 
movements and effects of deformation, of 
trembling, of rotating, etc. 

The effect is sufficiently artistic for the 
process to be valuable for decoration as well 
as advertisement. 

The general design of the advertisement, 
both luminous and other portions of it, must 
not be kept in use too long, or else it will be- 
come monotonous and cease to attract the 
public. 

In the process which we have explained, 
the effect is due to the design. It is enough 
to replace the screen to obtain a completely 
new effect, which only takes a few minutes. 

In some animated pictures it is possible 
to imitate jets of water, fountains in action, 
and waterfalls in the middle of picturesque 
country scenes. These designs can be in- 
definitely varied. 

Finally, as a matter of some importance, 
the expense incidental to obtaining this effect 
of water in motion, is practically negligible. 

The luminous sign of whatever description, 
whether animated or intermittent, such as 
has been used up to date, is exclusively 
adapted to the exterior of a store. It 
follows that this kind of sign will not at- 
tract the eyes of the passers-by, except 
around the store, while it is much more im- 
portant to attract them to the objects which 
it contains, or to attract the attention of the 
persons detained by curiosity before the 
window. 
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a eReL flQF1fii t ' J.P' oxeteii 
By LEWIS J. BOSS 

(Cont.inted from page 461) 

In using the selenium photometer to deter- 
mine the pericds of unknown variable stars 
a comparison star is selected, which is as 
near to the color of the star under investi- 
gation as possible and which is also known 
to be of a permanent brilliancy. 

Betelgeuse, the conspicuous reddish star 
in the upper part of the constellation of 
Orion, is one of the most interesting sub- 
jects upon w rich the selenium photometer 
has been put to work. This star, whose 
period has never been accurately determined, 
has been under observation since 1919, and 
records have been kept of all readings ob- 
tained. These have now been reduced to a 
common scale and the result plotted as 
shown in Fig. 5. Just above is shown a 
curve of the late Professor Barnard's naked 
eye comparisons of Betelgeuse with the star 
Aldebaran. In this curve note that the zero 
line is representative of the visual bright- 
ness of Aldebaran, or, as it is known to 
astronomers, a Tauri. All deviations above 
or below this line indicates that Betelgeuse 
(0 Orionis was at the time shown so many 
tenths of a magnitude above or below 
a Tauri). The star is then the comparison 
star. It is particularly fortunate that this 
star was used as a comparison star in the 
curve shown, since the same one was used 
as a standard for the selenium photometer. 
In the lower curve the abscissae are the 
millimeters of galvanometer deflection pro- 
duced by the varying light of a Orionis 
being impressed upon the sensitive selenium 
cell. The ordinates are in this case, as in 
the curve above, representative of elapsed 
time. The full line extending completely 
across the graph at abscissa 15.25 is the 
deflection produced by the standard star, 
a Tauri. Deviations above or below this 
line indicate, just as in the curve above, 
brilliancies greater or less than that of the 
comparison star. From a careful study of 
the two curves it appears as though the 
selenium photometer was about to realize 
the goal of the astrophysicist, that is, the 
possession of a device would depend wholly 
upon physical methods for the determination 
of stellar magnitudes. 

Not only is the new photometer useful 
in observing stars known to be variable, but 
it will also undoubtedly prove to be of in- 
estimable value in settling questions of de- 
bated variability (i. e.) whether the light of 
certain stars really does vary a small amount 
or whether they shine with a steady efful- 
gence, as well as being useful in determin- 
ing the periods of maximum and minimum 
brilliancy of that large class of variable 
stars, the irregular variables. 

In the development of this method of in- 
vestigation, the idea has been, primarily, to 
adapt a piece of apparatus to the measure- 
ment of variable stars, which apparatus 
would eliminate so far as possible some of 
the difficulties attendant upon other methods. 
In doing this care has been taken to consider 
the errors likely to occur and to eliminate 
them in so far as it is possible to do so. 
They have, at least in the present form, 
been reduced to a minimum. The precision 
attainable with the selenium photometer has 
not yet been prosecuted to its fullest extent, 
nor have enough numerical results been tab- 
ulated to indicate what additional contribu- 
tions are to be expected from the use of this 
instrument in variable star photometry. A 
line of work most promising for workers 
with the selenium photometer is that of the 
study of the irregular variables of long 
period, many of which have never yet had 
a reliable period assigned to them. Such 
use will resulf in the addition of consider- 
able information to the scanty knowledge 
now available concerning them. 

Construction Day by Day 
So great and so constant is the 

growth of demand for telephone ser- 

vice that the Bell System invests 
throughout the country an average 
of three-quarters of a million dollars 
every working day for new telephone 
plant. 

New aerial lines are always under 
construction or extension, new sub- 
ways are being dug and cables laid, 
larger building accommodations are 
under way, more switchboards are 
in process of building or installation, 
and added facilities of every descrip- 
tion being mustered into service to 
care for the half million or more 
new subscribers linked to the System 
every year. 

This nation-wide construction, this 
large expenditure of funds, could not 
be carried out efficiently or eco- 
nomically by unrelated, independent 
telephone organizations acting with- 
out co-operation in different sections 

of the country. Neither could it be 
carried out efficiently or economically 
by any one organization dictating 
from one place the activities of all. 
In the Bell System all the associated 
companies share common manufac- 
turing and purchasing facilities which 
save millions of dollars annually. 
They share scientific discoveries and 
inventions, engineering achievements, 
and operating benefits which save 
further millions. But the manage- 
ment of service in each given terri- 
tory is in the hands of the company 
which serves that territory and which 
knows its needs and conditions. 

By thus combining the advantages 
of union and co-operation with the 
advantages of local initiative and 
responsibility, the Bell System has 
provided the nation with the only 
type of organization which could 
spend with efficiency and economy, 
the millions of dollars being invested 
in telephone service. 

BELL SYSTEM" 
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed 
toward Better Service 

An Open Letter to Agents and Salesmen 
Do you want to increase your earning power fifty to 

seventy-five percent with less effort than you are now put- 
ting forth in what you are selling? Let us convince you. 

We manufacture, and have for a number of years a Kero- 
sene Burner for Cook stoves, heaters, furnaces, etc., which is 
Installed very easily. We claim that this Burner is supe- 
rior to any burner on the market today, and we are ready 
to back up our statements. In reality this burner generates 
gas, which makes a white intense flame. Such heat elimi- 
nates all smoke, dirt and ashes. 

Whether you live in the country or city, your prospects are unlimited. They are fifty percent sold before you 
start to talk. What is easier to approach a prospect on than the subject of heat, also the increasing price of coal 
against the over -production of oil and the efficiency of burning oil, which is proven to be thirty-five percent more 
efficient than soft coal. Don't hesitate. Write today for our free booklet describing our product more fully. 
selling terms, commission, and territory. Private individuals will receive prompt attention. 

718 West Jackson Blvd. 
Even Heat Generator Company Dept. A, Chicago, Ill. 
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ULTRALENS 
MICROSCOPE 

Enormous Magnification at 
One - Twelfth Usual Cost 

TYPE MS -11 $5.00 
Magnifies 225 Diameters or 
50,625 Times Surface Area 

The ULTRALENS microscope is a practical instru- 
ment made possible by the recent development of a 
new system of lens construction on which various 
U. S. and Foreign patents are pending. Powers 
from 125 to 325 diameters (15.625 to 100,625 times 
surface area) are available. Microscope is a marvel 
of simplicity, perfection, and compactness. The 
enormous magnification and clear definition is a 
source of considerable astonishment to new users, 
who do not see how they can be sold at such a low 
price. 
The MS -II type is a complete outfit as it includes 
everything necessary to conduct numerous experi- 
ments. A 225 diameter objective is standard equip- 
ment. Extra ULTRALENS objectives of either 125 
or 325 diameters can be furnished for $1.00 each. 
Objectives are not sold separately. 
This type of ULTRALENS microscope is well fin- 
ished and a quality instrument throughout. Stage, 
knob, and mirror casing are of black moulded bake - 
lite. Brass work finished in gold lacquer. Diecast 
enameled horse -shoe base. Micrometer screw focus- 
ing adjustment. Objectives are interchangeable and 
plug in top of pillar. Outfit furnished in brown 
moulded bakelite, which is provided with places for 
holding slides and extra objectives. By means of a 
special attachment microscope can be securely 
clamped to outside of box, thus making it serve as a 
sub -base. 
Every microscope guaranteed to be as represented 
and to do all we claim. Must be seen to he appre- 
ciated. The three photomicrographs at bottom of ad, 
show how objects appear when viewed through our 
instrument. 

THE MICROSCOPE is one of the most interesting 
devices known. It creates nothing new, yet it re- 
veals marvels. It increases the power of the human 
eye a thousand -fold. It shows us the marvels and 
beauty of infinite worlds whose existence we never 
suspected. By its aid we can see a world of living 
things in a drop of stagnant water. We can see liv- 
ing forms in the blood, fighting their battles before 
our eyes. The smallest insect or part thereof can 
be increased to a frightful size. The uninteresting 
thing to the unaided eye. when examined under a 
microscope becomes a source of wonder and astonish- 
ment. 
Any microscope can be used for studying the won- 
ders of Nature. A power of 200 diameters is the 
best for average use. Ordinarily an instrument of 
this power is beyond the reach of the person of aver- 
age means. However the advent of the ULTRALENS 
microscope has changed all this. It brings an in- 
strument of 125 to 325 diameters within the reach 
of everyone. 
Every schoolroom, home, shop, store, and office should 
have a microscope. In the hands of the growing boy 
or girl they are an education in themselves. We 
are just beginning to realize the possibilities of the 
microscope. First, a positive method for general 
use to detect adulterations and impurities in ma- 
terials. And secondly, to discover variations from 
standards. Only a very minute quantity of material 
is required for testing. The human eye is easily 
tooled, while the microscope reveals definite results 
leaving nothing to be assumed. In -numerable uses 
will quickly sugest themselves in one's own particu- 
lar line. 

EVERY SCHOOLROOM, HOME, SHOP. STORE, AND OFFICE HOLDS A PROSPECT. 
ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE AND PROVEN MERITS MAKE IT A RAPID SELLER. 

FOR JEWELERS. OPTICIANS, AND DRUGGISTS. 

TO DEALERS. JOBBERS, AGENTS, AND SALESMEN-GET OUR DISTRIBUTORS' PROPOSITION. 

Extremely Interesting Circular S. I. Sent on Request 

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS CORP., MILTON, PA. 

EDGE OF FLY.; 'f94( 

NEW AND POPULAR BOOKS EVERY RADIO ENTHUSIAST 
SHOULD HAVE THESE BOOKS 

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons The How and Why of Radio Apparatus 
By S. GERNSBACK, A. LESCARBOURA and By H. W. SECOR, E.E. H. W. SECOR, E.E. (12 Edition) 

A Course that tells you everything you wish to know This newest book on radio matters fills a distinct gay 
about "wireless." starting lesson No. 1 by explaining in wireless literature. While the treatment is made as 
Use Principles of Electricity. By simple, easy stages, understandable and as free from mathematics as Pos- 
this wonderful Course takes you into "wireless" by the sable, it at the same time Incorporates a wealth of tech - 
use of simple language so skillfully used that you nique and instruction for the Radio Amateur-the Radio 
understand every word. There is a lesson devoted to Operator-the Installation and Designing Expert-as 
Theory and Mathematics. The last lesson is devoted to well as teachers and students of the subject in general. 
a history of wireless. A very broad field has been covered by the author, 

This Course has been considerably revised in order giving a great amount of information not found in other 
that It meet many important changes which have oc- text -books. If you are engaged in any branch of the 
corred in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony within recent Radio or allied arts you will surely need this latest con - 
years. tribution to radio literature. 

Size of book is 6 x 9 inches, 264 pages, 500 illus- This newest of Radio Work has 160 pages, 6 a 9 cations, diagrams and photographs. inches. Hundreds of illustrations and tables. 
Binding de Luxe; black leatherette semi -flexible cover, Cloth bound in Vellum de Luxe, stiff covers, $1.75 genuine gold stamped, red edges, round cor- $2 0n hand -sewed, gold stamped. each 
ners. multi -colored jacket W Same book, limp binding, colored cover $0.75 

DEALERS-ASK FOR WHOLESALE DISCOUNT 
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 53 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK 
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Varie Re Stauss 
(Continued front page 490) 

servations must be completed before the law 
governing them is recognizable. A typical 
star of Class 3 is Eta Argus, which is visible 
only from the southern hemisphere. In 
1843 it blazed up until it rivaled the brilliant 
Sirius. Since that date it has confined itself 
to insignificant fluctuations which give the 
impression of the smouldering before the 
flame. Other examples are two stars in the 
northern hemisphere, one designated "R" in 
the constellation of the Shield, the other "R" 
in the Northern Crown. They fluctuate be- 
tween fifth magnitude and utter invisibility 
through the most powerful telescopes. The 
spectra from maximum to minimum undergo 
radical changes seeming to indicate that the 
stars pass through tremendous physical 
transformations. Variables of Class 4 rise 
rapidly to maximum, where they halt, then 
return to minimum. Others experience sev- 
eral minima during a light cycle, the bright- 
est of which is called the primary and the 
others secondary. (See illustration 1, Fig. 
B.) The periods are often extremely short, 
in several cases being only a fraction of a 
day. It is not an unusual occurrence for a 
star to double its light in ten minutes. 

Scientists are always delighted to state 
definitely the cause of abstruse phenomena. 
A discussion of the first four classes of 
variables must necessarily deal in specula- 
tion but the Class 5 variables are no longer 
a mystery. The discovery of the forces 
which operate the fluctuations of these stars 
is one of the greatest triumphs of man's 
mind. Algol, which is the best known exam- 
ple, of the type, remains at maximum, sec- 
ond magnitude, most of the time; loses 5/6 
of its light in 4t/z hours; remains at mini- 
mum 20 minutes ; returns to maximum in 
3/2 hours. (See illustration 3.) The cause 
is simple. The spectroscope shows that a 
darker body revolves around Algol and pe- 
riodically eclipses its light. The companion 
has never been seen; yet astronomers state 
with confidence that it is 840,000 miles in 
diameter, and is separated from Algol by a 
distance of 3,250,000 miles. Algol is 1,160,000 
miles in diameter. The combined mass and 
the density of the system are respectively 
2/3 and 1/5 of our sun's. The discovery of 
Algol's companion gave the clue to the exist- 
ence of the black stars, "which fling unseen 
through the vast reaches of sidereal space." 

SUIT CluGte8's 
By BASIL NEWCOMB 
(Continued from hapm -1,i2;) 

Such are Orion, the Scorpion, the Big Bear. 
Somewhat more condensed, and also actual 
clusters, are the Hyades and the Pleiades; 
and from them we can go by gradual steps 
to the globular clusters, such as Messier 22 
which is shown in the accompanying photo- 
graph, and to even more highly condensed 
systems like the great cluster in Hercules. 

Messier 22, at a distance of 27,000 light- 
years from the earth, is a globular or slightly 
flattened system containing perhaps fifty 
thousand stars. The diameter of the cluster 
is more than three hundred and fifty light- 
years. A comparison with regions in the neighborhood of the sun shows that the 
stars of Messier 22, all of them so-called 
giants, are much more closely packed in their region of space than are the stars near 
the sun, as a glance at the accompanying 
photograph would lead one to suspect. In 
globular clusters there are hundreds of stars 
in the amount of space which near the sun contains but one. 
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A SIX MONTHS' 
SUBSCRIPTION 

For Only 
(Th s is rA the regular price) 

An Army of Boys 
more than 400,000 strong 
are regular readers of THE BOYS' MAGAZINE. 
This army is gaining recruits every day because this 
splendidly illustrated magazine contains just the 
sort of reading every red blooded American boy 
wants. The very best stories, both serial and short, 
by the world's best writer's. Special departments 
devoted to Radio, Mechanics, Electricity, Athletics, 
Physical Training, Stamp Collecting, Amateur Pho- 
tography, Cartooning, etc., etc. Beautiful big pages 
with handsome covers in colors. A big lot of jokes 
and comic drawings. 

We give away $132.00 in Cash Prizes for the best 
amateur short stories, drawings, cartoons, articles 
or radio, mechanics, electricity, etc. There is no 
reason why your boy should not win some of these 
Cash Prizes. These Prize Contests are continuous 
and each issue of THE BOYS' MAGAZINE gives 
full particulars regarding them. 

Just think of it! A SIX MONTHS' subscrip- 
tion for only 23 CENTS. Surely you would like to 
invest this small amount in giving your boy, or 
boy friend, six solid months of pleasure, entertain- 
ment and instruction. 

Remit in stamps if more convenient. 
(On sale at all newsstands 10e a copy.) 

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., INC., 
7228 Main St., Smrthport, Pa. 
I enclose 25 cents for a six months' subscription to THE 

BOYS' MAGAZINE as per your special half price offer. 
Enter my subscription promptly and send me my first espy 
of THE BOYS' MAGAZINE by return mail. 

You agree to return my 25 cents at once should I not be 
more than pleased with THE BOYS' MAGAZINE. 

My Name is 

My Address is . 

(Please write plainly) 

ONLY Brings You a Genuine 

UNDERWOOD 
Latest model. 3enuine Shipman -Ward Rebuilt. All 
worn type replaced with new ones. In appearance, 
style, class of w irk and length of service it will give, it 
compares exact:y with a brand new machine. Listed 
far below factory prices. Guaranteed full five years. 
Unexcelled easypaylnent proposition. 

FREE Book 
Tells How! 
Send the coupon below for free 
copy of our big typewriter 
book giving inside facts about 
our famous rebuilding pros- i- 
esa. Full illustrations 
Every step 

a shays you 
Get one 

copy today. 
yyS 

write nowe Therelenoner. 
obligation. 

Shipman - 
Ward Mfg. 
Company 
Chicago va"e 

ShiomanWard Mfg. Co. 
21kó Shipman Bldg., Chicago 

Please send me a copy of your big 
typewriter book as illustrated and 

described above. 

Street and No. .... 
City............................State.....,........,... 

Tantalanm®ooAIlfl 
About. IIt 

By O. IVAN LEE, B. Sc. 

` (Continued front 
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be dissolved from a tantalum cathode leav- 
ing it unaffected. Caustic alkali solutions 
and in general all water solutions of cherni- 
cals (with the single exception noted above) 
are without action upon it, so that it is 
acknowledged the most resistant of all metals 
to wet corrosion. 

One of the earliest uses to which com- 
mercial tantalum was applied was in the 
production of electric lamps, and apropos 
of this, one should note the great ductility 
of the material. A bar of tantalum as thick 
as the finger may be drawn into fine wire 
for filaments without heat treatment during 
the process. The strength of wire thus 
made is more than that of copper, nickel or 
platinum, but less than that of molybdenum 
and tungsten. 

Since tantalum expands at nearly the same 
rate as platinum, like that metal, too, it may 
be sealed into glass. This property, of 
course, is very useful when it is necessary 
to lead an electric current into a glass 
vessel. 
THE UNIQUE ELECTRICAL ATTRIBUTES 

OF TANTALUM 
To begin with, the electrical resistance of 

tantalum is about eight times that of copper 
and about three times that of tungsten. 
This, however, though interesting, is not 
likely to cause it to displace cheaper ma- 
terials already in use. It is the unique 
characteristics of a new material that set 
inventors to work to apply them to useful 
purposes. 

Since tantalum when heated, eagerly com- 
bines with the common gases oxygen, hydro- 
gen and even inert nitrogen, this very ob- 
stacle besetting the preparation of the metal 
becomes a most valuable property when, 
for example, tantalum is heated in a vacuum 
tube such as is used in the radio telephone. 
Thus it may be made to maintain a balance 
of residual gas suitable to the best condi- 
tions for transmitting or receiving. It is, 
however, the peculiar valve properties of 
tantalum which hold forth great promise 
of possibilities in applied electricity. 

Suppose two polished sheets of tantalum 
are immersed in sulphuric acid of the 
strength used in storage batteries, and con- 
nected with a battery circuit of 75 volts. 
For an instant the current flows as with any 
ordinary metal, and then it suddenly trails 
off to a minute fraction of the original value 
-perhaps the thousandth of an ampere. 
Simultaneosuly, a rainbow film covers that 
piece by which the current enters the acid. 

If now a plate of lead is substituted for 
one of tantalum, and the cell connected to 
an alternating current of the usual fre- 
quency, the current flow in one direction will 
very nearly be suppressed, resulting in a 
pulsating direct current. Part of the elec- 
trical energy is expended in electrolytic de- 
composition of the water into hydrogen and 
oxygen, the former appearing at the tantalum 
electrode while the latter is evolved at the 
lead. The current thus derived may be 
used to charge a storage battery, for elec- 
troplating or any similar purpose. 

It is even possible by using two tantalum 
electrodes, so to rectify an alternating cur- 
rent that both halves of the waves are made 
to pass in the same direction, and then 
manipulated finally to become a smooth uni- 
directional current. 

The leakage of electric tantalum valves 
varies under the conditions of the apparatus 
utilized, voltage, nature of electrolyte, cur- 
rent density, etc., but by reason of the great 

Invention 

NowTaiight 
C_ Great Inventors 

Now ShowYou How to 
Make Your Ideas Pay 

Thousands of inventions are needed today. Just one 
little idea can bring you fortune and faine. The 
world is waiting for new inventions in engineering. 
chemistry, household articles, radio, and other fields 

and will pay big money 
for even the simplest idea. 
Little things like the tin 
bottle cap, the crimped 
hair -pin, the rubber on the 
end of a pencil brought 
their inventors hundreds 
of thousands of dollars. 
Couldn't you make some 
equally simple invention? 
Haven't you ideas that 
could be turned into 
money? Inventing isn't a 
matter of blind luck-it 
isn't a question of guess- 
work. Invention is based 
on certain principles, just 
as any other profession It 
follows a definite course 
of procedure step by step 

from the origination of the first idea to its final 
development on a commercial scale. 

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES 

Learn at Home 
in SpareTime 

Hitherto, every inventor had to work out these 
principles of invention for himself. For every suc- 
cessful inventor knows and uses these principles. 
He knows WHAT TO INVENT. HOW TO IN- 
VENT, HOW TO PROTECT HIS RIGHTS AND 
HOW TO MARKET HIS PATENT OR INVEN- 
TION. But now you can learn in a few months 
what it took great inventors years of discouragement 
and terrific struggle to acquire. Fifteen famous in- 
ventors have now revealed, for the first time, the 
secrets of invention. They explain how to originate 
ideas, how to develop and perfect your ideas, how to 
patent your inventions, and how to sell them to your 
best advantage. In short, they make it amazingly 
easy for you to become an inventor, simply by learn- 
ine. the whole wonderful science of invention, step 
by step, from beginning to end. It requires just 
fascinating moments of your spare time at home. 

First Course,ofIts Kind 
This is the first course in practical Invention that 
has ever been devised. Now you can take Edison's 
advice and actually learn HOW TO INVENT- 
how to make Invention a profession! In simple, 
easy -to -understand language, you are told how 
successful inventors work; you learn how to use the 
secrets of invention that convert a simple little idea 
into money. 

New Book on 
Inventive Science 

.A wonderful new book has just come from the press 
that tells all about the Science of Invention; that 
shows how great inventors work, how little ideas 
have made fortunes; how you, too, can easily learn 
the secrets of successful invention. This fascinating 
Book will be sent free to all those who are genuinely 
interested. Send for this Book today, as only a 
limited number are available for free distribution. 
Write your name and address on the coupon below, 
or send a post card NOW! There is no cost or 
obligation. This bureau is not connected in any way 
with patent attorneys or manufacturers. We do 
nothing but teach the science of invention. 

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE 
Dept. 79, Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y. 

Bureau of Inventive Science, Dept. 79 
Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y. 
Please send me your free book, "The Science of Invention." 
Name 
Address 

City 
St¡te 
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The Fibre "RICOHORN" 
Indestructible, 
Seamless. 
Màde en- 
tirely at 
fibre, 
metal 
base. 

SOLID FIBRE HORN 

No. III - (illustrated) 
Fibre "RICOHORN", 
with "Rico" Loud Speak- 
er 'Phone. height 

$8.50 23". beI i 10" 
each 

No. 01-Fibre "R I C 0- 
height 

$15.00 28". bell 14", 
each 

Both complete 
with the "RICO" 
TUNED Loud 
Speaker 'Phone 
and Cord. 

WITH TUNED LOUD SPEAKER PHONE 
Eventually Replaces All Other Radio Horns 
Because it is a scientific development which 

produces only true mellow tones. 
This oresents the latest development in loud talker horns. It has 
been realized by every acoustic expert that metals should never 
be used In connection with loud talkers, as they give rise to "metallic" sounds. 
"Rieohorns" are made entirely of fibre. No metal is used at all, 
the sounds come through not only mellow and undistorted, but, 
due to the higher amplifying power of fibre much louder as well. 
"Rieohorns" are unbreakable. Cannot be dented and do not lose 
their shape. By means of an ingenious arrangement, the 'Phone 
Is clamped against the lower extremity of the "Ricohorn" in such 
a way that no echo pockets are formed. Consequently there is 
nothing lost In the emission of the sounds. The "Rico" Loud 
Speaker 'Phone can be dismounted, if desired, in less than a 
minute's time. 
The finish and material of our horns are of the highest grade 
throughout. The base to which the horn Is attached is of metal. 
The horr, itself has a beautiful black mottled appearance. which 
lasts practically forever. The base Is finished In the seine black 
flnlsh. "Rieohorns" are put up in strong corrugated cardboard 
boxes and we insure safe delivery. 
Send for illustrated circulars on all "Rico" Radio Specialties. 

1 

49: j0 
INDUSTRIES 

CORPORATION 
131 Duane Street New York, N. Y. 

uu 

'SEND NO MONEY 
RADIO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION 

131 Duane Street, New York 
Gentlemen:-Please send nie by Parcel Post one No. 
Fibre "RICOHORN" for which I will pay the postman the 
amount of plus postage. 
You guarantee that the Fibre "RICOHORN" is exactly as 
represented by you. 

NAME 

STREET AND NO. 

ciri' 

PATENT APPLIED FOR 

THE FAVORITE 
RADIO CABINET 
makes a high class Radio Instrument. It 
operates any good hook-up. 

With one vacuum tube it operates a loud 
speaker. No loop, no aerial, no ground, or 
other attachments necessary. It fills all 
vacancies. 
THE FAVORITE has won the heart of 
the nation. Everybody who see it, want 
one and those who have the price, buy one. 

It is a beautiful piece of household furni- 
ture and adds to the appearance of the 
finest home. 

A FAVORITE in operation on the floor of 
a dealer attracts all the attention of his 
customers. Write for descriptive matter 
and prices. 

Manufactured by 

O. A. BARTHOLOMEW 
409 GUARDIAN BLDG. CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Big 3 -Ft. Telescope Wert" and Eli iniad 
(In Five Section) 

See people and objects miles away, on land or sea, as if they were close. Wonder 
Telescope gives new pleasures to home, farm, camp, travel, sport. See moon and 
stars as never before. Opens out over 3 feet long; measures 12 inches closed. 
Brass bound; has powerful lenses. Thousands pleased -"Could tell color of 
aeroplane 4 miles away."-Mrs. Yarbrough. "Saw Provincetown Light, 
28 miles away, as clear as if in front of me."-Clyde Scribner 

SumNollony' 
"I have been watching submarines 8 miles 

.e o9 the cot."-P. Gruah. "Can see 
children playingschool yard 6 

tt000. 
away. 

hee numbers 
freight cara mile away, 
see mountains no 

Palmer. 
"-A, Q. 

Because of a fortunate purchase fsom a large European 
manufacturer we can give you a big bargain. Be first in your 

neighborhood; entertain your friends. Send no money; send 
only name and address for telescope complete by parcel post. On arrival 

deposit with Postman only $1.85 plus a few pennies postage. Satisfaction 
guaranteed or money refunded. Order today while the supply lasts. 

FERRY & CO., 75 W. Van Boron St Dent. 1253 Chicago. 114 

inertness of tantalum towards chemical solu- 
tion of all kinds, the electrodes of this 
marvelous metal are practically indestruc- 
ible. This is not the case, however, with 
valve apparatus constructed of aluminum or 
magnesium which, although capable of rec- 
tifying, soon disintegrate from chemical ac- 
tion. The efficiency of a unit for charging 
an ordinary storage battery is in the neigh- 
borhood of 33%%, comparing favorably 
with other types of rectifiers. 

The tantalum rectifier is noiseless, devoid 
of moving parts and needs no attention ex- 
cept occasional replenishment of water. 

THE FUTURE OF TANTALUM 
It has been stated by Mr. Wells that "sci- 

entific prophecy will not be fortune-telling, 
whatever else it may be," so that it is with 
a feeling of considerable reluctance that one 
ventures to make any predictions concerning 
the .probabilities of a metal so new to us 
as tantalum. It is, however, a strange and 
significant but consoling fact, that the use- 
ful metals seem to occur with an abundance 
nicely adjusted to the demands made upon 
them. A world in which mercury was 
worth as much as iridium (of which we 
have scarcely enough to tip our fountain 
pens), would be unthinkable, but at 90c 
per pound there is no complaint. Russia's 
'ingle experiment in platinum coinage dem- 
onstrated again the folly of any metal save 
gold as a monetary standard. Soon after 
vanadium created an insistent demand for 
itself, a providential hoard created by some 
freak of geology was uncovered at a height 
of three miles in the Peruvian Andes. About 
the time that the advantages of zirconium 
oxide were appreciated, thirty ton boulders 
of it were discovered lying ready to move 
on the highlands of Brazil. 

SUMMARY SUGGESTIVE OF THE 
DIVERSE POSSIBLE APPLICA- 

TIONS OF TANTALUM 
Mechanical 

Pen (nibs) : elastic, hard, non -rusting. 
Watch and Clock Springs: By alloying with car- bon, silicon, boron, aluminum, tin, titanium. 
Tools: Such as_ anvils where points and surfaces are subject to mechanical wear. Case hardening 

may be obtained by addition of oxide, aluminum, titanium, tin, silicon. 
Cutting Tools: Knives, etc. 
Dental Purposes: Pins for Teeth, instruments, 

non -rusting, can be sterilized, sharpened, possess hardness equal to agate. 
Surgical Instruments: Non -rusting, can be steri- lized, sharpened, possess hardness equal to agate. Jewelry: With gold or copper, an alloy having appearance of gold but harder and more elastic. 
Steel Industry: Alloy with iron, tungsten, molyb- denum. 
Alloys: With molybdenum as substitute for pla- tinum; with tantalum 10, nickel 10, iron 80-tough, 

elastic, hard; with silicon (1-10%), an alloy of great hardness. 
Chemical 

Colors: Olive green and orange pigments were described and recommended in 1801 by Hatchett. It is the earliest recorded suggestion for the utili- zation of tantalum-(columbium.) 
Refractory: Tantalum oxide is well adapted for withstanding high temperatures. 
Standard Weights: Permanent, hard, economical. Platinum Substitute: Cheaper, in some respects superior and releases platinum for indispensable purposes. 
Chemical Apparatus: Crucibles, dishes, etc. Ideal 

if not subjected to too high a temperature. 
Chemical Manufacture: Of sulphuric acid, re- placing platinum for sprayers in the acid chambers ; possess great durability. 
Alloy: Of zircon 6.8%, columbium 53.5%, tan- talum 39.7%, not attacked by any acid; can be heated to whiteness without oxidation. 

Electrical 
Filament: For incandescent electric lamp. Wire: For electric heaters and resistance fur- naces; for current leads into glass bulbs. 
Sheet and Gauze: For radio tubes, Xray tubes, electrolytic detectors, lightning arresters. 
Plates: For electrolytic condensers, valves and rectifiers, anodes and cathodes for deposition of metals such as silver, copper, gold, platinum, nickel, antimony and especially zinc and cadmium with which tantalum does not alloy. Has advan- tage over platinum of greater rigidity, lower density and cost and allows of all metals plated being re- moved by treatment in acids. 
Magnetic Alloy. 
Non-magnetic Alloy : With nickel. 
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In this Deportment we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those who 
are in doubt as co certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot be answered 
by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers. If the idea is 
thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to protect the inventor 
as far as it is possible to do so. 

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches and 
descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on. 
NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are upon the 
letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of the inquirer or his 
address is incorrectly given. 

CARBIDE GAS ENGINE 
(727) Robert Smith, Plentywood, Mont., asks 

for patent advice on a gasoline engine using 
carbide gas for the exploding agent. 

A. There is no reason why carbide gas could 
not be used in automobile engines to run them, 
neither is there any reason to presuppose that 
any other inflammable gas will not explode when 
mixed with air or oxygen. Inasmuch as you 
have not changed the construction of the internal 
combustion engine in order to make it operate 
with carbide in any detail, we doubt if you could 
patent the use of a particular kind of gas in 
connection with the engine. We disagree with 
you as to the efficiency and economy of this sys- 
tem. Carbide gas is more expensive in its prac- 
tical results than gasoline, and except for start- 
ing motors on cold days, its use would be un- 
desirable. 

We would suggest that you work along this 
line, namely, that you design a carbide gas 
generator which will supply gas to the engine 
when the same is cold, so that it can be started 
much more easily. Then the carbide gas flow 
should be stopped and gasoline be supplied in 
the usual manner. Some system whereby just a 
few drops of water will fall on the granules of 
the carbide, to give enough gas to start the engine 
only, would be most feasible. 

BATTLE PLANE 
(728) Constant A. Shilcoski, Detroit, Mich., 

desires to patent an airplane in which machine 
guns are mounted at the ends of the wing struc- 
tures, operators being located there. 

A. Do you rot think that the world has had 
enough of war for the time being to satisfy it 
for at least twenty or thirty years? If so, then 
naturally, it would be absurd to suggest applying 
for a patent fcr your device. There probably 
will be no more war for at least twenty years- 
consequently any war inventions, or any war sug- 
gestions, are worthless, and at the end of the 
seventeen year period would afford no protection 
to the inventor. Even then, equipping your air- 
plane with two machine guns, on port and star- 
board, in special housings, which guns are free 
to move in any direction, necessarily means that 
the operators of the machine-guns cannot operate 
the plane. Consequently, when a plane of this 
nature is sent crashing to earth, there is a loss 
of five lives instead of one, or at the most, two. 
Firing the guns is not more directive or effective, 
and maneuvering an airplane with heavy bodies 
at the ends of the wing structure is more difficult 
while the speed of the airplane is decreased be- 
cause of added wind resistance. We would not 
suggest attempting to patent this idea, nor any 
other war idea, unless of extreme importance. 

FIRE DETECTOR 
(729) Geo. J. Frankovièh, Anaconda, Mon- 

tana, asks whether he should patent a fire alarm 
system, in which a fuse is laid throughout the 
building communicating with an explosively 
operated switch, the fuse being of the type used 
for blasting purposes. 

A. We most strenuously advise against attempt- 
ing to patent stxh a device. In the first place, 
the setting off of the fuse requires that a flame 
come in actual contact with said fuse. This 
means that the 5re will necessarily have had ob- 
tained considera-Ae headway, which fire could 
be further spreac by the burning fuse. The de- 
vice is also impractical because of the fact that 
an explosive is used in actuating the mechanism 
of the same. E(plosives cannot be sent out in 
the mails, making the devices useless for out-of- 
town buyers (unless express packages were sent). 
The resetting of the instrument likewise is quite 
expensive, when inc considers the amount of fuse 
which has to be laid after each conflagration. We 
are positive that insurance and fire underwriters 

would not sanction this method, which, rather 
than being a detector of fires, would positively 
lead to complete combustion. Many other draw- 
backs will present themselves if you but think 
along any such lines. 

SPARK GAP 
(730) Eugene Feinberg, Fort Smith, Ark., 

asks whether he should patent a spark gap for 
radio purposes, a diagram of which he sent. 

A. Without a doubt your device can be pat- 
ented, but what will be the use? Today an 
open spark gap is not employed for radio but 
principally for automobiles and naturally experi- 
mental purposes. A patent upon your system 
with reference to its experimental value, would 
hardly be worth the expense. Within another 
year or two radio spark gaps together with much 
other trash with which radio was and is today 
infested will be relegated to the junk pile. All 
of these devices make historical material for 
readers interested in radio's romance. But to 
attempt to patent devices to be placed in the 
ranks of such historical works would be the 
height of folly. We, therefore, advise most 
strongly against attempting to secure a patent 
upon this scheme. 

A LEGAL QUESTION 
(731) Alfred First, Dongan Hills, New York, 

asks what could happen if he infringes upon a 
patent. 

A. We do not profess to be legal experts. 
Questions such as this could only be definitely 
decided after the suit has been settled. However, 
this may occur: 

If you infringe upon a patented article, and a 
suit is brought against you and the action is won, 
anything which you have or which may be com- 
ing to you as a result of this infringement, may 
be attached and all your personal belongings and 
properties with the exception of about $250.00 
worth of property, real and personal, may be 
claimed by the concern who won the suit. Any 
money or moneys which you may have put into 
the manufacture, sale or exploitation of your 
device could be attached, and subsequent returns 
would come into the hands of the winner of the 
suit. The court then may enjoin you from manu- 
facturing this device, and should you fail to heed 
the warning, a jail sentence is apt to follow. 

U.S. PAT NTS 
. 
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FORM - 

Don't Lose Your Rights 
Before disclosing your invention to any- 

one send for blank form "Evidence of 
Conception" to be signed and witnessed. 
A sample form together with printed in- 
structions will show you just how to work 
up your evidence and establish your rights 
before filing application for patent. As 
registered patent attorneys we represent 
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S. 
and Canada in -the advancement of inven- 
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found 
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con- 
ception" sample, instructions relating to 
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees 
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post 
card will clo. 

255 OURAY BLDG., 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception" 

TO THE MAN WITH 
AN IDEA 

I offer a comprehensive, ex- 
perienced, efficient service for 
his prompt, legal protection and 
the development of his proposi- 
tion. 

Send sketch, or model and descrip- 
tion, for advice as to cost, search 
through prior United States patents, 
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur- 
nished without charge. 

My experience and familiarity with 
various arts frequently enable me to 
accurately advise clients as to prob- 
able patentability before they go to 
an expense. 

Booklet of valuable information 
and form for properly disclosing 
your idea, free on request. Write 
today. 
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer 
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C. 
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York City 

pATENTS TRADEMARKS 
AND 

COPYRIGHTS 
Before disclosing an innen h inventor should write Invention, the 

for our blank form, "RECORD OF INVENTION." This should be 
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or sketch 
and description of the invention we will give our opinion as to its 
patentable nature. Radio and Electrical cases a specialty. 

Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT," 
sent Free on request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms 
..mm1m,n1mm,,,,,,.nmmmmn.nm,.nmm11.1.111..1.11.1,11111..m111m FREE COUPON 

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent 
Chicago Offices: 

1114 Tacoma Bldg. 
Pittsburgh Offices, Philadelphia Offices: 
514 Empire Bldg. 714-715 Liberty Bldg. 

New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg. 
MAIN OFFICES: 779 NINTH, WASHINGTON, 

Attorneys 
San Francisco Offices, 

Hobart Bldg. 

D. C. 

Address ... . 
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yNITED STATES 

FOREIGN 01J 

PAIR fC1 
TOUR RIGHTS 
PATENTS 

Any new article, machine, design or 
improvement thereof, or any new com- 
bination of parts or improvements in 
any known article which increases its 
efficiency or usefulness, may be pat- 
ented, if it involves invention. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY 
NEW IDEAS 

which you feel are useful, practical and 
novel, take prompt action toward pro- 
tecting your rights. If you have in- 
vented any new machine, or new com- 
bination of parts or improvement, or 
new process or design, 

Send Drawing, Model 
or Description 

of it for information as to procedure 
to secure protection. 

WRITE TODAY FOR 
BLANK FORM 

"Record of Invention" 
to be returned to me with drawing, des- 
cription or model of your idea. Prompt- 
ly upon receipt by me of your idea I 
will write you fully as to procedure 
and costs. 

No Charge for the Above 
Information 

All communications are held in strict 
confidence. My personal, careful and 
thorough attention is given to each 
case. I offer you efficient, reliable and 
prompt service-based upon practical 
experience. Higest references. 

Write today for free book "How to 
Obtain a Patent." This book will give 
you valuable information, and it may 
save you much time and effort. Send 
for it NOW. 

My practice is devoted exclusively 
to United States and foreign patents 
and trade marks. Very probably I can 
help you. Write today. 

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN 
Registered Patent Attorney 

241 Southern Bldg. Washington, D. C. 

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN, 
241 Southern Building, 
Patent Attorney, 
Washington, D. C. 

Please send me your free 
booklet, "How to Obtain a 
Patent" and blank form 
'Record of Invention" with- 
out any obligation on my 
part. 
NAME 

ADDRESS 
(WRITE PLAINLY 

21111 ,,,,,,, 
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By Clement Fezandié 

IaIIWIIIIIIIII(Continued from) page 436) 

to whether space is a vacuum, or is filled 
with ether or with highly rarefied air or 
other gas, no balloon could ascend very 
high in it, as the density diminishes as we 
ascend. Hydrogen, the lightest gas known, 
would not carry us very far. Even if we 
were able to make a vacuum balloon, with 
concentric envelopes strong enough to re- 
sist crushing from the atmosphere, and if 
we dropped off one shell after another as 
we ascended, this balloon would have to 
be so large, to rise even a few hundred 
miles, that it would be impracticable to build 
it." 

"Why so? A balloon, with no gas inside, 
ought to be very light." 

"True, but at a height of one thousand 
miles above the earth, our atmosphere must 
be so rarefied that it would probably take 
thousands of cubic miles of it to weigh a 
pound. Consequently the problem would be 
to build a balloon thousands of miles long 
and weighing less than one pound. This 
would be a manifest absurdity. So we may 
dismiss the idea of a balloon as a means of 
traveling to the moon or to the planets." 

"What is your opinion about the possibility 
of screening a body from the effects of 
gravitation. H. G. Wells uses this method 
for sending his first men to the moon. He 
places them in a car that is surrounded by 
shutters, which, when closed, are impervious 
to the attraction. By opening the shutter 
in the direction in which he wishes to go, 
the passenger lets in the attraction of the 
earth or the moon and the car starts off in 
the desired direction. When his speed be- 
comes too great, he lets in a little counter - 
attraction from the opposite side, and so can 
regulate his speed and direction at will. 
What do you say to that idea?" 

"The idea is certainly ingenious," observed 
Doctor Hackensaw with a smile, "hut it is 
open to the objection that we have as yet 
found no means of shutting off gravitation, 
nor have we any data to lead us to believe 
that gravitation can be shut off. Of course. 
as yet, we do not know what gravitation is. 
Several unsatisfactory metaphysical theories 
have been advanced, but none of them 
satisfies me. As for myself, I cannot 
even make up my mind as to whether 
attraction is, as commonly believed, a pull 
between two bodies, or, what appears 
to me more probable, a push exerted on the 
two bodies from outer space, forcing them 
closer together. Analogy, however, would 
lead me to believe that gravitation, like heat. 
light, sound, electricity, &c., is merely 'a 
mode of motion,' as the physicists call it- 
in other words a vibration. The whole sub- 
ject is as yet in complete darkness, but, as 
I observed at the beginning, I have dis- 
covered no new force and no new method 
of controlling the forces already known to 
man. I am relying entirely on old and 
well-known forces to carry me to the moon; 

Silas Rockett was puzzled. He had ap- 
parently exhausted his entire arsenal. He 
tried one more shot, however. 

"Is it possible that you are thinking of 
using atomic force?" 

Doctor Hackensaw shook his head. "No," 
said he. "I shall not use atomic forces." 

"Nor radio -active force? You will not 
propel your car by means of wireless 
waves ?" 

"No indeed, our electrical knowledge at 
the present day is insufficient for any such 
schemes." 

"Then I give it up," said Silas. I have 
read somewhere that, if the earth were 
twenty-four times its present diameter. 
bodies at the equator would be traveling 

(Continued on page 504) 

READ!! 

WORLD OF INVENTION 

A Monthly Magazine 

INSTRUCTIVE and ATTRACTIVE 

THE MARKET PLACE-a depart- 
ment of immense possibilities-aids the 
sale of inventions and furnishes in- 
formation of inventions needed-it is 

here that the minds of the seller and 
buyer meet. 

Interesting contributions from scien- 
tists, inventors and prominent writers. 

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
is especially valuable to inventors. 

Many other very desirable features. 

Subscription $2.50 for one year 
Advertising rates on request. 

For full particulars address 

World of Invention Company 
Three Thirty-four Fifth Avenue 

New York City, U. S. A. 

,1111111101 

Hand Books on Patents, Trade 
Marks, etc., sent free. Our 77 years 
of experience, efficient service, and 
fair dealing assure fullest value and 
protection to the applicant. The 
Scientific American should be read 
by all inventors. 

MUNN & CO. 
618 Woolworth Building, New York 

Tower Bde.. Chicago, Ill. 
H bort S dg., 682 Market Si. San Fránciso ,Cal. 

PATENTS 
PROTECT YOUR INVENTION TODAY 

Write for FREE illustrated Patent Book. 
Radio -Electrical, Chemical and Mechan- 
ical Experts; Over 25 years' experience. 

Prompt, Efficient Service. Write today 
A. M- WILSON, Inc. 

311-17 VICTOR BLDG. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ATENTS 
If you have an invention and desire to secure 
Datent, send for our Free Guide Book, HOW TO 
GET YOUR PATENT. Tells our Terms, Methode. 'te. Bend model or sketch and description for our opinion 

Ot It* patentable nature. 

RANDOLPH & CO. 
Dept. 172 Washington, D. C. 

ATENTS, TRADEMARKS 
PROTECT YOUR INVENTION ! 

Prompt, Efficient, Personal Service. 
Reasonable fee. Full explanation in my book 
let "PATENTS." Send for free copy today. 

AMBROSE T. BUCKLEY 
150 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK CITY 
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think of a simple, practical Idea 

that will fill one of the many re - 
Quests we have on file for new inven- 
tions? I: may mean a fortune for you. 
Thousands of things are needed RIGHT 
Now. YOUR brains can help. Send to- 
day for oar great new book-"Inven- 
tions and Trade Marks, Their 
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and learn more about making 

money from ideas than you ever 
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PATENTS 
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Send drawing or model for examination 
and report as to patentability. 

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer 
624 F Street N. W.. Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS 
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Formerly Member Ex- 
amining Corps. U. S. 

Patent Offices. 
PATENT LAWYER 

McGill' Bldg., Washington, D. C. 
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THE HUMAN SAMPSOM 
If the stone weighs but a few times as 

much as the hammer the feat here described 
would be impossible, but if it exceeds the 
weight of the hammer many times, the in- 
ertia of the stone will prevent it from re- 
sponding quickly to the blow and most of 
the energy of the stroke will be dissipated 
on the rock without affecting the man's head 
at all. The most difficult part of the per- 
formance is to support the stone-not to 
withstand the blow. 

THE ENCHANTED RING 
The results can be obtained by hiding a 

powerful electro -magnet within the figure 
of the man, connection being made to a 
source of alternating current. As the vis- 
itor approaches the figure to crown it with 
the ring, the magician steps on a contact 
maker concealed by the carpet and thus en- 
ergizes the magnet. The alternating field 
of the magnet induces alternating eddy cur- 
rents in the ring, and, as the very nature 
of eddy currents is to oppose the action by 
which they are produced, repulsion results 
between the ring and the magnet. The eddy 
currents are also responsible for the heating 
of the ring. 

CALIBRATING A HYDROMETER 
Since the hydrometer weighs 20 grams, it 

will displace 20 grams of any liquid in which 
it floats. At the level at which it floats in 
water it will displace 20 cubic centimeters 
because each cubic centimeter of water 
weighs a gram. At any other level, say for 
a liquid of density D, it will displace 20/D 
cc. Between the points marked "1" for 
water and "D" for some other liquid the 
stem must displace (20-20/D) cc. But this 
volume is also 0.25x where x is the distance 
in centimeters between the points "1" and 
"D." Hence 0.25x = (20 - 20/D), or x 
= 80 (1 - 1/D). 

ANOTHER PULLEY SYSTEM 
Let X represent the force with which the 

man has to pull to maintain himself in 
equilibrium. Then the force on rope A will 
likewise be x pounds and the tension on 
each of the ropes B and C will be 2 x 
pounds. But since the two ropes B and C 
together support the entire weight of 240 
pounds we have that 4x = 240, or x = 60 
pounds. WAXING OR WANING? 

The phases of the moon are, of course, 
due to the relative position of earth, moon 
and sun, which constantly changes as the 
moon revolves eastward in its orbit around 
the earth. If the moon is on that side of 
its orbit in which it approaches the sun it 
is evident that we will see progressively less 
and less of the illuminated surface of the 
moon until when the moon is almost between 
us and the sun we cannot see it at all. With 
the moon in this part of its orbit, we have, 
then, a waning moon. We also have a moon 
with its illuminated surface toward the east. 
But when the moon is moving away from 
the sun on the other side of its orbit we see 
progressively more and more of the illumi- 
nated surface and hence have a waxing 
moon with the illuminated surface now to- 
ward the west 

RAY TREATMENT FOR LUNGS 
Rafael Santos, a 25 -year old medical 

student in the University of Paris, declares 
he has discovered an infallible cure for 
tuberculosis. 

After three years of experimenting at the 
leading hospitals, he has constructed a set 
of lenses for introducing ultra-violet rays 
into the human lungs. He- declares that his 
experiments proved that these rays will kill 
all tuberculosis bacilli in less than half an 
hour. 
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today are making big money and you can do the 
same if you grasp this opportunity-act now. 

Learn Electricity 
In 3 Months 

No books or useless theory. You are trained on 
$100,000 worth of electrical equipment. Everything 
from door bells to powerplants. You work on motor!, 
generatore, house -wiring, autos, batteries, radio, 
switch -boards, power plants-everything to make 
you an expert reedy Ito step right into a position 
paying from $45 to $100 a week. You get a complete 
practical training in Circuits House Wiring, D. C., 
A.C., Armature and Stator Winding, nding, Drafting. Auto 
Truck and Tractor Electricity Battery Building and 
Repairing and Radio. In addition you receive Free, a 
Life Membership which enables you to stay as long 
as you want or come back for further training at any 
time without charge. 

Radio Course Free 
We give you free a course in Radio-the marvel of the 
age. Constructing, installing and operating. You 
can build your own radio receiving get. 

Earn While You Learn 
We help students to secure Jobe to earn a good part 
of their expense while etudying. 

Send Coupon Now 
Don't delay a minute-send that coupon in right now 
for our big free catalog and full particulars of Free 
Railroad Fare offer. Act now ! 

Electrical Szaoo1 

1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. 53-36 

B. W. Cooke, Pres., Coyne Electrical School, i 
Dept.53-36 1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill. 

i Dear Sir: Please send me free your big catalog end 
full particulars of your special offer of Free Railroad 
Fare. 

Name 

Allee,, 
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An Easy Way to Learn 

PHARMACY 
AT HOME 

Graduate pharmacists are always in 
demand. The work is interesting and 
pleasant and salaries are good. Many 
young men open drug stores of their own 
and become independent. 

There's an easy way to learn pharmacy 
right in your own home in spare time, 
without losing a day or a dollar from 
your present work. 

The International Correspondence 
Schools course in Pharmacy supplies thin 
knowledge which it will be necessary for 
you to have in order that you may pass 
your State Board Examination. 

Just mark and mail the coupon printed 
below to the International Correspon- 
dence Schools, Box 6204C Scranton, Pa., 
and full particulars about the Pharmacy 
Course or any other work of your choice 
will come speeding to you by return mail. 

TEAR OUT HERE - 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 6204-C, Scranton, Penna. 

Without cost or obligation on my part, please send me 
full particulars about the subject before which I have 
marked an X in the list below:- 

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES 
°PHARMACY Civil Engineer 

Chemistry D Surveying and Mapping 
D Automobile Work Mine Foreman or Engineer 
Agriculture and Poultry D Steam Engineering 

Mathematics Gas Engine Operating 
Electrical Engineering ['Airplane Engines D Radio 
D Electrician D Architect 
Mechanical Engineer ['Contractor and Builder 
Mechanical Draftsman D Architectural Draftsman 
['Machine Shop Practice 13 Concrete Builder 

Railroad Positions D Structural Engineer 
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES 

Salesmanship Business Management 
Advertising Industrial Management 

Better Letters Personnel Organization 
Foreign Trade DTraffic Management 
Stenography and TyDingBuslness Law 
Business English DBanking and Banking Law 
Civil Service DAccountancy (including C.P.A.) 

Railway Mail Clerk Nicholson Cost Accounting 
Common School SubjectsDBookkeeping 
High School Subjects QPrivate Secretary 
Illustrating UBusiness Spanish French 

Name 

Street Address 

City State 

Occupation 
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the 
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, 

Montreal, Canada. 

CRYSTAL RECTIFIER 
(Patent Pending) 

THE PERFECT SYNTHETIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR. 
SENSITIVE OVER ENTIRE SURFACE 

No Hunting for "Spots." Loud and Clear. 
Endorsed by Thousands of Satisfied Users. 

Sensitiveness Price GOC 
Guaranteed Mounted :7 

14 K. Gold Supersensitive 25e RUSONITE CATWHISKER, Price J 
Permanent. Will not Oxidize. 
RUSONITE REFLEX CRYSTAL 

Manufactured Expressly for Reflex Circuits 
Will Stand Up Under Heavy Plate Voltage 

Price $1.00 
Guaranteed Mounted VP 

Order from your dealer or direct from 
RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP. 

15 Park Row New York, N. Y. 
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seven miles per second and hence would 
be hurled off into space. Have you found 
means of swelling out the earth to twenty- 
four times its present size?" 

Doctor Hackensaw gave vent to a hearty 
peal of laughter. "No," said he, "I shan't 
attempt to give the poor old earth a fit of 
the dropsy. Nor shall I attempt to build 
a mountain or tower at the equator, of the 
required height. Let me see. The radius 
of the earth is four thousand miles, so my 
mountain would have to be 96,000 miles 
high ! I'm afraid I couldn't find a con- 
tractor willing to undertake the work, nor 
would there be materials enough to com- 
plete it. But you are learning, Silas ; you 
are getting nearer and nearer to the correct 
solution. It is centrifugal force that I shall 
use, but not the centrifugal force of the 
earth itself." 

"What then?" 
DR. HACKENSAW EXPLAINS HIS SCHEME 

"Well, Silas, the problem is this. I must 
find means of giving my car a speed of 
about seven miles per second, and yet I 
must start the car gradually in order not 
to harm the passengers. Evidently the solu- 
tion is to start the car slowly and keep it 
going more and more rapidly until it has 
acquired the necessary velocity, and then 
launch it off into space. In this way my 
passengers will suffer scarcely any incon- 
venience. There will be no shock at start- 
ing." 

"I begin to see." 
"Yes, the solution is obvious. What I 

need is a large revolving wheel like a 
Ferris -Wheel, with the car fastened to the 
end of one of the spokes. The wheel can 
be started very slowly and its speed gradu- 
ally increased until the required velocity is 
attained, and then, at the proper moment, 
the car can be released and shot off into 
space. In this way there will not be the 
slightest shock for the passengers. But why 
am I jabbering away here? I have kept 
the affair secret so far, but I am soon to 
make it public. Come along with me and 
you can see the machine for yourself. It 
is all completed, save for a few final tests 
to make sure that everything is in good 
working order." 

Luna City was the name which Doétor 
Hackensaw had given to the secluded spot 
which he had chosen as the launching -place 
of his car for the moon. For miles before 
arriving at the place, Silas Rockitt was 
eagerly scanning the horizon for the gigantic 
wheel which he firmly expected to see. His 
disappointment may be imagined therefore 
when, on arriving at the spot, he found that 
the apparatus was no larger than an ordinary 
Ferris -Wheel. 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE FROM SPINNING 

WHEEL HURLS CAR MOON -WARD 

"What!" he cried in a tone of disgust. 
"Is it that little toy -wheel that is going to 
shoot your car to the moon!" 

"Yes Silas-at least if my calculations 
are correct. Please notice that the frame- 
work, which supports the wheel, has its 
foundations in the solid granite beneath. 
In fact holes have been drilled deep into 
the rock, and the whole frame -work has 
been solidly tied down by means of power- 
ful chains. This is not only to prevent 
wobbling, but to ensure that the wheel itself 
will not be carried away as well as the 
car." 

"But that wheel seems only thirty feet 
in diameter !" said Silas. "Each revo- 
lution would be only about one hundred 
feet. To get a speed of seven miles per 

(Continued on page 514) 

You can have 
disc wheels, too 

You can have steel disc wheels on your 
coaster wagon, just as Dad has on his car. 
And with over -sized rubber tires, too- 
sturdy, fat, solid rubber tires which ride 
easily and as swiftly as a racer. 

Most boys like the wheels this way. 
But you can also get disc wheels with 
steel tires, or wood wheels with steel tires, 
if you prefer. 

Substantial steel disc wheels are only 
one of the many features which make a 
boy as proud of his Auto -Wheel as Dad 
is of his Automobile. Just look at the list 
of other features on the 

Auto Wheel. 
Coasters and Ateo -Carts 

Besides disc wheels with rubber tires (3 largest 
have over -size tires), the other features are: steel - 
tired disc or wood spoke wheels (all wheels in- 
terchangeable), self-contained roller bearings, 
hound brace, hand brake, special hub cap and 
locking pin, sides mortised and nailed. 

Write for Catalog which shows all models of 
the 'Auto -Wheel and also all models of the Auto - 
Cart, the Auto -Wheel's junior companion for your 
little brother and sister. If you send the names 
of three local coaster wagon dealers, telling which 
ones sell the Auto -Wheel, we will give you a 
year's subscription FREE to the "Auto -Wheel 
Spokes -man" a dandy little magazine for a boy 
like you. 

Auto -Wheel Coaster Co., Inc. 
North Tonawanda, N. Y. 

You, Too, Can Play the 
HAWAIIANiGUITAR 
Just as the Natives Do- 
After Your FIRST LESSON 
You Will Play "ALOHA". 
We Guarantee That- 
Our method is so simple, interesting 
and appealing that you begin in your 
first lesson to learn the famous Ha- 
waiian Folk Song "ALOHA". Think 
how happy you will be when you 
surprise your friends by playing 
the fascinating Hawaiian Guitar just as the t,atives do 

Only Four Motions.- 
and You Master Them Quickly I 
Ina few minutes you acquire the four motions aeeee,ary ropier soy 
this weirdlraweet music. Complete course ofohort 

period of practice and 
2lessuaal cludesraaou 

will have 
u beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, necessary picks, steel bar, etc. No extras. 

No Previous Musical Knowledge Necessary 
If you never read a musical note in sour life --if you haven't even the alIghteet knowledge of music we can quickly and positively teach yea to tiay this wonderful) popular instrument. Don t be just a" listen- er' when you can easels be the renter f interest amoeg your friando. 

Just Mall a Post Card for Details 
of our remarkable FREE Hawaiian Guitar Offer - simply write:"] am interested" --but do it toduy 

Address 
First Hawaiian Conservatory 

of Music, Inc. 
Desk40 --233R'dway 

(Woolworth lildc. 
New York City 

Special ange- 
entoforleé ono if 

You have gour odvrr 
,l,rrr a,.an Guitar. 

FREE 
A Beautiful 
Hawaiiall 
Guitar 

Ernest Electric Radio Headset 
,OCf OHMS SUPERSENSITIVE 

Price, $3.98 
Plus 20c postage- 

Total, $4.18 
Send IOc in Stamps for 

Radio Catalog 

Ernest Electric Co. 
4847 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
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Be A Practical 

Electrician 
YOU can cualify in three months 

for a real job by the Sweeney Sys- 
tem of Practical Experience. You 

don't need to be an engi- 
neer or scientist to install, 
operate and repair all kinds 
of electrical machinery. 
We teach with tools. You 
learn by actually working 
on our $150,000 special 
equipment in this world f a- 

E. J. SWEENEY, mous Million Dollar Trade 
vr..Id.nt School where we have 

turned out 55,000 trained mechanics. 

FREE Simply send name 
today. Get our 
Special Offer and 

interesting Electrical Catalog. Free 
radio course. Free Railway fare to 
Kansas City. Big opportunities in 
Electrical industry for young men. 
No colored students accepted. 

WRITE US AT ONCE 

LEARN A TRADE 

Ab6IOMOTIVEßEIECTRICALS01001. 
S SWEENEY BLDG. KANSAS CIiY.M0 

NEON SIMPLEX RECEPTOR 

Tube and 
Head Phones 

Not 
Included 

Vacuum Tube Rezeiver for Price of Crystal Set 

NEW INVENTION REVOLUTIONIZES RADIO 
Rase heard stations 1500 miles. This set after a rigid test 
by the New York Tribune Institute was given the Certificate 
of Approval. One dial controls everything. Uses an ordi- 
nary dry cell battery. So simple can be worked by a baby. 
Start receiving 10 minutes after arrival. Iron Clad guaran- 
tee. Will exchange it not satisfactory. 
$15.00 set for $8.50 Book of instructions and 

Phones 55.00 Copy of Certificate from 
Tribune Institute with 

Tube $5.00 each set. 
SPECIAL OFFER 

Send $13.00 and we will send you com 
r tete outfit, including phones and tube. 

Send $3.00 with o -der, pay Postman balance upon 
delivery. Order yours today. 

ROYAL MFG. CO. WORLD 
ORDK 

U. H.P. - 110 
volt, 60 cycle MOTORS 
1725 speed, l; 
complete with - All sizes, direct 
cord, plug and and alternating. 
grooved p u I -''g we repair and 
ley ..Sí3.00 .. - exchange motors 
Same motor and generate.rs. equipped with ' butter and ONE YEAR Let us quote on 
grinder $27.50 GUARANTEE your needs. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded 
Illustrated Catalog of Motors and Supplies FREE 

HYRE ELECTRIC CO. 
631-H So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

New Single Phase A. C. Motors 
REBUILT 

Fastest Portable Filter in the World 
FOR GRAPE JUICE, 

CIDER, ETC., ETC. 
HOME SIZE fillers quart of water a min- 
ute. Ne. 6A $8.00. 
LARGE SIZE filters gallon of water a min- 
ute. No 613 $15.00. Write for free circular. 

VACCU-FILTERSALES CO., Inc. 
Dept. 6 70 Fifth Ave. New Yort 
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Around the 
Universe i 

By RAY CUMMINGS 
(Continued from page 435) 
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announced, "I got to have all the dope in 
my head." 

Sir Isaac had frequently been tracing their 
flight upon a celestial map of his own mak- 
ing, and Tubby now demanded to see it. Sir 
Isaac produced it readily, from the table 
drawer, and clearing a space on the table, 
unrolled it before them. By the light of an 
electric bulb-for the side and floor windows 
admitted nothing but starlight-Tubby ex- 
amined it. 

"This is merely a rough drawing I made 
myself," Sir Isaac explained apologetically. 
"lt shows the solar system-though not at 
all to scale-and gives a rough idea of the 
present positions of the planets, and our 
course up to date." 

This is what Tubby saw : 

"You notice," said Sir Isaac, indicating 
with his pencil point, "that the Sun occupies 
the center of the solar system, and the 
planets revolve around it in concentric rings 
which are called orbits. These are not cir- 
cles, but are ellipses-so that the Sun is not 
exactly in the center, but a little off to one 
side-in one of the foci of the ellipse, to be 
technical. Thus the orbit is somewhat nearer 
the Sun in one portion and further away in 
another. The amount of this difference is 

called the eccentricity of the orbit." 
Tubby nodded his comprehension; Sir 

Isaac went on: 
"Fortunately, as you observe, all the 

planets chance to be on this side the Sun 
just now. . . . I must alter our course 
toward Jupiter. We are now headed for 
Venus, but Jupiter, you see, is considerably 
further along in his orbit." 

Sir Isaac went to the keyboard, and a 
moment later Venus, as seen through the 
lower windows, swung sidewise out of sight. 
A new region of gleaming stars-none of 
unusual brightness-came into view. 

"I am heading well past Jupiter," said Sir 
Isaac. "We are falling diagonally sidewise 
now, forward by the combined attraction of 
all those stars, and sidewise by the repulsion 
of Venus and the Earth and all the stars 
behind them. This will bring us into a 
direct line drawn from the Sun to Jupiter- 
and then I can make better speed by using 
the Sun's repulsion and Jupiter's attraction 
combined, which I cannot do now." 

By careful consulting of the chart, Tubby 
finally got this clear. 

"It's a longer route," Sir Isaac added. 
"But I think it will prove quicker. 
You'd better lie down, Tubby-you're tired 
out." 

Tubby was indeed terribly sleepy-but, 
unselfishly he realized that Sir Isaac must 
be also. 

"I'll watch," he said. "You take a nap." 
But Sir Isaac wished to get the vehicle 

upon its direct course first. 
"We'll be in line with the Sun and Jupiter 

in about two hours," he explained. `I'll 
call you then. From then on we will hold 
the same course all the way." 

Tubby yielded, and started upstairs. Then, 
remembering Ameena, he went into the 
store -room instead, and with the cushions 
from one of the chairs of the instrument 
room for pillows, stretched out on the floor 
and went to sleep promptly. 

* * * 

"Wake up," said Sir Isaac, shaking him. 
"It's seven forty-you've been asleep nearly 
four hours." 

Tubby rubbed his eyes, and clambered to 
his feet. "What's doln'? Anything new? 
Where are we?" 

More Money For You 

in RADIO 
THE amazing expansion of Radio 

has opened up hundreds of won- 
derful new positions on land and 

sea. Good salaries, fascinating easy 
work, short hours, and a wonderful 
future are offered to ambitious men who 
get into Radio now. 

Take advantage of these wonderful 
opportunities to step into a good paying 
position in this great new field. Radio 
offers you an opportunity to travel and 
see the world, with all expenses paid, 
and a fine salary besides. Or you can 
stay at home and work up to a position 
paying up to $10,000 a year. One of 
our recent graduates secured a position 
one week after graduating paying a 
salary of $300.00 per month. 

Easy to Learn 
Radio at Home 

Hundreds of men are already earning hand- 
some incomes in this wonder science. If you 
want to get into a profession where oppor- 
tunities are unlimited make Radio your career 
-becomes a Certified Radio-trician. 

Hundreds of Certified Radio-tricians are 
needed to design Radio Sets; to make new 
Radio improvements; to manufacture Radio 
equipment and to install it; to maintain and 
operate great broadcasting stations and home 
Radio sets; to repair and sell Radio appa- 
ratus; to go into business for themselves; to 
operate aboard ship and at land stations. 

You can easily and quickly qualify in your 
spare time at home through the help of the 
National Radio Institute. Prominent Radio 
experts will help you. Four wonderful in- 
struments are furnished, making the work 
thoroughly practical. The same plan that 
has already helped hundreds of our grad- 
uates to real success and real money in Radio 
is open to you. 

Send for Big Book 
No other field today offers such great oppor- 

tunities as Radio. Take your choice of the 
many wonderful openings everywhere. Pre- 
pare now to step into the most interesting 
and best paid profession today. Read about 
the opportunities open now -- the different 
kinds of work-the salaries paid. Write today 
for the free 44 -page book that tells how 
America's first and biggest Radio school can 
teach you to become a Certified Radio-trician 
in your spare time. Mail the coupon or 
write a letter now! 

National Radio Institute 
Dept. 14-I Washington, D. C. 

National Radio Institute, Dept. 14-I 
Washington, D. C. 

Send me the book, "Your Opportunity 
in Radio," which tells all about the oppor- 
tunities in Radio, how spare time study at 
home will qualify me quickly as a Certified 
Radio-trician so I can get one of these splen- 
did positions, and how your free Employment 
Service helps me to secure a good position. 

Name Age 

Street 

City Slate 
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Saxophone 
Book FREE 

Every music lover should 
send for a copy of this in- 
teresting book on the his- 
tory and development of the 
Saxophone. 

It tells which Saxophone 
takes violin, 'cello and bass 
parts, and many other 
things you would like to 
know. Also illustrates first 
lesson. Send coupon for 
your free copy. 

Saxophone Players 
in Big Demand 

For Bands and Orchestras, for church, lodge 
and school musical affairs, for social and 
home entertainment, the Saxophone is the 
most popular instrument and one of the 
most beautiful. A good Saxophone player 
is always popular socially and enjoys many 
opportunities to earn money. Saxophone 
players are always in demand for dance or- 
chestras. Every town should have a Saxo- 
phone quartette or orchestra. 

TRUE -TONE 
SAXOPHONE 

Easiest of all wind instruments to play and 
one of the most beautiful. With the aid of 
the first three lessons, which are sent free 
(upon request) with each new Saxophone, 
the scale can be mastered in an hour ; in a 
few weeks you can be playing popular music. 
Practice is a pleasure because you learn so 
quickly. You can take your place in a 
hand within 90 days, if you so desire. 

Buescher -Grand Trumpet 

ffleaTirial ) 
Especially easy to blow, with an improved bore 

and new proportions. With the mute in, it blows 
so softly and sweetly that it will not annoy any- 
one. A splendid home instrument. 

Free Trial Easy Payments 
You will be allowed six days' free trial of any 
Buescher Grand Saxophone, Cornet, Trumpet, 
Trombone or other instrument. Easy terms of 
payment can be arranged. Mention the instru- 
ment interested in and a complete catalogue will 
be mailed to you free. 

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
E.'ervthing in Band S Orchestra Instruments. 
6013 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana 

Buescher Band Instrument Co. 
6013 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind. 

Gentlemen: 
I am interested in the instrument checked below: 

Saxophone ....Cornet ..Trombone ...Trumpet .... 
(Mention any other instrument interested in) 

Name 

Street Address 

Town 'tate 

"We're on our direct course to Jupiter 
now," Sir Isaac answered. He had shaved 
and washed. His hair was slicked back and 
he was smoking a cigar; but his face was 
haggard and he looked tired out. 
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Sir Isaac's Sketch Giv- 
ing a Rough Idea of the 
Positions of the Planets. 
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"You can take 
charge now," he added. 
"I must get some 
sleep, if only for a few 
hours." 

Tubby sat alone on a 
cushion at the floor 
window of the instru- 
ment room. The Sun, 
from which they were 
now receding, as Sir 
Isaac had told him, at 
a velocity of 151/3 
million miles an hour, was blazing high over 
the roof of the vehicle, and thus was in- 
visible from the starlit room downstairs. 
Through the floor window Tubby could see 
nothing but gleaming silver stars. One of 
them, he could not distinguish which, was 
Jupiter. 

Tubby whistled to keep himself awake. 
After an interval he looked at the chrono- 
meter. It was 8.20 A. M. Why didn't 
Ameena wake up? Tubby was lonesome and 
depressed. A little later he went into the 
kitchen and made himself a cup of coffee. 
Again he wished fervently Ameena would 
come down and join him. Should he wake 
her up? Wasn't it time for breakfast? 
Wouldn't she ever come down? 

For another hour he wandered discon- 
solately about the lower rooms, glancing at 
intervals through the floor windows to make 
sure no derelicts were in sight. Remember- 
ing Sir Isaac's jaunty appearance, he shaved 
and washed-fortunately having had the 
forethought, the night before, to rescue his 
razor from the bedroom upstairs. 

He had about decided in desperation to 
awaken the girl, when, on an impulse he 
climbed into the little dome on the roof where 
Sir Isaac had mounted a small telescope. 
A moment later he was clattering down 
through the vehicle, bellowing loudly for 
Sir Isaac and Ameena. 

THE SKY TRAVELERS ARE FOLLOWED 
"Hey, perfessor ! Ameena! Oh, Ameena! 

Get up, quick! There's somethin' follerin' 
us!" 

Sir Isaac came bounding upstairs from 
the store room, meeting Tubby in the upper 
hallway. From one of the bedrooms came 
Ameena's sleepy voice : 

"What is it? Must I get up?" 
Together the two men rushed up into the 

little observatory. Another vehicle, twice as 
large as their own and somewhat different 
in shape, hovered almost directly above 
them, showing as a dark spot in the firma- 
ment and edged with silver from the Sun's 
rays behind it. 

"That Mercurian girl!" Sir Isaac gasped, 
with sudden memory. "She flew to the 
Twilight Country! She said she was going 
to have revenge!" 

They were indeed, being followed! This 
pursuing enemy was at that moment hardly 
more than five miles away, and was over- 
taking them rapidly ! 

CHAPTER VI 
IN WHICH THE VOYAGERS PASS MARS, 
DODGE THE MINOR PLANETS AND 
INTERVIEW HIS SUPREME HIGHNESS 

THE GREAT MOGUL OF JUPITER 
Sir Isaac dashed back to the instrument 

room three steps at a time, with Tubby at 

his heels. Ameena came from her room 
and followed them. 

"What is it ?" the girl demanded. "Is 
something wrong?" 

Tubby called back over his shoulder: 

"Them Mercurians is 
overhead-comin' fast. 
we got to do somethin'." 

Sir Isaac rushed to the keyboard. 
"Switch our course," Tubby suggested. 

"Let's see if they can turn when we do.. . . 

Or how about goin' faster? Can we go 
faster?" 

"Wait," commanded Sir Isaac. He de- 
pressed two keys-a black one on one bank 
and a white one on another-and raised the 
odes which had been down. Then he dashed 
away upstairs again. 

Tubby had no more than time to compli- 
ment Ameena on her appearance-she was 
dressed quite as on the day before, but her 
face was flushed with excitement and her 
eyes sparkled, so that she was more beauti- 

after us. Right 
Come on down- 
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Make Radio Your Own 

Receiving Set 
Enjoy the concerts, baseball 
scores, market reports, latest 
news, etc., as sent out by large 

broadcasting stations. The NEW copyright book, ' EFFI- 
OIENT RADIO SETS." shows how to make INEXPENSIVE 
acts for receiving wireless broadcasting,. Sent postpaid for 
25c. THE MACK CO., Dept. F, 9130 Baltimore Ave., 
Chicago. 

çSend To -day for the-\ 
"Electrical Worker's Friend" 

An electrical book of 60 motor draw- 
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ful than ever-when Sir Isaac was back. 
He sank into a chair and smiled at them 
weakly. 

"That danger's past, for the moment. We 
have left them out of sight behind us." 

"So quick?" exclaimed Tubby. "Out of 
sight already? We must be goin' some." 

Ameena looked her relief. Sir Isaac made 
some further adjustments of the keys. 

"I've just slowed us up again," he said.' 
"I would not dare go as fast as we would 
very soon have been going." 

"Well, how fast are we goin' the way, 
you got it now ?" Tubby persisted. 

28 MILLION MILES PER HOUR 
"About 28 million miles an hour," stated 

Sir Isaac. "Of course I haven't computed 
it yet-but I judge we shall shortly attain 
that velocity. I am now using six -sevenths 
of the Sun's repulsion with everything else 
in neutral. Our rate of speed depends very 
largely on the length of time allowed for 
acceleration, you understand." 

He gazed down through the lower win- 
dow anxiously, and muttered: 

"Heavens, I do hope nothing gets in our 
way l" 

"Maybe we better slow up," Tubby sug- 
gested. It did seem a trifle fast to be going, 
when he came to think of it. On the other 
hand such a speed was not in the least be- 
yond his understanding now. Sir Isaac had 
already explained something of the laws 
governing freely falling bodies; and Tubby 
load recalled that old stunt of dropping a 
baseball from the top of the Washington 
Monument, which fell so fast even in that 
little distance that even professional catchers 
could hardly catch it. The vehicle was more 
than a freely falling body-it was being 
pushed downward. 

Sir Isaac shook his head at Tubby's sug- 
gestion that they slow up a bit. 

We must chance the danger," he said, 
though not without considerable perturba- 
tion. "That Mercurian vehicle may be able 
to attain this speed also-or even a greater 
one. We cannot tell." 

"Suppose they should overtake us," 
Ameena speculated. "They could not board 
us-or collide with us without death to 
themselves ?" 

"They might have some means of destroy- 
ing us-I do not know," Sir Isaac replied. 
"Though possibly the Light -ray is useless 
in Space." His voice became meditative. 
"Curious I never thought of that before. 
I suppose it would be inoperative." 

"I think," said Ameena, "that they are 
merely trying to reach Jupiter before us. 
Perhaps they want to warn the Jovians 
against us. To persuade them not to-" "Meaning-" Sir Isaac interrupted 
eagerly. The poor man's mind was work- 
ing so constantly that he seemed grateful 
to anyone who would do his thinking for 
him. 

Ameena finished : 

"Meaning that I think it shows that on 
Jupiter the rulers are at least neutral." 

"Sure," exclaimed Tubby. "You're some 
clever girl, Ameena. If them Jovians was 
our enemies, these Mercurian guys wouldn't 
bother chasin' us there. They'd know we'd 
get walloped anyhow. You got the right 
idea, kid." He gazed admiringly at Ameena, 
and the Venus -girl blushed charmingly. 

This conclusion, thus happily arrived at, 
cheered the three adventurers immeasurably. 
They now felt tolerably certain of at least 
a square deal on Jupiter-if only they could 
arrive there ahead of the enemy. 

"Well, that bein' settled," declared Tubby, 
rising. "Let's eat." 

On this flight outward from the Sun they 
had crossed the orbit of Venus about 6.30 
A. M., while Tubby and Ameena were asleep -though this course to Jupiter took them many million miles ahead of Venus' position 
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in her orbit. This Tubby and Ameena 
readily understood by another glance at 
Sir Isaac's drawing, which they consulted 
soon after breakfast. 

About 8.15 A. M., while Tubby had been 
on watch alone, they had crossed the orbit 
of the Earth-though nearly twice as far 
then from the Earth as they had been from 
Venus. 

"Mars revolves around the Sun at a mean 
distance of 141,701,000 miles," said Sir Isaac. 
some little time after breakfast. "We should 
have intersected his orbit about 10.40 A. M.- 
that was when we were closest to him." 

"An' you didn't tell us!" cried Tubby re- 
provingly. "I want to get a look at that- 
that murderin' villain." 

It was then about ten minutes of eleven, 
Mars, to which they had passed compar- 
atively close, still showed as a half -lighted, 
circular, reddish disc. Its tracings of fine 
intersecting lines-the "canals" -were quite 
distinguishable. 

Even at the enormous velocity the vehicle 
had now attained, all the heavenly bodies 
hung apparently motionless in the firmament 
-except Mars, which because of its near- 
ness, seemed slowly moving upwards as the 
vehicle dropped past it. 

Tabby, standing at the side window, shook 
his fist at the disturber of the peace of the 
Solar System. 

"We'll fix you yet-you-" 
meena laughingly pulled him away. 

"Is Mars as large as my Venus ?" she 
asked Sir Isaac. "Or your Earth?" 

"The diameter of Mars is 4,316 miles," 
said Sir Isaac. "The Earth is 7,917 and 
Venus 7,629." 

"Only a little guy !" Tubby was contemp- 
nous. "That's the way with them little 
fellers-Mercury too-always lookin' for a 
scrap." 

Sir Isaac went on : 

"Mars revolves around the Sun once in a 
little less than 687 days. That is the length 
of his year. His orbital speed is 15 miles 
per second. He is ahead of the Earth now 
in his orbit, but the Earth travels forward 
at the rate of 18% miles per second. Thus 
you see, the Earth is overhauling Mars- 
and when they are both in line with the 
Sun, that will be opposition. That's their 
closest point to each other until the Earth 
comes around again-and that's when the 
Martians will attack." 

Poor Sir Isaac, from one threatened catas- 
trophe or another, had had so far very little 
sleep since leaving the Earth two days before. 
About half past eleven that morning Tubby 
and Ameena sent him to bed again. 

"Don't let me sleep more than two hours 
at the most," he said anxiously. "There are 
thousands of Minor Planets ill here between 
Mars and Jupiter." 

"Shucks," disclaimed Tubby. "That don't 
make no difference. Ain't I on guard?" 

It was a magnificent chance for sarcasm, 
but the sterling character of Sir Isaac for- 
bade such weakness. All he said was : 

"Our velocity of 28,000,000 miles an hour 
would be sufficient to carry us from Earth 
to Venus, or from Venus to Mercury in a 
little over sixty minutes! I don't want you 
to forget how fast we are falling now." 

With which admonition he retired. 
It was a long, tiresome, comparatively un- 

eventful day-at least it would have been, 
if Tubby had not had Ameena's companion- 
ship. She sang to him again; and with his 
somewhat raucous tenor voice they contrived 
"Inter -planetary duets" as Sir Isaac jocu- 
larly called them. When they had tired of 
music they climbed into the dome to make 
sure their pursuers had not again come 
into sight. The overhead sky, out of which 
they were falling, showed nothing unusual. 
Mars-well above them now-had dwindled 
to a small, reddish star ; the Earth, Venus 
and Mercury were indistinguishable among 
the mass of other glittering worlds. 
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"Look at the Sun," said Tubby. He 
pulled Ameena toward him. He had in- 
deed, progressed to where his arm was 
almost constantly about her, which, since 
youth and love are the same the Universe 
over, Ameena accepted as quite reasonable 
and natural. 

"Ain't the Sun gettin' little?" Tubby 
added. 

The orb of day had dwindled to half 
its apparent size as viewed from Earth. 
The vehicle too, was growing hourly colder. 
Ameena shivered a little. 

"Come on down," said Tubby solicitiously. 
"W'e'll have tc get the perfessor to heat 
the place up more-an' get you dressed 
warmer." His appreciative glance swept 
Ameena's dainty figure. "I'll see what I 

can dig you up-right after lunch. Come 
on down where it's warmer-let's play 
cards." 

Explaining to the girl the intricacies of 
the fifty-two different cards of the deck 
took Nearly another hour, after which 
Tubby's stomaca peremptorily informed him 
that it was tin -e for lunch. He swept up 
the cards, and with sudden thought gazed 
anxiously down through the lower window to 

sec if they weie about to collide with any- 
thing. Jupiter lad grown to a marvellously 
brilliant star ; -3eyond that, everything was 

s before. 
"You go fix up somethin' to eat," he said 

to the girl. "I'll call the perfessor-he's 
asleep long enough anyway." 

Sir Isaac came down shortly, dressed in 
a warm -looking tweed suit with golf 
trousers. Glancing at the chronometer, he 

immediately plunged into an intricate mathe- 
matical calculation. 

"Our velocity since 9.30 this morning has 
averaged just 28,502,122 miles an hour," he 
announced a little later. "My guess was 
right." 

"Good," said Tubby. "Come on into the 
dinin' room. Lunch is ready." 

After lunch Tubby himself dressed more 
warmly-in a Norfolk jacket golf suit and 
heavy grey flannel shirt, an outfit that was 
extremely becoming. He then sent Ameena 
upstairs, magnanimously offering her any- 
thing and everything in the way of apparel 
she could find. She returned a few mo- 
ments later, and stood shyly awaiting his 
approval. She had donned a heavy pair of 
golf stockings and rubber -soled shoes which 
miraculously were almost small enough for 
her. And over her knee-length white dress, 
she was wearing a natty -looking man's 
overcoat which almost swept the ground. 
Her hair was now piled on her head, with 
a huge, red -silk handkerchief bound around 
it. 

Even Sir Isaac glanced up from his 
figures long enough to admire her appear- 
ance. She looked indeed, like a radiantly 
beautiful little Earth -girl, on her way to 
the beach for a swim. 

"Fine," declared Tubby. "Keep that coat 
buttoned up au you'll be nice an' warm." 

They were new-it was about 2.30 P. M. 
-more than half -way in distance from Mer- 
cury to Jupiter, Sir Isaac announced. 

"Tell us son-ethin' about Jupiter," said 
Ameena, sitting down beside Tubby and 
giving him her little hand to hold. "You 
said it was a very big Planet." 

"It's mean diameter is 87,380 miles," Sir 
Isaac answered. "Its volume is 1390 times 
greater than the Earth!" 

"Some big Planet," Tubby commented. 
Sir Isaac added : 

"And it makes one revolution around the 
Sun in 4332.5 days. Thus its year is equal 
to 11 years, 3149 days on Earth." 

"My goodness " said Tubby. 
"But Jupiter's day is only about 9 hours 

and 56 seconds long. That is because it 
rotates on its ax -s so very swiftly." 

Tubby interjected; 
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on one of your sets using a Peerless headset. 

Herewith P-O.M.O. amt. $1.00 for another "RA- 
DIOGEM." The one received is O.K. Placed 
about 15 ft. of picture cord under front porch and 
grounded to a gas meter. and heard the Sacramento 
Bee and Sacramento Broadcasting Union much bet. 
ter than with my large erystal set. 

Your RADIOGEM RECEIVER is a wonder. I have 
received every station in Philadelphia with it much 
louder than with a highpriced crystal set. 

Your two Radiogem sets received last night, and 
one was wired up for testing. WOC is about 90 
miles away, and their signals could be heard with 
headphones on table. After they quit KYW at 
Chicago about 170 miles east was heard. Every 
word could be plainly heard here. WMC at Mem- 
phis, Tenn., could also be easily heard and under- 
stood. 
We find that this set does a great deal more than 
you claim for it. We took WEAR on our audion set 
last night; this being the Baltimore American 
Broadcasting station, and then cut in the Radio - 
gem and got excellent results. After the Balti- 
more concert was over, we continued to use the 
audion set and about ten o'clock were listening to 
WEAF-New York-and a little later we discon- 
nected the audion set entirely and hooked up the 
Radiogem, very clearly hearing both piano music 
and announcement of name of station and its loca- 
tion. -- 
You claim a radius of 20 miles over your -Radio - 
gem" is sometimes a possibility. You should ad- 
here to the truth. I constructed one for my mother, 
installed it with an aerial, and she listens not once 
in a while, but at her will, to Schenectady, New- 
ark, New York, or Providence, R. I., and her home 
is Attleboro, Mass. I can't give your set too much 
praise. 

(Names and Addresses on Request) 

Railway Postal Clerks 
$1600 to $2300 Years Franklin Institute, Dept. A182, Rochester, N. Y. e Sirs: Send me without charge,. (1) specimen Rail - 

MEN BOYS 18 or Over o way Postal Clerk Examination questions; (2) list of 

Should Mail Coupon Immediately amrnernatiment,ntplaces. lobs now obtainahle- (3) Send list of ez- ai 
Steady Work. No Layoffs. Paid Vacations O 

Common Education Sufficient p Nil Ill 
e 

TRAVEL-SEE THE COUNTRY Addre.c 

**************************** 
* RADIUM * STAR * MAP 

"IT SHINES AT NIGHT" * 
Stars arc marked so that they shine at night; eon- 

"v* stellations are indicated by radiant lines. Used and 
* endorsed by leading colleges and universities. * * sample Star Group free. 4 ft. map $8.50. Send 
* for one today. (2591) 
* C. W. SUN DELL, 645 Ontario St.. Oak Park, III. * 
*****e- *****K****tF********** 

ELECTRICAL HANDBOOK 
We have prepared ., pocket .ue owe book or pr.,ccal men. Con - 

tams d,aw,ngs and d,ag,ams of elec,rncol m.,e hmes and connecdoo.. 
over 200 formulaswith problems worked out 
"THE BURGESS BLUE 9000- com.,n, drew,nn. los Motor Siemer. Can 
troller., Transformers, Revers., Swnche., Lighting Citron.. Calculation, ir 
ludo Electrical Mathematic,. Unit.. 5.., .n,e, Wire Gauge Role.. Ohm'. L.- 

Unknown Resonance.. Dynamo T,ouhl.,. Also Alternating C Cal, 
Lions. finding 
Tan.lfinme: 

Impedance. Frequency. pSu irds. Power F.c . Formula f,, L.. 
r 

S I 

.. 0 p .,d on money buck guar. niea 
A ENTS w D: u' 

TILE BURGESS COMPANY Consulting Electrical Engineers 
745 East 42nd St. Radio Apparatus and Supplies Chicago, Ill. 
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Learning 
Cartooning 

This New Easy Way 
IT'S all like a fascinating game-this 

new home -study method of learning 
cartooning. You start with the basic 

principles of cartoon -making. Then you 
learn the. little tricks of originating car- 
toon -ideas, the secrets of action, expres- 
sion, and exaggeration. You progress rap- 
idly through serious cartooning, comics, 
caricaturing, sport and animated cartoon- 
ing until almost before you realize it you 
are drawing striking cartoons that SELL. 
Many students of this method have sold 
enough work while taking their courses to 
pay for them many times over! 

Over $100 a Week 
Learn cartooning this easy way. Never has the 

demand for cartoons been so great. Today maga- 
zines, newspapers, advertisers and movies use 
them by the thousands. No matter how poorly 
you draw now, you can quickly qualify for one of 
the attractive positions in this fast-growing busi- 
ness. 

Just think of earning $3,000 to $20,000 a year 
for this work that is play. Successful cartoonists 
often get $25 to over $100 for single cartoons. 
Then there is the joy of the work itself-the thrill 
of seeing your own cartoon -ideas in print. 

Send For Free Book 
Mail coupon today for our handsomely illus- 

trated book which is crammed full of up-to-date 
interesting facts about 
cartooning. It gives you 
an outline of the whole 
field of cartooning, de- 
scribes the opportunities 
for you in this business. 
and explains in detail 
all about this new meth- 
od which makes car- 
tooning so pleasant to 
learn. Send for it to- 

day! 
WASHINGTON SCHOO L 

OF CARTOONING 
Room 269 

1113 -15th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 

11 

Hou, io Become a 
CARTOOn1ST 

I 

Washington School of Cartooning 
Room 269, 1113 -15th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 

Please send me your Free Book on Cartooning, 
and details of your home -study method. 

Name 
(Please write plainly) 

Address 

City State 

tent soften IIVG Nosi 

jEVERY RADIO 
FAN has been looking for 
his iron ror both radio and 

D. C. oorre 
operates oe A. C. or 

GUARANTEED one year. Sent anywhere in U.S. 4 // or Canada Parcel Yet prepaid on receipt or % ( y order 
Send FANSSend 2c stamp for ourlist 
of RADIO BARGAINS i 

SKill the fear of stammering. Re-education the 
key. The widely famed Hatfield Method fully 
outlined In an accurate, dependable, worth- 
while book-"NOW TO STOP STAMMERING." It 
has inspired thousands. Free copy today, 

THE HATFIELD INSTITUTE, 109 N. Dearborn, Chicago. 11J 

YAMMER MORE 

"This here Jupiter's a re -mark -able Planet, 
ain't it?" 

"Go on," said Ameena. "Tell us more." 
Sir Isaac seemed embarrassed. "Well to 

tell you the truth," he said hesitantly, "I 
don't really know very much about Jupiter. 
You see I've never really had occasion, up 
to now, to-" 

"Right," interrupted Tubby. He had no 
wish to be hard on his friend, especially 
before a girl. "What's the difference? We'll 
soon be there an' see it for ourselves. . . 

When do we land, perfessor?" 
Sir Isaac looked worried again. 
"At our present velocity I calculate we 

should enter the Jovian atmosphere about 
10.15 P. M. tonight, hut-" 

"Very good, in -deed, perfessor." 
"But I dare not maintain this velocity," 

Sir Isaac finished. 
"Why not? Ain't we in a hurry?" 
"We are in a hurry certainly," Sir Isaac 

conceeded. "But, as you know, the more 
haste the less speed sometimes'. We are 
now in the region of Minor Planets. More 
than eight hundred of these little worlds 
have been discovered and listed, even by 
those inefficient astronomers of Earth. I 
have never given the subject much attention 
-except in the case of `Hector Servadac'- 
and in that story-" 

"We ain't seen no Minor Planets yet," 
Tubby hastily interrupted. 

Sir Isaac drew him and the girl to the 
side window. 

"There are a dozen or so," he said simply. 
Tubby made them out after a moment- 

very tiny half-moons gleaming among the 
stars. They were apparently moving up- 
ward as the vehicle fell past them, while all 
the stars appeared quite motionless. 

"Some of these little worlds are only from 
a few hundred thousand to a million miles 
away from us," Sir Isaac added. "We 
coulcl reach them with this velocity in a 
minute or two ! They're all around us now 
-so you can understand what chances we're 
taking." 

Tubby understood indeed; and when, a 
little later, he saw through the lower win- 
dow a gleaming disc come into sight, grow 
to the size of the Moon, and sweep past 
them to one side and out of sight above 
them-all in the space of a minute-he was 
glad enough to have Sir Isaac reduce his 
speed. It gave the pursuing Mercurian ve- 
hicle a better chance to overtake them, of 
course but even that was the lesser of the 
two dangers. 

The evening was a long one. Tubby anti 
Sir Isaac played cards after dinner, with 
Ameena an interested spectator. They dis- 
cussed their Mercurian pursuers a little- 
the other vehicle had not again appeared. 
Ameena retired about ten o'clock and Sir 
Isaac, shortly afterward, lay down at 
Tubby's feet on the floor of the instrument 
room. 

Tubby faithfully kept watch until two in 
the morning. Jupiter was now considerably 
larger than the Moon appears from Earth- 
a silver disc with broad dark bands on it, 
and a huge red spot, like a dull red lantern 
gleaming from its lower hemisphere. The 
red spot winked and went out shortly after 
Tubby discovered it. 

When Sir Isaac woke up, of his own ac- 
cord, Tubby, too tired to ask any questions. 
fell asleep on the floor, wrapped up in a 
blanket from the vacant bed upstairs. He 
dreamed he was a railroad train and that 
Jupiter was flagging him with a red lan- 
tern. He wanted to stop, but couldn't. 
There was a terrible collision. . . . 

Tubby opened his eyes to find Sir Isaac 
shaking him violently. 

"All right," he protested, sitting up dizzily. 
"Lemme alone. What time is it? Ain't we 
there yet? Where's Ameena? "What's that 
red light comin' from?" 

Bound 
Volume No. 9 

May, 1921-April, 1922 

CONTAINS 

1200 Pages wth over 1500 
Illustrations 

and 

Over 700 Articles by the 
Foremost American and 

Foreign Writers 
We have also a limited amount 
of the following Bound Vol- 
umes of Science and Invention 
(Electrical Experimenter) : 

Vol. No. 6-May, 1918, to 
April, 1919. 

Vol. No. 8-May, 1920, to 
April, 1921. 

Each volume bound in stiff 
board covered with green vel- 
lum and gold stamped. 
Price for vol. No. 9 $2.25 
Price for vol. 6 or 8 2.00 

ALL THREE VOLUMES 6.00 
Send Express Collect. 

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING Co. 
53 Park Place, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
Enclosed find $ for 

which send me bound vol. of S. & I. 
No. 6 ( ), No. 8 ( ), No. 9 ( ), 
by express collect. 

Name 

Address 

Town ,State 
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Garageforeman 
at r7529aweek 

Positions like this are waiting for men who can fill them. 
And bigger jobs ahead. Automobile service -stations every- 
where need high grade trained men. They want men who 
are not only good mechanics, but who know shop manage- 
ment, repair methods, electrical work. Get this knowledge 
in a three months romplete course at the Michigan State 
Automobile, School, :n Detroit the Auto Center. 

I can make you a big money man, whether you are now 
a mechanic or not. Are you mechanically inclined? Then 
you can succeed in this business. Not necessarily as a 
mechanic, but as a business man, with a foundation of 
mechanical training. The opportunity is simply unlimited. 
Over 13 million car. running. 400,000 were made in one 
month. The services business is enormous. 

Write to me today for full information. I can flt you for 
a good position, or to run a business of your own, as I 
have thousands of otiers. Write right now. 

A. G. ZELLER, President 

MICHIGAN STATE AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL 
(Endorsed by the Automobile Industry) 

Box 669, 372!3 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

I TEACH BY MAIL 
I can make a good penman 

of you at your home during 
spars time, no matter where you live or 
how poorly you write. My simplified 
system has shown thousands the way to 
good penmanship during the past twenty- five years-it CAN and WILL do the 
same for YOU. 

My beautifully il- 
lustrated 32 -page 

Rook, 
"How to Become a 

Good Penman," cam` FREE! 
It contains man}' 

beautiful s p e e i - 
:sens OC penivansnrp showing what others 
have accomplished by the Tamblyn System, 
with testimonials and general information 
about our courses. (Your name elegantly 
written on a card if you enclose stamp for 
postage.) Ladies taught as successfully as 
men. Write Today. Address 

F. W. TAMBLYN, . 

424 Ridge Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A. 

Here'syouropportunity. Radio needs 
you. Win success in this fascinating field. 

Trained men in demand at highest salaries. 
Learn at home, in your spare time. 

Be a Radio Ex erf 
I will train you, quickly and easily, to design 
construct, install, operate, repair. maintain, and. 
sell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new methods 
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn 

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year 
FREEWonderful, home -construction, tube I receiving net, of latest design. 
Writefor"Racrlo Facts" free. Engineer Mohaupt, 

American SiAssociation Dept. 69 Ravenswood Ave.,Ave.h ó 'y» 

GHRRGE YOURBFiTTERY 
(RFpDIO Oft ROTO) 

ar at HOME ForaNICKEL 
j -'rheHOMCHARGER 

POPULARLY PRICED- PAYS FOR ITSELF 
,END FOR THEAUTOMATIOELECRICAL 

s' FREE BOOK w+daT 
DEVICES CO.T- 

TI, 5010. 

THE TRAVELERS APPROACH JUPITER 

It was just six o'clock. A lurid red glare 
was shining up through the lower window. 
The room was frightfully hot! Tubby, as 
soon as he was fully awake, stared down 
through the heavy glass pane. The dark 
surface of Jupiter, over which they were 
poised, stretched out as far as he could 
see in every direction. Directly underneath 
the window, like the huge mouth of a red- 
hot furnace, yawned a gap in the Jovian 
atmosphere from which lurid tongues of 
flame were licking upward into Space- 
venomous, scarlet -red tongues thousands of 
miles in length. 

Tubby was awed as well as alarmed. They 
were dropping directly into the mouth of 
Hell! 

"Don't be frightened," laughed Sir Isaac 
from behind Tubby's shoulder. "We're 
two million miles up yet and falling only 
at the rate of half a million miles an hour. 
That is the great red spot of Jupiter. I've 
always wondered just what it was. Those 
are tongues of flaming hydrogen. It proves 
conclusively that Jupiter is more like the 
Sun than any other Planet. Its surface is 
not solid on this side, and, as you see, it 
is internally heated to a very considerable 
degree." 

While Tubby gazed, fascinated, Sir Isaac 
went on enthusiastically : 

"Jupiter is partially self -luminous, which 
I have also always believed. And, because 
of its internal heat, the surface temperature 
is easily warm enough to sustain life, even 
out here so remote from the Sun." 

"That looks absolutely too hot to live in," 
Tubby declared, gazing down into the crater 
of this mammoth volcano. 

Sir Isaac laughed again; evidently he was 
in high spirits at this complete verification 
of his theories. 

"Of course it's too hot on this side. I 
knew that, but I came around here to see 
the red spot. We had to follow it around, 
you see, because of the Planet's very rapid 
axial rotation. The surface, as I said, isn't 
solid. Nevertheless, since we know that 
Jupiter is inhabited, however much it would 
appear not to be, there must be at least a 
small portion of solid surface. We'll go 
around to the other side again and locate 
it." 

"Like lookin' for land when flyin' over 
the ocean?" Tubby illustrated. 

"Exactly." 
Tubby rose to his feet. 
"Very good, perfessor. Very good, in- 

deed. You navigate us around, an' I'll go 
wake up Ameena. She mustn't sleep all the 
time. We got to eat." 
PASSING ONE OS' JUPITER'S SATELLITES 

They passed ,fairly close to Satellite IV, 
which revolves around its mother globe at 
a mean distance of 1,162,000 miles. They 
were then having breakfast, and during the 
remainder of the meal Sir Isaac entertained 
them with a most interesting dissertation 
on the nine satellites of Jupiter. 

They were all three dressed as on the 
evening before, though Ameena had dis- 
carded the overcoat. She resumed it after 
breakfast, however, for when they had 
passed around over the other hemisphere of 
Jupiter, beyond the flames of the "red spot," 
exposed again to the cold of Inter -planetary 
Space and warmed only by a very small, 
pale little Sun, the interior of the vehicle 
rapidly cooled off. 

After breakfast, an observation of Jupiter 
through the lower window showed only 
dense, black cloud masses. 

"Let's go down, perfessor," Tubby sug- 
gested. "Can't see nothin' up here through 
them clouds." He added gloatingly : 

"I guess we beat them Mercurians in, all 
right." 

They entered the Jovian atmosphere about 
eight o'clock-at an altitude of 1,400 miles- 

(Continued on page 513) 

Let an Experienced Newspaper 

Man Show You How to Break 

r{- -4IIffii Into the News- 

paper Field 

EWSPAPER work offers countless opporWni- 
ties for the young man or the young woman ahn 
really wants to amount to something. The his- 

tory of Journalism shows innumerable instanced 
obere bright young Reporters have been graduated 
from newspaper staffs to high places in the indus- 
trial and political world. President Harding is an 
old newspaper man. Thomas W. Lamont, one of the 
senior partners of J. I'. Morgan & Company, was a 

reporter on the New York Tribune. Senator Walter 
E. Edge of New Jersey was, and is, an editor; so 

is ex -Senator James K. Vardeman of Mississippi. 
Augustus Thomas, America's foremost playwright, 
was a reporter on the St. Louis Post Dispatch. 
Arthur Hopkins and Brook Pemberton, theatrical 
producers, were newspapermen. Arthur Woods, ex- 
pellee commissioner of New York, was a reporter. 
Newspaper work, in itself, is a field that offers un- 
limited opportunity-and it often leads to better 
things. 

FASCINATING WORK 
Salaries of 440 to $125 a week 

There isn't any profession that offers the thrill 
that Journalism does and there is always room for 
a live, wide awake young fellow in this exciting 
field. Regular Reporters earn from $40 to $125 a 

week. Good deskmen on a daily paper are paid 
from $60 to $100 a week. A "Star" Reporter ran 
always command his own salary. 

Part Time If You Prefer 
Hundreds of ambitious men and women make extra 

money by corresponding for newspapers or writing: 

for magazines in their spare time. Many of the 
most successful reporters of today started in thta 
nosy. If you have the ability to write, there t 
always a market for your efforts. 

We Will Teach You Journalism 
At Home 

Henry E. lrockmet el', Assistant City Editor le 
the New York Evening Post, will give you a thor- 
ough training in Journalism in six short easy les- 
sons. Mr. Brockmeyer is well qualified to teach you. 
He has trained hundreds of men and women, many 
of whom have, under his guidance, developed into 
front rank reporters or feature writers. 

Mr. Brockmeyer's course in Practical Journalism 
will train you as the big papers train their star 
reporters. The course is complete, authoritative, 
easy to understand. In It Mr. Brockmeyer has in- 
corporated everything that his long experience of 
aver thirty years in the newspaper field has taught 
him. It shows not only the way a newspaper is run. 
giving a detailed explanation of the reportorial and 
administrative staffs, with the duties of each, but It 
trains the student in every please of Journalism, 
instructing him how to develop a "nose for news". 
how to write, how to prepare his copy and edit it 
for publication and drills into hint the development 
of style, with countless references and actual ex- 
amples. 

The complete course comprises six comprehensive 
lessons just brinnful of everything a reporter or 
correspondent must learn. And It's all Interesting 
reading-more fascinating than any novel. You 
won't want to stop studying once you start. 

Five Days Trial 
So confident are we that it is just what you need 

to learn this profitable profession, that we will seed 
It to you on five days' trial. If at the end of that 
time you do not feel that you have received more 
than your ten dollars' worth (the Price of the com- 
plete course is only $10) you may return it to us at 
our expense and your money will be Immediately re- 
funded. We won't even ask you for an explanation- 
we guarantee to refund your money in full within 
twenty-four hours after receiving the lessons back. 

Just pin a check, money order or ten dollar bill 
to your name and address and mail it to us. Then 
take five days after the course arrives to decide 
whether you want to keep it or not. You, alone. 
will he the judge. We know that you will find the 
course worth many times its price. 

THE PRESS GUILD, Inc.. 66 W. B'way, N. Y. 

THE PRESS GUILD, Inc.. 
66 West Broadway, New York City. 
Enclosed please find $l0 for which you sir tu ship 

me at once Henry E. Brockmeyer's complete courre 
in Practical Journalism with the distinct under- 
standing that if I return the course th five days my 
full $10 will be refunded and no questions asked 

(Name) 

(Address) 

(City) (State) 
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THESE DEALERS CARRYiszamBle 
"Consolidated" E.I.Company 

Patterns aid 25c. Books 
Abilene, Kans. 

Union Elec. Co. 
Albany, Ga. 

Lonsbergs Book House 
Akron, O. 

Radioart Supply Co. 
Albany, N. Y. 

Havens Elec. Co. 
Ignition Service Supply Co 
'wiper &. Hotchkiss 
Kimball Bros. 
Peoples Radio Store 
Standard Elec. Co. 
Wenger Bros. 

Amsterdam, N. Y. 
Awlerson Elec. Co. 

Allentown, Pa. 
Hess Bros. 
Buchman Book Store 

Altoona, Pa. 
Altoona Elec. Supply Co. 

Anthony, Kans. 
LeRoy Htghhanks Rad. Co. 

Astoria. L. I. 
Astoria Radio Shop 

Atchison. Kans. 
Low & Itlythe Co. 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Capital Elec. Co. 
Millers Book Store 

Atlantic City, N. J. 
Paramount Radio Co. 
Eastern Hdwe. & Sup. Co. 
sport Shop 
lust Elec. Co. 
Sea Coast Radio Co. 

Auburn, Me. 
G. L. Foss 

Baltimore, Md. 
Jos. A. Becker 
Jos, M. Zamoiski 
Wilbur Eier Co. 
Bacharach Bazin Co. 
W. W. Hentzchel 
S. B. Berkowich 
Joel Gutman 
TTerdas Elec. 
Little Joes Dept. Store 
C. D. Kellert 
J. Meyer 
I furdnck Co. 
E. I. Rosenfeld & Co. 

Batavia. N. Y. 
If. F. Smith 

Bethlehem, Pa. 
Lehigh Radin Co. 

Billings, Mont. 
Torgerson Bros. 

Birmingham, Ala. 
Interstate Elec. Po. 

Bluefield, W. Va. 
Burgess Elec. Co. 

Boston. Mass. 
Atlantic Radio Co. 
Cotter & Wood Supply Co. 
Seth Fuller Co. 
International Radio Corp. 
Lewis Elec. Supply 
C. D. Pitts Co. 
Williams Book Stores 
T. B. Hunter & Co. 
lames H. Jones, Inc. 
Sarnael J. Beckwith 
i -handler & Farghuor Co. 
A. P. Merchant Co. 
Eugene Proctor Co., Inc. 
Radio Sales & Service Co. 
Farrington & Clark 
Berman Radio 

Bridgeport, Conn. 
Morison Radiophone Parts 
Flynn & Power 
Conn. Radio Supply Co. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ilklyn. Radio Serv. Co. 
'1. Olsen 
Tollner Elec. Co. 
I:lrlyn. Radio Center 
Gobs Radio Service 
Ilklyn Elec. Lamp & Nov. 
Globe Radio & Bat. Shop 
Haag & Vince Co. 

b. Kleinteich 
P, G. Rosewall 
I. Streiff 
Denmarke 
American Phnn. Exch. 
Arlington Radio Service 
Barnes Radio Shop 
iiengo Elec. Co. 
T. D. Cunningham 
Delta Elec. Co. 

T. A. Dietz 
Ilurkmans DJusic Store 
Kelley & Feist 
Halpern Eler. Co. 
Kensington Radio 
l,. P. & H. B. Lagerholm 
G. Moskowitz 
G. Scharff Sons 

See Full Page Ads on Pages 486 and 488 
H. Schur & Son 
Victor Radio Sport Shop 
Walker Elec. Co. 
Breuer Bros. 
20th Century Radio Co. 
M. Ulrich 
B. Haupt 
David M. Isaac 
Starr Radio 

Buffalo, N. Y. 
McCarthy Bros. & Ford 
Robertson Cataract 
O. Ulbrich Co. 

Burlington, N. J. 
Burlington Elec. Co. 

Butte, Montana 
Montana Elec. Co. 

Cambridge, Mass. 
Clapp-Eastham Co. 
University Book Store 

Canton, III. 
Frank White & Bros. 

Camden, N. J. 
Neisner Tiros. 

Carrollton, Mo. 
Carrollton Radio Shop 

Centerville, la. 
H. E. Luther 

Champagne. Ill. 
II. C. Swanell & Son 

Charlestown, W. Va. 
John R. Koch 

Charlestown, S. Car. 
S. C. Radio Shop 

Charlotte, N. C. 
Smith Novotny Elec. Co. 
Caroline Radio Co. 

Chester, Pa. 
Neisner Bros. 

Chicago, III. 
Harry Alter & Co. 
Barawik Co. 
Beckley -Ralston Co. 
Chicago Radio App. Co. 
Elec. Appliance Co. 
Inland Elec. Co. 
Marshall -Field & Co. 
A. C. McClurg & Co. 
Montgomery Ward & Co. 
Newark Elec. Co. 
Henry Paulson & Co. 
Sears -Roebuck & Co. 
Chicago Cut Rate Book 
Community Book Store 
Izenstark Radio Co. 
Follett Book Co. 
McArthur Elec. Co. 
P. O. News Co. 
Plan Stein 
E. J. Stringos 
Fireside Radio Ce. 

Cincinnati, O. 
Midwest Radio Co. 
Milner Elec. Co. 
Reuter Elec. Co. 

Cleveland, O. 
Radio Electric Shop 
Radio Eng. & Sales Co. 
H. Lesser & Co. 
Oliver C. Schroeder 
Radio Sales & Rep. Co. 

Columbus, O. 
Hall Elec. Co. 

Coraopolis, Pa. 
T. C. O'Donovan 

Cumberland, Md. 
J. A. Fulton & Co. 

Dallas, Texas 
Huey & Philip Hdwe. Co Southwest Radio Sup. Co.. 
Radio Equip. Co. 

Denton, Tex. 
Evers Hdwe. Co. 

Denver, Colo. 
Electrical Auto App. Co. 
Pratt Book Store 
Reynolds Radio Co. 

Des Moines, la. 
II. W. King 
Iowa Radio Co. 

Detroit. Mich. 
Federal Elec. Supply Co. 
Twentieth Century Radio Co. 
Crowley Milner Co. 
McCauley Bros. 
Detroit Elec. Co. 
Wolverine Radio Co. 
Northwestern Radio Co. 

Duluth, Minn. 
Kelley Duluth Co. 

Easton. Pa. 
F. & W. Grand Stores 

E. Orange, N. J. 
Essex Radio Shop 
United Radio & Sport Shop 

Elizabeth, N. J. 
H. Richmond & Son 
Elizabeth Elec. Sup. Co 

Eureka, III. 
Klaus Radio Co. 

Fergus Falls. Minn. 
Grande & Sather 

Far Rockaway, L. I. 
Dunlap Sptg. Goods Co. 
Scientific Radio Co., Inc. 

Flushing, L. I. 
The Electric Shop 

Ft. Worth, Tex. 
H. C. Meacham Co. 

Galveston, Tex. 
Galveson Wireless Sup. Co. 

Gardner, Mass. 
Gardner Hdwe. Co. 

Gloucester, N. J. 
Lenny's Variety Store 

Granite City, Ill. 
Rosenberg Dept. Store 

Great Bend, Kans. 
Great Bend Radio Co. 

Greensburg, Pa. 
H. Hamilton 

Hamilton, 0. 
Radio Co. 

Hartford, Conn. 
Elec. Sup. & Equip. Co. 
F. & W. Grand Stores 
G. Fox & Co. 

Havana, Cuba 
Diamond News Co. 
Liberia de Jose Albele 

Helena, Mont. 
Van lilaricom Co. 

Hoboken, N. J. 
International Book Store 
Eagans Radio 

Holyoke. Mass. 
Haskell Elec. Co. 

Independence, Mo. 
The Melndian Co. 

Hackensack. N. J. 
Wurtz & Fuchs 

Jacksonville. Fla. 
Southern Elec. Co. 
Holt Elec. Co. 

Jamestown, N. Y. 
Willis Switch & Inst. Co. 

Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
Conrad Radio Co. 

Jamaica, L. I. 
Scientific Radio Co., Inc. 
:Merrick Elec. Co. 

Jersey City, N. J. 
Arrow Elec. Co. 
Pl. Schlefn 
Guarantee Elec. Co. 

Johnson City, Tenn. 
Bishop Elec. Co. 

Johnstown, Pa. 
W. T. Grant Co. 

Joliet, III. 
Joliet Book & Sta. Co. 

Kansas City, Mo. 
Vulcanizers Supply Co. 
Donaldson Radio Co. 

Lancaster. Pa. 
Radio Outfit. & Sup. Co. 

Lawrence, Mass. 
Schwarzenberg, W. 

Los Angeles, Cal. 
Leo J. Meyherg 
S. California Elec. Co. 
West Radio Elec. Co. 
Radio Concert & Equip. 
Natick Book Store 
Brode Elec. Cn. 

Lewiston. Montana 
Chas. Williams 

Lock Haven, Pa. 
Burkett Gros. 

Louisville. Ky. 
Sutcliffe Co. 

Lowell, Mass. 
G. A. Hill Co. 

Lyons, Kans. 
R. I. (ise 

Macon, Ga. 
J. W. Burke Co. 

Memphis, Tenn. 
Street Flee. Cn. 

McKeesport, Pa. 
F. C. Wampler & Son 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Julius Andrae & Co. 
Dewey Sport Goods Co. 
Badger Radio Co. 

Minneapolis, Minn. 
Jacob Andressen Co. 
Findley Elec.. Sup. Co. 
Nagel! Hdwe. Co. 
Reinhard Bros. Co., Inc. 
Sterling Elec. Co. 
Peerless Elec. Co. 

Missoula, Mont. 
llfissoula Elec. Sup. Co. 

Montgomery, Ala. 
Alabama Radio Mfg. Co. 
R. P. Reeves 

Nashville, Tenn. 
Zibart Bros. 

Newark, N. J. 
Iiamherger & Co. 
Bassett Radio Sup. Co. 
Davis Elec. Co. 
Eddies Wireless Ex. 
Bannister & Pollard 
Essex Mfg. Co. 
W. T. Grand Co. 
United Elec. Sup. Co. 
Friedmans Music Shop 

Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
Stephens Shop 

New Brunswick, N. J. 
Schneider Bros. 
The Elec. Shop 

New Orleans, La. 
Interstate Elec. Co. 

Newport, R. I. 
Gen. H. Chase 

New Haven, Conn 
W. W. Gale & Co. 

New York City 
Fenno & Co. 
Frank Radio Co. 
Fremont Radio Co. 
J. J. Kelleher 
David Killoch & Co. 
Liberty Radio Co. 
R. H. Macy & Co. 
Manhattan Elec. Sup. 
Overland Radio & Equip Co. 
Peerless Light Co. 
Radio Specialty Co. 
Stanley & Patterson 
Viking Radio Co. 
The Winchester Store 
Army & Navy Dist. Co. 
Chamberlain Elec. Co. 
Economy Radio 
Elec. Service Eng. Co. 
Goldfinger Bros. 
Gimbel Bros. 
R. G. Haalinger 
Herbert & Huesgen 
Allied Radio Co. 
T. Belmuth 

.1. H. Bunnell & Co. 
Butler Bros. 
Carnahan & Dalzell, Inc. 
Itway. Radio Corp. 
P. M. Dreyfuss Co., Inc. 
Delta Elec. Co. 
Fordham Radio Spec. Co. 
F. & W. Grand Stares 
J. L. Lewis & Co. 
Lowe Motor Sup. Co. 
Rove Radio Stores 
Live Wire Elec. Co. 
Marks Radio 
Aiodells-8 Stores 
Phillips Sport Shop 
\Lehman Bros. 
A. & A. Elec. Co. 
Acme Radio Co. 
Ana. Elec. Tech. App. 

Atlas Elec. Supply Co. 
Atlas Radio Co. 
ltergmaier Bros. 
Franklin Radio Shop 
T. Gabler 
Globe Radio Shop 
Hygrade Elec. Co. 
International Radio Store 
J. Kelleher 
yfarlen Hdwe. Co. 
Nassau Radio Co. 
Times Sq. Auto Sup. Co. 
Triggers 
Ace Elec. Co. 
A. & P. Radio Co. 
Baker & Taylor Co. 
Borough Elec. Co. 
t'ambla Elec. Co. 
.T. Edelson 
Keystone Battery Service 
S. S. Kresge & Co. 
Langera Radio Store 
A. Marcus 
G. H. Masten & Co. 
Mentz Store 
MI@ro Radio & Elec. Co. 
Radio & Mech. Trad. Corp. 
Radio Parlor 
Radiophone Equip. Co. 
New Eng. Elec. Spec. Co. 
Rialto Elec. Shop 
St. Marks Radio Co. 
K. R. Schullatrom 
F. E. Silverman 
IVoelPer 
M. Workaman 
Perfection Radio 
Cortlandt Radio 
James Gear 
A. J. Goldman 

T. Eaton & Co. 
Cross Itadio Co. 
Progressive Book Store 
S. Astor 
1f. & T. Elec. Co. 
Borough Elec. Co. 
Marvel Elec. Sup. Co. 
O. R. R. 
A. E. Zimmerman 
Sana Astor 
Davidson Radio Co. 
Van Auto Supply Co. 
Mogul Elec. Co. 
Brunswick Supply Co. 
Stuyvesant Radio Co. 
Oscars Radio 
Fordham Sup. Co. 
Int. News Co. 
M. H. Elec. Co. 
The Heights Radio Sup. Co. 
Eclipse Elec. Co. 
Fordham Radio Co. 
Crescent Radio Co. 
Terminal Rad. & Mus. Shop 
United Anchor Tire Co. 
Inter City Radio Co. 
Josephson 
Redifon Corp. 
Greenwich Radio Co. 
H. Goldstein 
Isador Fajaos, Inc. 
G'r:md Radio 
M. Rubin 
Hannes & Co. 
Madison Hdwe. Stare 
American Radio Co. 
American Elec. Tect. Cs, 
Electrical Eng. & Con. Co. 

Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
H. Messersmith & Sons 

Noristown, Pa. 
E. M. Law 

Oakland, Cal. 
Warner Bros. 
E. M. Sargent Co. 

Omaha. Nebr. 
Wolfe Elec. Co. 

Onset. Mass. 
W. C. Spring 

Passaic, N. J. 
J. L. David 
Simon Bros. 
Passaic Radio Shop 

Perth Amboy, N. J. 
Smelling, J. 
Amboy Lighting Co. 
Amboy Radio 

Paterson, N. J. 
Federal Radio & Elec. Co. 

Pawtucket. R. I. 
Delancey Fetch & Co. 

Peoria, Ill. 
Peoria News Stand 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Gimbel Bros. 
H. C. Roberts El. Sup. Co, 
Sayre Level Radio Co. 
Goetz Music Stores 
F. & W. Grand Stores 
E. P. Noll & Co. . 

G. W. Snell Co. 
Neisner Bros. 
Schimmel Elec. Co. 
Radio Sales Co. 
John Wanamaker 

Phoenix. Ariz. 
Nielson Radio Sup. Co. 

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
C. P. Raymond 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Goldsmith & Son Co. 
Ludwig Rommel & Co. 
Gain -a -Day Elec. Co. 
Liberty Inoan. Sup. Co. 
Pitts Radio & App. Co. 
U. S. Radio Co. of Pa. 
Doubleday Hill Co. 

Pittsfield, Mass. 
W. T. Grant Co. 

Plainfield, N. J. 
II. E. Gayle Hdwe. Co. 

Plattsburgh. N. Y. 
R. E. Atwater 

Portland, Me 
Chisholm Bros. 

Portland, Oreg. 
E. L. Knight Co. 
Hyr'.son Elec. Co. 
Hylands Old Rook Store 

Pottstown. Pa. 
Pottstown Radio Sup. Co. 

Princeton. N. J. 
Princeton Cycle Shop 

Bullocks Providence. R. I. 
B. & H. Supply Co. Youngstown, Ohio 
The Shepard Co. I Robert F. Phillips 

R. I. Elec. Equip 
The Outlet Co. 
Boston Store 

Reading, Pa. 
& W. Grand Stores 

Rochester, N. Y. 
Hickson Elec. Co. 
Rochester Elec. Sup. Co. 
Wheeler Green El. Sup. Co. 
Eastman Radio Co. 
R. Schmidt & Co. 
E. C. Sykes & Co. 
Neisner Bros. 
Miller Drug & Elec, Co. 

Ridgewood, L. I. 
Ridgewood Radio Shop 

Rock Island, III. 
If. E. Gelhart & Co. 
Beardsley Specialty Co. 
Valle Co. 

St. Joseph, Mo. 
Empire Elec. Co. 
Mannachrecks Book Stores 

St. Louis, Mo. 
The Benwood Co. 
Linn Elec. Supply Co. 
Foster Book & Cigar Co. 

St. Paul, Minn, 
North-West Elec. Eq. Co. Premier Radio Mfg. Co. 
Pioneer Elec. Co. 
St. Paul Book & Sta. Co. 
Crist Book Shop 

San Francisco, Cal. Richter, Ceutad 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

Albany St. Radio Store 
Seattle, Wash. 

F. Tt. Wilson 
Stamford, Conn. 

Artlmra 
Stillwater, Okla. 

Stillwater Elec. Shop 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Grant's Alexander Sons 
Hughes Radio Corp. 
M. H. Salmon Elec. Co. 

Toledo, O. 
Koehler Radio Co. 
W. J. Nagel Elec. Co. 

Trenton, N. J. 
Fleron & Son, Inc. 
Radio Chain Stores 

Troy, N. Y. 
L. H. Cooper & Son 

Tyler. Tex. 
R. F. Bryan 

Union Hill. N. J. 
N. W. Friedman 

Uniontown, Pa. 
Frederick Piano Co., W. F. 

Utica, N. Y. 
Dent, Po., M. F. 
Olds Book Store 
nice Elec. App. Co. 
riles Elec. Sup. Co., Inc. 

Waco, Tex. 
Jackson's Radio Eng. Lab. 

Washington, D. C. 
Continental Elec. & Sttp. Co. 
Radio Auto Sup. Co. 

Wartertown, Wis. 
D. & F. Easel Co. 

Watertown, N. Y. 
F. A. Empsall & Co. 

W. Hoboken, N. J. 
The Heraco Exchange 

W. New York, N. J. 
W, N. Y. Heramo 

Wheeling, W. Va. 
Gee Electric Co. 

Wapakoneta, Ohlo 
Heine & Nagel Elec. Co. 

Waupaca, Wis. 
Waupaca Radio Sales Co. 

Wausau, Wis. 
Janke, Kurth Co. 

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
Foster Radin & Elec. Co. 

Wilmington, Del. 
L. P. Moore 
Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co. 

Worcester, Mass. 
Neisner Bros. 

Williamsport, Pa. 
Wilhelm Book Store 

Yonkers, N. Y. 
Knepfer, F. 
Westchester Elec. Eq. Co. 

York, Nebr. 

Order direct from these dealers. If your dealer can- 
not supply you, send us his name and address 

233 Fulton Street, New York City 
Publishers of Consolidated Patterns 

Sales Agents for E. I. Co. Books 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RHAMSTINE* 
Electric Soldering Iron 

For Home or Laboratory 
Specially destined for radio fans and experimenters. 
.\ tnractively fir:shed in nickel; heating element Ni- 
ihrone resistanS wire; soldering tip; when worn out, 
can be quickly and cheaply renewed. Complete with 
at it. cord, two niece plug, and self -fluxing solder. Used 
oith either D.d2. or A.C. Guaranteed one year. And 
like all Rhamsine products, quality is combined with 
law price. 

Postpaid $2.50 Complete with 
Cord, Plug and Solder 

You've always wanted an electric soldering iron; you 
need one for radio work; and here's your opportunity to 
Let one specialty adapted to the purpose. The Rham- 
.1ine` name guarantees quality and satisfaction. 
Send only $2.55 and we'll send It post Paid; or 1f you 
prefer, we'll and It Parcel Post, C.O.D. 

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE* 
*h:aker of Radio Products 

2160 East Larned St., Detroit, Mich. 

iRACQ 
GETS 'EM 

1500 
MILES 
AWAY' 

At the low prim shorn below you get the efficiency 
of seta costing Three times as much. 
These radio frecraeney receivers-pick up stations over 
1500 miles awa: under good conditions-everywhere. 
Operate either an DRY CELLS or storage battery. 
Cabinets of said mahogany and workmanship the 
finest throughout.. Order direct or send for bulletin. 
Two tube outfit, as shown above, headphones only $29.50 
Four tube outfit for loudspeaker or headphones 54.50 

DEALERS-AGENTS 
Write for rroposition quickly-its a winner. 

THE MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY 
809 Main St. Cincinnati, Ohio 

"Read'em"' 
Binding Posts 

With Knobs 
That Won't Come Off 
Anyone can "read 'em." All 

popular styles-Antenna, Ground, 
Pones, A and R Battery plus and 
minus-abbreviations of different 
names engraved on knobs. Ask 
your dealer for "Read 'em"-the 
kind for real Radio fans. If your 
dealer does not have them-write 
direct. 

The Marshall -Gerken Co. 
Manufacturers 

Dept. G. Toledo, Ohio 

W®'DETECTORÀ 
W. TUBE 

For tube sets, use our special ._ - 
Adaptor, 73c extra. To con- 
vert crystal sets into tube o 
sets, use special socket, 
40e extra. 

RADIOioRESEARCH 
GUILD 

Radio Research Guild 
Newark, N. I. 

11111 - 

SIGNAL RADIO 
Signal Radio Apparatus has long 
endured strenuous service by gov- 
ernment, professional, and corn - 

12212) merciai users, as well as by be 
gtnners. Cents no more than experimental kind. 
Send for Catalog of complete sets, parts and accessories. 

SIGNAL ELIECTRIC MFG. CO., Meno ni ea M eh. 

111,,,e,,,,,,1111,,,,,, , 
1 1, ,,,,,, 

Around the Unü- 
ä 

re3.5e 5 
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a depth of air strata that surprised even 
Sir Isaac. Inky blackness surrounded them 
for a time. At 110 miles they emerged intq 
daylight. Later all the clouds swept away. 
The pale Sun shown through the side win- 
dow, rising over the horizon-for it chanced 
to be early morning on this portion of the 
mighty Planet-shortly after dawn of a 
clear, frosty -looking Jovian day. 

"Looks awful chilly out," Tubby remarked 
dubiously. 

"Yes," agreed Sir Isaac. "We would be 
freezing in here now if it were not -for our 
friction in passing through the atmosphere. I 
have shut off our heating apparatus. . . . 

It will be much warmer down below, how- 
ever. The internal heat of Jupiter warms 
its lower stratas of air." 

At an altitiude of 25,000 feet they could 
distinguish quite plainly the Jovian landscape 
over which they were passing horizontally 
-a barren land that looked as though it 
might be thick black water and mud. It 
seemed to boil very sluggishly in spots. 
Here and there it appeared firmer-and 
there were curious vegetable growths as 
near like two hundred foot mushrooms as 
anything else Tubby could think of. 

JOVIAN CITIES APPEAR 

The landscape was changing constantly. 
Now they came over a barren, almost rocky 
land, with enormous trees like pines and 
cedars. Half an hour later the forests be- 
gan occasionally to be dotted with cities- 
mammoth buildings rising in terraces two 
thousand feet into the air. . . . Everything 
seemed built on the same gigantic scale. 

They selected, quite at random, one of 
the largest of the cities ; and descended in 
an open space nearby. It was 9.50 A. M. 
when they came to rest upon the surface 
of Jupiter-a flight from Mercury, smallest 
major planet of the solar system, to Jupiter 
the largest, of exactly 34 hours and 5 min- 
utes. 
THE SKY PARTY MEET THE GREAT 

MOGUL 

The audience with the Great Mogul of 
Jupiter-who came riding out of the city 
with his Wise Men on an enormous animal- 
like a queer -looking elephant with broad, 
very flat feet-took place about 12 o'clock 
noon Earth Eastern time, though it was by 
then late afternoon of the Jovian day. 

It may seem remarkable that so great a 
dignitary would go to his visitors rather 
than bidding them come to him. The answer. 
however, is obvious to any thinking student. 
Tubby and Sir Isaac had flatly refused to 
allow themselves to be carried ; and since 
gravity on the surface of Jupiter is more 
than 2% times that of the Earth, they could 
hardly stand on their feet, much less walk ! 

The Great Mogul was a towering giant 
some fifteen feet tall, with his Counsellors 
in proportion. A robe of richly -colored cloth 
fell in folds to his feet. There were ropes 
of enormous gems about his neck-that is 
to say they might have been considered 
gems, though they looked more like little 
gargoyles moulded out of red and green 
putty and his braided white beard- hung 
down his chest to his waist. 

(To be continued.) 

NEW CAMERA NEEDS ONLY 10- 
MILLIONETH OF SECOND 

Through an apparatus operated by re- 
volving mirrors, Dr. J. A. Anderson, a mem- 
ber of the staff of Mount Wilson Observa- 
tory, can take a photograph with an exposure 
of one ten -millionth of a second. 

562 page 
RADIO 
BOOK 

only 
Compiled by 

HARRY F. DART, B.S.E.E. 
Formerly with the 
Western Electric Co., 
and U. S. Army 
Instructor of Radio 

Technically ediled by 
F. H. DOANE 

Just off the press 
THE greatest book on Radio ever writ- 

ten. Price only $1. Filled with sound. 
practical, tested information for every 
radio fan, from beginner to hard-boiled 
owl. Written, compiled and edited by 
radio experts of national reputation. 

Every page tells you something use- 
ful. And there are 562 pages! More 
than 150 illustrations and diagrams! 
Note this partial list of contents: 

Different types of receiving and sending 
hook-ups, electrical terms, condensers, 
oscillating circuits, coupled circuits, in- 
duction coils, antenna systems, electric 
batteries, generators and motors, protec- 
tive devices, crystal detectors, arc gen- 
erators, transmitters, filters, wavemeters, 
radio experiments, International and Morse 
codes, commercial receiving sets, tables 
and data, radio transmitting and broad- 
casting stations (with call letters), Radio 
License Regulations, etc. 

A pocket course 
in, RADIO 

You may dip into this I. C. S. Radio/ I 

Handbook at random, or hunt up¡ 1 

special information you want, or// I 

read it right through. It's in-/ I 

teresting- fascinating - prof -// I 

itable! Hundreds of sugges- / 1 

tions for helping you get// International 
more pleasure out of / Correspondence 1 

Radio. Will save you// Schools I 

from wasting money i Box 6202-C I 

on things that won't// Scranton, Penna. I 

work. Money back I I enclose One Dollar 1 

if not satisfied. // paide 
end me 

I 

Sen $1 to -day and get / Radio Handbook. It is I 

thisd 562 -page /. C. S. / understood that II I am not 1 / entirely 
flue days and 

foie you spend // you will refund my money. 

another cent on / 

parts / Name 
/ 

/ Address ..... I / 1 

mail the coupon 
TO -DAY 

FREE 
RADIO CATALOG 

Of Standard Quality Parts 
AT REDUCED PRICES 

Our Guarantee Protects You 

Write for our Catalog' No. 100 

GREAT LAKES RADIO CO. 
136 W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe 
to Science and Invention -52.50 a year. 

Experimenter Publishing Co.. 53 Park Place, N. Y. C 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Proper Finish 
MakesNewFurniture 

Harmonize 
With the old 

iul i 

SMALL odd pieces of modern furni- 
ture add greatly to the attractiveness 

of every home. You, yourself, can easily 
make them for your family. There is no 
particular trick to constructing porch 
swings, tables, telephone sets, etc. You 
can give your work a beautiful finish with 

JOHNSON'S 

WOOD DYE 
Johnson's Wood Dye is very easy to ap- 
ply-it goes on easily and quickly, with- 
out a lap or a streak. It penetrates deeply 
bringing out the beauty of the grain with- 
out raising it-dries in 4 hours and does not 
rub off or smudge. Made in fourteen beau- 
tiful shades. 

FRE E -This Book on 
Home Beautifying 
This Book tells how to finish wood in 
artistic stained and enameled effects. 
Gives practical suggestions on making your 
home artistic, cheery and inviting. Tells just 
what materials to use and how to apply them. 
Includes color card-gives covering capa- 
cities, etc. Use coupon below. 

S. C. JOHNSON & SON. Dept. SI 9. 
Racine, Wis. (Canadian Factory-Brantford) 
Please send me free and postpaid your Instruction 

Rook on Home Beautifying and Wood Finishing. 
The best dealer in paints here is 

Nil' NAME . 

MY ADDRESS 

CITY & STATE 

Dr, NacHe wt1s 
Oecrets 

(Continued front page 504) 

second your wheel must revolve 350 times 
per second ! You surely cannot obtain such 
a speed as that!" 

"Certainly I can. It is just a matter of 
gearing. Many small wheels in machinery 
travel more than 350 revolutions per second. 
But I have a plan that will enable me to 
run this wheel at a much lower speed. Do 
you notice the wheel itself revolves over a 
very deep excavation ?" 

"Yes, I was wondering what that deep hole 
was for." 

"That is to enable me to increase the 
diameter of the wheel without increasing it." 

"What?" cried Silas, puzzled. 
"To be plain, there are serious objections 

to having the wheel too large, as it would 
tend to fly apart at the high speed of revo- 
lution. On the other hand it must not be 
too small or the dizzy whirling motion might 
kill the passengers. So I have devised the 
following method. I have a very long and 
very strong chain wound on a windlass 
anchored to the rock itself. The free end 
of this chain passes through the axle of my 
Ferris wheel, up through a hollow spoke 
and is there attached to the bottom of the 
car. This chain therefore, encased in a swiv- 
elled tubing to avoid twisting, can be grad- 
ually let out as the wheel increases in speed. 
The centrifugal force makes the car move 
away from the wheel, but it is held by the 
chain. Gradually as I let the chain out the 
car describes larger and larger circles. In 
this manner with a small wheel revolving 
at a moderate speed, I can obtain the same 
effect as with a large wheel, and without 
the attending disadvantages. I use electricty 
for my motive power and use some ball - 
bearings, but wherever possible, in order to 
reduce friction I use a stream of corn - 
pressed air for the bearings-a little inven- 
tion of my own." 

"I suppose you have to aim your car 
ahead of the moon," remarked Silas. 

SEVEN FACTORS TO CONJURE WITH 
"The problem is by no means so simple 

as that," retorted the doctor. "As a, matter 
of fact, I don't aim anywhere near the 
moon. Seven factors have to be taken into 
consideration in aiming the car. First there 
is the rotation of the earth. The earth re- 
volves on its axis every day. A body at the 
equator if shot off from the earth would 
have this centrifugal speed of 1,000 miles 
per hour in a straight line tangent to the 
earth. But I see you don't understand. 
Here is a diagram that will help you. When 
a body, which is revolving in a circle, is 
suddenly allowed to fly off, it flies off at 
a tangent. Thus in the diagram, a body 
released at either, A, B, C or D will fly off 
in the direction of the arrow. For the same 
reason, the direction my car will take will 
depend largely on the time of the day at 
which it is released. If released at noon 
this speed of one thousand miles per hour 
will be in exactly the opposite direction to 
what it would be if the car were released 
at midnight. 

"The second factor is similar and depends 
upon the speed of the earth in its revolution 
around the sun. Here too, the car will fly 
off at a tangent to the orbit, at a speed of 
nine miles per second, the direction depend- 
ing on the day of the year and the time 
of the day. The third factor of course de- 
pends on my revolving wheel. From this, 
too, the car will fly off at a tangent, its 
direction depending upon its position on the 
wheel when released." 

"But doctor," asked Silas puzzled, "How 
can a body travel in three different direc- 
tions at once?" 

Send for FREE story 
Interesting, illustrated folder "How to get 
Greater Desk Efficiency" shows how to keep 
your desk cleared for action. Thousands or 
Bieradesks are giving entire satisfaction- Saves 
time locating, distributing or sorting papers. 
Takes less space than a tray. Sent FREE trial, 

leradesk 
Steel Sections 

ROSS -Gould Co 
309 N. 10th 
ST. LOUIS 

This 
model 

$6,30 

Mailing Lists 
Will help you increase sales 

Send for FREE catalog showing 
dettaila covering names of your 

prospective 
adppce are en 

thous da of different.MaillogLlets, 9970 Guaranteed 
/0 by 

u 
refund of 5¢eaah 

sos Ross -Gould Co s«e'Nt St. Louis, 

No Sun to 
Point theWay': 
Can't always depend - 

on "Old Sol" to lead 
you right. Carry ` 
one of the nine styles 
of 

TAYLOR COMPASSES 
Your dealer has them and will 

'quote prices. 
. r /nstrum ent Comp ones 

Roehesfer, N. Y. 

There's a Tic. or eta" Thermometer for 
Every Purpose. 

E-5 

men with training are In de- 
mand. For more than a quar- 
ter of a century this school has 

been training men of ambition and limited time for the electrical industries. Condensed course in Electrical 
enables grad- 
uates to se- cure good positions and promotions. Theoretical and Practical Elec- tricity. Mathematics. Steam and Gas Engines and Mechan- ical Drawing. Students construct dynamos, install wiring and test electrical machinery. Course with diploma 

complete 

Electrical 
Engineering 

In One Year 
Over 3000 men trained. Thoroughly 

equipped fireproof dormitories, dining hall, laboratories, shops. 
Free catalog. 31st year begins Sept. 26, 19M 

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
loe TAKOMA AVE.. WASHINGTON. D. C. 

MAKE MONEY 
AT HOME 

YOU CAN earn $ I to $2 an hour writing show cards 
at home in dour spare time. Quickly and easily 
learned by our new simple "Instructograph" 

method. No canvassing or soliciting. We show you 
how, guarantee you steady work at home, no matter 
where you live, and pay you cash each week. Full 
particulars and booklet tree. Write to -day. 

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LIMITED 
Authorized and Fully Paid Capital. One Million Dollars 
110 Adams Bldg. Toronto, Canada. 

LATHES 
9 to 18 -inch Swing 
List price $135.00 and up. 
according to size. When 
reads to buy, send for 
Lathe Catalog and prices. 

W. F. & John Barnes Co. 
442 Ruby Street 

ROCI(FORD. ILLINOIS 

PROTECT YOUR TUBES 
'riadc "ac=eljielba 

e Mark 
snip limning. Prevent Electra -Static coupling. Make D% Tuning easy, and protect tubes 'rum damage. 
shipped direct from our labora- tories prepaid un receipt of $.1.00 or (.0 D., 51-15. 

NO. 
Research Laboratories 

41 N. 16th Dept. 12 East Orange. N. J. 
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c" -the 

Standard 
"All-A_nerican' 

Transormers 
Radio end Audio 

Frequency 
now being used in radio 
sets mant-factured by 
leaders in the industry. 
These manufacturers 

have expended a great 
deal of time and money 
in the testing of trans- 
formers fo give best 
results. They can not 
afford to take chances. 
Their preference of 
"All -Ames ican" Trans- 
formers is your guide 
to real satisfaction. 

Ask your dealer to show 
you "All-American" 
Transformers. 

Free Offer 
Book of Hook -Ups con- 

taining twenty-five suc- 
cessful circuits. Send 2c 
stamp to cover postage. 

n r:, -a 
T{,ANSr. ^ 

SSory 
AULAND 

c1 -0C 

Radio Frequency 
Transformer 

Audio Frequency 
Transformer 

RAUINDMFG.CO200 
Ho. Jeierson St.,thicago, I1L 

It's Easy To Build Things 
with a 

Junior 
Bench 

Saw 
Dees your ripping. 
mitering. grooving, rabbeting. tenon- 
ing. sanding, grinding and many other 
operations with surprising ease and accuracy. Top 10"x13". 
Saws Ws" stock Dadoes %"x%". Machine built entirely 
of metal. Drivels by rk or 1/3 h. p. motor. Portable. At- 
taches to any light socket. Extremely accurate. 

Descriptive circular tells many things of interest to work - 

era In wood and soft metals. 
W. & J. BOICE, Dept. S. I. 9, Toledo, Ohio 

EARN MONEY 
AT HOME 

yOU can make $15 to $60 weekly in your spare time 
writing show carda. No canvassing or soliciting. 

We instruct you by our new simple Directograph 
system, pay you cash each week and guarantee you 
steady work. Write for full particulars and free 
booklet. 
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED 

A_Ithorized Capital $1,250,000.00 
67 Colborne Building Torl'wo, Can. 

CHARGE 
YOUR OWN BATTERY 

You can do it-without removing your 
battery or even disconnecting terminals. 
The valley Battery Charger will end your battery 
troubles. Plugs in on lamp socket; clamps 
to battery. Cannot overcharge or harm 
battery, Price $18.00. Send for booklet. 

Vallee Electric Company 
Department S. ST. LOUIS. MO. d1 

DEAFNESS IS MISERY 
I know because I was Deaf and had Head Noises; 
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ea 
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Hea 
Noises, and will do tt for you. They are Tln}l 
Megaphones. Cannot be seen when worn. ERec 
tire when Deafness is caused by Catarrh or by 
Perforated, Partially or Wholly Destroyed Natural' 
Drums. Easy to put In, easy to take out. Are' 
"Unseen Comforts." Inexpensive. Write for 
Booklet and my sworn statement of how I recov 
ered my hearing. 

A. O. LEONARD 
Suite 369, 7C 5th Avenue -- New York Citti 

LEARN WATCH REPAIRING 
You can learn by our modern and orig- 
inal system of instruction every part 
of the Watch Repairing Trade at home 

ranas 
good money better than shop. 

cure a 
well paying poaitloo or start In baelness after 
completing ear course of Instruction. Good 
watch repairers are always in demand and earn 
rom $30 to $65 Der week. For particulars 

apply so the 

IIIWAUKEE SCHOC. OF WATCH REPAIRINC.166 Mason St.,MILWAUKEE.WIS 

Diagram Showing How a Revolving .Jody Re- 
leased at A, B, C, or D Will Fly Off at a Tangent 

"These three tangents are all straight lines. 
When a body is acted upon by three such 
forces it takes a diagonal course-the aver- 
age of the three. -This is what is known as 
the law of the composition of forces. 

"The next three factors are the attraction 
exerted on the car by the earth, by the moon, 
and by the sun. These attractions change 
as the car moves, hence these forces would 
each move the car along a curved line. 
When all six forces are combined the path 
of the car will also he a curve. The seventh 
and last important factor to consider is the 
resistance of the air. The car's flight will 
he greatly retarded when passing through 
our atmosphere. Hence this, too, must be 
allowed for in aiming the car. 

"How. long will it take your car to reach 
the moon?" 

"The distance is about 240,000 miles. 
At seven miles per second the speed would 
be about 25,000 miles per hour. In other 
words we should reach the moon in less than 
10 hours if this speed were maintained. As 
however the speed continually decreases. 
owing to the earth's pull backwards, until 
the car has reached the neutral spot between 
the earth and the moon and there slowly 
increases again owing to the increasing at- 
traction of the moon, the calculation of the 
time required for the trip is rather compli- 
cated. I allow for four days, which ought 
to be more than sufficient. I am running ntl 
chances, however, but am taking enough 
provisions and liquid air to last me for a 
month." 

THE MOON CAR 

"Doctor," said Silas, "I notice that your 
car has accommodation for two passengers. 
May I ask whom you are sending?" 

"I am sending no one." 
"You, yourself, are going, then? But how 

will you get back from the moon?" 
"I don't know. The probabilities are that 

I shall never get back. But I have a wire- 
less apparatus on board capable of sending 
radio messages from the moon. I have over 
a month's supply of air, water and pro- 
visions. Even if I pay for the trip with my 
life, I hope to be able to send home des- 
criptions of inventions I see there, and that 
will far out -balance any scientific research 
work I could accomplish on the earth." 

"When do you start ?" 
"I start on Thursday of next week." 
"Doctor," cried Silas excitedly. "I am 

going with you!" 
"I thought as much," replied Doctor 

Hackensaw, shaking the reporter warmly by 
the hand. 

And thus these two men, as much for 
the interests of science as for the love of 
adventure, cooly resolved to risk their lives 
in one of the most novel and exciting enter- 
prises ever undertaken by man. 

(Don't Miss the Next Installment.) 

Let me send you this great book. Learn all 
about the wonderful electrical industry and how you 
can easily learn to earn $3,500 to $10,000 a year. 

BE A CERTIFICATED 

Electrical Expert 
EARN $70 to $200 A WEEK 

No matter what kind of work you are doing now, 
or how much you earn, electricity offers you more- 
a better job and bigger Pay is waiting for you. 
Trained Electrical Experts (not common screw driv- 
er electricians) are in great demand at the highest 
salaries ever known. The opportunities for advance- 
ment and a real success are amazing. The enorm- 
ous growth of the electrical industry snaps up men 
faster than they can be trained. 

TOEASYET $3,500.00 to $10,000.00 G 
A 
YEAR 

T will train you at honre in your spare time to 
earn this fine big pay. In just a few short months 
you will be ready for a wonderful job that I will 
help you get. Lack of education or experience 
doesn't bar anyone. My simplified, up-to-the-minute, 
easily learned course, backed up with my 20 years of 
engineering experience, guarantees your success. 

Outfit Free 
Electrical Tools and Material 

I will give you free a whole outfit of electrical 
tools, material, measuring instruments and a real 
electric motor-not toys, but the real things, such 
as no other school has ever offered before. I will 
start you right in after your first few lessons doing 
practical work, in a practical way-work that will 
pay you extra money while you are learning and 
from $3,500 to $10,000 a year when you are trained. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
I don't merely promise you these things-I guar- 

antee them. I send you a signed bond guaranteeing 
to return your whole tuition fee-every penny you 
pay pre-if you are riot 100% satisfied after finish- 
ing my course. 

Mail Coupon Now --Save $45.50 
Send me this coupon and I will null tau .1 ?13.7.0 redit 

check, (for limited time only). My big illustra nrd 6.:ik and 
the "Vital Farts of the Electrical Industry," including my Free Outfit Offer. Mail the coupon today while the special 
reduced price Is in effect. 

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer 
Chicago Engineering Works Dept. 526 CHICAGO 

c 
L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer 
Chicago Engineering Works 
Dept. 526, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Send me free and without obligation on my part, 
your book "How to Become an Electrical Expert," 
your Free Outfit Offer. Proof Lesson, and all par- 
ticulars of your course, Including the $95.50 Credit 
Check. 

Name 

Address . 

Occupation Age 
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Opportunity Ad -lets 
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the month. 

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash' should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words accepted. 
Ten per cent. discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the November issue must reach us not later than September 15. 

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 160,000 and climbing every month 
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 53 Park Place, New York City, N. Y. 

Agents Wanted 
Salesmen interviewing auto owners: $2 to $5 hour. extra. 

New patented accessory. Capital unnecessary. Manager, 319 
Quincy Bldg., Denver, Colorado. 

Formulas, Trade Secrets-Different, dependable. Catalog 
free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D. C. 

Agents-Best seller; Rio Rubber Repair for tires and 
tubes; supersedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per 
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes, 
and is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube; sells 
to every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars 
how to make big money and free sample, address Amazon 
Rubber Co., Dept. 601, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Agents-$4.25 Profit on every sale of Nibco Service Set. 
Needed in every home and building. Get particulars quick. 
A. F. Silver -Chamberlin Company. Clayton, N. J. 

Big money and fast sales. Every orner buys gold 
initials for his auto. You charge $1.30; make $1.35. Ten 
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples. 
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J. 

Insyde Tires in your old casings gire from 3 to 5 thousand 
miles more service. Positively prevent punctures and blow- 
outs. Used over and over again. Low priced. Big money 
saver. Agents wanted. Write for terms. American Acces- 
sories Co., B 783, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Agents -90e an hour to advertise and distribute samples 
to eons umee. Write quick for territory and Particulars. 
American Products Co., 0719 American Bldg., Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

Make $25 to $50 week representing Clows' Famous Phila- 
delphia Hosiery, direct from mill-for men, women, children. 
Every pair guaranteed. Prices that win. Free book "How 
t6 Start" tells the story. George Clops Company, Desk 27, 
Ph iladelph la, Pa. 

Sueeess in Business and Personal Affairs! Read character 
by handwriting loin features. C.,m liu System. Low price 
for entire course. Write. H. E. Conlin, Dept. G. 21 St. 
John's flare. Buffalo, N. Y. 

Men's Shirts. Easy to sell. Big demand everywhere. 
Make $13.011 daily. Undersell stores. Complete line. Ex- 
clusive patterns. Free samples. Chicago Shirt Manufac- 
turers, Franklin & VanBuren, Factory, 115, Chicago. 

Wonderful Invention-Eliminates all needles for phono- 
graphs. Saves time and annoyance. Preserves records. 
Lasts for years. 12,000,0011 prospects. $15.00 daily. Free 
sample to workers. Everplay, Desk 97, McClurg Bldg., 
Chicago. 

We want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or side line, 
to sell our low priced radio books to the trade. Excellent 
proposition for live wires. The E. I. Company, Publishers, 
233 Fulton Street, New York City. 

Greatest Sensation! Eleven Piece toilet article set sell- 
ing Ilke blazes at $1.75 with $1.00 dressmakers shears 
free to each customer. Spring rush ois. Foster Reid Co., 
28 Winslow Bldg., Station C, Chicago. 

Sell Tailoring-the quickest selling, most profitable line 
In the selling field. Our one -price line shows more than 
100 all -wool fabrics for tailored -to -measure suits and 
overcoats all at one amazing low price. Every order pays 
you good profit, cash in hand. Tailoring experience not 
necessary. We furnish handsomest selling outfit and most 
effective selling helps. Write at once. Goodwear Chicago, 
Inc., Dept. 540, Chicago. 

Write and learn how to start profitable business without 
capital or experience. Silvering mirrors, refinishing auto 
headlights, tableware, plating. Outfit furnished. Inter- 
national Laboratories, Dept. 25. 309 Fifth Ave., New York. 

Earn big money fast applying gold nitials to autos. 
Every orner buys-$1.35 profit on $1.30 sale-particulars 
and samples free. Write quick. Llthogram Co.. Dept. 19, 
East Orange, N. J. 

Only one sale a day means $200 per month! Five sales, 
$1,000 per month! Marvelous new adding machine. ltetails 
$15. Work equals $350 machine. Adds, subtracts, multi- 
plies. divides automatically. Speedy. accurate, durable, 
handsome. Five-year guarantee. Offices, stores, factories, 
garages, buy one to dozen. A fortune for live agents. Write quick for protected territory and free trial offer. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Big Fast Profits For Agents. Repeater Six Fuse Plugs 
sell on sight wherever there is electricity. Du away with 
lighting troubles. Welcomed everywhere. Get details. 
Sample 25e. Moss-Schury Manufacturing Company, Inc., 
I8 -A Detroit, Mich. 

Agents: Big Profits, no competition. Make $3.00 to 
$15.00 daily selling our beautiful Scripture Text Calenders. 
Agents now selling from 10,000 to 50,000 yearly. Write 
now. Messenger Publishing Co., Dept. 111, 314 West 
Superior St., Chicago, Ill. 

560-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store 
windows. Easily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer 
to general agents. Metalic Letter Co.. 433 B, North Clark, 
Chicago. 

Agents Wanted-(Continued) 
Sell Madison 'Better Made" Shirts direct from our factory 

to wearer. No capital or experience required. Easily sold. 
Big profits. Write for Free Samples. Madison Mills, 503 
Broadway, New York. 

Agents-$15 a day-Easy, quick Sales-Free Auto-Big 
weekly bonus - $1.50 premium Free to every customer. 
Simply show our Beautiful, 7 -piece, Solid Aluminum 
Handle Cutlery Set. Appeals instantly. We deliver and 
collect. Pay daily. New Era Mfg Co., 803 Madison St., 
Dept. S8D, Chicago. 

Agents-Big returns, fast -Tree seller; particulars and 
samples free. One Dip Pen .lo., 12 Dally Record Bldg., 
Baltimore, Md. 

Rummage Sales make $50.00 daily. We start you. Rep- 
resentatives wanted everywhere. Wholesale Distributors, 
Dept. 32. 009 Division Street, Chicago. 

$i0 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing lamps, 
reficctors, autos, beds. chandeliers by new method. Outfits 
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur Ill. 

Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing 
metalware. chandeliers, bedsteads, headlights. Outfits fur- 
nished. N. Decie Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New York. 

Agents-Our soap and toilet article plan is a wonder; get 
our free sample case offer. Ho -Ro -Co,. 119 Locust, St. 
Louis, 

American Made Toys - 

Manufacturers on large scale, also homeworkers, wanted 
to manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties. Millions needed 
of Barking Dogs, Wag -Tail Pupa, Wild Animals, Automo- 
biles, Indians, Cow -Boya, Baseball Players, Cannons, Toy 
Soldiers, Crowing Roosters, Statues of Liberty, Miniature 
castings of Capital, Bathing Girl Souvenirs and others. 
Unlimited possibilities. Guaranteed Casting forms fur- 
nished manufacturers at cost price from $5.00 up, with 
complete outfit. No experience or tools necessary. Thou- 
sands made complete per hour. We buy goods all year and 
pay high prices for finished goods. Cash on Delivery. Con- 
tract orders placed with manufacturers. Catalog and in- formation free. Correspondence invited only If you mean 
business. Metal Cast Products Co.. 1698 Boston Rd.. Now York. 

Chemistry 
"Popular Chemistry" magazine. "The Experimenter's 

monthly." Six month's trial, 45e. A. Wright Laboratory, 
Caldwell, Neto Jersey. 

Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane, 
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. 
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take n position as chemist. See our ads on pages 489 and 511 
of this issue. Chemical Institute of New York. 66 W. 
Broadway, New York City. 

Your themicai problem solved and working process fur- 
nished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, 
Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston, Mass. 

Correspondence Courses 
Used Correspondence courses and educational books bought 

and sold. Attractive prices. Educational Service, 1003 Park, Piqua. Ohio. 

Dollars Saved. Used correspondence courses of all kinds 
sold, rented and exchanged. List free. (Courses bought.) 
Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

Duplicating Devices 

"Modern' Duplicators save Time, Labor and Money. 
Gets Business. Reproduces Typewritten or penned lettere, 
Drawings, Lessons, Music, Menus, Bids, Notices, Speci- 
fications, Maps or anything in one or more colors. Prints 
two per minute. Special Sale On. 30 Days' Free Trial. 
$2.25 up. Booklet Free. B. J. Durkin -Reeves Co., Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 
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Photo Developing 

Special Trial Offer. Any size Kodak film developed for 
5c prints 3c each. Overnight service. Get a free Auto. 
Ask for details. Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell 
Ave., Roanoke, Va. 

neruntmmuur 

Photo plays, Stories, Etc. 

Wanted. Men and women ambitious to make mane, writing Stories and Photoplays. Send for wonderful Free hook that tells how. Authors' Press, Dept. 131, Auburn, N. Y. 

Books 
Free-Upon request will send you my literature illustrat- ing the following books. Astrology, Character, Clairvoyance, Concentration, Healing, Hypnotism, Magnetism, Medium - ship, Personal Magnetism, Personality, Physiognomy, Sales- manship, Seership, Success, Sex, Will, Yogi Philosophy, Gazing Crystals, etc. A. W. Martens, E.E. 6. Burlington, Iowa. 

"Lights, Calons, Tones and Nature's Finer Forces," in- cluding Vibrations; Adir -Auras; Electro -Magnerons, Cold - lights; Radio; Coming Inventions, 270 pages. Satisfaction Guaranteed; $2.00, Circulars Free. Stevens Research Labo- ratories, 242 Powell Street, San Francisco, Calif. 

Perpetual Motion, by Percy Veranee. A history of the 
efforts to discover same from earliest days to the present, 
together with a scientific discussion regarding the possi- bility of its ultimate achievement. Profusely illustrated, 
357 pages. Price postpaid, $2.00. The Enlightenment 
Specialty Co., 305 Fourth St., Edwardsville, Ill. 

Diseases and Their Innate Healer. Book 25 cents. 
Arthur Stevens, Wauseon, Ohio. 

Send for New Illustrated Catalog of Books on Mechanical 
Subjects Free. Span & Chamberlain, 122 S Liberty Street, 
New York. 

Hypnotism-Controls self and others. Wants gratified. 
Ten easy methods, $1.10. "Mindreading" (any distance) 
Wonderful, $1.10. Science Institute, SE1014 Belmont, 
Chicago. 

Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons. By 
Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E. A course of the 

theory and practice of Electricity for the Experimenter. 
Every phase of experimental electricity is treated compre- 
hensively in plain English. Ness experiments are described 
and explained and nearly every application of Electricity 
in modern life 1s given. 160 pages -400 illustrations. 
Flexible cloth cover, 75c. postpaid. Stiff cloth cover, $1.25. 
postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 
t'ark Place, New York City. 

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus. 100 pages - 
08 illustrations. Written and published entirely for the 
wierie<s enthusiast who wants to make his own radin 
apparatus. Contains more information on "how to make it" 
than any other book we know of. Paper bound, 35c post - 

Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Park 
Place, New York City. 

How to Make Radio Frequency Amplifiers. This book is 
for the more advanced amateur, showing the construction of 
the Radio Frequency Amplifying Transformer and giving 
complete constructional data. It shows the application of 
Radio Frequency to amplifying units that the amateur may 
already possess and gives 15 hook-ups showing practically 
every use Radio Frequency Amplifying Transformers can be 
put to. 32 pages, 15 illustrations; bound in beautiful two- 
rolor cover. Prepaid 25e, The E. I. Company, 233 Fulton 
St., New York City. 

Major Armstrong's New Epoch -Making Invention Will 
Solve Your Loop Antenna Problem. The New Armstrong 
Super -Regenerative Circuit is a means now that is made 
Possible with two vacuum tubes and an indoor loop antenna 
to receive broadcasting music up to 100 miles distant. Our 
engineering department has compiled a pamphlet that gives 
an exposition of the theory of operation with full working 
directions, etc. A large blue -print is included with this 
pamphlet. Your dealer cannot supply you with these pamph- 
lets. Send us 25c and we will mail you this wonderful ex- 
positions prepaid. Tell your dealer to ask us for our propo- 
sition. The E. I. Company, 233 Fulton St., New York City. 

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernsback, A. Les- 
carboura and H. W. Secor, E.E. Tells you everything you 
wont to know about "Wireless"-theory, practice and his- 
tory. A clear, concise course on every phase of this subject. 
110 pages -350 illustrations, 30 tables. Stiff cloth cover, 
$1.75 postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 
53 Park Place, New York. 

How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus. 100 pages - 
90 illustrations. Only strictly modern radio apparatus are 
described in this book and the illustrations and descriptions 
are so clear and simple that no trouble will be experienced 
in malting the instruments. Paper covered, 35c postpaid. 
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept.. 53 Park Place, 
Ness York City. 

Science and Invention Bound Volume No. 9, May 1921 - 
April 1922; contains 1200 pages with over 1500 illustra- 
tions and over 700 articles by the foremost American and 
Foreign writers. We have also a limited amount of the fol- 
lowing Bound Volumes of Science and Invention (Electrical 
Experimenter) Vol. No. 6-May 1918 to April 1919; Vol. 
No. 7-May 1919 to April 1920; Vol. No. 8-May 1920 to 
April 1921. Each volume bound in stiff board covered with 
green vellum and gold stamped. Price for Volume No. 9- 
$2.25. Price for volume No. 6, 7 or 8-$2.00. All tour 
volumes $7.00, sent express collect. Experimenter Publish- 
ing Co., 33 Parle Place, New York City. 
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Bfuiness Opportunities Health Motion Picture Business 

Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair 
Shop. Make big profits in any locality. We teach you and 
furnish complete equipments $100 up. Book of Opportunity 
free. Haywood's :312 South Oakley Avenue, Chicago. 

Make money wilt your camera. P. Lancaster, Box 967, 
Los Angeles. 

Dollars yearly ii your spare time. Indoors or outdoors 
I'll show you how. Particulars free. S. I. Metz, 313 East 
89th, New York. 

Will pay cash 'or sole right to novelty idea or inven- 
tion that retails for 10 cents. Address Lock Box 66, 
Station F, New 'lock City. 

Join National Institute Inventors, 8 E. 14th St., New 
York City. strop: Protective membership society. Will 
secure, develop, manufacture, market patents. Dues, $10. 

Booklet free. 

Sell us your spare time. You can earn Fifteen to Fifty 
dollars weekly writing show cards at home. No canvassing; 
Pleasant profitable profession, easily, quickly learned by our 
simple, graphic block system, artistic ability unnecessary; we 
instruct you and supply work. Wilson Methods, Limited, 
Dept. J, Toronto,. Canada. 

You can have a business -profession of your own and earn 
big income in service fees. A new system of foot correc- 
tion: readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. 

Easy terms for trxlning, openings everywhere with all the 
trade you can attend to. No capital required or goods 
to buy, no agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson 
Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston, Mass. 

Make Money at Home. Part or spare time, casting 
metal toys. Particulars free. New Specialty Co., 448, E. 
79th St., New Yak. 

Exchange 

Sacrifice: Electrical, telephone and photographic goods, 
tools, magic set, ,:oins, stamps, encyclopedia applied Elec- 
tricity. Hawkins arides, magazines. B. Howorth, Normal, 
Memphis. Tenn. 
.an11,m11111mnm,,,,,,,,,, 11rIr11m.11.1. 11,...,111,11w nei 

Ford Owners 

Sport Cars. Fast, saucy, hug the turns and stick to the 
road-make you glad you're a Ford owner. Can easily be 
built by aid of 1L'e size "Red-l-Kut patterns and picture 
instructions. The "Pal" system delivered complete with 
pressed metal streamline tail for $6.40. Garage men make 
big money building them. Send for prospectus on making 
sport cars-Jifdy TOPS and Gosum windshields. Kuempel 
('a., 1100 KLempel Bldg., Guttenberg, Iowa. 
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For Inventors 

Get your own patents. Application blanks, complete In- 
ttructions $1. Cutting Bros.. Campbell, Calif. 

Before or after filing your application for patent, it will 
pay you to read c -er my "Inventors Advisor No. 9." Free 
for asking. Write: M. Labiner, Registered Patent Attor- 
ney, 3 Park Row, New York. 

Your Chemical problem solved and working process fur- 
nished for Five D'silars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, 
Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston, Mass. 

Patents Marketod. 10 per cent commission; send des- 
cription, 45 Gueroero St., San Francisco, Cal. 

Inventor's Educator. 900 Mechanical Movements. 50 
perpetual Motions_ How to procure and sell patents. Me- 
chanical Movements greatly assist Inventors, suggest new 
Ideas. Explains low to select an attorney and avoid Patent 
Sharks. Price $1.50. Postage free. Fred G. Dietrich, 
Co., 601 Ouray Banding, Washington, D. C. 
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Formulas 
Moneymaking (Books, Plans, Formulas. Catalog Free. 

Ideal Book Shop. 5501-E. North Itnbey, Chicago. 

Formulas-All kinds-Household receipts, beverages, chem- 
ical magic, instructive, amusing. Tests made and taught 
is, mail. Eighteen years' experience. Universal Laborato- 
ries, Newark, Delaware. 
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For the Photographer 

Have You a Camera? Write for free sample of our big 
magazine, showing how to make better pictures and care 
money. American Photography, 465 Cansera House, Boston 
17, Mass. 

Kodak -1- Hospital, Camera Exchange. Used cameras 
sold, bought, exchanged. Expert and Reliable Camera Re- 
pairing a Speciality. Send your broken Camera. Will 
write you cost. Reasonable. Turner, 1679 Ave. A., N. Y. 
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Games and Entertainment 
Tricks, Puzzles. Jokes, Magical Apparatus. Plays. Stage 

Supplies, Mind -Reading, Acts and Sensational Escapes. 
Send 10e for 16e -page illustrated 1922 professional cata- 
logue. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549. Oshkosh, Wis. 

Greatest mind reading act ever sold. Not a toy. Easily 
mastered. Cannon he detected. Postpaid for $1.00. The 
Benwills Co., Box 797, Macon, Ga. 
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Instruction 
Used correspondence courses bought and sold. Bargain 

catalogue 1000 courses free. Students' Exchange, Dept. 4, 
47 West 42d St., New York. 

Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane, 
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. 
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take a 

position as chemist. See our ads on pages 489 and 511 
of this issue. Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. 
Broadway, New York City. 
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Languages 

World-Romic Sy:tem, Masterkey to All Languages. Primers, 
23 languages, $1.14 each language: English, French, Ger- 
man, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish. Pronunciation-Tables. 
102 languages. 3Ce each language. Languages Publishing 
Company, 8 West 40th Street, New York. 

Enjoy Health Through Right Eating. Literature free. 
The Apyrtropher, 1910 No. Harding Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Free to Men-Information of a scientific nature that has 
brought physical vigor and happiness to thousands. No 
charge; no obligation. Enclose stamp for reply. C. I. 
Wood & Co., Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

Help Wanted 

We want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or side line 
to sell OUT low priced radio books to the trade. Excellent 
proposition for live wires. The E. I. Company, Publishers. 
233 Fulton Street, New York City. 

Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent oppor- 
tunity. Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessary. 
Particulars free. Write, American Detective System, 1968 
Broadway. N. Y. 

Be a Mirror Expert. $3 to $10 a day; spare time home 
at first; no capital; we train, start You making and silver- 
ing mirrors French method. Free prospectus. W. R. Derr, 
Pres., 26 McKinley St., Baldwin, N. Y. 

Vacancies Constantly. U. S. Government positions. $95- 
8250 mm,th. Men-Women, 18 up. Steady. Vacations. 
List pnsi fions free. Write today sure. Franklin Insti- 
tute, Dept. A -21, Rochester, N. Y. 

Be a Detective: Excellent opportunity; good pay; travel. 
Write C. T. Ludwig, 1417 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, 
Me. 

Make Money in spare time mailing letters. Rare oppor- 
tunity now. Men, send addressed envelope for special plan. 

Normande It, 147 W. 23d St., New York. 

Earn 5110 to $250 monthly, expenses paid, as Railway 
Traffic Inspector. Position guaranteed after 3 months' spare 
time study or money refunded. Excellent opportunities. 
Write for Free Booklet G-97. Stand. Business Training 
Inst., Buffalo, N. Y. 

All men, women, boys, girls, 17 to 60, willing to accept 
Government positions, $117-$190, traveling or stationary, 
write Mr. Ozment, 293, St. Louts, Mo., immediately. 

Silvering Mirrors, French plate. Easily learned, im- 
mense profits. Plans free. Near Mirror Works, Excelsior 
Springs, 310. 

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, 
magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free. Press 
Syndicate, 5665 St. Louis, Mo. 

$100 to $300 a Week. Men with slight knowledge of 
motors wino can reach car owners can earn $300 weekly 
without making a single sale. If they can also make sales 
their profits may reach $25,000 yearly. Only proposition 
of its kind ever offered. V. P. Phillips, 1908 Broadway, 
New York. 

improved Made Toys 

We show you how to earn big money easily with our 
casting forms making Whistling Birds. Wild Animals, 
Crowing Roosters, Automobiles, Baseball Players, Statue of 
Liberty, Indians, Toy Soldiers, Cowboys, Barking Dogs, 
Wag Tail Puns, Miniature castings of Capitol, Bathing Girl 
Souvenirs and others. No experience necessary. We furnish 
you with molds and necessary outfit from $3.50 .p. We 
buy large quantities of finished goods at highest prices. 
Spot cash. Send for catalogue and information free. The 
Improved Metal Casting Co., 342 East 145th St., New York. 

Machinery and Tools 

Concrete Building Block Machines and Molds. Catalogue 
free. Concrete Machine Co., 305 South Third SL, St. 
Louis, MD. 

Mail Order Business 

$50 week evenings-I made it. Mall Order business; 
booklet for stamp tells how. Sample and plan, 25c. Free 
12 articles worth $3. Al Exp. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y. 
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Miscellaneous 

Questions Answered. $1.00 each, any subject. If answer 
impossible, money returned. Dept. 2, 31 N. E. 13!1: 
Street, Miami, Florida. 

Real Airplane Propellers, New 8 ft. Beautiful finish, 
bright copper tips, decorate your den, $5.00 ea. Crated 
from Middletown, Penna. Air Transport Co., L. I. 
City. N. Y. 

Buy your cigars direct, 50 Armor prepaid, $1.50. 
Money back if dissatisfied. Agents wanted. Bavassa 
Smokehouse, Homeland, 'Ga. 

Electro plating Generators. Make money doing plat- 
ing win h. Priced reasonable. Terms if desired. 
Write Clarence Hobart, Troy, Ohio. 

Don't Incorporate. Organize any enterprise under 
common law; any capital; transact business any state; 
no corporation taxes; no personal liability; raise capital; 
Booklet free. Herbert Company, 9 'Brand McNally Build- 
ing, Chicago. 

Springs, made to order. Wright Bros. Spring & Wire 
Works, 5616 Dimon St., Chicago. 

Pecan -Orange Groves. Easy Terms. Dept. I, Suburban 
Orchards Co., Oceansprings, Miss. 

Special Financial Service. Obtain capital. Any Amount. 
Banking connections in United States and Europe. In- 
corporate your business. Sell Stock. Keep control. Trans- 
act any business, anywhere. Avoid personal liability. Low 
cost for Expert Services, all corporation supplies, en- 
graved stork certificates, etc. Lists of Investors, Here and 
Abroad. Write for full information. Advice Free. Regis- 
trar and Trustee Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

$35 Profit Nightly. Smell capital starts you. No ex- 
perience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed by 
Government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas Moving Pic- 
ture Co., 970 Morton Bldg.. Chicago, Ill. 

Patent Attorneys 
Patent applications filed on partial payment plan. 

Trade -marks; copyrights, Milo B. Stevens & Co., 692 
F St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Inventors-Send for form "Evidence of Conception 
to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, in- 
formation tree. Lancaster and Alhvine, 242 Ouray 
Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

Millions spent annually for Ideas! Hundreds now 
wanted! I'atent yours and profit! Write today for 
free books-tell how to protect yourself, how to invent, 
ideas wastes how we help you sell, etc. 212 Kresge 
IRdg., American Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C. 

Patents. Send for free booklet. Hlghesx, efereuces. Beet 
results. Promptness assured. Send nmd'ï or drawing for 
examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman, Patent At- 
torney, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C. 

Inventors write me about patents. My fees payable 
monthly. Booklet free. Frank Fuller, Washington, I). C. 

Patents Secured. Prompt service. Avoid dangerous no 
lays. Send for our "Record of Invention form mul Free 
Book telling How to obtain a Patent. Send sketch or model 
for examination. Preliminary advice without charge. High- 
est Reference. Write Today. Jacobi & Jacobi, 418 OuraY 
Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

Herbert Jenner, Patent Attorney and Mechanical Expert, 
624 F Street, Washington, D. C. 1 report if patent obtain- 
able and exact cost. Send for circular. 

Lacey Patent -Sense. "The book the inventor keeps. 
Free. See page 503. 

Patents Procured, Trade Marks Registered. A compre- 
hensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and 
development of your ideas. I'reliminary advice gladly fur- 
nished without charge. Booklet of information and form for 
disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130 
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 2278-T Woolworth 
Bldg., New York. 

Inventors! Record invention legally before disclosing to 
others. Our Invention Record and Data Sheet shows how. 
Sent free and valuable information given on patent proce- 
dure, costs, etc. Report on patentability includes copies of 
patents nearest your Idea. O'Connell & O'Connell, 400 
Jenifer Building, Washington, D. C. 

Monroe Miller, Ouray Building, Washington, D. C., pat- 
ent attorney, mechanical and electrical expert. Best quality 
of work and results. Moderate charges. 

Patents-Prompt, personal, efficient service by an attor- 
ney -at -law skilled in all branches of Patent Practice. Over 
18 years' actual experience; full information upon request. 
B. P. Fishburne, 330 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

Inventors. Send sketch or model of invention for opinion 
concerning patentable nature and exact cost of patent. Book, 
"How to Obtain a Patent, sent free. Tells what every in- 
ventor should know. Established twenty-eight years. High- 
est references, prompt service, reasonable charges. Chandlee 
& Chandlee, 441 Seventh Ave., N. W.. Washington, D. C. 

"Inventors' Guide free on request; gives valuable in- 
formation and advice for all who have original ideas or 
Improvements. Frank Ledermann, Registered Attorney and 
Engineer, 15-E Park Row, New York. 

Edward C. Sasnett, former lv a Principal Examiner U. S. 
Potent Office, Personal Seri ice, 531 McGill Bldg., Washing- 
ton, D. C. 

H. F. Lowenstein. Registered Patent Attorney, Radio Ex- 
pert, 825 MrLachlen Building, Washington, D. C. 
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Patents 
Unpatented ideas can be sold. I tell you how and help 

you make the sale. Particulars free. Write W. B. Greene, 
Jenifer Building, Washington, I). C. 

Inventions Commercialized. Patented or Unpatented. 
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 2115 St. Lotis, Mo. 
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Patents For Sale 

Investigate No. 1,460,821 Just issued. Revolutionizes its 
khid. Erse sale reasonable to first party. T. J. Morris, 
507 N. 11th St., Richmond, Va. 

Brush's Pad for cleaning and spotting any garments, etc. 
No. 1,224,581 for $16,000.00. C, B. Twyfor8617 Bailey. 
Zanesville, Ohio. 

Personal 

Exchange interesting letters with new friends. Write 
Dolly K. Gray, Box 186, Denver, Colorado. 

Exchange Cheery Letters with New Friends. Write 
Betty Lee, Inc., 4259 Broadway, New York City. Stamp 
appreciated. 

Exchange jolly letters with new friends. Lots fun! Send 
stamp. Eva Moore, Ilox 908. Jacksonville, Fla. 

Exchange letters with new friends everywhere. Pleasant 
pastime, particulars free. Smith, Box 1167Y, Denver, Colo. 

Lonely Hearts. juin our Club, lie happy: correspondence 
everywhere; many wealthy, descriptions, photos free. Stand- 
ard Club, Box 609, Grays Lake, Ill. 

All famous "Beauty Parlor secrets for 50c. J. Mello, 
376 Central St., Lovell, Mass. 

Your Horoscope. Business, Changes, Social, Matrimonial 
prospects. Send blrthdate and 10 cents (stamps) for re- 
markable test reading. Sanyo, G-202, West 105th St., New 
York. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TYPEWRITERS 

with a 

5Year 
Guarantee 

FREETRIAL 
BeforeYou Buy 

This is the famous L. C. Smith typewriter which 
has Bet the world's standard for quality and service for over twenty years. It has every late style feature 
and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete; tools, cover, operating 
book and instructions-nothing extra to buy. You can- 
not 'mains thrp-9rfeetion of thin beautiful rebuilt typewriter un- 
tilthe 

industou ry. W. have sold thouhe sandst s of theerfectse perfect 
known to 
late style machines at this bargain price end everyone of these thousands 

of satisfied u tomers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date 
t.chine 

on five days' free trial before deciding to buy lt. These 
ypewriters will write as clean cut end es perfect a letter as quickly and sully as typewriter you can bur et any price. We send it to you F. O. B. Ch" ago for eve days free trial. lt will sell Itself, but If you are not satisfied that this lathe greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can return It at our expense. You won't want to return Batter you try It, for you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere. 

Send TODAY For Details 
The supply en thin offer le limited, the prise will probably be Ìraised when sect isement , s don't delay. Fill 
n the today- There le no red tape to our free area and case payment plan. We employ no salesmen. It le the greatest 

typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Don't seed tut scent. 
Getet the coupon le the malls today-sure. 

Smith Typewriter Sales Co.. 303-360 E. Grand Ave., Chicago 
Send me without obligation your FREE book of valuable type- writer Information and sensational Special Sale Bulletin. 

Name 

Street Address 

City State 

PIMPU 
SKIN 

madoWELL 

When a few applications of this won- 
der working lotion has cleared faces 

of pimples, blackheads, 
Es acne eruptions on the face or 
U , body, enlarged pores, oily or 

shiny skin, you can realize 
why CLEAR -TONE has been 
tested and approved in over 
100,000 Test Cases. 

The simplicity of the treatment, 
The Story of How I Cured My- 
self are all explained in my 
free booklet. Write for your copy 

oday and learn of the results got- ..1 
ten by thousands of men and women.q 

E. S. GIVENS 
168 CHEMICAL BLDG. HMBM CITY. M0. 

SE 
Poets other sex books don't dare 
discuss are plainly told in 
"Where Knowledge Means Hap- 
piness." Creates a new kind of 
married love. One reader says: 

It contains more real in- 
formation than all other sex 
books put together. 

From "Where Knowl- Sent in plain cover, by re - 
edge Means Happiness" turn snail, for $1.00, cash, 

Copyright 1921 money order,check or stamps 
Dept. 39 COUNSEL SERVICE, 257 W. 71st St. N.Y. 

SEXUAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
320 Pages ILLUSTRATED Cloth 
By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D. 

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN 
What every young man and 

Every young woman should know 
What every young husband and 

Every young wife should know 
$1.00 What every parent should know 

IPostpaid. MailedTable contents and 
In plain wrapper. commendations on request 
AMERICAN PUB. CO.. 945 Winston Bldg., Philadelphia 

óú SELF-CONSCIOUS? 
Embarrassed in company,lacking in self-control? Let 
me tell you how you can overcome these troubles. 
VERITAS, Desk 15, 1400 Broadway,New York City 

OLD FIEL®Ówñ Cúréd 
TOBACCO gives more enjoyment.No bite 

or sting Direct from Grower. Sample Duns 
Hast Mailing Co. Paducah,Ky 

Motorcycles-Bicycles 

Science and Invention for September, 1923 

Wireless-(Continued) 
Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get our 

catalogue and prices. Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 6, Galesburg, 
Kansas. 

Office Devices 
Save half on office Machines, Equipment, Addressers, 

Multigraphe, Duplicators, Dictaphones. Pruitt Company, 
172 North Wells, Chicago. 

Phonographic Supplies 
Build Your Phonograph. Quality phonoparts. Fanions Serenado Motors. Also original Perfection Motors. Elec- tric Motors, tonearms, reproducers, amplifiers, case mate- rial, accessories. Free blueprints and building instructions. Big Saving. Wonderful results. Prompt delivery. Cata- log mailed for ten cents. Hoosier Mfg. & Supply Company. 321 Baldwin Block, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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Printing 
150 each Letterheads; Envelopes, $1.50. Jacobus Service, Irvington, New Jersey. 

Lowest prises all kinds printing. Long Run Specialties. Journal Printing Co., Tallapoosa, Ga. 
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Salesmen Wanted 

$742 Last Month for Beck of Buffalo introducing latest advertising plan; nothing else like it; every merchant wants it; easy sales; no deliveries; no collections; specialty sales- men write quick for offer. National Adv. Service, P.O. Box 43, La Grange, Ind. 

Short Stories, Manuscripts Wanted 
Earn $25 Weekly Spare Time writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo. 

Shirt Stories, poems, plays, etc., are wanted for publica- tion. Literary Bureau, 185 Hannibal, Mo. 

Song Poems Wanted 
Write the Words fer a Song. We compose music. Our Chief of Staff wrote many big song -hits. Submit your tong -poem to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 412 Itomax Bldg., New York. 

Prominent London Music Publisher is open for available 
songs by American Writers, Amateur or Professional; songs 
Judged on merit-not Writers' reputations. For further 
particulars, write to American representative, Jack Mahoney, Dept. I. 145 West 45th St., New York. 
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Stamping Names 
Make $19 a Hundred stamping names on keychecks. Send 

15e for sample and particular.. Ex Kaytag Ce., Cubani. N. Y. 
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Stamps and Coins 

Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons. By 
S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E. A course of the theory and practice of Electricity for the Experimenter. 
Every phase of experimental electricity is treated com- prehensively in plain English. New experiments are described and explained and nearly every application of Electricity in modern life Is gievn. 160 pages -400 illus- trations. Flexible cloth cover, 75c. postpaid. Stiff cloth cover, $1.25 postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. 

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernsback, A. Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E. E. Tells you everything 
YOU want to know about "Wireless"-theory, practice anil history. A clear, concise, course on every phase of this subject. 160 pages -330 illustrations, 30 tables. Stiff cloth 
cover, $1.75, postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. 

How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus. 100 pages -90 Illustrations. Only strictly modern radio apparatus 
are described in this book and the illustrations and descriptions are so clear and simple that no trouble will be experienced in making the Instruments. Paper 
covered. 35e postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Parie Place, New York City. 

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus. 100 pages - 
88 illustrations. Written and published entirely for the wireless enthusiast who wants to make his own radio apparatus. Contains more information on "how to make it" than any other book we know of. Paper bound, 35c, 
postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. 

The How and Why of Radio Apparatus, by H. W. Secor, 
E. E. This newest book on radio matters fulfills a distinct 
gap in wireless literature In that, while the treatment is 
made as understandable and as free from mathematics as possible, it at the same time incorporates a wealth of tech- 
nique and instruction for the Radio Amateur-the Radio Operator-the Installation and Designing Expert-as well as 
teachers and students of the subject in general. A very 
broad field has been covered by the author, at the same time giving a great deal of information not found In other text 
books. If you are engaged in any branch of the Radio or allied arts at all you will surely need this latest contribu- 
tion to radio literature, which is destined to be found on 
every radio man's hook shelf before long. A glance at the following list of chapters gives but a very scant idea of the 
extensive and useful radio knowledge provided in its text: 
The Induction Coil; The Alternating Current Transformer; 
Radio Transmitting Condensers; The Spark Gaps; Radio - 
Transmitting Inductances; Radio Receiving Tuners; Radio 
Receiving Condensers; Detectors; Telephone Receivers; Radio 
Amplifiers; Construction of a Direct Reading Wovemeter and 
Measurement of Inductances; Appendix containing very use- 
ful tables, covering all subjects treated in this very unusual 
book. This newest of Radio Works, cloth bound in Vellum 
de Luxe, Gold Stamped and Hand Sewed. has 160 pages. 
Size of book 6x9 inches. The How and Why of Radio Ap- 
paratus. Postpaid. $1.75. Experimenter Publishing Co.. 
Book Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. 

Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons. By 
S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E. A course of the 
theory and practice of Electricity for the Experimenter. 
Every phase of experimental electricity is treated com- 
prehensively in plain English. New experiments are 
described and explained and nearly every application of 
Electricity in modern life is gievn. 160 pages -100 illus- 
trations. Flexible cloth cover, 75c. postpaid. Stiff cloth 
cover, $1.25 postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book 
Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. 

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernsback, A. 
Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E.E. Tells you everything 
you want to know about "Wireless"-theory, practice and 

Stamps -20 Unused. All different. Free. Postage 3e. history. A clear concise, course on every phase of this 
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio. subject. 160 pages -350 illustrations, 30 tables. Stiff cloth 

rover, $1.75, postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book 
Dept., 53 Park Place, New York City. California Gold, quarter size, 27e; half -dollar size, 53e. 

Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10e. Norman Schulz. But 
196. Colorado Springs, Colo. 

Typewriters 
Typewriters seid on payments. Free trial. Payne Com- 

pany, Rosedale, Kansas. 

Ventriloquism 
Ventriloquism taught aiment anyone at home. Small cost. 

Send 2c stamp today for particulars and proof. Geo. W. 
Smith, Room 51-747, 125 N. Jefferson Ave., Peoria, Ill. 
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Wireless 
Attention ! 50 Vacuum Tube Hook -tips. The greatest 

collection of Vacuum Tube Circuits ever brought under two 
covers at such insignificant cost. These diagrams will be 
found in the great "Basco" catalogue which contains raw 
materials and parts In a greater profusion than any other 
catalogue. 15e in stamps or coin will bring the catalogue to 
you. Radio Specialty Company, 100 Parts Place, New York 
City. 

Beys, don't overlook this! The "Basco" Baby Detector. 
Greatest detector ever brought out with molded base. Fully 
adjustable. See former advertisements in this publication 
or our catalogue. Detector with Galena Crystal complete, 
50e; the same Detector with Radioeite Crystal, 75c, pre- 
paid. Send for yours today. Radio Specialty Co., 100 Park 
Place, New York City. 

Radio Generators -500 Volt 100 Watt $23.50. High Speed 
Motors-Federal Phones $5.50-Battery Chargers $12.50. 
Motor Specialties Co., Crofton, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Motors-G.E. to HP., $16.50-14 HP., $29.50-5 HP., 
$98.50. Generators -8 Volt 10 Amp. 915.00-32 Volt 500 
Watt $29.50. Write for Catalog. Motor Specialties Co., 
Crofton, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus. 100 pages 
-88 illustrations. Written and published entirely for the 
wireless enthusiast who wants to make his own radio ap- 
paratus. Contains more information on "how to make it" 
than any other book we know of. Paper bound, 35e post- 
paid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 Park 
Place, New York City. 

How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus. 100 pages 
-90 illustrations. Only strictly modern radio apparatus 
are described in this book and the illustrations and 
descriptions are so clear and simple that no trouble will be 
experienced in making the instruments. Paper covered, 3.3e, 
postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 
Park Place, New York City. 

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernsback, A. 
Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E.E. Tells you everything 
you want to know about "Wireless"-theory, practice and 
history. A clear, concise course on every phase of this 
subject. 160 pages -350 illustrations, 30 tables. Stiff cloth 
cover, $1.75, postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book 
Dept., 53 Park Place, New York. 

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus. -100 pages - 
88 illustrations. Written and published entirely for the 
wireless enthusiast who wants to make his own radio 
apparatus. Contains more information on "how to make it" than any other book we know of. Paper bound, 35e. 
postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 53 
lark Place, New York City. 

How to Make Radio Frequency Amplifiers. This book is 
for the more advanced amateur, showing the construction of 
the Radio Frequency Amplifying Transformer and giving 
complete constructional data. It shows the application of 
Radio Frequency to amplifying units that the amateur may 
already possess and gives 15 hook -tips showing practically 
every use Radio Frequency Amplifying Transformers can he 
put to. 32 pages, 15 illustrations; bound in beautiful two- 
color cover. Prepaid 25c. The E. I. Company, 233 Fulton 
St., New York City. 

Major Armstrong's New Epoch -Making Invention Will 
Solve Your Loop Antenna Problem. The New Armstrong 
Super -Regenerative Circuit is a means now that Is made 
possible with two vacuum tithes and an indoor loop antenna 
to receive broadcasting music up to 100 miles distant. Our 
engineering department has compiled a pamphlet that gives 
an exposition of the theory of operation with full working 
directions, etc. A large blue -print is included with this 
pamphlet. Your dealer cannot supply you with these pamph- 
lets. Send us 25e and we will mall you this wonderful 
exposition prepaid. Tell your dealer to ask us for our propo- 
sition. The E. I. Company, 233 Fulton St., New York City. 
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CIRCULATION 60,000 COPIES 
This magazine is 

edited by 

H. GERNSBACK 
also Editor of 

RADIO NEWS 
and 

SCIENCE and 
INVENTION 

100 Articles 
Over 

100 Illustrations 

FOR SALE AT 

ALL NEWS STANDS 

20c. the Copy 

$2.00 a Year 
Canada and Foreign 

$2.50 a Year 

SEND FOR 

FREE 
SAMPLE COPY 

TODAY 

See Coupon Below 
for SPECIAL OFFER 

"The Electrical Magazine for Everybody" 
RACTICAL ELECTR1CS is probably the 
most novel magazine of its kind ever con- 
ceived. It is personally edited by H. 
Gernsback, editor of SCIENCE & IN- 

VENTION and RADIO NEWS. Mr. Gems - 
back, who fo.inded the old "Modern Electrics" 
as well as the "Electrical Experimenter," 
knows thoroughly what his readers want and 
have wanted for many years. PRACTICAL 
ELECTRICS, the 100% electrical magazine 
eclipses the best that was in "Modern Elec- 
trics" and "Electrical Experimenter." 

Electricity covers such a tremendous field 
that the man who does not keep abreast with it 
does himself a great injustice. PRACTICAL 
ELECTRICS covers that field from every 
angle. It i5 written in plain every -day lan- 
guage that a can understand. It portrays the 
entire electrical development of the month 
faithfully in non -technical language. It caters 
to everyone interested in electricity, be he a 
layman, an experimenter, an electrician or an 
engineer-each will find in this magazine a de- 
partment for himself and plenty more. 

The September issue now on the news-stands 
contains 41f rages and over 100 different articles 
and over 130 illustrations, with an artistic 
cover in oh -ee colors. Professor T. O'Conor 
Sloane. Ph D., is associate editor of the maga - 

INTERESTING ARTICLES IN SEPTEMBER 
"PRACTICAL ELECTRICS" 

Magnet -tricks The Electric Dog Thermo -Couple Pyrometer, By Clyde J. Fitch 
Electric Damper Regulator, By George G. McVicker 

Toy Motors Small Transformers 
Repairman's Test Panel. By B. M. Blount 

Sending Pictures by Wire (concluded from August issue) 
By Noel Deisch 

Electrolytic Rectifiers 
Storage Battery for Demonstrations. 

Single Unit Million Vult Transformers, By D. F. Miner Artificial Lightning Experiments Gigantic Insulator 

PRIZES 
This magazine one, a number of prizes, as follows: 
Our $50.00 Prize Contest for Junior Electri- 

cians and Electrical Experimenters includes as its 
elements simplicity, as great a degree of novelty 
as possible, and practicability. 

An interesting $100 prize contest is announced, 
for best new uses for old spark plugs. 

Also a new prize contest giving four prizes 
:mounting to $37.50 for the best account of an 
talc electrical experience. 

13.00 for the best article on Elee-Tricks, the 
new department. 

13.00 for the best "short-circuit," the semi - 
humorous department. 

In addition to this, the magazine pays high 
prices for all electrical experiments, electrical 
articles, etc. 

See Current Issue for Full Details. 

1 

1 

á 

PRACTICAL ELECTRICS 0.Pa 

This issue also contains articles by some 
of the greatest electrical writers, workers and 
students. The magazine will prove a revelation 
to any one interested in electricity. 

Every issue besides its many other features 
contains the following departments: 

"New Things Electric" 
"Experimental Electrics" 
"Electrical Digest" 
"Junior Electrician" 
"Flee -Tricks" 
"Motor Electrics" 
"Short Circuits" 
"How and Why" (Questions and An- 

swers.) 
Make all checks payable to: "Practical 

Electrics Co." 

S. 1.-9-23 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Gentlemen : 

Although your regular price is $2.00 per year, 
you will accept my subscription at $1.75 per year 
(Canada and foreign $2.25). I enclose the money 
herewith and I have written my name and ad- 
dress in margin below. 
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS! 
THE Radio Specialty Company-"RASCO" for short-now in its third year, is unquestionably the oldest and most unique radio parts supply house in the United States, if not in the whole world. This Company makes a specialty of small orders. No order is too small to get immediate and prompt attention. The reason is simple: 80% of our orders are small. 

The reputation of this house was built upon service. Ask any of your radio acquaintances what they think of "RASCO" service, "RASCO" promptness. Thou- sands of unsolicited testimonials are in our files, to prove that we serve the public as it has never been served in radio merchandise before. Be sure to get our great. 68 -page catalog, containing over 500 different parts. Catalog contains over 300 illustrations. "WE CAN ONLY DISAPPOINT YOU ONCE." Try us with a 50c. order and make us prove what we say. Prices include delivery to your door. 

Order direct from this page. We pay all transportation charges. All goods sent prepaid in 24 hours. 

NOTE BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS THIS MONTH I Money refunded if goods do not satisfy 
LOOP AERIAL 

The loop aerial you have 
been waiting for. Made 
entirely of well seasoned 
bard wood. Complete with 

n parts and base; Ne. 22 
enameled wire used. Total 
height of loop 36". 2 
fcet on the side; loep is 
10 convolutions. Can be 
put together by anyone In 

less than 5 minutes. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
R-2600, Two toot loop aerial, complete...31.15 

STORAGE 
BATTERIES 

New! New! New! 
Two volt, 40 am- 

pere heur storage 
battery for use with 
WD11, 12, and U.V. 
199 tubes. Don't 
keep on buying dry cells continuously. 
This storage battery 
will pay for itself in 
two months. Only 
best materials used. 
Guaranteed for 2 
years. You can con- 
nect up to 6 dry cell 
tubes on a single one of these batteries. Can 
be recharged for a few cents. Hard rubber con- 
tainer encased in impregnated wood case. Due 
to low price and large weight of batteries, 
shipped express collect. 
R-2400, Two volt, 40 ampere hour storage 
battery, size 2%x8x9" $4.25 
R-640, Six volt. 40 ampere hour storage 
battery, size 4%x71/2x9" 8.75 
R-660. Six volt. 00 ampere hour storage 
battery. size 0x7.s9'4 " 11.00 

WOOD CABINETS 
Highest grade mahogany 

cabinets made. Best hand 
rubbed finish. Top is 
binged. Front of cabinet 
rabbetted to fit panel. 
Price delivered to your 
door; no panel included 
in these prices. Entire 

cabinet made of 1/2" well seasoned stock. 
R-714, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"x14"..$3.35 
R-718, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"x18".. 3.60 
R-724, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"x24".. 4.40 
R-710, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"æ10".. 2.60 
R-712, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"x12".. 3.00 
R-721, Wood cabinets, panel size 7"x21".. 3.90 

CARDBOARD TUBING 
Only seamless tubing made in 
United States. Perfectly sea- 
soned. Heavy wall. (La-In- 
side Diameter. O.D.-Outside 
Diameter. L.-Length). 

R-6600, 3" I.D., 31/2" O.D. x 7" L. S 30 
R-6601, 31/2" I.D., 3q'æ" O.D. x 7" L 35 
R-6602, 33'2" I.D., 31/2" O.D. x 5" L 25 
R-6603, ;3q'í" I.D., 4" O.U. x 5" L 27 
R-6604, 9" I.D., 41/2" O.D. x 5" L 35 
R6605. 22%" I.D. 3" O.D. x 21/2" L 15 

"RASCO" BEZELS 
The finest Bezel on the mar- 

tret. Best brass mesh used. The 
Bezel comes entirely pickle 
plated. Will improve looks of 
your panel 100 per cent. Out- 
ride diameter I". Can be used 
on 1" or 3-16" panel. 
R-1700, Basco nickeled bezel 
Each S IS 

FORMICA PANELS 
Clearance Sale. 

This sheeting is 
positively the best 
grade on the market. 
High Finish on both 
sides. Too well known to reboil 510011 ex- 
planation. Due to Ilse fact that we are dis- 
continuing these particular sizes, this material 
is now offered practically at cost. Prices are 
about 40 per cent lower than our catalogue list. 

Note also that we ship these panels prepaid. 
This alone amounts to a considerable saving. 
R-350, 8"x12" x3-16" thick, each $1.50 
R-351, 6"x18"x3-16" thick, each 1.60 
4-352, 9"x12"x3-16" thick, each 1.75 
R-353, 12"x18'x3-18" thick, each 4.00 
R-354, 6%"x191/2"x3-16" thick, each 1.90 
R-355, 8"x71/2"x3-16" thick, each .85 
R-356, 6"x14"x3-16" thick, each 1.60 
R-357, 6"a4"x3-16" thick, each .85 

MELOTONE LOUD 
SPEAKER 

The best popular 
loud speaker on the 
market. Has tuned 
feature the same as 
all "Rico" phones. 
Fibre horn, heavy 
metal base, five foot 

cord. Nickte gooseneck. Greatest tuned loud 
talker. Compares favorably with most expen- 
sive speakers. Size overall 141"; horn length 
111"; bell 61"; total height 9". 
R-255, Melotone Speaker $4.90 

RICO TUNED 
RECEIVERS 

No better phones 
made. Supersensi- 
tive. Awarded 
Radio News Labora- 
tories Certificate of 
Merit. The only 
tuned phone on the 
market. Can b e 
tuned for any in- 
tensity and sensi- 
tivity. Magnetic 
pole of phone is in 
mathematical cen- 
ter of diaphragm. 
"Turn the cap to 
tune." 
R-2020, 2000 ohms, 
double head set 

$4.45 
R-3030, 3000 ohms, 
double head set 

$5.50 
?O TUNE: w ̀alfe 
"RASCO" LUBRICATED 

PANEL SWITCH 
Our patent spring fork holds 
the switch handle always at 
a uniform tension. At the 
same time it insures best 
contact possible. New wip- 

ing contact covers every portion of the switch 
point. Double leaf blades used. 
R-1921, "Itasca" Switch $ 30 

"RASCO" POSTS 
R-650, Post made entirely of 

best black composition -8/32" 
screw-each $ 08 
R-202, Post has nickel -plated 
bottom part, each 08 
Dozen, each style 90 

650 202 

301 3021 30,5 
303 :MI 

375 "RASCO" SWITCH POINTS 
Nickel -plated and polished. The following ha,e been found the most popular. 

R-301, 1/2"x1/2", 6/32" thread, doz 
s 

18 
R-302, 3/16" high, r/." dia., 6/32" thread 

doz. 18 
R-303, 3/16"x3/16", 4-36" thread, doz.... 18 
R-304, 1" dia., 1" thick; shank 6/32" 

doz. 18 
R-305 V." dia., 3/16" thick; shank 4/36", 

doz. I8 
R-306, 3/16" dia., 3/16" thick, shank 4/30 

doz 18. 
R-307, 3/16" dia., r/s" thick; shank 4/36, 

doz. 18 
R-375 Switch Stop, 74" long, 4/38 thread, complete with nut, each 18 

"RASCO" SOCKETTES 
Substitute for Vacuum Tube Socket. 
Four of these take one Vacuum Tube. 
Grasp tube firmly. Best contact pos- 
sible. Take less room. Are better. 
R-1550, Sockettes, nickeled, set 

ìí a 
of 4 $ 25 
R-1551 Sockettes, nickeled, set 
of 4 (to take WD -11 Tube) 25 
Note: Set of 4 sufficient to hold I Tube. 

COPPER FOIL 
Thinnest copper toil made, .001" 
thick. Comes 4" wide. 
R-5025, Copper Foil, per ft. S.In 

10 -ft. length 80 

+ 

300 307 

111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111 

Trade Mark 

"""' "' Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y. 

PHONEHORN 
Fills a new and 

distinct want. Base 
consists of R-1310 
Phonodapter d e - 
scribed on this page 
into which fits a 
fine enameled fibre 

h r i. Size of horn 12"; bell 6%". Slip 
Phonodapter end on a single telephone receiver 
and you have the lowest priced loud talker ever 
made. Mounted in your set or hung in corner 
o room it will bring sound all over the room. 
A most useful article. Welcome by all radio 
fans. R-1321 Phonehorn, prepaid $1.45 

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS 
No better Transformer on 
the market. Highest class 
materials. Impregnated 
coils. Silicon steel stamp- 
ings used. Save 50 per 
cent by assembling it 
yourself, 
R-1100, A.F. Trans- 
former, ratio 41/2 to 
1 $2.00 
R-1150, A.F. Trans- 
former, lath) 61% to 

92.00 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS 

The best Radio Frequency 
Transformer developed su 
far. Designed for us by 
Mr. R. E. Lacault, Asso- 
ciate Editor of RADIO 
NEWS. Air core. Guar- 
anteed to do the work. 
This Transformer brings 
in the long distances. 
R-2800 Radio Fre- 
quency Transformer, 
size 13á"x21/2" $1.50 

MAGNET WIRE 
The following come on 8 -ounce spools: 

R-2500, Double Cotton No. 18 
R-2501, Double Cotton No. 20 
R-2502, Double Cotton No. 22 
R-2503, Double Cotton No. 24 
R-2504, Double Cotton No. 26 
R-2505, Double Cotton No. 28 
R-2506, Double Cotton No. 30 

The following come on 4 -ounce spools: 
R-2507, Green Silk No. 20 
R-2508. Green Silk No. 22 
R-2509, Green Silk No. 24 
R-2510, Green Silk No. 26 
R-2511, Green Silk No. 30 
R-2512, Green Silk No. 32 
R-2513, Green Silt, No. 36 

The following come on 8 -ounce spools: 
R-2514, Enameled No. 20 
R-2515, Enameled No. 22 
R-2516, Enameled No. 24 
R-2517, Enameled No. 26 
R-2518. Enameled No. 30 
R-2519, Enameled No. 32 
R-2520, Enameled No. 36 

$ .50 
.60 
.75 
.85 
.95 

1.15 
1.65 

$.50 .55 
.60 
.65 

1.05 
1.30 
1.85 

$ .45 
.55 
.60 
.65 
.70 
80 

1.00 

BRASS RODS a.mmmmumimmuuuuu,u,,,,m,,uu, 
Sold in 6" lengths only ,-.".--+---,.,..,- w--.,,, 
R-8032. Brass Rod, 
8/32 thread, per iiiffliammagmlma 
length $ 
R-6032, Brass Rod, 6/32" thread, per 
length .06 
R-1425, Brass Rod, plain 1/2" round, per 

length IO 
R-3616 Brass Rod, plain 3/16" round, 

per Ion^ -th 06 

"RASCO" NAME PLATES 
'l'Ihe circular plate is our 
new Binding Post Name 
Plate, Diameter, q.". These 
:,nominations: PHONES, 

ht ROUND, - OUTPUT, 
A" BATTERY -, 'B" BATTERY-, LOUD 

SPEAKER, GRID. LOAD. 
"C"BATTERY-,AERIAL. -, INPUT, "A" BAT- 

TERY -1- "B" BATT-4-, LOOP. TICKLER, 
PLATE, "C" BATT -1-, FILAMENT. 
R-6000 to 6019. Binding Post Name Plates, 
each denomination $ 113 

Dozen 30 

"RASCO" VERNIER 
Cleverest vernier made. 
Can be used with any dial. 
Soft rubber ring engages 
dial. Does away with 
vernier condenser. We 

guarantee results. All metal parts moulded 
In best black composition. Nothing to come 
apart. Biggest hit of the season. 
R-1450, Vernier $ 30 

RADIO SPECIALTY CO. 
100 Park Place - - - New York City 

Oldest and Original Exclusive 
Radio Parts House in U. S. 

Elkridge, Md. 

DEALERS 
Get Our Special 

Proposition 

REINARTZ 
SPIDERWEB COIL 

Here is a very tine induct- 
ance for Reinartz circuit, 
200-600 meters. 19 taps. 
Size 41/2" diameter; 174 
center opening. Can be 
used 1 nearly allcir- 
cuits. 

y new Cr 
cuita. Cenatructlon: due - 
spider -web throughout. Cell 
is firm and will not fall 
apart as is case with many 
inferior makes. A few of 
these coil= will work won- 
ders in your set. 
R-2650 Spider -web Iteipartz 

coil St le 
PHONODAPTER 

The Phonodapter will fit 
any phone. Meta: tube 
fits any standard phono- 
graph. Make your phon- 
ograph a loud talker. Fits 
Columbia, Victor and Son- 
ora phonographs. Is made 
entirely cf pure soft rub- 
ber with brass tube inserted. 
R-1310 Phonodapter $. 56 

DOUBLE 
PHONO DAPT ER 

The Double 
Phonodapter fits 
all phonographs 
and will take any 
standard double 

head set, Blotchy making your phonograph a 
loud talker. Made of cast metal, nickel 
plated and highly polished. Has three gen- 
erous soft rubber bushings. 
R-1320 Double Phonodapter 
"RASCO" CORD TIP JACKS 
Take the place of binding posts 
on instruments or panel. Cord 
tip firmly gripped by jack. Made 
of brass, highly nickel -plated 
and polished. Screw to attach 
lead wire. No soldering necessary, 
R-1500, Cord Tip Jack, each 

LITZ WIRE 
R-323, equals No. 25 BAS, per 
foot $ 02 
R-890, equals No. 28 B&S, per foot 01 
R-891, equals No. 21 B&S,-per 
foot 03 
R-892, equals No. 20 B&S per 

04 foot 
71scounts of 10 percent in 100 -ft. lots. 

5. 65 

$ 15 

UNIVERSAL BEARING 
TILE bearing to hold variometer 
and variocoupler rotors. Total 
length of bearing 21/2". Outside shaft, 11/2". 
Length of thread 1". Length of threaded sleeve, 
q.". 
R-1375, Bearing $ 25 

PANEL MOUNTING VARI- 
ABLE CONDENSERS 

This condenser presents 
the latest word In pre- 
cision mechanics. Plates, 
washers, and all other 
parts are accurately ma- 
chined. Positively no 
better condenser on the 
market. Shafts r/.". Save 
from 90% to 60% by 
assembl Inc condenser your- 
self. A child can do it in a few minutes spaie 
time. Capacities guaranteed. 
R-1111 11 plate condenser, .00025 mfd,..,$1.10 
R-2121 21 plate condenser, .0005 mid 1.22 
R-4343 43 plate condenser, .001 mfd 1.50 

The "Rasco" Catalog 
CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK- 

UPS. 300 ILLUSTRATIONS 
500 ARTICLES. 68 PAGES 

All Armstrong 
Circuits: These 
important circuits 
a r e explained 
clearly, all values 
having been given 
leaving out noth- 
ing that could 
puzzle you. 

Just to name a 
few of the Vac- 
uum Tube cir- 
cuits: The V.T. 
as a detector and 
one-step amplifi- 
e r ; Armstrong 
circuits; one-step 
radio frequency 
amplifier and de- 
tector; three stage 
audio - frequency 
amplifier; short 
wave regenerative 
circuits; 4 -stage 
radio frequency 
amplifiers; radio 
and audio fre- 
quency amplifier; 
inductively coupl- 
ed amplifier; Arm trong superautodyne, etc. 

Catalog mailed only upon receipt of 

15 Cents in Stamps or Coin. 

THE PERIODICAL PRESS, NEW YORE 
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AUDEL'S ENGINEERS & MECHANICS GUIDES 

',4 

4750 pages -8754 Illustrations-: ...tip` 
Pocket Size-Flexible Binding .' ̀ 

40, 44`> 
omplete ..?` r' 

c>,0`4.4 

,T` c 

e.4^ì as"` 
Theory, Practice and Operation of ALL Steam Engines, Materials. Boller Construction-Mechanical Stokers-Oil Burners-Set-. Le, , e4.ß 
Valve, Motions, VALVE SETTING; CORLISS EN- d e q 
GINES, IINIFLOW and POPPET VALVE ENGINES, tins-Chimneys-Mechanical Draught-HOW TO SELECT A BOILE.It,. 
LOCOMOBILES-Locomotive-Marine Engines; Tur- BOILER DESIGN based on A. S. M. E. BOILER CODE-OPERA- '$ 
bines; Rotary Engines-the Indicator-Lubrication- TION of Steam Bolters-Pipes and Pipe Fitting-Heating and . KV' te!octi 
PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT. How W use Indicator- Ventilation-Refrigeration-Cooling Towers-Condensers-Distill- . o .é a,QCo GAS, OIL and DIESEL ENGINES-Aeroplanes, Avla- ing Apparatus-Elevators-Cranes and Hoisting Machinery- C. ô Icon-HOW TO SELECT AN ENGINE. STEAM EN- . e ti 2 
GINS DESIGN. Theory and Construction of ALL Ropes and Cables-Splicing-Compendium of Practical Elee- a 

Q` 
Steam Boilers; Heat -Combustion; Fuel and Flue Gas trical Engineering-Ready Reference Indez, covering entire.. c moo' g 
Analysts-COB Recorders-Characteristics of Boilers- field of Modern Electricity. a. o` o aº 04, cy 

SHIPPED TO YOU FREE! Not a cent to pay until you see the hooka. , . t ,ro`o Qó ~ 
Na obligation to pay unless you are satisfied. 4qk ' e Q e 
Send coupon now-today, and get this new / Ç ,Ct, o 
Master Set for Engineers and see if it is not 
worth $100 to you. l'ay only $1.00 a month. 

Per 
Month 

Every Engineer, Mechanic and Electrical Worker will wel- 
come this new Master Set. It will answer your problems. 
It will help you with your daily work. A sure source of 
advancement and higher pay. Complete up-to-date informa- 
tion that is thoroughly and easily explained on every branch 
of Modern Engineering and Electrical Practice. 
A dollar a month is all it costs to have in your possession all 
the latest information on engineering. 

1 
THE GUIDES TELL YOU ALL ABOUT 
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Not a Fad -A Proven Scientific Instrument 

. Hundreds ofPh ysicians 
recommend VI-R!EX 
VIOLET RAYS equesr. 

Health gor-Success- 
PAYSM8ymeans 'VIOLET aivelous- 

Use itYourselftlloine 
We offer FREE this wonderful book de- 
scribing the marvelous, strange new force, 
Violet Rays. Explains in simple words and 
pictures how Violet Rays revitalizes every 
cell and works apparent miracles in helping 
to overcome pain and sickness. 

FREE 
Book 

Practicing physicians and plain home folks 
explain in this book how Violet Rays has 
made them well, strong and happy. 60 
pages, illustrated with actual photographs, 
scientific charts and diagrams. It's FREE. 

Acts Instantly-No Delay, 
Violet Rays work at once, you feel results immediately. 
"Violet Rays is the finest thing I ever used to relieve con- 
gestion in any part of the body, and to relieve pain. Treat - 

The New Way-No Medicines 
Acts without drugs or 
medicine, i t ' s scientific, 
goes after the cause, that's 
why it gets results. Note 
the Iist of ailments Violet 

Rays treats successfully, 
and many others. Success 
in Business and Social af- 
fairs depends on health, it 
is in your easy reach. 

Send NEW FREE BOOK 
REVEALS MARVELOUS SCIENTIFIC METHODS 

Explains how Nikola Tesla discovered Violet Rays, how it works, 
why it heals. Tells what doctors and plain folks accomplish in 
conquering pain, disease and nervous troubles. Shows charts of 
human body, explains where pains start, how to banish them. 
Offered FREE for a limited time only, to introduce Violet Rays. 

Liberal Pay 
Men and women, without 
perience, earn liberal profits n 

To Representatives spare time showing Violet Rays 
to neighbors. Proves results 

first demonstration, sells on sight. Wholesale price and per- 
manent territory to representatives. 

No Waiting 

A Proven Aid 
To BEAUTY 
Brings natural, magnetic 
beauty of health, no diet- 
ing, exercises or drugs. 
Home treatments save 
money. 

ments are so pleasant that all my patients like it," writes 
Dr. Duncan, Kewanee, Ill. You can use it at home and 
get equally good results yourself. 

Check Your Ailment Below for Free Advice 
Here is a partial list of ailments successfully treated with 

Violet Rays: 
Catarrh - Eye Disease Nervousness Sore Throat 
Chilblains Falling Hair Neuralgia Sprains 
Colds Hay Fever Neuritis Tcnsilitis 
Constipation Headache Paralysis Whooping 
Deafness Goitre Piles Cough 
Earache Insomnia Rheumatism Asthma 
Eczerha Lumbago Skin Diseases 

VI -REX ELECTRIC CO .p DEPT. 
326 WE ET MADCHI Ae 

Please send me without any cost or obligation your free book 
describing your VI -REX Violet Ray Outfits, and details of your 
free trial offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

www.americanradiohistory.com




